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CHAFTER I
THE PROBI^M: PERS PECT I\T:
,
SIGNIFICANCE AND PROPOSED SOLUTION
Inrptcsd of saying that a man behaves because of the consequences which
are to follow his behavior, we simply say that he behaves because of
the consequences which have followed similar behavior in the psst„
BeF„ Skinner, 1953, p, 87
The counseling profession is becoming increasingly aware of
the relevance of behavior theory to verbal behavior in the counseling
interview. In the influcncial position treatise, The Counselor in a
Changing World
.
Wrenn (1962) cited several verbal conditioning studies
and concluded that "clearly what a person says is shaped by what is
said to him, and in accordance vjith lawful patterns [p. 58] Arguln
from a behavioral perspective, Strong (1964) has contended that
...the interview can be viewed as reciprocal verbal behavior
usually betvseen two people. The counselor talks, then the
counselce talks, then again the counselor, and so on. Generally,
other behaviors such as nodding, smiling, and looking are
liberally added to the on-going interlocking verbal behavior
66
^
.
VJithin this interactive process the counselor is seen as con-
trolling the stimulus conditions of the interview. The counselor
provides stimuli which are occassions for the client to emit verbal
behavior which in turn generates consequences in the counseling
environment. When as a consequence of certain client responses, the
counselor rewards the client with comments or gestures indicating
increased attention, approval, or affection, the client "learns" new
ways of talking about old problems. To the behaviorist, the effective
2counselor is coea as one who arranges stimulus couditicns conducive to
clicfiL verbalisation, reinforces client responses deemed situationally
appropriate and extinguishes (does not reinforce) responses deemed
inappropriate. According to Krumboltz (1966) such a behavioristic
approach marks the beginning of a revolution in counseling practices.
Krasner and Ullrcann (1965), reflecting on both basic and applied
research in the field of behavior therapy, have concluded that verbal
conditioning has progressed from a research method to a viable
treatment technique.
The Revolution i n Counseling
Trad itlona l vs Behavi oral Oblectives
Traditionally, the interview has been generally accepted as
the most important technique in counseling, but attention has been
directed toward such process characteristics as acceptance, empathy,
spontaneity, genuineness, congruence end warnth. Suggestions that tho
counselor attempt Co pre-detersiine specific outcomes or directions of
the counseling interview have been attacked as anti-thetical. to
traditional objectives of sei f-understauding, sclf-acceptiiiice, self-
determination, resolution of intrapsychic conflicts, phenomenological
growth and self-realisation. The counseling process, it has boon
argued, should be nondirective, nonjudgemental. and free of mnnipulation
or control
.
(Rogers and Skinner, 1956)
K.rumboU.z (1966b) advocating wider acceptance of the behavioral
counseling position has argued that the goals of counseling should be
stated a.s those specific behavior changes "(a) desired by each client,
(b) comuntiblc with his counselor's values and (c) externally observ-
able," Krumholti^ maintained that the use of predetermined behavioral
3o'goals
...would result in (a) a clearer anticipation of what counseling
could accoraplish, (b) a better integration of counseling psi'chol-
ogy with the mainstream of psychological theory and research, (c)
a facilitation of the search for new and more effective techniques
for helping clients and (d) the use of different criteria for
When counselors, even those who disavovj predetermined behavioral
goals, are called upon to justify the efficacy of their techniques, most
typically cite changes in their clients' overt behavior to support their
counseling procedures. Hence, the major difference between behavioral
counselors and those of more traditional persuasions appears to center
not in the area of ultimate goals but in assumptions concerning the
intrapsychic role of the traditional constructs of self-understanding,
self-acceptance and self-direction. Some counselors continue to assi.use
that these hypothetical constructs constitute intermediate intrapsychic
states which facilitate ultimate modifications in client behavior
patterns. The traditional assumption has been that if clients attain
some degree of self-understanding and/or self-acceptance, they will be
"freed" to change the pattern and direction of their overt behavior,
Kruraboltz (1966a) has challenged the validity of this assumption. He
argued that whether or not this assumption is justified is an empirical
question which has not been supported by available evidence.
1953; Murray, 1956; and Rogers, J.M., I960) of interview protocols of
clients treated by counselors of widely differing theoretical
orientations, have clearly revealed that counselors, particularly
successful ones, directly though perhaps unintentionally, selectively
conditioned client responses in the direction prescribed by the
assessing the outcomes of counseling with different clients
Content analyses (Bandura, Lipher and Miller, 1960; Hisne,
4counselor's orientation. Bandura (1961) concluded that
...the results o£ these studies show that the therapist not only
controls the patient by rewarding him with interest and approval
when the patient behaves in a fashion the therapist desires, but
that he also controls through punishment, in the form of mild
disapproval and withdrawal of interest, when the patient behaves
in ways that are .threatening to the therapist or run counter to
his goals Q). I54J .
Patterson (1963) who unquestionably is not a behavlorist, argues
that "the techniques which the counselor uses niay be considered as the
opor'snt conditioning of clients' behavior in the interview [j». 68^
Truar. (1965) recently reported evidence that Carl Rogers, the leading
proponent of the nondirective interview process, differentially
reinforces client responses in the direction of growth prescribed by
"client centered" theoryl
If future research confirms the indicated trend it nay bs con-
cluded that the successful counseling interview is generlcally a process
of verbal interaction characterized by differential reinforcement,
regardless of the avowed objectives of the counselor. It would appear,
therefore, that to the extent a counselor is aware of Che variables
affecting client conditionability and the reinforcing effects of his
own behavior, to that extent, the counselor can, with deliberation,
systerr^tically and efficiently modify the verbal responses of his
clients in the direction his particular counseling orientation teaches.
Moreover, case studies demonstrating remarkable achievement by behavior
therapists with retarded and brain injured children, regrecsed psychotics
and the physically handicapped (Ullmann and Krasner, 1965; Ulrich,
Stachnik and Mabry, 1956) suggest that counselors armed with a knowl-
edge of appropriate envirooBiental contingencies may have almost
unlimited potential for promoting growth and development in their
clients!
5
Conceptualising. Verbal Behavior
Another common notion among clinicians and counselors has been
that a client's verbal responses reflect strong, enduring, deep rooted
behavior patterns which are relatively invariant under minor changes in
the immediate environment. The traditional approach has been to
emphasize the interpretive and symbolic aspects of verbal behavior.
This has been the prevalent approach in both diagnostic procedures and
in assessing the progress of counseling. A research break-through which
generated enthusiasm for a new approach to the study of verbal behavior
occurred in 1951, when Greenspoon reported a study demonstrating that
verbal behavior need not be conceptualized as just a manifestation of
intrapsychic thought, feelings and attitudes, but that verbal behavior
can be treated as external and measurable behavior, significant in its
own right. Greenspoon demonstrated that subjects' (Ss) verbal
behavior was modifiable by minimal verbal and nonverbal cues. He
emphasized the significance of his study as an analogue to the operant
conditioning of laboratory animals. Others, hovjever, such as Dollard
and Miller (1950) regarded Greenspoon's demonstration of the operant
conditioning of verbal behavior as a "clear example of direct, auto-
emphasized the potential application of verbal conditioning to the
process of psychotherapy.
The Greenspoon study served as a prototype for a large body of
research efforts which have come to be known as verbal operant condi-
matic, or in other words, unconscious learning They
6tionins (VOC) studies. These studies are basically extensions of the
operant conditioning paradigm developed by B.F. Skinner (1938) applied
to a Skinnerian conceptualization of verbal behavior (1948). According
to Skinner if a response is followed by a reinforcing stimulus or
event, the probability (or frequency) of the future occurrence of
similar responses viill come under the control of the situational stimuli
That is, the responses will tend to be emitted under circumstances that
characteristically accompany reinforcement. Skinner refers to such
responses as operants because they operate upon and elicit consequences
from the environment. When the consequences are rewarding to the
organism they are said to reinforce (e«g« Increase the probability of
similar responses occurring in the future).
Skinner (1957) has contended that although verbal behavior is
a highly complex human mode of response, it is, nevertheless, subject
to the same sets of variables as affect nonverbal responses. While
accepting that the requirements of social communication necessitate
some correspondence between external stimulus events and verbal
responses and some adherence to conventional rules of grammar, Skinner
postulated that
...verbal behavior is shaped and maintained by a verbal environment
by people who respond to behavior in certain ways because of the
practices of the group in which they are merobers, . .the resulting
interaction between speaker and listener yield the phenomena v;hlch
are considered here under the rubric of verbal behavior b 0 226] .
Verbal behavior, therefore, may be conceptualized as operant behavior
in that it operates on the environment and is "shaped and maintained"
by the consequences of its occurrence.
7Verba'*. Condj tionln R; and the Covwsel ing,
Although VCC Etudies have net yet provided the research break-
through to launch a functional science and technology of the counseling
interview, they have provided significant heuristic contributions to a
better understanding of the interview process. Frobably the woct
important contribution has been the clear deraonstration of the
counselor's potential to systematically influence the rate, volume and
content of the client's verbal responses. In addition, verbal condi-
tioning resoarch has forced coun.5elors to re“e::acsine their interviev?
techniques and to approach client's verbal beh.svior, not only as
expressions of intrapsychic thoughts, feelings and attitudes, but as
interactional behavior amenable to modification by a siultiplicity of
environmental variables. The greatest significance of the verbal
cond.ition.ing paradigm to counseling, however, lies in its unique
potential for testing the effects and interaction of innumerable
variables relating to interview technique, counselor-client relation-
ships and papulation characteristics. Specifically, it is a most
pt’OHlsing vehicle for bridging the gap between counseli,rg theory and
learning theory -- between counseling psj'Cuology and general experi-
mental psychology.
Statcnsrit' of .thg__Pro.Menj
Before the full potential of verbal conditioning research in
counseling can be rcaiiaed, a synthesis is necessary to incorporate
the verta.l conditioning paradigm within the context of a typical low
structured coansoling interview. Such an experimental model is a
necessary vehicle for verification of gencralizat.ions derived i.rora
8other experimsatal tasks, for testing ns'rf hypotheses relating to
interview behavior and in general for the development of an applied
science of the interview process.
Gencra_l_.Ob ige t i va
The principal purpose of this investigation v-sas to test,
within the context of a low structured interview, the following
general hypothesis:
Client verbal responsiveness to counselor reinforcement
is affected by at least three interacting variables:
1. The set of the client population toward a selected
response class prior to conditioning.
2. The verbal response claBs(es) selected for rein-
forcement.
3. The sequence in which verbal response classes are
conditioned.
Spfictfic Obj ectlvt^s
Fulfillment of the general objective of the study was sought
through answers to five primary questions:
1. Prior to attempted conditioning, does the set (proportion
of responses) of a population of clients toward tvjo verbal response
classes (a) differ between the classes at a given experimental
period, (b) differ within the classes at different experimental
periods and (c) does the magnitude of any difference between
response classes differ between the two experimental periods?
92, Does the set of a population of clients toward ttjo verbal
responss classes (a) differ bst^^een the classes in a given base period
within the interview, (b) differ within the classes at different base
periods in the intervievj and (c) doss the magnitude of any difference
between response classes differ between two given base periods within
an intervievj?
3, Can two verbal response classes be conditioned separately
in two conditioning periods of an interview and do these response
classes evanifest extinction vjhcn reinforcement is withdrav^n?
4, Within en iiitervisw, does the level of conditioning (a)
differ between two conditioning segments of an Interview, (b) differ
between response classes in a given conditioning segment, (c) differ
within the response classes at different conditioning segments, (d)
docs the magnitude of any difference between responss classes differ
betvjeen the two conditioning segments and (e) can any observed
differences be explained In terms of differences in client set
prior to conditioning?
5, Do the number of subjects who manifest conditioning
differ for (a) response classes, (b) response class-conditioning
period combinations or (d) experlraenters?
In addition, the cctsprehensiveness of the present design
permitted an investigation of three related secondary questions:
1. Do subjects* post-interview perceptions of an Interview
differ as a function of (a) the treatment applied, (b) a specific
treatment applied at a given experimental period, (c) the
10
expariruenteiT snd/or (d) complex interactions of t«o or more of these
variables?
2. Are post-interview perceptions of sa interview
influenced by conditioning performance?
3. Following an interview, is the level of conscious aware-
ness of experimenter influence independent of (a) treatment, (b) a
specific treatment at a given experimental period, (c) experimenter
and/or conditioning performance?
Answers to these questions, five primary end three secondary,
circumscribed the problem of concern in this study, and specified the
objectives and procedural guidelines of the investigstionc
Sipniflcance o f the Problem
Getting clients to talk and continue to talk about topics
relevant to their general behavior is recognized as the real core of the
interview process. A generic concept of the counseling interview as a
process of predictably expediting specifiable changes in client's verbal
behavior (Krasner, 1962; Krumboltz, 1967) appears to be emarging from
the embers of the directive (VJiliiamson, 1950) vs. nondirective
(Rogers, 1951) controversy which raged during the "fifties". The
critical need, if counseling is to evolve from an unpredictable art to
a precise applied science, is for an empirically verified body of
principles specifying (a) critical variables of which interview verbal
behavior is a function, (b) contingencie'3 which maintain specific
classes of verbal behavior and (c) conditions under which verbal
behavior may be most effectively changed. Limited by lack of such
11
principles and armad only with diverse subjectively applied rule of
thumb techniques, counselors are generally unable to operationally
specify interview goals or to predict how their efforts will turn out.
Such hit and miss capriciousness, in an era of pyramiding demands for
counseling services and mass behavioral change "is simply as uneconorai-
cal, as inefficient and appropriate to the jet age as a horse and
buggy" (Kanfer, 1965, p. 248).
Integrating Verbal Conditioning, and Counseling Interview Research
Verbal operant conditioning provides a new theoretical orien-
tation and suggests innovative practical approaches to the counseling
interview, A multiplicity of variables of which client interview
behavior is a function have been isolated. Before the specific effects
of these variables oa interview behavior can be verified and further
evaluated, an experimental model essentially identical to the counseling
interview must be developed. To date, developmental efforts have lacked
either the appropriate degree of identity, experimental rigor or both.
The demonstrated effectiveness of an integrated experimental task may
in itself play a major role in bringing the counseling interview under
the egis of predictive science.
Verbal Response Class A Significant Variable
Another significant aspect of the problem under study is the
attention focused on the verbal response class as a potentially critical
variable in its ovin right. With but few notable exceptions, most VOC
studies have paid little attention to the effects of the response class
selected for conditioning. After an exhaustive study of the differential
results obtained with "human" vs. "plural" responses, Matarazzo, Saslow
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and Parsis (1960) concluded: "At this stage of. our knowledge no adequate
data exist to explain why some verbal response classes are easier to
condition than others [^p. 205j." To date the question has remained
unanswered. But, if counselors are to gain the ability to predictably
increase or decrease the probability of specified verbal responses of
their clients, a functional answer to this question is essential.
Therefore, any attempt to investigate differential effects of disparate
response classes has potential theoretical and practical significance
for the development of an intervie’.j technology.
Sequential ConditionIng
No previous study has investigated in detail the consequences
of attempting to sequentially condition two response classes within
the same interview. The study of sequence effects has significance not
only to the problem of differential conditionability but also to the
common counseling dilenma in which the counselor deems it necessary to
reinforce one topic but the client tends toward talking about another.
A common approach has been to pay attention to the topic high in the
client's verbal hierachy, thus running the risk of reinforcing
inappropriate responses. Another approach has been to attempt
reinforcing counselor preferred responses, thus running the risk of
"turning the client off". Answers concerning how most effectively to
deal with this dilemma are of philosophical, theoretical and practical
importance to every counselor.
Cross Validat ion
An important feature incorporated within the present research
A
design is the provision for cross validation of experimental findings
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both concurrently viith different Es and in replication with the sane
Es. This rare feature in VOC studies yields clear indications of the
confidence which can be vested in the present results
»
The inherent significance of this study, therefore, is that it
represents an attempt to reach beyond the limits of previous investi-
gations and apply the rigorous methods of controlled experimentation
directly to significant aspects of the verbal interactions of the
counseling interview.
Definition of Terms
-
ygy.hal operant condi t ioning . Verbal operant conditioning is
defined as "the systematic application of social reinforcements to
influence the probability of another person emitting a specifiable
verbal behavior (Krasner, 1965, p. 213)." VJithin the context of an
experimentally simulated initial interview, the VOC paradigm prescribes
the methodological strategy employed in this study.
Extinction
.
Extinction is defined as the progressive decrease
in the probability of occurrence of a specifiable verbal behavior.
Theoretically, when a conditioned response is repeated and not
followed by reinforcement the strength of the S's tendency to emit
that response undergoes a progressive decrease.
Verbal response class . A verbal response class is defined as
a group of similar verbal operant responses (called response class
msmbers) possessing corcroon characteristics amenable to operational
definition. Examples of response classes used in previous research
include plural nouns, self-reference statements having the personal
pronouns "1" or "we" as subject, human movement responses to ink blots.
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statements of opinion, positive affect responses, etc.
^response c lass
. In the present research a critical
response class is defined as that class of the Ss verbal operants
selected to be brought under the control of Es' reinforcement. Schoo l
reference responses and family reference responses constituted the
specific critical response classes under study.
Response unit s. For purposes of this study response units are
defined as meaningful units of speech fulfilling the criteria developed
by Auld and White (1956), A detailed listing of the nine rules used in
identifying response units is presented in Appendix A.
School re ference responses. A school reference response is
defined as a verbal response emitted by the S which describes, tells
something about, or directly pertains to the University of Massachusetts,
its campus, facilities, faculty or courses or to the Ss status as a
student at the University of Ms.ssachusetts , Operationally, a school
reference response is defined as a response unit containing in
singular or plural form at least one of the following nouns, a synonym
of at least one of these nouns or a pronoun with one of these nouns as
an antecedent, used within the context described above:
1. "U“Mass", university, college, campus, school, library,
dormitory, classroom or the name of any specific room,
building or facility on the University of Massachusetts
campus,
2. Course, class, studies, program, schedule, or the name
of any specific course, class or program of studies vmich
relates to the S as a student at the University of Massa~
chusetts
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GENERAL DEFINTION : S responses which describe, lell something about or directly pertain
to the University of Mass., its campus, facilities, faculty or courses or
to the S's status as a student ot the University of Massachusetts.
Also: ( I ) Any synonym for any of the above nouns.
(2) A pronoun having one of the obove nouns (or synonym) as antecedent.
Figure 1
3. Instructor, professor, teacher or the proper name of one
of these faculty members.
4. Mark, grade, "A", "B", "C", "D", "F", any other specific
grade assigned in a University of Massachusetts course,
cumulative average, academic record.
5. Test, quiz, examination, mid-term, final.
6. Term paper, report, project, assignment.
7. Lecture, laboratory.
A preliminary survey of data collected in the fall of 1967 from
a sample of the general population utilized in this study revealed that
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the nouns specified above are the ones most frequently used by the Ss
in referring to school. Examples of typical school reference responses
include: "I like it here at school I " "It's difficult to know what to
study for the mid-terms . " "U-tfess offers a really wide variety of
courses ", etc.
Family reference responses
.
A family reference response is
defined as a verbal response unit emitted by the S which describes, tells
something about or directly relates to the Ss home, parents or near-kin.
Operationally a faraily reference response is defined as a response unit
containing in singular or plural form, at least one of the following
nouns, a synonym of at least one of these nouns or a pronoun with one
of the nouns as an antecedent, used within the context defined above:
1. Home, house, apartment, flat, farm (referring to family
dwelling)
.
2. Family, parents, folks, relatives.
3. Mother, father, step-mother, step-father, guardian,
4. Brother, sister, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, step-
brother, step-sister.
5. Uncle, aunt, cousin.
6. Grandparents, grandfather, grandmother.
7. Niece, nephew.
8o Any proper name to designate any of the relatives specified
above.
The preliminary survey mentioned previously revealed that the
nouns specified above are those raost frequently used by the general
population of Ss used in the present study when they refer to their
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family in an interview situation. Examples of typical family reference
responses include: "My uncle
,
he's a counselor too." "When I was
youngj ^ moved around a lot," "I have an older sister." "My mother
and I get along real well." etc.
Combination reference response s. A combination (school-family)
reference response is operationally defined as a response unit which
contains at least one noun, synonym or referent pronoun from the school
category and at least one from the family category. Hence, a combined
reference response is one which fulfills the operational definition of
both the school reference and family reference categories. Examples
of combination x'eference responses include: "My father wanted me to go
to U-Mas s.” "Hy mother says I don't take enough interest in my studie s,
brother is majoring in education here too."
Other reference responses
. Ocher reference responses are
operationally defined as response units which do not contain a noun,
synonyai or referent pronoun from the school reference or family refer-
ence category. An other reference response is, therefore, a response
which does not fulfill the requirements of a school reference, family
reference or combination reference response. Examples of other refer-
ence responses include: "My boy friend's in basic training now."
"After graduation I think I'll live near Boston,” "At first I felt
lonely." "My girl friend's brother is coining to visit us Saturday,"
Loquacity rate . The total nouibar of verbal response units
emitted by an S in a specific period of time is referred to as the S's
loquacity rate.
Probability scores . A probability score is defined as an
index of the ratio of a given class of response units to the total
number of response units emitted by an S during a specific time period
within the interview. Formula 1 presented on page 57 illustrates the
procedure used in computing probability scores.
The function of the probability score is to represent the
proportion of total responses contributed by a given response class.
The principle underlying the Importance of this score is that it is not
enough in the counseling interview to merely change the number of units
of a given response class by manipulating loquacity rate. The
importance of the probability score is based on the conviction that
modification of verbal behavior within the counseling interview demands
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an Increase in the proportion of critical response units accorapanied
by a reciprocal decrease in the proportion of others. A secondary
function of the probability score is that it tends to equate differ-
ences in Ss ' loquacity rates,
Cortdl t_i_qnlna_sg_or
e
s « A conditioning score is defined as the
difference between S's probability score for a given response class in
any given period and S's "bass" probability score for that response
class in the period immediately preceding attempted conditioning. To
adequately assess conditioning and extinction effects in the tX'jo
conditioning segments of each interview, two types of conditioning scores
were used in this study. Type "A" conditioning scores were used as
measures for the first conditioning segment of the interview and Type
"B" were used for the second segment. The two primary functions of a
conditioning score are (a) to provide a measure of change in probability
scores based on the S's probability score prior to conditioning and (b)
to equate differences among Ss in pre-conditioning probability scores.
Formula 2 and Formula 3 presented on pages 57 and 59 illustrate the
procedure for computing conditioning scores.
Schedules of reinforcement . Schedules of reinforcement refer
to systematic relationships between the number of critical responses
and/or the passage of time and the delivery of reinforcement.
Continuous reinforcement schedule . A continuous reinforcement
schedule is a systematic procedure of reinforcing every emitted
response vjlthin the critical response class.
Fixed interval reinforcement sche dule . A fixed interval rein-
forcement schedule is one in which the first critical response
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occurring after a given interval of time is reinforced.
Compound schedule of reinforcement
.
A compound schedule of
reinforcement is defined as one x.ihich reinforces a given class of
critical responses according to the requirements of two or more sched-
ules of reinforcement operating concurrently. The overall schedule on
which reinforcements vjere delivered in this experiment is best defined
as a compound schedule of reinforcement. A paraphrase stimulus was
prescribed on a fixed interval schedule with a limited-hold
contingency (Ferster and Skinner, 1957). An "mm-htGin" stimulus v;as
geared to a continuous schedule. According to this compound schedule,
reinforcements are delivered vjhen any combination of the requirements
of the two component schedules are met.
Set
.
For purposes of this study, set is defined as the
current predisposition of an S to emit members of a given verbal
response class. Operationally, the strength of an S's set toward a
given verbal response class is measured by the S's probability score
on the given response class in the period iicmediately preceding a given
conditioning period.
Limitations of the Study
Generalizations of the findings of the present study are of
necessity qualified by the population of subjects sampled, the charac-
teristics of the experimental task and the specific levels of the
variables selected for investigation:
Subjects
Ss vjere drawn from a population of female undergraduate
students enrolled in an elementary education program in the School of
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Education, University of Massachusetts o While this sample is obviously
not a representative cross section of the general population at large,
it was appropriate to the purposes of this research for at least tvjo
basic reasons:
1. Brayfield (1963) provided evidence of a general consensus
that counseling deals with problems of "normal people,,"
A large proportion of previous VCX; studies have used
clinical populations, but as Greenspoon (1962) has
cautioned: "Theories that have evolved from clinical
populations leave much to be desired, both as theories
and in accounting for normal behavior [^p„ 54^
2, Tests of the VOC phenomenon had already been extended to
this population and certain of the significant para-
meters had been determined (Dolhenty, 1967; Kennedy,
1967). Therefore, a foundation had been established for
this population from which more complex Inquiries could
be launched.
Experimental Task
The experimental task developed for this study perraits consid-
erable spontaneous participation by the E. Typically, most investigators
had avoided the methodological problems inherent in this type situation
by utilizing simple highly structured experimental tasks. The most
serious problem is the standardization of the Es behavior. While the
Es ' reinforcing stimuli and the schedule under which they should ba
delivered are precisely specified, additional irrelevant and
unspecified E variables are free to creep into the dyad to interfere
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with or obscure the effects of the independent variables under study.
Although appropriate intra- and inter- group controls tend to reveal
the intrusion of such variables they are limited in suggesting
significant explanations. Even though a rigorous training program
has been designed to standardize the participation of the various Es,
the degree of standardization consmon to studies requiring simple S
responses to simple highly structured tasks is difficult to achieve.
In spite of this limitation the advantages gained from results
obtained in a naturalistic low structured interview setting far out-
weigh the dangers of conteraination. The research design has sufficient
experimental rigor to detect the intrusion of foreign E variables and
mitigates against the possibilities of spurious conclusions.
Independent Variables
The specific critical response classes (school reference
responses and family reference responses) and the specific temporal
periods within the university semester (mid-term and prior to Thanksgiving
recess) during which the interactions of related variables were tested
v;ere preselected in terms of a total experimental design. Therefore,
generalization of findings of the present study to other response
classes, other temporal periods or other treatment conditions must
of necessity await verification by future research.
CMPI'ER II
significant antecedents
Neyton explained his tremendous achievement by saying that he stood on
the shoulders of giants. All scientists whether giants or not, enable
those who follow them to begin a little further along.
since Greenspoon (1951) reported his pioneering effort may be generally
classified in four developmental phases according to purpose. Kanfer
(1967) describes these stages as follows:
Demonstration S tage Studies of the early 1950's mainly
purported to demonstrate that various modifications of the
basic operant conditioning paradigm can be fruitfully applied
to human behavior and that response classes of varying com-
plexity are sensitive to reinforcing operations.
2* Re-evaluation Stage, -- Early findings of large variabilities
in group data suggested that S's performance may be affected
by many of his past experiences, including those related to
his participation in the psychological experiment, to his
attitude toward E, to his past history with task materials
and to his general style of approaching problem solving
situations. Numerous studies were undertaken to demonstrate
the effects of these variables.
Application Stage -- In these studies, the verbal conditioning
procedure has simply been used as a tool, as might be other
learning procedures, to establish differences betvieen values
of independent variables in testing hypotheses about social
behavior, therapy, personality and related topics.
4. Expansion Stage -- Researchers have used the verbal condi-
tioning procedure as a starting point for the study of complex
Placing this study in its proper perspective, the present objective to
investigate the combined effects of client set, response class and
sequence of conditioning within the context of a lovj structured
B.F, Skinner, 1953, p. 11
Verbal operant conditioning studies which have been undertaken
verbal
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counseling interview is most characteristic of the Application Stage of
VOC research.
Since several comprehensive reviev:s are readily available
(Greenspoon, 1962; Krasner, 1958a, 1962, 1965, 1966, 1967; Salzinger,
1959, 1967; Strong, 1964; Williams, 1964) no attempt is made here to
review the empirical findings of the vast VOC literature. For purposes
of this paper, only research with direct implications for the present
study will be summarized. Relevant antecedent research may be sub-
sumed within the following classifications: the experimental task,
experimenter stimuli, schedules of reinforcement, contingencies of
reinforcement, and verbal response class.
The Experimental Task
Reviews and analyses of VOC research based on the Skinnerian
paradigm reveal that these studies manifest three conimon character-
istics :
1, Ss are required to speak within the context of a prescribed
experimental task.
2, Ss are given no instruction (or set) that the experimental
task involves either reinforcement or learning.
3, The experimenter (E) attempts to change the rate of emission
of a preselected class of the Ss verbal behavior by the systematic
application of a generalized reinforcer, usually some form of
minimal social reward, such as E saying, "mm-hmm" or "good" etc.
immediately after S emits a member of the critical response class.
The tasks most commonly employed in verbal conditioning studios
involve saying separate words (Greenspoon, 1951) and making up sen-
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tences using ona of the pronouns and verb(s) on each of a series of
3x5 cards (Taffel, 1955). Other less frequently used tasks include:
1. "Tell me how far the light moves" in response to the autO”
kinetic phenomena^ (Kanfer, 1954)
2o "Tell me a story" (Ball, 1953)
3. Participation in test-like situations such as the Rorschach
(Fahmy, 1953)
4. Participation in social conversation (Verplanck, 1955)
5. Interviews structured by "cue questions" (Ryan and Krisnboltz,
1964; Salzinger and Pisoni, 1958)
6. "Pretend you are having your first visit to a counseling
center" (Waskow, 1962)
7. "Select any of the topics listed on this card and talk about
them in any order you like" (Kanfer and IfcBrearty, 1962)
8. "Talk about anything that you vjould like" in a lot; structured
interview (Dolhenty, 1967; Kennedy, 1967)
Role of the S Subject vs Counsel ee
Findings from VOC studies are easily generalized to verbal
behavior in the counseling interview because of many facilitating
similarities in the two situations. Kanfer (1967) describes this close
relationship as follows:
o . .The S's dependence on rules established by the E, the lack of
specific instructions concerning the task, the verbal nature of
the task w’ith its implicit consequences of heavy use of
generalized reinforcers provide an excellent parallel between
the interview and the verbal conditioning situation [^p, lOJ «
^The "autokinetic phenomena" is the apparent movement of a small station-
ary light in the absence of any other reference stimuli, such as in a
completely darkened room.
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is necessary in generalizing the findings of VOC studies labeled
"research" to the interpersonal relatioxiship of counseling, Krasnar
(1958a) sounded an early warning concerning generalizing the results
of studies labeled "research experiment" to counseling.
It appears that Ss may approach an "experiment" differently
than they approach and utilize a counseling opportunity, Orne (1962)
demonstrated the high degree of control over Ss behavior that occurs
vjhen a situation is labeled a "research experiment." From Orne’s work
it appears that when an individual is accepted in the role of experi"
menter he can do a great amount of manipulation of the Ss behavior
without even being questioned. Orne demonstrated this phenomenon by
having Ss perform boring, unrewarding tasks x;lth few errors or
decrcmeixts in speed. Orne concluded that most subjects want the
experiment in which they are engaged to be a success and to play the
role of good subjects. He sumraarized; his conclusions as follows:
the subject’s performance in an experiment might almost be con-
ceptualized as problem solving behavior; that is, at some level
he sees it as his task to ascertain the true purpose of the
experiment and respond in a manner which will support the hypo-
thesis being tested, Viewied in this light, the totality of cues
which convey an experimental hypothesis to the subject become
significant determinants of the subjects behavior [p. 779] .
These conclusions strongly suggest the need for presenting the experi-
mental task under the guise of a counseling situation if results are
to have relevant applications. Moreover, because of the vjide variance
in Ss performance in various verbal conditioning tasks and because of
the multiplicity of variables which have been demonstrated to affect
conditioaabil?lty, extreme caution is necessary in attempting to
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generalize specific findings from simple laboratory tasks to the com-
plexities of the counseling interview without appropriate verification.
And surprisingly, no technique has yet been devised to create, within
a naturalistic counseling context, an experimental interpersonal task
embodying the relevant characteristics of a low structured counseling
interview and rigorous methodological controls. Lack of such a proce-
dural technique appears to be the critical factor in retarding the
development of an interview technology based on the VOC paradigm.
Toward Integrating VOC and the Counselin g: Interview
The development cf an appropriate experimental task to more
effectively exploit the VOC paradigm in counseling research remains a
serious obstacle. The "story telling" technique, vjhich was one of the
earliest approaches to the problem (Ball, 1953; Krasner, 1958b) is
still considered one of the most effective in combining natural verbal
interaction and experimental rigor. However, the artificiality of the
task and its limited applicability detract from its extended use in
counseling research. Verplanck's (1955) social conversation approach
in which he attempted to condition statements of opinion in various
social settings was very strong in the naturalistic component but
vjoefully vjeak in methodological controls (Azrin, Holz, Ulrich and
Goldiamond, 1961). In an attempt to keep the S talking in an Interview
situation some investigators (Ryan and Krumboltz, 1964; Salzinger and
Pisoni, 1957a, 1957b) have relied on the use of cue questions. At
best, this technique forces the E into an extremely interrogative
probing role and at worst, confounds the effects of questions with the
results of rsinforcamsnt
.
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Waskow (1962) established a somewhat naturalistic counseling
environment and told Ss that
the experiment involved research in psychological interviewing
and psychotherapy.
. .they were asked to volunteer only if they
Xiere interested in and felt that they could profit from a
therapy“like experience. Within this context Ss were instructed
to
...pretend that you are having your first visit at a counseling
center and.
.
.discuss things that you think you might talk about
if you had gone to such a center for help, telling something
about yourself and about matters that you ha-ve been thinking
about or that have been troubling you jj>. 12^ ,
Wasl'.ow used restatements of S's content and/or expressions of feeling
as reinforcing stimuli and delivered these on an ambiguous type
schedule. This ambiguity resulted from a rather gross definition of
S responses (i.e. S communication surrounded by two therapist
responses). Implicit in th?.s loose definition of S responses is the
lack of rigorous quantification techniques essential to replicable
research.
In an exploratory attempt to investigate the feasibility of
using a fixed interval schedule of reinforcement Ince (1968) tightened
and extended the Waskow (1962) design and operationally defined the
critical response class as "positive sel f-reference statements' . E
stimuli consisted of paraphrasing on fixed interval schedules. When
the S spoke at a rate which did not permit paraphrasing the E emitted
"mm-hiitra" or "good" according to the schedule specified by the
treatment. The E was appraised of the appropriate intervals by means
of Instrumentation. The basic flaw in the Ince design is the manner
in vjhich operant base rate was established. During the free operant
sessions the E remained silent. Since the measure of the dependent
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vsrisblc \ms riumbar of critical responi;es eraitted, the question of
vhether a change in the proportion of critical responses occurred or if
all response classes increased proportionally when E stimuli were
introduced remains unansueredo This question becomes crucial in terms
of the objectives of the counseling intervievio If the accepted
objective is merely to change the rate of verbal behavior without
necessarily changing the proportion of selected response classes, the
Ince approach appears to represent a viable model « However, if the
concern in counseling is to increase the frequency of a selected class
of verbal responses while concurrently decreasing the frequency of
otlters, the model falls shorto Moreover, the silent E appears to be
more of an extinction technique (Kennedy, 1967) than a viable procedure
for determining a free operant base ratCo
Dolhenty (1967) and Kennedy (1967) pursuing independent but
cooperative research projects developed a procedure for enlisting Ss
cooperation in helping Es to develop "listening skills". Within the
context of this disguised justification for the interview, Ss were
instructed to "talk about whatever you would like". Unknown to the Ss,
the intcrvlc'r was divided into three segments during which E's parti-
cipation was tlther systematic (segment two) or random (segment one and
three). This tc^chnique, which also embodies operationally defined and
quantifiable response classes, adds experimental rigor and control to
the experiment.'* 1 task. One of the limiting features of the procedure
in its present form hc^jcvar is that the E is restricted to a single
reinforcing stimulus, such as "Lmi-hmiB" delivered on a continuous or
clcck-controlled random schedule depending on the interview segment
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and/or treatment. This parrot-like repetition lends an' unnaturally
montonous, even aversive quality to the E's participation.
Criteria for the Effective Experimental Tas k
VJhlle none of these attempts have been effective in providing
the appropriate synthesis of rigorous verbal conditioning methodology
and the natural personal interaction of the counseling interview, an
analysis of their procedures and findings clearly reveal four critical
criteria essential to the effective experimental task:
1. Ss ' cooperation must be elicited through carefully designed
prior instructions but the instructions should imply a set toward
a counseling session not toward participation in an experiment.
2, Ss must be presented with recurring stimuli from the E,
3. Stimuli from the E must be controlled but the E must be
provided with a sufficient repetoire of verbal reinforcers to
lend a variety to his verbalizations.
4, Reliable procedures must be employed for the identification
and quantification of critical units of t'ne S's verbal behavior.
In addition, previous research efforts have demonstrated
functional procedures to implement these criteria. Carefully designed
preliminary instructions lend credulity to the experimental interview
(Salzinger and Pisoni, 1957a, 1957b) and elicit a high degree of S
cooperation (Dolhenty, 1967; Kennedy, 1967). Strict control of the
nature and delivery of the E's stimuli (Dolhenty, 1967; Kennedy, 1967)
prevent contamination of variables under study. Specifyin g classes of
E stimuli rather than limiting E to repetitious precise utterances lends
a naturalistic quality to E participation (Ince, 1968; Waskow, 1962).
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Pgaclae operational dafi nltlons of c.ylRtcal rasoonss class uni t_g can
provide reliable identification and quantification of S'e verbalizations
(Auld and White, 1956). Provision of intra and inter-treatment control
measures (Kennedy, 1967) permits accurate analysis of datao Adapting
these procedures to an effective experimental model for counseling
research constituted a major methodological problem attacked by the
present research,
Experitnanter St_imu li
Greenspoon (1951) recognized that various E stimuli possessed
different reinforcing values. Using "mm^hnaa” and "huh“uh" as stimuli,
he found that "it£n“hmm" increased Ss production of both plural and non“
plural responses, but "huh-uh" decreased plural responses and increased
nonplural responses, Honever, in the great majority of verbal condi-
tioning studies a x-ilde variety of E verbalizations have been used as
stimuli with little regard for their potentially differential effects
as retnforcers. Consequently Powell (1964) concluded that "the
que-stion of the differential effects of various experimenter responses
has been largely ignored in conditioning studies [ig, O •”
Some indications of the relative effectiveness of certain E
stimuli are gained from an analysis of recent studies (Adams and Frye,
1964; Kennedy, 1957; Merbaura, 1963; 1-terbaura and Southwell, 1965; and
Powoll, 1964), Results of these studies support the conclusion that
of the most commonly used experimenter responses in interview situa-
tions, the minimal social stimulus "mm-hmm" and the paraphrase
(restatement of content), provide the moat consistent reinforcement
potential and are relatively independent of the content of S’s
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responses. The selection of E stimuli in the present research xjas
based upon these findings.
Schedules of Reinforcement
The effectiveness of various types of reinforcement schedules
has been demonstrated with laboratory animals (Ferster and Skiimer,
1957) and successfully extended to human verbal behavior (Bachrach,
Candland and Gibson, 1960; Kanfer, 1954, 1958; McNair, 1957; O'Donnell,
1959 and Spivak and Papajohn, 1957).
Kanfer (1958) compared three reinforcement schedules within
the context of a task requiring S to say separate words. He concluded
that if it is desired that the S continue to make similar responses,
then a ratio schedule is most effective. However, if flexibility in
the content of S verbalization is desired, characterized by a high
rate of talk about a given topic only when the E provides a "cue" for
its relevance, then an interval schedule is best. Kanfer also found
that variability in the Es ' ability to delineate a verbal response
class and to identify its class members was a significant variable
effecting both the reinforcing value of the E and the maintenance of
the appropriate schedule.
Bachrach et al. (1960) applied a "pseudo-fixed interval
schedule" in which Ss were reinforced only during the last 30 seconds
of each successive minute. Although their results v;ere somewhat
equivocal they concluded that social behavior may be examined as a
function of the reinforcement schedule. They further suggested however,
that a mechanical reinforcer may be necessary to insure accurate
programing.
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Dolhcnty (1967) employed a technician and cue-light system to
increase the accuracy of programing reinforcement echedules„ Ince (1968)
developed a system of instrumentation yhich could ba operated by the E
without S's awareness to maintain a relatively accurate fixed interval
schedule.
The compound schedule of reinforcement and related instrumen-
tation were developed from the findings and techniques emanating from
these antecedent efforts.
Cont ingencies of Rainforcement
Only two experiments in which reinforcement was shifted from
one response class to another have been found in the literature (Cohen,
Kalish, Thurston and Cohen, 1954; Krasner and Ullman, 1958). Cohen
et al. (1954) within the coxitext of a Taffel (1955) task shifted the
pattern of reinforceraant from the pronouns "I" and "we” to the pronouns
"he" and "they". They found tb^t when reinforcement is shifted a
marked extinction occurred in the "I" and "we" responses accompanied
by a concomitant inci'ease in the use of "he" and "they". Within the
context of a story telling task Krasner and Ullmann (1958) demonstrated
that E could switch from reinforcement of "mother" to "father"
references and the now reinforced response class Increased significantly.
Both of these studies were of the dcironstration type. Neither Investi-
gated differences in level of cenditioning or other sequence effects.
However, in demonstrating the efficacy of sequential conditioning, the
findings of these studies suggest that the technique is a viable one
to apply In the study of interview variables.
Vetbal Response Class
In a recent review Salzinger (1967) coranented that "response
class is an indispensible concept for the examination of verbal behavior
[p. 53] . “ Yet compared to the total number of VOC studies few have
investigated differences in conditionability among Ss in terms of the
response class selected for coiiditioning. Most of the studies which
have used multiple response classes have found that some are easier to
condition than others.
To date, the literature reveals no definitive answers as to
why some response classes condition easier. Some of the response
class characteristics which have been suggested to account for
differential conditionability include the following:
1. Breadth of the response class (Greenspoon, 1951).
2. Free operant frequency (VJilson and Verplanck, 1956).
3. Response class -- experimenter interaction (Buss and Durkee, 1958).
4. Difficulty as a concept (Matarazzo et al, 1960).
5. S's past history of reinforcement interacting with S's current
"expectancy set" (Matarazzo et al, 1960).
60 The semantic meaning S's associate with response class
members (Portnoy and Salzinger, 1964),
In a personal conraunication to Matarazzo et el (1960), Skinner
postulated that the answer may lie in the prior conditioning of the S
with respect to audience variables. That is because of the S's
previous history of reinforcement he may "expect" a given audience to
reinforce certain responses more strongly than others. Hence, S's
responsiveness to current reinforcement contingencies may be the result
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of an interaction between the S's current set and the reinforcement
contingencies operating within the experiment. The present research
has been directed toward pursuing this lead rather than falling into
the more traditional and generally unfruitful approach of attacking
the problem of differential conditionability in terras of diverse S
profiles on psychometric personality scales (Everstine and Bendig,
1960; Kanfer and Marston, 1962; O’Donnell, 1965; Taffel, 1955; Wiess,
Ullmann and Krasner, 1960),
Summary
The literature and research which have been cited here provided
the foundation from which the present study was launched. It was with
an appreciation of these antecedent models and an awareness of current
needs that this investigation was undertaken.
CMPIER III
EXPERIMEfflAL PR(XEDURES
"The methods of science have been enormously successful wherever they
have been tried. Let us apply them to human affairs. We need not re-
treat in these sectors where science has already advanced. It is
necessary only to bring our understanding of human nature up to the
same point. Indeed this may be our only hope."
B.F. Skinner j 1953, p. 5
The experiment to be described was conducted during the fall
semester, 1967, and utilized personnel and facilities cf the School of
Education, University of Massachusetts. This chapter provides a
detailed description of the methods and procedures employed in collecting,
coding, and tabulating data.
Subjects
Ss were selected from a pool of volunteer undergraduate female
students enrolled in a required non-credit introductory Elementary
Education course. Education 009, Directed Observation. The population
vjas limited to females for two basic reasons;
1. This limitation controls the sex variable and without such
control the experimenter faced the dilemma of introducing
increased between-subject variability or converting a complex
research design into one of unweildy proportions,
2, Previous research (Dolhenty, 1967; Kennedy, 1967) had
demonstrated that this population could be quite cooperative
and dependable and possessed only a minimal knowledge of VOC,
During the first week in October, this investigator appeared
7before each of the four sections of the Education 009 course. Be-
cause S awareness of the nature of the VCC experiment is a potentially
significant variable (Dulany, 1961; Spielberger et al., 1962) and
because S's set can be significantly different toward a task labeled
"research experiment" and one labeled "counseling interview" (Krasner,
1958a; Orne, 1962), the activity in which the students were invited to
participate was described as a "Counseling Interview Survey" (CIS).
Students were told that the purpose of the CIS was to identify the
topics, problems and issues of greatest personal importance and con-
cern to students by actually conducting a large number of individual
counseling interviews. They also were told that counselor trainees
who were to conduct the interviews were interested to learn just how
students might utilize a counseling opportunity. In accordance with
recommendations of both the American Psychological Association (1953)
and the American Personnel and Guidance Association (1961) the groups
were revisited at the conclusion of the total experiment and appraised
of the actual nature and purpose of the experimental interviews.
In soliciting cooperation, the investigator requested that
each student volunteer an hour of her time to participate in a counseling
interview. No incentives such as financial remuneration, academic
credit or the like vjere offered. Each student was requested to fill
out a CIS Registration Form (Appendix A) on which she could indicate
the times at which she would be available. The student also could
indicate if she had any objection to participating in a counseling
Interview. Names of students who indicated an inability or unwilling-
ness to participate were deleted from the pool of available subjects
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from which the sample was drawn. Of 110 students contacted, lOS indi-
cated availability and willingness to participate. From the pool of
103 volunteers 90 were randomly selected to serve as the basic sample.
The remaining 18 students were assigned to a reserve pool to be utilized
in the event that uncontrolled exigencies prevented the administration
of experimental procedures to members of the basic sample. Nine members
of the reserve pool eventually were called upon to replace subjects who
did not participate for the following reasons: two dropped out of
school, three were confined to the infirmary at the time of the experi-
ment, two called to cancel participation due to pressure of other
activities, one came to the interview session bat indicated that she
felt too upset to participate and one aborted an interview within
seven minutes of its beginning.
Members of the final samples utilized in the study ranged in
age from 17.33 years to 25.67 years. The average age was 19.01 years.
Class standings of the sample- members was distributed as follows: 45
freshmen, 35 sophomores, 9 juniors and one senior.
Experimenta l Periods
As one aspect of the investigation of the verbal response set
variable an attempt was made to select two temporal periods within the
semester which might be characterized by different degrees of academic
press on the student and different reinforcement contingencies within
the university verbal community. The first experimental period (Fj^)
was a five day period (October 23 through October 27) during mid-terra
examinations. The second (F2) was a five day period (November 9 and
10; November 13 through 15) just prior to Thanksgiving recess. Each
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of the 90 Ss in the basic sample were randomly assigned to one of these
two experimental periods.
Treatment Groups
Each of the 45 Ss in each of the experimental period groups
were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups:
Treatment One (T^) The E first attempted to reinforce school
reference statements (Ri) and then shifted to family reference
statements (R2)«
Treatment Two (T2) The E first attempted to reinforce family
reference statemciits (R2) and then shifted to school reference
statements (R]^),
Treatment Three (T3) In this control treatment the E emitted
stimuli on a random basis independent of the content of the
S's statements.
Table 1 provides a detailed comparison of the ages of Ss assigned to
each of the eighteen experimental combinations.
Scheduling Interviev:s
During each of the experimental periods (Fj^ and F2) interviews
were scheduled on Monday through Friday, four in the morning, three in
the afternoon and three in the evening. Because of restrictions
imposed by the availability of Ss and Es strict randomization of
appointment schedules was not possible. However, to avoid obscuring
treatment or experimenter effects by confounding with a time of day
bias, an attempt was made to balance E schedules and treatments
throughout the various appointment times. In addition, an attempt was
made to balance the sequence of treatments in each E's schedule.
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table 1
A COMPARISON OF AVER/i.GE AGES OF SUBJECTS ASSIGNED TO EACH
OF THE EIGHTEEN EXPERIMENTAL COMBINATION GROUPS
El E2 E3 Means
^1 18.33 18.62 18.70 18.55
(0.57) (0.43) (0,74)
Fi
'h 18.62 19.42 18.78 18.94
(0.84) (1.19) ( 1 . 02 )
T3 18.57 19,03 19.10 18.92
( 0 . 86 ) (0.65) (0.69)
Means 18.51 19.04 18.86
Mean for I808 O
^1 20.23 19.53 18.82 19.53
(1.90) (1.16) (0,80)
F2 T 2 18.78 18.53 19.22 18.84
(0.46) (0.77) (0,92)
^3 19.87 19.05 18.90 19.27
(3.26)® (0.43) (0.45)
Means 19.63 19.04 18.98
Msan for F 2 19.23
Summary for E's
19.07 19.04 18.92
Summary for Treatments
Tl T2 • T3
El 18.55 18.94 18.92
E2 19.53 18.84 19.27
Means 19.04 18.89 19.10
Note. Means and standard deviations are expressed in years.
Standard deviations are enclosed in parentheses, N “ 5 for each group.
a. Presence of an older subject (25.67 years) is reflected in the
larger standard deviation \;ithin this group.
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Failure of Ss to report for their scheduled appointments could
have presented an extreiaely troublesome problem in the conduct of this
study o To alleviate this problem, each S received through the mail,
about one week prior to her scheduled interview, s letter, signed by
the Acting Dean of the School of Education, thanking her for
cooperating in the CIS and the details of her appointment (Appendix A),
This letter was followed within a few days by a brief post card
reminder. Finally, each S received a telephone call the evening before
her scheduled intervi.ew as an additional reminder. If an S still
failed to keep her appointment, she was contacted personally by the
principal investigator and a new appointment was scheduled within the
experimental period. Two make-up interviews were required In the first
experimental period and four in the second. All make-ups were completed
within two days of the close of each experimental period.
Experiaentors and Experimental Per sgnjag,!
To increase the generalizability of research findings and to
guard against confounding th® effects of a single E with other variables
under study, three male E’s, advanced graduate students in guidance and
counseling, were utilized. Table 2 provides a descriptive comparison
of general background characteristics of the Es,
Recently, several writers (McGuigan, 1953; Rosenthal, 1964;
Sarason, 1965) have stressed the importance of giving particular
attention to the E as a potential variable affecting S's performance,
VJhile it was beyond the scope of the present study to Eystematically
investigate parameters of the E variable, considerable effort was
directed toward development of a high level of standardization in the
Es* interview behavior. An intensive training program was undertaken
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E2 25“0 M B.A. 1965 8 1 0 M.Ed. Exten- Sorority
Eive House
Parent
E3 27-9 H M.Ed. 1968 9 2 0 Ed.D. Nona Elera, Sch.
Principal
to develop the Es
'
proficiency in making quick decisions concerning
the relevance o£ a word or phrase and in the imasediate accurate
delivery of reinforcements. This program involved approximately five
hours of didactic instruction including the follo’iJing components:
1. Detailed explanations of the experimental task and each
of the treatments.
2. Drills in using the Personal Data Sheet, delivering
preliminary instructions and administering post-intervievj
inquiry forms
.
3o Drills in the quick identification of members of the
critical response classes.
4. Role playing interviews,
5. Listening to model demonstration., tapes.
A simple Experimenters' Guide (Appendix A) was prepared as an aid in
this training program. In order to guard against E bias, at no time
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prior to the completion of the experiment, were the general hypO“
thesis or specific objectives of the study communicated to the ESo
Finally, before the actual experimental sessions began, a
pilot program of supervised practice sessions was held. Eighteen femal
Ss for the pilot program were drawn from an undergraduate course.
Education 277, Principles of Guidanceo The pilot project served to
resolvG several operational problems In the total experimental proce-
dures as well as to provide the Es with a "dress reharsal" of each
treatment condition.
In addition to the three Es, a number of research assistants
were utilized, these assistants included the following;
1, A clerical assistant to address correspondence, telephone Ss,
maintain operational records, schedules, etc.
2, Two receptionists to greet Ss, escort them to the counseling
room and escort them from the building at the conclusion of the
session.
3, Three stenoRranhic assistants to prepare verbatim typescripts
of interviews.
4, Four coders ; two to rate awareness questionnaires and two
to identify and code S's interview statements.
The principal investigator served as technician for all experimental
sessions
.
Physical Facilities and Instrumentation
The experiment was conducted in two adjoining second floor
rooms in iiontagus House, an annex to the School of Education building.
One of the rooms served as the counseling room, the other as a
technicians room. The counseling room was furnished with a rug, two
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chalrSf a table in which a microphone was imbedded, a clock, two framed
pictures ( Card 1 and Card 2 of the TAT series), a bookcase with
various books, e potted geranium, curtains and a drape to screen off
an open closet. An Astatic, model 335L, dynamic low impedence
microphone was used. It was connected to a Pv.evere, T-3000, tape
recorder in the technician's room with a shielded two wire low impedence
microphone cable. To adapt the microphons to the recorder, a Shure
Brothers, line matching transformer, model A95A, was used. Recordings
were made at a taps speed of 3.75 IPS,
A control panel in the technician's room contained a door-bell
type button to activate a green cue light concealed in the bookcase in
the counseling room. The green light was flashed at random intervals
signalling the E to emit the "mia-hran" verbalization during random
stimulus periods, A red cue light, also concealed in the bookcase in
the counseling room, was activated by a specially designed period-cue
timer during 15 seconds of each minute during the interview, signalling
the E to paraphrase an appropriate S response. These two cue lights
were situated behind the S and visible to the E over the S's left
shoulder.
The period-cue timer also was used to automatically identify
each of the five periods within the interview. The timer was connected
to an electric panel located high on the vjall of the counseling room
behind the S, The timer sequentially illuminated each of five jewel
type lenses on the panel to keep the E constantly informed as to vshich
of the five periods of the interview was currently in session. Each
time the light advanced (every six minutes) a muted chime provided an ,
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF INSTRUMENTATION
IN THE
EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
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auditory signal of the period change to alert the E and mark the tape
recordings A small crystal microphone (Fen-tone, model CM-195-ST)
located near the chime «as connected to the recorder by means of a
Switchcraft twin input, single output "Y-adapter". The period-cue
timer was custom built by the Beck Tool Works of Amherst.
Additional equipment in the technicians' room included a stop
watch, a set of random time interval cards, a graphic diagram of
treatment conditions, a Daily Log (see Appendix A), a standard set
of earphones to monitor the recordings and a Revere, TF-902 foot pedal
control for the tape recorder. The instrumentation was arranged to
facilitate operation by one technician working alone. Figure 3
provides a schematic diagram of the experimental setting and
Instrumentation.
The Experimental Se s s ion
Ss were greeted by a student receptionist in the downstairs
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lobby and escorted to tha second floor counseling room where an
experimenter was vjaiting. The total session consisted of these parts;
1. Preliminary interaction end orientation period “= no fixed
time limit (approximately five to ten minutes),
2o The experimental interview -- 30 minutes.
3. Post-experiment inquiry -- no fixed time limit (approximately
eight to tea minutes).
The total session lasted approximately 45 to 50 minutes.
The prel iminary interaction and orientation pgrlod
.
as the
name implies
»
was designed to habituate the S to the experimental
environment, to establish rapport between the S and the E and to provide
the S vjith specific instructions relating to the experimental interview.
This session was designed with dug regard for Kanfer's (1967) findings
that habituation is an important consideration in order to attain a
reliable estimate of the S's "natural" rate of emitting critical
responses at the outset of the experimental session. In addition, pre-
experiment interaction has been demonstrated to have facilitating
effects on conditioning (Kanfer and Karas, 1958). Preliminary inter-
action in the present study involved the cooperative completion of a
Personal Data Sheet (Appendix A). Upon completion of this form, the
E presented the task instructions in an informal but standardized
nanner after the S had had an opportunity to read a condensed outline
of these instructions (Appendix A).
When in the E's judgement the S was ready to begin he said,
"All right then, let's begin our session. Talk about anything you'd
like." The word "like" was the signal for the technician to start
A7
the interval etop vatch and period-cue timer marking the beginning of
the experimental interview.
The experimental interview , without S's knowledge, was divided
into five periods, each six minutes in duration:
1. A free operant period (Pi)
2. The first conditioning period (Pg)
3. A random stimuli period (?3)
4. The second conditioning period (P4)
5. A random stimuli period (?5)
The two experimental conditions (Tj_ and T 2 ) folJ.owed this sequence of
periods. In the control condition (T^) the free operant period vjas
followed by four random stimuli periods since no conditioning periods
were included.
The freo. operant period (Pj^) was deoigned to provide a base
measure of each S's natural rate of emitting each category of verbal
responsa units. During 15 seconds, identified by illumination of the
red cue light, in each minute of this period the E paraphrased the
first statemsiit emitted by the S. During the other 45 seconds of each
minute in the period, the E emitted the 'W-hnsn" stimulus in response
to signals from the green cue light which was illuminated at random
Intervals. The E emitted this stimulus without regard to the content
of S verbalizations. Even in pauses of silence, the E said "min-hrmu"
in response to the green cue light. The technician activated the
green cue light in accordance with s table of random intervals. T'hesc
time intervals ranged from 10 to 40 seconds with a mean of 25 seconds.
If the green and red cue lights appeared siiaultaneously the E was
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in£3tructed that the red light took precedence. At the conclusion of
six minutes, the period-cue timer signaled the period change and the
chime audibly marked the tape.
The first conditionin?; parlod (?£) was designed to increase
the probability of the S emittiiig members of one of the tvio selected
response classes. In experimental treatment one (Tj^) the E attempted
to condition school reference responses (R^) during this period. In
experimental treatment two (T2) the E attempted to condition family
reference responses (R2) during the first conditioning period. During
the 15 second, red cue light, segment of each minute in the period the
E paraphrased the first critical response emitted by the S. If the S
emitted no critical responses the E remained silent. The only
exception to this rule was that if during the red cue light segment
of the first minute of this period, the S failed to emit a critical
response the E selected one statement which the S had emitted and
rephrased it to convert it into a critical response. For example,
if during the first red cue light segment of this period under treatment
one, the S hsd failed to emit a school reference response but had
emitted a response such 00, "Last summer I worked as a waitress," a
typical E response would be, "You worked as a waitress and then
returned to college." This priming procedure was an attempt to
equalize the duration of the conditioning period which otherwise could
have varied considerably among Ss due to ideosyncratic response patterns.
If, for instance, one S did not emit her first critical response until
the fourth or fifth minute and another emitted a reinforccable response
in the fix'st five seconds the functional conditioning periods could not
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have been considered equal for the two (Matarazzo et al, 1960). Howaver,
to avoid the potentially contaminating effects of this rephrasing
technique, after the red cue light segment of the first minute of the
conditioning period the basic paraphrase rule applied.
During the remaining 45 seconds of each minute of th® condi=
tioning period, the E attempted to emit the "mm-hmm" stimulus immediately
folloT^ing the S's emission of a critical word (see definitions of school
reference and family reference responses). A sampling of 18 condi-
tioning periods revealed that in practice the E's emitted the ''nrjn“hram"
stimulus ii-sasdiately following 78% of the critical words emitted by Ss.
Another 5% of the Ss critical word responses were followed by delayed
"mm'himn" stimuli by the E. Of the total "mm-hmm" stirauli emitted by
the E's, approximately 47. followed \;ords which could not be classified
within the critical response classes.
After six minutes of the conditioning period had expired, the
period"Cue timer signalled the end of the period and th® beginning of
e random stimuli period.
The random stimuli periods (Pg and P5 ) were identical in
procedure to the free operant period (Pi).
The second condltlonlnK period (P^) was identical in design to
the first except that the contingencies governing the delivery of E
stimuli were shifted to the other of the two critical response classes.
Under experimental treatment one (Tj) the Es attempted to reinforce
family reference responses and under experimental treatment two (T 2 )
they attempted to reinforce school reference responses daring the
second conditioning period. At the end of six minutes the period-cus
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timer signalled the beginning of the last random stimuli period. Figure
4 illustrates the contingencies governing the emission of E stimuli.
EXPERIbSNTER TYPE OF PERIOD
STIMU7.US RANDOM STIMULI PERIOD
(Pj^, and P^)
CONDITIONING PERIOD
(P2 and P^)
When the green cue light was
illuminated regardless of
tha content of S's responses.
Immediately following
S's emission of a
critical word.
Paraphrase Following the first response
(regardless of class) com-
pleted by the S vjhen tha red
cue light was illuminated.
Following the first
critical response com-
pleted by the S when
the red cue light was
illuminated.
Fig, 4. Summary of the contingencies governing tha delivery of
E stimuli during the experimental interviev?,
Maintair^ng S 's participation: During the experimental
interviews, the Es were restricted to emitting the stimuli prescribed
by the treatment for each period. An exception was made, however, for
long awkward pauses during which an S manifested observable signs of
discomfort. When a pause lasted for more than 45 seconds and in the
E's judgement the S was likely to terminate the intervicvf prem.aturely,
the E was permitted a nondirective invitation such as '“Why don't you
talk about whatever comes into your mind," Present findings confirm
the results of previous research (Kennedy, 1967) that such leads are
necessary in about 20 per cent of the interviews.
The post experiment inquiry was designed to access the S's
perception of tha interview and her level of conscious awareness of
the E's attempted influence and control. Since the very essence of
VOC experiments is that the E can influence the S's verbal behavior,
the inquiry procedures were devised to minimize the possibility that
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Figure 5
the E'c own biases about whether or not the S had attained conscious
axjareness would in subtle ways influence her responses. Accordingly,
a standard mimeographed Interview Evaluation (Appendix A) was used.
Following the intervievj, the E requested the S to adjourn to an outer
office vjhere he presented her with a copy of the Interviev; Evaluation
form on which a code number had previously been written. The S was
informed that she need not put her name on the paper, and hence, she
should feel free to respond to the Interview Evaluation items as
candidly and objectively as possible. At this point the E thanked the
S for her cooperation, terminated the relationship by stating that he
had another activity to attend to and informed her that an assistant
would pick up the questionnaire when it was completed. The inquiry
procedure took approximately 8 to 10 minutes.
Figure 5 schematically depicts the overall format of the
experimental procedures. In revievjing this diagram, it should be kept
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in mind that while each S participated in the Preliminary Interaction
end Orientation Period ss vjell as the Post Experiment Inquiry, each S
participated in only one of the experimental treatment conditions.
The Coding of Verbal Response Data
Following the experimental interviews, typescripts were
prepared from the tape recordings. Coding was accomplished in two
discrete steps:
1. Identification of response units.
2. Classification of response units.
Unitizing interviews First, two coders, doctoral level
students in counseling and guidance and both former high school English
teachers vjere trained to a minimum criterion of 907. agreement on
dividing five consecutive pilot interviews into response units.
Criteria for unitizing the interviews were nine rules (Appendix A)
established by Auld and White (1956). Each week each coder was given
a packet of 10 interviews. Interviews were randomly assigned to
coders with the exception that two or three of the interviev^s assigned
were common to each packet. Twelve interviews were unitized by both
coders. The coders were net informed as to which of the assigned
interviex-is were conimon to both packets. Also, within each packet the
common interviews occupied the same ordinal position. Table 3
summarizes coder agreement in unitizing the 12 common interviews.
VJlthln the 12 interviews unitized independently by both coders they
agreed precisely on the placement of 3618 division marks; Coder A put
a mark in 127 places where B did not; and Coder B put a mark in 177
places where A did not. Sumroarizing the agreement in percentages,
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977o of the units identified by A were also considered to be units by B
and 957« of the places considered to be divisions between units by B
vjere considered to be divisions by A as well,
TABLE 3
RE,LIABILITY OF UNITIZING
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1321 238 11 6 96% 98%
2331 355 14 17 96% 95%
2323 276 5 14 99% 95%
2232 222 4 14 98% 94%
1334 405 8 21 98% 95%
2213 343 17 23 95% 94%
2322 290 22 14 93% 95%
2122 481 13 21 97% 96%
1231 247 15 20 94% 93%
2234 254 8 10 97% 96%
1111 126 5 2 96% 98%
1115 380 5 15 99% 96%
Suomary
Totals 3618 127 177 97% 95%
Note. In the four digit interview identification number the
first digit represents experimental period (Fj^ and F 2 ), the second
represents experimenter (Ej^, E2 or Eg), the third treatment (Tx, T 2 or
Tg) and the fourth subjects (Sx, S 2 , Sg, S4 or S 5 ) ; hence, 1321
represents an interview conducted during the first experimental period,
by experimenter three using treatment two v^ith the first of five subjects.
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Within the total 90 interviews coded, 30,508 discrete response
units were identified, with an average of 338.97 response units per
interview. The average number of response units per period vjithin the
interview ranged from 71.93 response units for period one to 63.89
for period five. The mean number of response units per period was
67.80 with a standard deviation of 26.25. A detailed tabulation of
total response units identified by the coders is presented in Appendix
B.
Clas si fying units After the interviews had been unitized,
they were collected and again randomly divided into packets. Tv:elve
randomly selected interviews were distributed among the packets assigned
to each coder. The same coders who unitized the interviews also
classified the response units. The training of the coders and the
procedure for assigning interviews was similar to that employed in the
unitizing process. Specifically, each coder was charged with the
responsibility of classifying each previously identified response unit
In one of the four previously defined categories:
1. School reference responses
2. Family reference responses (R2)
3. Combination reference responses (R3)
4. Other reference responses (R4)
Of the 4614 response units contained in the twelve intervievjs
treated by both coders, they agreed precisely on the classification of
4384 units which expressed in percentage represented 95% agreement.
Table 4 presents detailed evidence of coder agreement within each
category.
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Of the 30,508 discrete response units classified, 7740 were
classified as school reference responses, 2911 as family reference
responses, 255 as combination reference responses and 19,602 as other
reference responses. Table 5 summarizes the distribution per period
TA&L£ 4
RZLIASILITY OF CLASSirTING
of response units in each category.
A detailed tabulation of the number of units classified in
each response class is presented in Appendix C. The tabulation and
graphic display of data for descriptive presentation was accomplished
through the preparation of original computer programs and sub-routines.
With permission of the S who participated in the interview,
an illustrative typescript complete with coding markers is presented
in Appendix F.
Computation of pr obabi lity sc ores -- The tabulation of raw
scores presented in Appendix C served as the basis for computing
response probability scores. An original computer program was prepared
SUMMARIES
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for this purpose. The program checked for the existence of possible
clerical or mathematical errors in the Initial tabulation and converted
the ra\4 scores to probability scores in accordance with Fortaula 1:
Units of for Pi
PSji^ s X 100
Total response units for Pj
PSjj^ represents the probability score for any given response
class for any given period of the interview. Rj. represents any given
response class. Pj represents any given period within the interview.
The average proportions of each response class for each period of each
interview were 25.31% school reference responsesj 8,247<, family refer-
ence responses, 0.877. combination reference responses, and 65.597.
other reference responses. Table 6 summarizes the relative proportion
per period contributed by each response class to the total responses.
Probability scores for each S for each response class arc
presented in Appendix D.
Cjwmjjtat ion_ o scores -- Two separate computer
programs were designed to convert probability scores to conditioning
scores.
Type A conditioning scores for each subject were computed for
each period of the interview based on the S's probability score in the
Free Operant Period (P^). Computation was performed in accordance
with Formula 2:
eSAjk - PSji, - PSn, [2]
where CSAj;<; represents a type A conditioning score for the "k*th"
response class at the "j 'th" period of the interview, represents
the probability score for the ''k'th" response class at the "j 'th
SUMmRIES
OF
THE
RELATIVE
PROPORTION
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TOTAL
RESPONSES
CONTRIBUTED
BY
EACH
RESPONSE
CLASS
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period of the interview, PSj^j^ represents the probability score for
the 'Uc'th" respense class at the first period (Pj) of the interview.
Type B conditioning scores for each subject for each period
of the interview were based on the S's probability score in the first
Random Stitauli Period (P3 ), Computation was performed in accordance
with ForiHisla 3:
CSBjk a PSj,; - PS3j^ [3J
where CSBji- represents a type 3 conditioning score for the "k'th"
response class at the "j ’th" period of the interview, represents
the probability score for the "k'th" response class at the "j'th"
period of the interview, reprecents the probability score for
the "k'th" response class at the third period (P 3 ) of the interview.
Tabulation o f Basic Data
Basic data were tabulated according to the mixed design matrix
illustrated in Table 7, Appendices B through E present the results of
these tabulations. Chapter IV explains in detail the manner in which
critical comparisons were dravm from the initial tabulations to test
the general hypothesis under study,
S corinp, Semantic Scales
Each S's rating on each of the 25 bi-polar adjective scales
on Part I, Interview Evaluation, vjerc quantified on a seven point
scale. Since in the construction of these scales, the ordering of
the ccclcG and the polarity of the adjectival pairs was left to
random process (Appendix A), the following list is presented to
indicate the direction in which each scale 'was scored;
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table 7
DATA mRIX FOR INITIAL TABULATION OF RESPONSE FREQUENCIES
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1. optimistic 14. deliberate
2. good 15. active
3. sociable 16. interesting
4, kind 17. permissive
5, approving 18. motivated
6, congenial 19. following
7, clean 20. spontaneous
8. success ful 21. nondirective
9. soothing 22. Inspiring
10. honest 23. valuable
11. candid 24, genuine
12.
13.
attracting
free
25. warm
A rating of 7 indicates that S perceived the interview as "very closely
related" to the adjective listed above, A rating of 1 indicates that
S perceived the intervie’w as "very closely related to the opposite
pole of the scale in question". The average rating for all scales
was 5.105 with a standard deviation of 1.836, Average ratings for
individual scales ranged fi*ota a high of 6,400 for "honest" to a low
of 3,011 for "deliberate". Table 8 presents a detailed tabulation
and sutffiiiary of seinantic scale scores.
Evaluation o f _awa_ren_egs tests The sentence completion tasks
of Part II, Interview Evaluation, vjere independently scored by two
graduate students who had been trained as x'aters, A raodification of
the criteria for measuring conscious awareness established by
Matarazzo et al. (1960, pp, 199=200) served as the basis for the
rating. The four point rating scale is summarized in Table 9. Each
coder rated the responses of each subject independently. The results
of these findings were quite dramatic in that the raters agreed
precisely in 89 out of the 90 cases coded. In the case of the one
disagreement. Rater A scored the S's responses at a "2" level while
Rater B scored the responses at a "3" level. Table 10 summarizes the
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TABLE 8
SUM^imY OF SEMANTIC SCALE SCOHLES
SCALE
STANDARD
DEVIATION
RANGE
MAX. MIN.
1 optimistic 4,69 1,45 7 1
2 good 4.94 1,68 7 1
3 soeisble 5,10 1,87 7 1
4 kind 5,34 1,5^} 7 1
5 approving 5,27 1.52 7 1
6 congenial 6,09 1.12 7 3
7 clean 5,68 1,41 7 4
6 success ful 4,73 1.65 7 1
9 soothing 4.10 1.69 7 1
10 honest 6,40 1.11 7 1
11 candid 6,26 1,23 7 1
12 attracting 4,48 1.50 7 1
13 free 5,86 1.95 7 1
14 deliberate 3,01 1,66 7 1
15 active 4,62 1.83 7 1
16 interesting 5,00 1.81 7 1
17 peraisslva 6,02 1,47 7 1
18 raotivated 4,99 1,91 7 1
19 following 3.26 1,86 7 1
20 spontaneous 6,14 1,62 7 1
21 nondirective 5.42 1,90 7 1
22 inspiring 4,11 1.91 7 1
23 valuable 4,90 1.59 7 1
24 genuine 6,06 1.23 7 3
25 warm 5.16 1.53 7 I
SuTisoary 5.11 1,84
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TABI^ 9
CRITERIA FOR LEVEL OF COMSCIOUS AWARENESS RATINGS
At^areneas Level Criteria
1,
No Awareness S has no idea of the real purpose of
the experimental interview or gives a
completely vsrong hypothesis and does
not mention either the E's reinforcing
verbalisations or either of the
critical response classes.
2,
Awareness of the E's S mentions the E's reinforcement
(
b)
Relnforceniant(s) but does not connect them with any-
thing she said.
3.
Awareness of the E's S identifies the E's reinforcement (s)
Attempted Influence and Indicates that E attempted to
erxourage something said or identifies
an incorrect response class.
4.
Awareness of the Purpose S identifies the E's reinforcements,
of the Interview the critical response classes and the
correct contingency.
table 10
EATINGS OF CONSCIOUS AWARENESS
Level of
Awareness Rater A Rater B
1 86 86
2 3 2
3 1 2
4 0 0
Total N 90 90
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raters scoring of S's level of conscious awareness as revealed bv the
sentence completion tasks,
A subjective assesEiasnt of the S's responses to sentence
completion items revealed that the majority accepted at face value
the purpose of the interview as disguised in the task instructions.
Soma expressed the belief that the purpose of the interview vjas to
help counselors in training to improve their counseling skills, and
others consented that the purpose of the nondirective nature of the
interview was to give counselees an opportunity to freely express
and reflect upon their current problems, A few S's considered tha
interview to be psychoanalytic in nature and one expressed her
impressions as follows:
Interview #1212
The purpose of t his interview waj , ..to see how students would
talk and utilize the opportunity to discuss their problems. I feel
great after the discussion because I talked about things v-jhich I
wanted to discuss. It helped ms to see things a little more clearly
by bringing this out in the open and nothing keeping them to myself.
Free association I believe is the method as begun by Freud.
Ijy. oyidcnco for this is.. .that I really gained by discussing my
problems and ray joys in life. I now understand how psychiatrists can
reach into the minds of their patients by not saying a word, A person
feels much more at ease this way than having questions thrown at him
one after the other.
This response was rated at the "1" level by both raters, A subjective
review of the ratings also revealed that not all S's enjoyed the
interview as evidenced by the following response:
Interview #1312
The purpose of this interview was ...not very clear to ms. In
fact I hated every minute of it once I was in there.
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My evidence for this Is.
.
,I vjill never sign up for another one
if I am given a chance to.
This response was also rated at the "1" level of awareness by both
raters.
The response indicating the greatest degree of awareness in
the judgement of the two raters was the following:
Interview #1135
The purpose of tht?; lntervlevf_waso,,to get students reactions to
things bothering thera today. That's what our observation teacher told
us and what the counselor said, I still personally believe it was a
psych, experiment to see how naany tiroes I would say I or refer to
myself by having the counselor say yes, uli huh, etc, which I mentioned
myself.
My evidene e for .. this A?, . . « It was conducted exactly the same as a
psycho experiment was last year under the same conditions. If it had
been to find out my feelings and what bothers me I think it would have
been a more directed conversation. Such as rambling on about my
brothers and sisters doesn't really tell my feelings about things
important to ma.
Both raters assessed this response to be at a "3” level of awareness.
It is ironic, as inspection of the interview identification number
indicates, that this S was a member of treatment group three (Tg),
the control group!
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Wq reject any one-to-one relationship bet^^een the significance or non-
significance of a test statistic and the existence or nonexistence of
treatment effects or the tenability or nontenability of a theory under
investigation. In dra^^ing inferences the scientist has the responsi-
bility of adding to the test statistic his a priori expectations^ his
knowledge of the literature, of the particular experimental conditions
and the size and direction of effects, and to subjectively weight
these factors.
J,L, Meyers; 1966, p, 36
The analysis of data in this study was predicated on the
assumption that the three bctween-subjects variables [treatments (T),
experimenters (E) and experimental periods (F^ and the three within-
subject variables [response classes (S), conditioning segments (C) and
interview periods (P)] are all fixed effects variables. That is, the
levels of each of these variables were specifically preselected to
represent the total population of levels of interest.
Strategy o f Analysis
The complexity of the design and nature of the specific ob-
jectives of the study mitigated against an overall analysis of variance.
The only effects of interest which that approach could have been
expected to reveal would have been higher order interactions. Therefore,
the strategy of analysis was to study the data in segments, directing
each analysis to the fulfillment of one of the specific objectives of
this study, A detailed illustration of the complex relationships among
treatments (T), response classes (R), conditioning segments (C) and
periods (P) of the interview is depicted in Table 11, These inter-
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relationships served as the nucleus of the experinsantal design «hich was
replicated by each of the three Es (five Ss per treatment group) at two
discrete experimental periods (F)o Thus, 45 Ss were interviewed during
October (mid-term exam period) and another 45 were interviewed during
November (prior to Thanksgiving recess).
Each of the two experimental treatments (Tj^ and T2) may be
conceptualized as composed of two conditioning segments (C)„ In treatment
one (Tj^), school responses (R^) constituted the critical response class
in the first conditioning segment (C^) and family responses (R2) in the
second (€2)0 For treatiasui. two (T2) family responses (R2) were the
object of conditioning in the first conditioning segment (C^) and
school was reinforced in the second segment (C2)<> Treatment three (T3)
served as the control condition in which E stimuli were not contingent
on the content of S's responses.
The two conditioning segments (Cj^ and C2) were composed of
three periods: a pre-conditioning base-period, a conditioning period
and an extinction period. In the first conditioning segment (C]^),
period one (P^) was considered the base-period, period t^^o (Pg) was
the conditioning period and period three (P3) was the extinction
period. In addition to providing an extinction period for the first
conditioning segment (C^) period three (P3) also served as the base-
period for the second conditioning segment. Period four (P4) was
the conditioning period in the second segment and period five (P3)
served as the extinction period.
Units of Measure
Three types of scores were used as measures; probability
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scores, type A conditioning scores and type B conditioning scores. The
probability score is essentially a per cent type score. For example,
if an S emitted a total of 75 responses in a given period of the
interview and 25 of these were school responses, 33% of the responses
would have been school responses. Therefore, that S's school response
probability score for that period would have been 33. Probability
scores were computed for each S for each response class (R) for each
period (P) of the interview.
Conditioning scores are basically change scores. A conditioning
score was used to express the magnitude of change in each S's per cent
of emission of a given class of responses. Consider the school prob-
ability scores for S 1111 for the first conditioning segment of the
interview. Her school probability score in the pre-conditioning base
period (Pi) was 7.41. During the conditioning period (P2 )» her score
rose to 31.58. In the extinction period (P3 ), her school probability
score continued rising to 47.50. In converting those scores to
conditioning scores the base period (Pi) score is subtracted from the
scores in each of the other periods (P2 and P3 ). The resultant school
response conditioning scores for this S for each period in the first
conditioning segment are summarized as follows: Pi s 0.00; P2 « 24.17;
P3 s 40.09. Interpreting the Ss conditioning score for period two (P2 )»
it can be said that this S increased her proportion of school responses
(Rl) 24.17 percentage points above her base (Pi) rate.
Conditioning scores for the first conditioning segment (Cj^)
were based on period one (Pi) probability scores and were referred to
as Type A. Conditioning scores for the second conditioning segment (C 2 )
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were based on period three (P3 ) probability scores and labeled type Bo
Conditioning scores for each response class (R) for each period (P) in
each conditioning segiaent (C) were consputed for each So Tabulations
of all conditioning scores may be found in Appendix Eo
All analysis of variance computations for this study used the
BMD-08V (Dixon, 1965) computer program. For all statistical tests
used in the study, an alpha level of o05 (probability of rejecting a
null hypothesis when it is true) was established as the criterion of
significanceo
The analysis folloxied this general outline:
lo An investigation of similarities and differences in S's pre-
conditioning set toward the critical response classes.
2, A series of tests to determine whether or not conditioning
occurred in each response class-conditioning period combination,
3, A series of tests to determine whether extinction followed
each instance of conditioning.
4, An analysis of conditioning period and response class effects.
5, A study of the relationship between pre-conditioning set and
conditioning performance.
6, Additional nonparametric analyses.
7, A study of Ss' perceptions of the interview.
8 , A review of Ss attained level of conscious awareness. ^
Pre-C onditionin'^ Set
The first phase of the analysis was directed toward a study of
similarities and differences in Ss ' set toward school reference response
(R]^) and family reference responses (Rg) P^io^^ to attempted conditioning
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A general orientation to this part of the analysis may be gained from
Figure 6, It illustrates the relationship of Ss' average pre-conditioning
set tovjard school reference responses (Rj^) and family reference responses
(R2) in the first base-period (P^^) and the second base-period (P^) of the
interview at the two experimental periods (Fj^ and F2>o
Figo 60 Observed differences
responses (R]_) and family reference re:
periods (Pj^ and P^) at each of the two
Prior to Thanksgiving Recess (F2)
1 1
Pi P3
Base Periods
in set toward school reference
ponses (R2) during the two base
experimental periods (Fj^ and F2)«
Probability score means which represent measures of set are summarized
in Table 12 »
Experimental Period (F) Effects
The analysis was launched with a study of pre-conditioning set
in the first base-period (P|^) of the interview for the two experimental
periods (Fj^ and F2). Measures of school (Rj^) set were probability
scores obtained from treatment one (Tj^) and measures of faaiily (R2) set
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TABLE 12
P.103.ABILITY SCO?vE KEANS FOR SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSES (Rj )
AND FAHII.Y REFERENCE RESPONSES (R2) IKI'iEDIATELY PRIOR
TO ATTEI-lFPED CONDITIONING
First Experimental
Period (Fj^)
Second Experimental
Period (F2)
^1 ^3
"l ^’3
School
Reference
Responses
(1-1
)
a
23o06
(20.70)
b
15.19
(12.84)
a
33.98
(15.19)
b
22.99
(19.08)
Family
Reference
PvCsponscG
(R2)
b
3.81
(7.90)
a
3.72
(10.79)
b
8.87
(13.93)
a
6.77
(18.11)
KotOo 13 ” 15 subjects per cell,
fl. Trefitment one scores,
b. Treatment two scores.
vere obtained from treatment two (T 2 ). Cell meana for the first base-
psrtod (Pj^) probability scores tabulated by response sots (R),
CKperimenters (E) and expcrimontal periods (F) are presented in Table
13.
An analysis of variance summarized in Table 14, revealed that
prior to conditioning in the first base-period of the interview
manifested a si gnificaiit ly stronger set toward school <R]) than toward
farnily (Re) iclerence responses (F ~ 32.296; p<C.01). itie strength
Ss set toward both response c lasses (R]^ and R2 ) increased from the
first experimental period (Fj) to the second (F 2 ) experimental period
(F e- 4.269; p<.05). lack of significant Response Class x Experimental
J
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TABLE 13
MEANS OF PROBABILITY SCORES OBTAINED
IN THE FIRST BASE-PERIOD (P^)
School (R]^) Set^ Family (R2 ) Set*^ Summary
for
Fs
El E2 E 3 El E2 E 3
First
Experimen-
tal Period
(Fi)
35,44 19.27 14.47 9.44 0,00 1.99
13,44
Mean for Rj^Fj^ 23.06 Mean for RgFj^ 3.81
Second
Experimen-
tal Period
(F2 )
29.39 35.55 37.00 8.92 4.01 13.68
21.42
Mean for R 1F2 33.98 Mean for R2F2 8.87
Summary
for Es 32.41 27.41 25.73 9.18 2.00 7.84 Grand
Mean
17.43
Summary
for Rs 28,52 6.34
NotCo -- n Q 5 subjects per cell.
School set data arc based on probability scores obtained from
treatment one (T^).
b. Family set data are based on probability scores obtained from
treatment two (T 2 )»
Period (R x F) Interaction (F s 0.839) suggests that the magnitude of
the difference between response classes did not change from one experi-
mental period (Fj^; October) to the other (F2 ; November).
Examination of the means revealed considerable variability
among the Es. However, the analysis revealed no significant E main
effects or interactions. This suggested a correspondingly high degree
of variability among Ss. An inspection , of itemized tabulations in
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TABLE 14
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN PRE-CONDITIONING SET BY RESPONSE CLASSES,
EXPERIMEOTAL PERIODS Aim EXPERIi-ENTERS FOR FIRST
BASE-PERIOD (Pj^) OF TIiS lOTERVIEW
Source df
eiizz^TTn. ;v:rTry3rifir7.r-rr5ag^»^;g3as.Tt
MS F
Response Classes (R) 1 7378,84 32.296 **
Experimental Periods (F) 1 975,44 4,269 *
Experimenters (E) 2 191,82 0,839
RF 1 128,71 0,573
RE 2 71.71 0.327
FE 2 537.23 2,351
RFE 2 122,33 0,535
S/RFE 48 228,47 -
* p <o05
** P <o01
Appendix D confirmed this conclusion.
The next part of the cnalysis was aimed at determining whether
Ss pre-conditioning set in the second base-period (P3) of the interview
differed between school (R^) and family (Rg) responses in the tvio
experimental pei'iods (F][ and Fg), Measures of school (R^) set were
probability scores obtained from treatment two (T2) and measures of
family (R2) set were probability scores obtained from treatment one (Tx)«
Cell means of probability scores for period three (P3) are tabulated by
response sets (R), experimenters (E), end cxperimsntal periods (F) in
Table 15
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TABLE 15
means of probability scores obtained
IN THE SECOND BASE-PERIOD (P3 )
School (Ri) Set® Family (R2 ) Set^ Sunsnary
for
Fs
^1 E2 E 3 "l ^2 E 3
First
Experimen-
tal Period ,
26oA5 12,92 6,20 2,42 8,73 0,00
9,45
(Fi) Mean for RiFj^ 15,19 Moan for RgF]^ 3,72
Second
Experimen-
tal Period
.
27.16 22,34 19,47 18,16 1,57 0.58
14,88
(F2 ) Mean for Rj^F2 22,99 Maan for R2F 2 6,77
Sunraary
for Es 26,80 17,63 12.84 10.29 5,15 0.29 Grand
Mean
12,17
Summary
for Rs 19.09 5,25
NotCo ““ ns 5 subjects per cello
So School set data are based on probability scores obtained froa
treatment two (12)0
bo Family set data are based on probability scores ontained from
treatment one (T^jo
An analysis of variance of probability scores for period three
(P3 ) revealed that prior to conditioning in the second
conditioning
segment of the interview, Ss continued to manifest a stronger set
toward school reference responses (Rj^) than toward family (R 2 ) reference
responses (F e 12o 290; p<^o01)o As Table 16 indicates, the Response
Class (R) Effect was the only significant source of variance identified.
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TABLE 16
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN PRE-COJTDmONlKG SET BY RESPONSE CLASSES,
EXPERIl'EUTAL FSRIODS AND EXPERII3IITERS FOR SSCOt©
BASE-PERIOD (P3) OF THE IKTERVIEVJ
Sourc e df MS F
Response Classes (S.) 1 2874*85 12*290 *
Experiffisntai Periods (F) 1 442*05 1,889
Experimenters (E) 2 727*25 3,10s
RF 1 84,49 C*361
PE 2 26, 6h 0,113
FE 2 71.33 0,304
RF'E 2 371*70 1*589
S/RFE 48 233*92 »
* p <« 01
Therefore, unlike the situation observed in the first base-period (Pj^)
vshstG the set to^jard the response classes uas greater in the second
cxperinsntal p*criod (November, Fj^) then in tVie first (October, F2/»
the set tc'darcl both response classes in period three (^3) did net
differ bstneen tbs t^JO cxperisaantal periods
«
Easo Period
s
The next part of the analysis investigated whether or not Ss
cat toward rr.hool (Rj^) ot family (R2^ differed within the interview
froQ the firj.it base-period (Pp) to ths second (P3)<‘ Two separate
r.nalyscs were conducted -- one for school reference rcspcnscs and
one for far..ily irefcrcnce responses* These were based on data found in
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Tables 13 and 15»
An analysis of variance of school response probability scores
obtained in the two base periods (Pj^ and P^) revealed that Ss' set
toward school reference responses vjas greater in the first base-pcriod
(Pi) of the interview than in the second (P3) base-period (F 2 Ao559;
p<o05)o As Table 17 indicates, this analysis also confirms previous
results which indicated that set toward school responses was greater
in the second experimental period (F2) than in the first (F]^)
experimental period (F s 4,491; p«C<>05),
table 17
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PPvE-CONDITIONING SET TOWARD SCHOOL
REFERENCE RESPONSES BY EASE-PERIODS (P, and P3),
EXPERIl-ENTAL PERIODS AND EXPERItiSOTERS
Source df MS F
Base-Periods (P) 1 1334ol6 4.559 *
Experimental Periods (F) 1 1314,24 4,491 *
Experimenters (E) 2 557,85 1,906
PF 1 36,43 0,124
PE 2 66,76 0,228
FE 2 574,83 1,964
PFE 2 93,20 0.318
S/PFE 48 292.58 -
* p<c05
A similar analysis of variance was conducted to investigate
potential changes in set toward family responses from the first (Pj^)
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to the second (P^) base-period of the interview
, The analysis,
Euffimarized in Table 18, revealed no significant main effects or inter-
actions. These results provided no evidence to indicate that set
toward family reference responses changed from the first (Pj^) base-
period of the interview to the second (P3). Moreover, lack of a
significant Experimental Period (F) Effect or a Period x Experimental
Period Interaction (P x F) provides no evidence to support the con-
tention that set toward family responses differed among any of the
base-period--experimental-period combinations. These results suggest
that the Experimental Period (F) Effect observed in the analysis of
probability scores in the first (Pj^) base-period (See Table 14) was
due to changes in set toward school (Rj^) and not toward family (R2)
responses
.
TABLE 18
AMLYSIS 0? VARUKCE OF PRE-CONDITIONIKG SET T0;7ARD FA^^II.Y
REFERENCE RESPONSES BY BASE-PERIODS (P, and P3),
EXPERII-iENTAL PERIODS AND EXPERItESTERS
Source df IS F
Base-Periods (P) 1 18.01 0.106
Experimental Periods (F) 1 246.97 1.454
Experimenters (E) 2 234.51 1.381
PF 1 15.07 0.088
PE 2 161.29 0.94S
FE 2 121.75 0.716
PFE 2 312.62 1.842
S/PFE 48 169.81 -
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SuiEmarv
Results of this phase of the analysis revealed that set to’^ard
school references responses was higher and less stable than the set
toward family, A general summary of the findings is presented in
Table 19,
TABLE 19
SUI-IMARY OF Ss SET TOWARD SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSES AND FAMILY
REFERENCE RESPONSES PRIOR TO ATTEMFIED CONDITIONING
First Experimental Period
(F^ “ October)
Response Class First Base Period Second Base Period
of the Interview of the Interview
(Pi) (P3 )
School (Rj^) High Medium
Family (Rg) Low Low
Second Experimental Period
(Fg “ November)
Response Class First Base Period
of the Interview
(Pi)
Second Base Period
of the Interview
(P3 )
School (R]^) Very High High
Family (Rg) Lou Lou
Note, The above discrete categories are arbitrarily defined by
these limits: Low » 0“9; lisdiura - 10-19; High " 20-29; and \fery
High " 30 and above.
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According to the general hypothesis of this study, the magnitude
of conditioning would be expected to be inversely related to these
observed levels of set.
Conditioning
The next phase of the analysis focused on ascertaining whether
or not conditioning had in fact occurredo Accordingly four separate
analyses were conducted -- one for each response class-conditioning
period combinations Table 20 provides a guide to the experimental
relationships between response classes, conditioning periods and
treatments
o
TABLE 20
A GUIDE TO CRITICAL RESPONSE CLASSES FOR EACH EXPERIIEIJTAL
TREATMENT FOR EACH CONDITIONING PERIOD OF THE INTERVIEW
Experimental
Treatment
Conditioning Period
Period 2 Period 4
Treatment 1 School Family
Treatment 2 Family School
Treatment 3 Noncontingent
Control
Noncontingent
Control
Conditioning scores served as measures of change in the
proportion of S's critical responses attributable to conditioning,,
Since each conditioning segment started from a different base-period
(See Table 11), separate conditioning scores were needed for each of the
FIRST EXPERIMEllTAL PERIODS (F^^)
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First Conditioning
Period (Pg)
Second Conditioning
Period (P^)
SCHOOL
SECOND EXPERIMEOTAL PERIOD (F2)
Treatment Responsei
Reinforced
[2 Family
BS School
0 Random
'1
FA^^:LY
s
c. 20
0
R 15..
E
s 10,.
5-.
0
_
-5..
- 10
..
-15..
First Conditioning
Period (P2)
SCHOOL
Treatment Responses
Reinforced
Tl School
^2 ES Family
T 3
FAMLY
0 Random
Second Conditioning
Figo 7o A comparison of treatment group conditioning score means
for each response class“Conditionlng period combinationo
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two conditioning segments o Conditioning scores for the first conditioning
segment (C^^) were designated as Type A. Conditioning scores for the
second conditioning segment were labeled Type B, The pre-established
criterion for conditioning was that the mean score of the critical
response class in any given conditioning period (?£ or for the
experimental treatment group (Tj^ or T 2 ) must be greater than the
corresponding mean for the control group (T^). A comparison by treat-
ments of conditioning score means for each response class-conditioning
segraent combination is shown in Figure 7. Appendix E provides a
detailed tabulation of conditioning scores for each S» Table 21 presents
a sunEiary of observed conditioning score means for each response class
(R) - conditioning period (P) combination arranged by treatments (T) in
each experimental period (F)«
School Reference Responses - Fir s t Conditionlnf’ Period
Treatment one (Tj^) attempted to condition school reference
responses in the first conditioning period (P2 )o Therefore, an
investigation was made to test whether or not the school reference
response conditioning score (Type A) mean for Treatment (Tj^) (Tg)^ A
tabulation of school reference response conditioning score means
obtained in the first conditioning period (P2 ) by each experimenter (E)
for each treatment condition (T) at each experimental period (F) is
presented in Table 22o An analysis of variance in school reference
response condition scores (Type A) revealed a significant Treatment
Effect (F s 3o662; p <o05)» Ac indicated in Table 23, no other sig-
nificant main effects or interactions were revealed in the analysis^
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TABLE 21
COiroiTIONIKG SCORE MEANS OBTAINED IN EACH TREAT^OT DURING EACH
EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD FOR EACH RESPONSE CLASS-CONDITIONING
PERIOD COMBINATION
Conditioning
First Experiment al Period (F^)
Period of the
Interview
School Responses (Rl) Family Responses (R2 )
^1 ^2 T 3 Tl ^2 T 3
First Condition-
ing Period (P2 ) 5ol7 -11.80 0.33 0.42 16.58 0.34
Second Condition-
ing Period (P4 ) -6.34 8.27 4.91 22.32 0.19 1.11
Second Experimental Period (F2 )
School Responses (Rl) Family Responses (^2 )
Tl T2 ^3 Tl ^2 ^3
First Condition-
ing Period (P2 ) 1.07 -14.10 -5.24 - 0.11 8.97 2.59
Second Condition-
ing Period (P^) -4.31 18.16 -2.50 13.39 -4.43 2.57
,,
NotGo Means for the experimental treatment are underlined to
denote scores resulting from selective reinforcement; n o 15 observations
per cello
To further investigate the nature of the Treatment Effect,
Dunnett's test (Moyers, 1966, p, 337) vsas applied to compare the means
of each of the experimental treatments (Tj^ and T 2 ) with the mean of
the control group (12)0 The Dunnett test holds the alpha level (o05)
constant for such a series of comparisonso
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TABLE 22
SCHOOL REFEREMCS RESPONSE CONDITIOMIKG SCORE MEANS OBTAINED
IN THE FIRST CO^roiTIONING PERIOD (P 2 ) OF THE INTERVIEW
(Type A Conditioning Scores)
Treatment Treatment Treatment Summary for
One (Ti) Two (T 2 ) Three (T 3 ) Fs
h -2,17 -5.88 15.59
^1 E 2
• ^3
13o59 -11.63 -1.28 - 2.10
4oll -17.91 -13.31
Summary for
Ts at F]^ 5.17 -11.80 0.33
El -8.88 0.40 7.32
F2 E 2 5.87 -19.60 -6.73 -6.09
E3 6.22 -23.10 -16.32
Summary for
-
Ts at F2 1.07 -14.10 -5.24
Summary for Grand Mean
Treatments 3.12 -12.95 -2,46 -4.10
Noteo n E 5 subjects per cell (30 subjects per treatment).
The statistic.
[*]- ?3 / \/ 2 MSerror / 30
was evaluated against the d statistic, distributed on 3^ (the number
of means) and 72 ^ (the in the error 1tern). Results of the one tail
tests are presented in Table 24. Neither of the contrasts achieved the
value ( 83 , 72 E 1.94) necesEary for significance.
Since the difference between the mean of treatment one (T^),
the treatment in which school responses were reinforced, was not found
to be significantly greater than the mean for the control (T 3 ), where
reinforcement vjas provided randomly, it mijst be concluded that school
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TABLE 23
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORES
BY TREATMENTS, EXPERItlENTAL PERIODS AND EXPERIMENTERS
FOR THE FIRST CONDITIONING PERIOD (P
2 )
Source df MS F
Treatment (T) 2 1998. CO 3.662 *
Experimental Periods (F) 1 358.12 0.656
Experimenters (E) 2 941.12 1.725
TF 2 20.00 0.036
TE 4 1128.64 2.069
FE 2 58.82 0.098
TFE 4 89.56 0.164
S/TFE 72 545.48 •
* p<.05
TABLE 24
COMPARISONS OF SCHOOL REFERENCE P^SFONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OF
EXPERIIENTAL TREATIiEOTS WITH THE CONTROL CONDITION MEAN IN THE
FIRST COiTOITIONING PERIOD (P2 )
Means Compared Contrast Difference d
Ti - ?3 3.12 - (-2.46) 5.58 0.920
T 3 - T2 -2.46
- (-12.95) 10.49 1.731
refei'ence reference responses failed to achieve the criterion of
conditioning in the first conditioning period (P2 )o Also, since the
mean school response conditioning score for the control condition (T^)
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did not prove to be significantly greater than that of treatment two (T 2 )
in which reinforcement vjas directed toward family responses, there is
no evidence to indicate that the proportion of school reference r'esponses
declined when conditioning was aimed at an alternate response classo
Family Rnferenee Responses --Second Conditioning Period
Pursuing an investigation of treatment one (T^), the analysis
turned next to a study of family reference response conditioning scores
for the second conditioning period (P4 )» A tabulation of period four
(P4 ), family reference response conditioning score means (Type B)
obtained in the second conditioning period by each experimenter for each
treatment during each experimental period is shown in Table 25
»
TABLE 25
FAMILY REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OBTAINED
IN THE SECOND CONDITIONING PERIOD (P4 ) OF TIE INTERVIEW
(Type B Conditioning Scores)
Treatment Treatment Treatment Suiiaiary for
One (Tj^) Two (T 2 ) Three (T 3 ) Fs
El isa9 6,51 -0,13
Fl E 2 26,28
- 1,12 2.71 7,87
E 3 22,47 -4,81 0,75
Suaraary for
Ts at 22,32 0,19 1,11
-0,49 1,76 -3,12
^2 E2 16,19 -8,61 12,06 3,84
E 3 24,47 -6,43 -1,23
Summary for
Ts at F2 13,39 -4,43 2,57
Summary for Grand Mean
Treatments 17,85 - 2,12 1,84 5,86
KotCo n s 5 subjects per coll (30 subjects per treatment),,
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An analysis of variance of family reference response condi-
tioning scores (Type B) revealed a significant Treatment Effect
(F s 10o45; p<o01)o No other significant main effects or interactions
were revealedo Table 26 summarized results of the analysiso
table 26
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORES
BY TREATI-SNTS, EXPERIIEOTAL PERIODS AND EXPERIMENTERS
FOR THE SECOND CONDITIONING PERIOD (P4 )
Source df MS F
Treatment (T) 2 3354.82 10,454 **
Experimental Periods (F) 1 364.98 1,137
Experimenters (E) 2 127.95 0,398
TF 2 2G4.14 0.G36
TE 4 511.20 1.593
FE 2 137.68 0,429
TFE 4 135.65 0.422
S/ TFE 72 320.90 -
** p<.01
Dunnett's test was again applied to investigate the details of
the significant Treatment Effects Results of these one tail tests are
suiBnarized in Table 27 » The Dunnett test confirmed that the observed
difference in means between treatment one (Tj^) and the control (T3 )
was significant (d = 3.459; p<o01)o It may be concluded, therefore,
that family reference responses were successfully conditioned in the
second conditioning period (P^)» However, since the control (T^) mean
did not prove to be significantly greater than the mean for treatment
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TABLE 27
COiiPARISONS OF FAbilLY REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OF
EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENTS WITH THE C02TIR0L CONDITION MEAN IN -THE
SECOND CONDITIONING PERIOD (P^)
Means Compared Contrast Differences d
\ -?3 17,85 - 1,84 16,01 3,459 **
T3 - T2 1,84 - (-2,12) 3,96 0,853
** p <,01
tvjo (T2), there is no evidence that the proportion of family reference
responses decreased significantly when E's were attempting to condition
the competing response class,
Farallv Reference Responses -- First Conditionin'^ Period
Attention was next directed to treatment two (T2) to ascertain
whether or not family reference responses were successfully conditioned
in the first conditioning period (1*2^ ° fable 28 presents a tabulation
of period two (P2) family reference response condition score (Type A)
means by treatments and experimenters for each experimental period. An
analysis of variance, sutmaarized in Table 29, revealed a significant
Treatment Effect (F » 11,47; p <,01), Mo other main effects or
Interactions were indicated.
Comparisons of family response conditioning score means for
each of the experimental treatments (T]l ^ 2) the mean of the
control (T3) revealed that the mean of treatment two (T2) was signi-
ficantly higher than the mean of the control (Tg), The control (T3)
mean was not found to be greater than the mean for treatment one (Tj^),
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V TABLE 28
FAMILY REFEREMCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OBTAINED
IN THE FIRST CONDITIONING PERIOD (P
2 )
OF THE INTERVIEW
(Type A Conditioning Scores)
Treatment Treatment Treatment Suranary for
One (Tj^) Tvo (^2 ^ Three (T3 ) Fs
^1 -4.73 17.45 3.49
Fi E2 -lc74 13.74 - 1 . 02 - 5.78
E 3 7.73 18.54 -1.44
Suta'flary for
Ts at Fj^ 0.42 16.58 0.34
-2.02 -1.80 -3.74
*1 E2 1.45 14.76 4.26 3.81
E 3 -0.24 13.94 7.21
SuF.nary for
Ts at F2 - 0.11 8.97 2.59
Suaraary for Grand Mean
Treatments 0.16 12.77 1.46 4.80
Notfio n s 5 subjects per cell (30 subjects per treatment)o
These findings are sutizsiarized in Table 30o Therefore, It v^as concluded
that family reference responses were conditioned in the first condi-
tioning period (P2 )e Also, it was concluded that the proportion of
family responses did not decrease significantly in treatment one (Tj^)
even though rein fore eiaent uas contingent on school responses (T^ s T]^)o
School Reference Responses Second Conditioning' Period
Continuing an investigation of treatment tvjo (T2 ) an analysis
was nsade of school reference rasponse conditioning scores in the
second conditioning period (P^)o Table 31 presents a tabulation of
period two (P2 ) school response conditioning score (Type B) means by
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TABLE 29
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORES
BY TREATMENTS, EXPSRIMEI3TAL PERIODS AND EXPERIMENTERS
FOR THE FIRST CONDITIONING PERIOD (P2 )
Source df MS F
Treatment (T) 2 1444.27 11.471
Experimental Periods (F) 1 87.28 0,693
Experimenter (E) 2 298.92 2,374
TF 2 193.40 1.536
TE 4 26.91 0.213
FE 2 234.30 1.861
TFE 4 152.81 1.213
S/TFE 72 125.90 -
** p<o 01
TABLE 30
C0:iPARIS02]S OF FAMILY REFEIMSMCE RESPOIJSS CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OF
EXPERIMENTAL TREATMEtiTS WITH THE CONTROL CONDITION FOR THE
FIRST CONDITIONING PERIOD (P2 )
Means Compared Contrast Difference d
T| - T 3 12.77 - 1.46 11.31 3.900 **
?3 - Tj, 1.46 » 0.16
'
1,30 0,464
** p <,01
treatments and experimenters for each experimental periodo An analysis
of variance, sutamarized in Table 32, revealed a significant Treatment
Effect (F : 5o228), No other significant main effects or interactions
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TABLE 31
SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OBTAINED
IH THE SECOND CONDITIONING PERIOD (P^^) OF THE INTERVIEW
(Type B Conditioning Scores)
Treatment
One (T]^)
Treatment
Two (T
2 )
Treatment
Three (T^)
Suimnary for
Fs
''l
Fl E 2
-2„31 -13.85 11.18
-1.42 18.53 1.47 2.11
E3 -16.80 20.12 2,0s
Summary Tor
Ta at Fi -6.84 8.27 4.91
El -0,30 12.09 0.36
^2 ^2 - 20.26 12.04 10.77 3,78
E3 7,64 30,36 2,90
Summary for
Ts at F2 -4.31 18.16 -2.50
Suntmary for
Treatments -5.57 13,21 1.20
Grand Mean
2,95
KotGo »” n E 5 subjects per cell (30 subjects par treatnisat group)
o
^’ere revealed in the analysis
»
Dunnett type conparisons suisnarized in Table 33 revealed that
the treatment tuo (T 2 ) conditioning score mean for school reference
responses vjas significantly greater than that of the control
(d = 2o049; p <o05)<> The difference between the control group mean and
that of treatment one (T]^) did not fulfill the criterion of significancco
Summary
Reviewing this section of the analysis it was found that* in
terms of the pre-established criterion of conditioning, treatment one (T^)
did not successfully achieve conditioning of school responses during the
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TABLE 32
AMi\LYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIOMIHG SCORES
BY TREATMENTS, EXPERIMENTAL PERIODS, AND EXPERIMENTERS
FOR TILE SECOND CONDITIO;ffiIG PERIOD (P4 )
Source df KS F
Treatments (T) 2 2715.67 5.228 *
Experimental Periods (F) 1 62o93 0.121
Experimenter (E) 2 523.72 1.008
TF 2 565.77 1.089
TE 4 866.46 1.668
FE 2 1204.13 2.318
TFE 4 376.72 0.725
S/TFE 72 519 . 39
* p<o05
TABLE 33
COMPARISONS OF SCHOOL REFEPJ2KCE PJISPONSE CGMDITIONIIIG SCORE MEANS OF
EXPERIMSOTAL TREATMENTS WITH THE CONTROL CONDITION FOR THE
SECOND CONDITIONING PERIOD (P^^)
Means Compared Contrast Difference d
T2 - ?3 13.21 - 1.20 12.01 2.049
*
T 3 - Ti 1.20 - (-5.57) 6.77 1.156
* p<.05
first conditioning period and also conditioned school responses during
the second conditioning period (P^^). Table 34 oucimarizas these findings.
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TABLE
Sm-tARY OF FnroiHGS CONCERNING CONDITIONING
Experimental Treatments First Conditioning
Period (P2)
Second Conditioning
Period (P^)
Treatment One (Tj^) School failed to
Condition
Family Conditioned
Treatment Two (T2) Family Conditioned School Conditioned
Results failed to support the conclusion that when reinforcement
is contingent upon one of two selected response classes, it results in
extinction of the other» For example, when school was conditioned during
the second conditioning period (P^) in treatment two (Tg), the mean of
family responses for treatment tx«o (T2) did not show a simultaneous
decrease in comparison to the control condition (T^)^ This finding was
consistent for all response class-conditioning period combinations
„
Extinction
Having established that conditioning occurred in certain
instances, the next step was to determine whether or not the conditioning
had been followed by extinction. Three separate analyses were made —
one for each instance in which conditioning had been observed. Table 35
provides a guide to the critical response class to be investigated for
each treatment-extinction period combination. Since school reference
responses did not condition in the first conditioning period (?£), no
extinction effects were sought in the first extinction period (P3) for
treatment one (Tj^),
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TABLE 35
A GUIDE TO CRITICAL RESPOHSE CLASSES FOR FACH TREATMENT
GROUP IW EACH EXTIMCTIOM PERIOD
Experimental
Treatments
First Extinction Period
(P3)
(Type A Conditioning
Scores)
Second Extinction Period
(P5)
(Type B Conditioning
Scores)
Treatment Gne (Ti) Ro Prior
Conditioning
Family Responses
Treatment T\<o (T2) Family Responses School Responses
The a priori criterion for extinction «as that the critical
response class conditioning score mean for the experimental treatment
must be less than or equal to the corresponding conditioning score
mean for the control condition (T^).
Family Reference Responses Second Extinction Period
To ascertain uhether or not family reference responses achieved
the criterion of extinction in the second extinction period (P^),
attention of the analysis returned to treatment one (Tj^)o For
orientation to critical relationships refer to Table 11 and Table 35o
A tabulation of family reference response conditioning score means for
the second extinction period is presex\ted in Table 35
»
The analysis of variance summarized in Table 37 revealed no
significant Treatment Effect, Houever, a significant Treatment x
Experimental Period- (X x F) Interaction «as present. Inspection of
means in Table 36 reveals that the critical comparison for present
purposes is to determine if the treatment one (Tj^) mean is significantly
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TABLE 36
FAMILY REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE ^SANS OBTAINED
IK THE SECOND EXTINCTION PERIOD (P^) OF THE INTERVIEW
(Type B Conditioning Scores)
Treatment Treatment Treatment Summary for
One (T^) Two (T2 ) Three (T 3 ) Fs
E 4.34 -2.21 -9.45
^1 ^2 19.27 -0.73 0.50 1.98
E 3 16.62 -14.45 3,90
Summary for
Ts at Fj^ 13.41 -5,80 - 1,68
^1 -17.22 -0.19 3,39
F2 E2 5.14 -7.84 8,00 - 1.20
E3 1.95 -1.64 -2.43
Sunanary for
Ts at F2 -3.38 -3.22 2.98
Suronj-ary for Grand Mean
Treatments 5.02 -4.51 0.65 0.39
Kote«, ““ n B 5 subjects per cello
greater than the control (T^) in the first experimental period (F^jo
Applying Dunnett's test (one tail) to ascertain the significance of
this difference a ^ of 2o55 (p <^o05) was obtainedo Therefore, it was
concluded that family reference responses failed to meet the criterion
of extinction during period five (F^) in the October cxparimental
period (Fj^) but did extinguish during the second extinction period (P3 )
of the Movciaber experimental period (?£)«
Family Reference Responses -* First Extinction Period
A tabulation of family reference response conditioning score
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TABLE 37
A1L\LYSIS 0? VARIANCE OF FAMILY REFEREKCE RESP02ISE CONDITIONING SCORES
BY TREATMSfJTS, EXPERIMSfEAL PERIODS, AND EXPERIMEiflERS
FOR THE SECOND EXTINCTION PERIOD (P3 )
Source df MS F
Treatments (T) 2 682.03 2.588
Experimental Periods (F) 1 227.72 0,864
Experimenters (E) 2 436.44 1.656
TF 2 10-49.33 3.983 *
TE 4 409.93 1.556
FE 2 11.47 0.0i^3
TFE 4 262.31 0,995
S/TFE 72 263.45 -
* p<^ s 05
means obtained in the first extinction period (P3 ) is presented in
Table 38. Here treatment txso (T 2 ) is the treatment of interest.
An
analysis of variance of family reference response conditioning scores
in period three (P3 ) revealed no significant
main effects or inter-
actions. The analysis is suEsaarizcd in Table 39. Based on this
analysis there is no evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the
three treatment means are equal. In this instance, therefore, family
reference responses met the criterion of extinction.
School Reference Responses -- Second Extinction .Perfg^
Finally, in the investigation of extinction effects, school
for the second extinction period (P3 ) vetcresponse conditioning scores
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table 38
FAMLy REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE I!EA.NS OBTAINED
IN THE FIRST EXTINCTION PERIOD (P^) OF THE ItlXERVIEW
(Type A Conditioning Scores)
Treatment
One (Ti)
Treatsisnt
Two (T2 )
Treatment
Three (T 3 )
Summary for
Fs
h -6,42 -2,69 8,82
Fi E2 6,99 2,27 2,35 1,00
E 3 -6,78 12,96 -8,47
Summary for
Ts at Fi -2,07 4,18 0,90
El 8,48 -8,33 1,84
F2 E 2 -4,20 6,60 - 0,21 0.08
E3
- 0,12 -6,83 3.48
Summary for
Ts at F2 1,39 -2,85 1,70
SusEaary for Grand Mean
Treatments 0,34 0,66 1,30 0,54
NotGo — n s 5 subjects per cell (30 subjects per treatiaent).
analyzed. Treatment tvjo (T2 ) again was the experimental treatment of
interest. Table 40 presents a tabulation of the means.
In the analysts of variance of school reference response
conditioning scores by treatments, experimental periods and expert-
menters for the second extinction period (F^), the only significant
effect as shown in Table 41, was a Treatment x Experimental Period
(T X F) Interaction (F - 3,885; p <,05),
A review of Table 40 indicated no evidence to suggest that the
mean of treatment two (T 2 ) vas greater than the control (T^) in the
first experimental period (Fj^)o For the second experimental period (F2 ),
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TABLE 39
ALIALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY REFERENCE RESPONSE COMDITIONIKG SCORES
BY TREATMEI^rS, EXPERIbENTAL PERIODS, AND EXPERBiENTERS
FOR THE FIRST EXTINCTION PERIOD (P3)
Source df MS F
Treatments (T) 2 20.50 0,100
Experimental Periods (F) 1 19.22 0,094
Experimenter (E) 2 81.23 0.398
TF 2 222,98 1.094
TE 4 217.85 1,089
FE 2 30.12 0.147
TFE 4 513.41 2.519
S/TFE 72 203.78 -
how8ver, the observed tneen of treatnient two (T2) is greater than the
Djean of the controlo Dunnett*s test (one tail) revealed that this
observed difference was not significant (d - 1,25; »05)o Therefore,
it was concluded that school reference responses achieved the criterion
of extinction in the second extinction period (P5) for both experi"
mental periods
»
Supanarv
The analysis of extinction effects based on the pre-established
criterion of extinction yielded the following results « During the
second extinction period (P5) in the October experimental period (Fi),
treatment one (T^) failed to exhibit extinction of family
responses.
In the November experimental period (F2), treatment one
(T^) did achieve
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TABLE 40
SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CO!E)mONING SCORE bJEANS OBTAINED
IN THE SECOND EXTINCTION PERIOD (P^) 0? TEE INTERVIEW
(Type B Conditioning Scores)
Treatment
One (T^)
Treatment
Two (T2 )
Treatment
Three (T 3 )
Summary for
Fs
El -16®83 -13,29 7.05
Fi E2 - 8®34 2.09 11,15 -2,59
E3 - 7®56 - 3,55 5,97
Summary for
Ts at -10®91 - 4,92 8,05
El 7®64 -15,26 -11,06
F2 E2 - 6®57 13,77 -17.03 -1,46
E 3 4,37 6,54 4,46
Summary for
Ts at F2 1®81 1.69 -7.88
Summary for
Treatments - 4®58 j- 1,62 0,09
Grand Mean
- 2,02
NotCo -» n - 5 subjects per cell (30 subjects per treatiaent).
the criterion of eKtinction of family responses in period five (P^).
Treatment two (T2 ) consistently extinguished family responses in the
first extinction period (P3 ) and extinguished school responses in the
second extinction period (P^jo Treatment one (Tj) was not tested for
extinction effects in the first extinction period (P3 ) because prior
conditioning had failed to occur® These findings are sunmiarized in
Table 42®
CondltiontnR Period and Response Class Effects
This part of the analysis was designed to accomplish a twofold
purpose: (a) to investigate the effects of early (P2 ) vs late (P4 )
J
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table 41
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORES
BY TREAT^^SNTS, EXPERIMENTAL PERIODS, AMD EXPERIHEiiTS
FOR THE SECOND EXTINCTION PERIOD (P3 )
Source df MS F
Treatments (T) 2 164o86 Oo375
Experimental Periods (F) 1 28o76 O 0 O65
Experimenters (F.) 2 595o46 1,355
TF 2 1707.35 3,885 *
TE 4 497.55 1,132
FE 2 259.47 0.592
TFE 4 328.39 0.747
S/TFE 72 439.42
* p <o05
TABLE 42
SUMIiARY OF FINDINGS CONCERNING EXTINCTION
Experimental
Treatments
First Extinction
Period (P3 )
Second Extinction
Period (P
3 )
Treatment One (Tj^) No Prior
Conditioning
Family failed to extin-
guish during the first
experimental period (Fj^)
Family extinguished in
the second experimental
period (F2 )
Treatment Two (T2 ) Family Extinguished School Extinguished
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conditioning, and (b) to more precisely identify main effects and inter”
actions relating to conditioning performance of the two response
classeso The analysis was conducted in accordance with a mixed design,
three between” and two within-subjects variables (Meyers, 1956)
,
Table 43 presents cell means of conditioning scores for critical
responses arranged in mixed design format by expsriDiental periods (F),
treatments (T), experimenters (E), conditioning segments (C) and periods
(P)o The tv30 periods (P) in each conditioning segment are the condi-
tioning period and the extinction period. For the first conditioning
segment (Cj^), the conditioning period vias period two (P2 ) and the
extinction period was period three (P3 )<> la the second conditioning
segment (C 2 ) period four (P4 ) was the conditioning period and period
five (P^) was the extinction period. The conditioning scores for the
first conditioning segment are Type A scores based on period one
probability scores. The scores for the second conditioning segment are
Type B conditioning scores based on period three (P3 ) probability scores.
Since measures of interest in this analysts are conditioning scores for
critical response classes, treatment one (Tj^) scores are school response
scores for the first conditioning segment (C^^) and family response
scores for the second (€ 2)0 Treatment two (T2 ) scores are family
response scores for the first conditioning segment (Cj) and school
response scores for the second segment (€ 2)0 A review of Table 11 helps
In conceptualizing these relationships. In adopting this design, it was
assumed that the only significant source of a Conditioning Segment x
Treatments (C x T) Interaction was potential differential condition-
ability bstvjeen the response classes. Table 44 siusaarizes the analysis
of variance
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TABI^ 43
CRITICAL RESPONSE CLASS CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS ARPAEGED
ACCORDING TO A TIIREE BET\®EN- AND TVIO WITHIN- SUBJECTS
VARIABLES MIXED DESIGi^ MATRIX
First Conditioning Second Conditioning
Segment (Cj^) Segment (C 2 )
Conditioning Extinction Conditioning Extinction
Period (P2 ) Period (P3 ) Period (P4 ) Period (P5 )
El -2ol7 -10.76 18,19 4,34
^^a
^2 13.59 - 2.12 26.28 19.27
Fl
"3 4,11 5.21 22.47 16.82
^1 17.45 - 2.69 -13.85 -13.29
^2 13.74 2,27 18,53 2.09
^3 18.54 12.96 20,12 - 3.55
^1 -8.88 -13.40 -0.49 -17,22
^2 5.87 5,78 16,19 5.14
E 3 6.22 -25.17 24,47 1.95
F 2
-1.80 - 8.33 12 . C9 -15.26
E, 14.76 6.60 12.03 13.77
1.
'3 13.94 - 6.83 30,36 6.54
Note, — n = 5 subjects per cell (30 subjects per treatment).,
So Tj^ scores are based on school reference responses at Cj^ and
family reference responses at C 20
bo T 2 scores are
based on family reference responses at Cj^ and
school reference responses at C 20
The analysis revealed a significant Experimenter (E) Effect
(F “ 5.679) o An inspection of the means of the experimenters revealed
the source of the difference. The mean score of -3.50 for experimsntei.
one (Ej^) was vastly different from the means obtained by experimenter
two (E 2 ; IO086 ) and experimenter
three (E 3 ; 9.25) . Of greater concern
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‘
A!!ALYSIS 0? VARIANCE C" CRITICAL RESPCrJSE CC:JD1XICXU:;G SCCiES
BY TES\T13!iTS, nXFZRIhHirTAL TERIODS, RXPZRIK:2rrLRS,
CaiDUIC^ULG SEGh^iMTS Al^ PERIODS
Source. d£ jg
BetHaen Ss
Exptricsjntrl Pcrlode (?) 1
Trafittf^iatc (T) \
Sxporitacatara; (E) 2
rr 1
FE 2
TK 2
H2 2
S/rTB 48
1237.70 • 1.418
123.A8 0.143
A955.02 5.679 ^
1502.90 1.722
124.59 0.142
151.43 0.173
17.82 0.020
872.42 •
Wlthla So
Coadlcloning Soscer.t# (C) 1 2273.71 3,967
CP 1 300.61 0.525
CY I 3007.57 5.239 *
CK 2 566.13 0.985
CST 1 1845.93
CPE 2 563.13 0.980
CTE 2 129.74 0.225
evti 2 295.41 0.514
sc /ME 48 574.41 •
Periods (P) 1 9239.49 69.737 «
PP 1 206.68 1.559
rr 1 67.33 0.SC8
pe 2 324.32 2./^47
prr 1 63.16 0.627
P7E 2 74^».17 5.616
PIE 2 17,30 0.130
prrs 2 190.03 1.436
SP/riK 48 132.49 -
PC 1 121.58 0.615
PCP 1 52.25 0.264
PCX 1 0.25 O.OOi
PCS 2 46.54 0.235
pcrr 1 o.os 0.000
PCFE 2 493.27 2.495
rci'E 2 133.07 0.69S
PCFTP 2 373. CO 1.837
SPC/ITE 48 197.66 -
* P< .03
*1- p<.01
vas tl-O significant Period x F.xpcriiaenCal Period x Experimenter (P x E x F)
second order ir.teract5.on {F = 5.616; p< .Ol). Figure 9 graphic.ally
illustrates this interaction. The basic difference between the Period
X Experimenter (!’ x E) relationship at the two experimental periods
appeared to be the etcepsr slope of experimenter three's (Eg) extinction
curve coiabincd ”'ith the flatter slope of experimenter tvio's (E 2 )
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extinction curve durins the second cxperiraental period (F2 )« Those
opposite changes in the extinction slopes for experimenter two (E-i) and
experiraenter three (E 3 ) produces a disordinnte interaction between these
Es over the two experimental periods (F), Experimenter one’s (Ej^)
performance tcmnlned consistently lower than the other t^^o across both
experimental pericds«
First Experimental Period
(Fi)
Second Experimental Period
(F2)
Conditioning Extinction
Period Period
Figo 9o Shown above is the disordinate interaction between mean
scores of oxparitaenter two (Eo) and experimenter three (Eg) from the
conditioning period to the extinction period. Notice that the direction
of the interaction reverses over experimorital periods. Notice, also,
that means for experinanCer one (Ei ) rcajain consistently lew and do not
enter irito the interaction in an important way.
The slguificant Period Effc.ct (P^. z 11,74>P^, s ••0.67) provided cenfir-
mation of previous findings of conditioning and extinction.
The failure cf a conditioning segments (C) effect to achieve
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significance was somewhat surprising when considered in terms of the
observed Inverse relationship between set and conditioning. However
,
this analysis revealed no evidence to suggest that one conditioning
segment (C 2 ) provided a greater Increase in the proportion of critical
responses then the other (C];)„
The significant Conditioning Segment x Treatment (C x T)
interaction (F ® 5,239; p <«05) was of special interest because of the
Implied Response Class Effect, Figure 10 illustrates the critical
relationships between conditioning segments (C), treatments (T) and
response classes (R),
C
0
N
D
I
T
I
0
N
I
N
G
S
C
0
R
E
S
School Responses
Treatment 1
Family Responses
Treatment 2
School
Responses
First Conditioning
Segment (Cj^)
Second Conditioning
Segment (C£)
Fig, 10, A graphic display of the interrelationships between condi
tioning segments, treatments and response classes. Tj^ Ci and Tg C 2
represent school response scores; T 2 Ci and C 2 represent
family
response scores.
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Scheffe's method of multiple comparisons (Ihyers, 1966) «as employed to
investigate significant dimensions of these relationships while
maintaining an experiment-wise error rate (alpha » .05). In essence,
the analysis conducted on the means of the four Conditioning Segment
X Treatment (C x T) combinations was to test whether or not observed
differences between certain of these means was significantly different
than zero. The method consisted of comparing the observed difference
between means using Formula 5.
where r i represents the observed contrast; c represents the number of
conditioning segments (C); t represents the number of treatments (T);
F represents the F ratio necessary for significance on 1 and 48 df ;
SC/TFC represents the estimate of error variance; Ci represents the
weight csoignad to each mean in the contract; n^f represents the
number of subjects in each group being compared. Table 45 suranarizes
the contrasts conducted ^jith the ScheffI method.
difference between combinations of treatments and conditioning segments
in which family responses were conditioned and combinations of
treatments and conditioning segments in which school responses were
conditioned. The result of the contrast indicated that the combined
significantly gx*eater than the combined means of the school conditioning
segments (0^ Tj
-f Cg T2 )» The next contrast (line 2 of Table 45) tested
the sign! ficance ^of the difference between the conditioning effects of
treatment one (^i) first (Cj^) and the second
(Cg) conditioning
The first contrast in Table 45 tested the significance of the
means for the family response conditioning segments (Cj^ T2 -f C 2 T^) are
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TABLE 45
COOTRASTS OF INTEREST VJITHIN THE CONDITIONING
SEGMEOTS X TREATMENTS lOTERACTION
T X C
Combinations Cl Ti Cl ^2 C 2 T 1 C 2 T 2 Contrast
Means
Contrast^v
-1.81 6, 72 11.44 5,80 f - y,9s: 0
1, 1 1 + 1 - 1 14.17 - 12.45 *
2, 1 0 -1- 1 0 13.25 - 8.80 *
3, 1 + 1 0 0 8.53 - 8.80
4o 0 0 1 - 1 5.64 - 8.80
5o 0 + 1 0 - 1 0.92 - 8.80
* p <«05
segments of the interviexio Again the results indicate that family
responses yielded higher conditioning than school responses (p ,05)o
Tests for significant differences between means of the two treatments
during the first conditioning segiaant (Cj^ T 2 vs Tj^) and the second
conditioning segment (C 2 Tj^ vs C 2 T 2 ) yielded nonsignificant results as
shown in Line 3 and Line 4. The difference between the means for
treatment two (T 2 ) in the first vs second
conditioning segment (see Line
5) also proved nonsignificant
»
These results were interpreted to indicate that the family
reference response class generally attained higher conditioning per-
formance than the school reference response class. The observed
differences between the response class conditioning score means
did noc
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attain cisnificance in either of the ccnditicning periods nhsa tested
scparatelyo Treatment one (Tj^) exhibited wide differences in the
conditicnability of school and family responses. Treatment ti^o (T2),
however, shewed equal conditioning results with both response cl.asssco
The Set-Conditloninf; Rglationship
Each treatment was composed of two conditioning segments —
the first conditioi\ing sogment (Cj^) with a base-period (P]^), a
conditioning period (P2) ^nd an extinction period (P3); and the second
conditioning segment with a base-period (P3), a conditioning period (P4)
end an extinction period (P3), Since there wore txjo experimental
treatment conditions (Tl and T2) and these were both applied at two
experimental periods -- October (Fj_) and November (F2), there were
eight different conditioning segnsnts in the total experiment. These
eight segments were designated by an index (Fi Tj Ck) to identify the
experimental period (F), treatment (T) and conditioning segment (C)
associated with each.
The eight separate conditioning segments were arranged in
descending rank order according to average probability scores (sot)
attained in tha base-period prior to attempted conoiCloning, Those
scoras were paired with the moan conditioning scores attaineo in the
conditioning period of the segment. Differences in rank of each pair
of scores were used to conpuUe a Spoarn&n rank-difference correlation (r^
between pre-cenditiouing set and the level of subsequent conditioning,
Spoarnum's correlation provides a distribution free index of association
approprista for this analysis. Computation of the was made by
Formula 6,
rg = 1
K (k2™- 1)
[6]
6 IC'ii
D icprcscnts the difference between two paired ranks and 11 is the number
of pairs. Table ^^6 presents the data used in this computation,
TABLE 46
A rtAfUC niFFF.PwEHCE CCdk^ARISON OF THE RELATION OF EET AND CCNDITIONIMG
PERFOilliAIiCE FOR TRF. EIGHT CONDITIONING SEGI31JTS OF THE EXFERIl-ffiNT
Segrasnt
Index
Critical
Response
~
Class
Set
Probabi liTy^~ Hank
Score
Conditioning
“CondiFToniTiig”^ D
Score
?2 School 33,98 1 1,07 8 -7 49
Cl School 23,03 2 5,17 7 -5 25
F2 T2 C2 School 22,99 3 18,16 2 1 1
Fi l2 C2 School 15,19 4 8,27 6 “2 4
F2 T'2 Cl Fami ly 8,87 5 8,97 5 0 0
F2 Ti C2 Fatal, ly 6,77 6 13=39 4 2 4
n T2 Cl Family 3,81 7 16.53 3 4 16
Fl X2 C2 Fasai ly 3,72 8 22.32 1 7 49
Tg 13 -Oc,76; p (est,)< ,05, Z D B 0
I d2 s 148
Kote, Vi - 15 observations per conditionins segment.
The strong negative relationship (Vg s “0.76) indicated by the
ccrcp-ir ison of set and conditioning ranks and the dicriotomous relationship
assumed by school arid fauily responses Vvitnin ths rank Oi-oer, reveal
th^.t tb 2 fst cemponent is a relatively influential factor in detertaining
the ceaditl.cr.ability of e given response class. Figure 11 depicts the
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relative consistency of the observed set-conditioning paired association,
and provides an estimate of the best fitting line to define the
functional relationshipo
CONDITlONinC ^
Figo llo An estimate of the functional relationship between pre-
conditioning set and subsequent conditioning based on observed paired
group means of eight experimental conditioning segments,
Kote, -“ Means are based on 15 observations per segment,
a. Pre-conditioning set is expressed in probability scores,
b. Subsequent conditioning is expressed in conditioning scores.
Additional Monparametric Analysis
On the basis of a priori decisions, chi-square analyses were
performed on conditioning data to ascertain \ihether or not observed
Ill
parametric effects were consistent with the frequencies of Individual
conditioning behavior « To achieve this purpose, a simple binary dichotomy
was used to distinguish conditioners and nonconditioners « An S was
considered a conditioner in a given conditioning period if she achieved
a positive conditioning scoreo Otherwise the S was considered a
nonconditioner 6
Response Class Differences
First a test was made at each conditioning period to determine
whether conditioning performance was related to the response class chosen
for conditioningo For purposes of this analysis a 2 x 2 contingency
table was arranged for each experimental period o Frequencies of condi~
tioners and nonconditioners for each response class during the first
conditioning period are shown in Table 47 » Because of the limited single
^
df
.
Fisher's correction (Dixon and Ifassey, 1957) was used to more closely
approximate the ^ distributiono
The result of this analysis (x^ - 4»929) was sufficient to
reject the hypotheses that the proportion of conditioners and non”
conditioners was equal for the two response classes during the first
conditioning period (P2)«
A similar analysis vjas conducted for the second conditioning
period (P^)« Table 48 Indicates the observed and theoretical
frequencies, employed in the test„
The resultant chi-square of 0^445 is insufficient to reject the
hypotheses that the proportion of conditioners and nonconditioners is
equal for the two response classes in the second conditioning period (P^)o
I
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TABLE 47
OBSEaVED AND THEORETICAL FREQUENCIES 0? CONDITICNERS AHD NOJl-
CONDITIONERS FOR EACH RESPONSE CUSS IM THE FIPvST
COHDITIONIKG PERIOD (P2 )
Conditioners Noneond it ioner s Total
School
Reference
Responses
16 (20o5) 14 (9,5) 30
Fami ly
Reference
Responses
25 (20o5) 5 (9,5) 30
Totals 41 19 60
x2 s 4,929 *
* p<«05
HotCo Theoretical frequencies are contained in parentheses.
TABLE 48
OBSERVED AND THEORETICAL FREQUENCIES OF COhDlTIOIffiRS AND WON-
CONDITIOJHIRS FOR EACH RESPONSE CUSS IN THE SECOND
CONDITIOMING PERIOD (P4 )
Conditioners Nonconditioners Total
School
Reference
Responses
23 (24,5) 7 (5,5) 30
Family
Reference
Responses
26 (24,5) 4 (5,5) 30
Totals 49 11 60
x2 = 0o445
Noteo Theoretical frequencies are contained in parentheseso
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Treatraants
For the purpose of ccmparin3 the conditioning performance of Ss
vjithin each treatment group, Ss were classified into three discrete
categories: total conditioners, partial conditioners and nonconditioners.
An S vjas considered a total conditioner if she achieved a positive ( + )
conditioning score in both conditioning periods (P2 and P^) of the
interview. Partial conditioners were Ss who attained a positive ( f )
conditioning score in one of the two conditioning periods (either ?2 or
P^ but not both), Koncondltloners were Ss who failed to achieve a
positive ( -f- ) conditioning score in both conditioning periods (P2 and P4),
Comparisons were made between pairs of the three treatment conditions to
determine if the proportion of Ss in each category were equal.
Table 49 presents the observed and theoretical frequencies of
Ss in each category of conditioning performance for treatmari one (Tj^)
and the corresponding control condition (Tg), An inspection of Table 49
and the resultant (7,190; p< ,05) revealed that the distribution of
Ss among the conditioning categories was different for treatment one (Tj^)
than for the control condition (Tg),
A similar analysis between treatment two (T2) and the control
treatment (Tg) was also performed. Table 50 suoanarizes the observed
and theoretical distribution of Ss among the three conditioning categories
for treatment two (T2) and treatment three (Tg), Again, the resultant
analysis (X^ “ 8,846; p<,05) revealed that the distribution of Ss among
the three categories of conditioning performance differed between the
experimental treatment (Tg) and the corresponding control condition (Tg),
A third analysis (table not shown) revealed no difference in the
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TABLE 49
OBSERVED AND THEORETICAL FREQUENCIES OF Ss ' IM EACH CATEGORY
OF CONDITIONING PERFORMAKCE FOR TREATMEOT ON^ (T,) AND
TREATMENT THREE (T^)
.
Treatment
Total
Conditioners
Partial
Conditioners
Non-
Conditioners
Total
Treatment
One (Tj) 15 (10o5) 12 (13,5) 3 ( 6 ) 30
Control (T3 ) 6 (10,5) 15 (13.5) 9 ( 6 ) 30
Totals 21 27 12 60
X2 s 7,190 *
* p<.05
Note. Theoretical frequencies are contained in parentheses.
table 50
OBSERVED AND THEORETICAL FREQUENCIES OF Ss' IN EACH CATEGORY
OF CONDITIONING PERFORMANCE FOR TREATiiENT TUO (T 2 ) AND
TREATMENT THREE (T 3 )
Treatment Total
Conditioners
Partial
Conditioners
Non-
Conditioners
Total
Treatment
Two (T2 ) 18 (13) 12 ( 12 ) 0 (5) 30
Control (T 3 ) 8 (13) 12 ( 12 ) 10 (5) 30
Totals 26 24 10 60
8,846 *
* p< c05
lloteo Theoretical frequencies are contained in parentheses.
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distribution of Ss among conditioning perfomance categories between
the two experiEantal treatwents (Tj^ and '£ 2)0
Ejiper irggnt er 3
Finally a check was made to deterciine whether the distribistlon
of Ss in the three conditioning categories was equally proportioned
aisong the throe Es, Observed and theoretical frequencies of Ss in
each conditioning category for each E are shown in Table 51,
TABLE 51
OSSERVEl) AIID TIEORETICAL FREQUENCIES OF Ss ' IN EACH CATEGORY
OF CONDITIONING PERFORMANCE FOR EACH E
Experimenter Total
Conditioners
Partial
Conditioners
Non-
Conditioners Total
Experimenter
(El)
One 6, (11) 11 (8) 3 (1) 20
Experimenter
(E2 )
Two 14 (11) 6 (8) 0 (1) 20
Experimenter
(Eg)
Three 13 (il) 7 (8) 0 (1) 20
Totals 33 24 3 60
X2 . 7 ,67 ; p ^ 0 O5
Hete, Theoretical frequencies arc contained in parentheses,
a, Pxesultant obtained by corabining the "Partial. Conditioner"
and "Koaconditioner" categories to ccaipensats for the low frequency of
"Noncenditioners",
Before performing the analysis, the "Partial Conditioners" and "Non-
conditioners" categories were combined to compensate for the lovi
frequency of nonconditioncro. The resultant (7,67; p <o05) provides
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evidence to reject the conclusion that the distribution of total
conditioners and partial conditioners were equal for all Eso The
evidence indicated that Ss ' conditioning perfortaance was distributed
differently for Ei than for E2 and Ego Of greater importance to the
general purposes of this study vias the fact that collectively, the Es
were able to achieve some degree of conditioning with 57 of the 60 Ssl
Ss Perception of the Interview
As a result of a factor analysis (principle components with
Verimax rotation) of scores obtained from the Interview Evaluation
semantic scales, five factors were identified. An inspection and study
of items with high loadings within each factor lead to the arbitrary
(but considered) assignment of the following factor titles:
Factor 1 Evaluation (general)
Factor 2 Evaluation (interpersonal)
Factor 3 Genuineness
Factor 4 -- Permissiveness
Factor 5 Deliberateness
A listing of the items with Verimax loadings greater than 0,5
is presented in Appendix G„ The Verimax factor matrix revealed good
simple structure with only two of the 25 items loading in excess of
0,5 on more than one factor. Both "successful" and "valuable" loaded
high on both Factor 1 and Factor 3,
Each S's ratings on the semantic scales were converted to
factor scores for each factor. Separate analyses of variance on these
five factor scores by treatments, experimental periods and experimenters
revealed no significant main effects or interactions.
I
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The only conclusions which could ba derived from semntic scale
data was that S's generally regarded the interview in a positive
manner (raw score grand mean s 5ol05; s = 1,836), No evidence could be
uncov'ered to reveal differences in perception of the interview as a
function of treatmentSi experimental periods or experimenters.
Conscious Awareness
In terms of pre”establishcd criteria for measurement of conscious
awareness, no conscious awareness was discovered. Table 52 presents the
observed frequencies of Ss at each level of conscious awareness within
each treatment group# It reveals the minio^l level of awareness exhibited
by the Ss,
TABLE 52
FREQUENCIES OF Ss AT EACH LEVEL OF CONSCIOUS AWARENESS FOR F-ACH
TREATMENT GROUP
Treatment Full
Awareness
(4)
Aware of E's
Attempted
Influence
(3)
Aware of E's
Reinforce-
ments
( 2 )
No
Awareness
( 1 )
Total
Treatment
One (Tjl) 0 0 1 29 30
Treatment
Two (T2 ) 0 1 0 29 30
Treatment
Three (T 3 ) 0 1 1 28 30
Totals 0 2 2 86 90
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Of the 60 Ss who were subjected to contingent reinforcement, only two
indicated any awareness of the nature of the experiment., One of these
was treated by experimenter on® (Ej^) and one by experimenter two (£2)0
The other two subjects exhibiting limited avmreness were treated by
experimenter three (Eg) using the control conditionj
As a Blatter of curiosity, the conditioning performance of the
two Ss in the experimental group who showed some awareness was checked
«
The raember of treatment two (T2) group was a partial conditioner. The
treatment one (Tj^) gfoup member was a noneond it loner.
C PAPIER V
SUJE'ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Science is proof without certaintyo
A.nonymous o
The principle purpose of this investigation was to test, within
the context of a low structured interview, the general hypothesis that
client verbal responsiveness to counselor rein fore eraent is affected by
at least three interacting variables:
lo The set of the client population toward a selected response
class prior to conditioning,
2c The verbal response class(es) selected for reinforcement,
3, The sequence in which verbal response classes are
conditioned,
A review of antecedent literature established the relevance
and need for such a study.
Methodology
Under the guise of a Counseling Interview Survey purportedly
interested in the problems, topics end issues of personal concern to
students, operant conditioning procedures were applied to 90 volunteer
undergraduate females who had been randomly assigned to treatment condi-
tions, Three male graduate students in counseling and guidance were
trained within the context of a pilot study to conduct the experimental
interviews.
The study was conducted in general accordance with a mixed
experimental design. Two discrete experimental periods, three different
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treatments end three Es constituted the between-oubjccts variables,
verbal response classes, ti30 conditioning segments within the
OKporiniental interviews and three periods (base, conditioning and
extinction) withi.n cegnsnts served ns the nithin-subject variables,
Ptoportions of critical responses to total responses \;erc used as
Esasuros of set. Conditioning was measured as the difference between
the proportion of critical responses emitted in the base-period and the
proportion emitted in tha conditioning period.
The OKperiraent was conducted in two separate, five day esperi-
Esntal periods. Forty five students were randomly assigned to each
period. The first was in October during mid-term exarainations and the
second in Hovember prior to Thanksgiving recess. These temporal period
were selected because differences in the environMantal contingencies of
each were expected to influence Ss set toward the two critical reeponsa
classes: school roferei'co responses and family reference responsea.
Each experiiEGntal session w.as divided into three parts;
orientation pariod, eKpcrimgntal interview and post-enporimantal
inquiry. The total session lasted botween 45 and 50 minutes. Unknown
to Ss, the interview was divided into five oix-minute periods. In the
first, third and fifth periods Es emitted an '’min-hmm" stiimdus in
response to signals independent of the content of the S's talk,
Uuring prc-solected 15 second cegmants of each minute in these periods,
the E paraphrased the first response emitted by the S, The second and
fourth period of each interview were conditioning periods. During
these periods, Es emitted stimuli on a ccrcipound schedule of rein-
forcement contingent upor: Ss emitting ciitical responses, Ss atte.mpted
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to emit "mm-limsa" on a continuous scheduleo Paraphrases \3cre delivered
on a 45 second fixed interval schedule with a 15 second limited hold
contingency 0 During a pre“selected 15 second segment of the first
minute of each conditioning period Eg uere permitted a "priming"
response if S failed to emit a critical responsso
Three different treatments were used in the experiment o In
Treatment One (Tj^), Es attempted to reinforce school reference responses
during the first conditioning period of the interview and family
reference responses during the second. The order of attempted
reinforcement was just the reverse in Treatment Two (T2). In Treatment
Three (T3), the control condition, all E stimuli were emitted in
response to signal lights independent of the content of Ss responses.
Following each treatment, an Interview Evaluation form containing 25
bi“polar adjective scales and an open-ended questionnaire were completed
by the S. This evaluation served to measure Ss
'
perception of the
interview and level of conscious awareness of attempted influence by E.
Results
The experiment demonstrated an integration of the operant
conditioning paradigm in a low structured interview characteristic of
the counseling setting. Within this context answers to pre-determined
questions supported the general hypothesis that client responsiveness
to counselor reinforcement can be affected by at least three interacting
variables
:
1. The set of the client population toward a selected response
class prior to conditioning.
2. The verbal response class(es) selected for reinforcement.
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3o The sequence in which verbal response classes are conditioned,
Pre“Condir,tonin ?", Set
Specifically, the evidence indicated that prior to attempted
conditioning, the set (proportion of responses) of a population of
clients toward two selected response classes differed. However, it was
found that the magnitude of the difference in set toward response classes
changed over a period of weeks and even fluctuated between segments of
an interview. Results also indicated that response classes differed
in the consistency of Ss pre-conditioning set toward them.
Conditioning and Extinction
The evidence revealed clearly that two given response classes,
in this case school reference responses and family reference responses,
can be conditioned and extinguished in two different conditioning
segments of the same interview. This finding must be qualified, however,
since school responses failed to condition in the first conditioning
period of the interview in both the October and November experimental
periods. Also, family reference responses failed to extinguish in the
second conditioning period of the October experimental period. No
evidence was found to support the contention that the successful
conditioning of one of two preselected response classes results in a
simultaneous extinction of the other.
The Set -- Conditioninsi Relationships
A closer examination of differential conditioning between the
two response classes revealed a strong negative relationship between
pre-conditioning set toward response class and level of subsequent
conditioning. Family reference responses which manifested a consistently
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low set were much more amenable to conditioning than were school
responses, which exhibited a generally high set. The family (low set)
response class manifested consistently significant increases in pro-
portion of total responses when reinforcement was applied. Generally,
when set toward school vjas at a high level, a significant increase in
proportion did cot result from selective reinforcemento When pre-
conditioning set was high, the control treatment of random reinforcement
proved just as effective as contingent reinforcement for maintaining the
proportion of school responses.
Sequence“
—“”7
No evidence was discovered to indicate that attempted rein-
forcensant is more effective in the first half of the interview than in
the second lialf. The fact that school responses exhibited conditioning
in the second conditioning segment of the interview but not in the
first, appeared to be more a function of set than of conditioning
period. Set toward school consistently decreased from the first to
the second base-periods within the interview, VJhen at the lower operant
set, school reference responses were amenable to conditioning. In this
sense, a sequence effect was observed to influence client responsiveness.
Experimenters
The evidence indicated that two of the E's were able to condi-
tion Ss to a higher level of performance than the other E, Also, when
viewed fron the perspective of the number of Ss achieving different
degrees of conditioning a similar difference among the Es was noted.
The variation among Es can be considered minimal, however, when viewed
in the light of potential intervening variables reported in the
,
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literature (Kanfer, 1958; Rosenthal, 1964; Sarason, 1965)« Excepting
the rainor variations, Es demonstrated ability to replicate the overall
experimental resultSo
Perception and Ai^areness
The Ss perception of the interview was generally favorable.
No differences in Ss' evaluation of the interview were found betvieen
groups experiencing various treatment combinationso Also, results clearly
demonstrated that successful conditioning can be accomplished without
Ss' conscious awareness of either the purpose of the interview or the
E's attempt to influence the content of the discussion.
Summary
The present study, therefore, provided new evidence of the
unique effects of various combinations of sets, response classes, and
sequences of attempted conditioning on Ss responsiveness to rein-
forcement, In achieving this objective it also has demonstrated the
efficacy of introducing rigorous methodological controls into the
study of interpersonal verbal behavior in a low structured social
setting.
Discussion of Methodology
In an effort to investigate counseling relevant variables both
singly and in interaction with each other, this study incorporated at
least three features worthy of note by future researchers: (a) elec-
tronic Instrumentation to program E stimuli; (b) ipsative change
scores to more accurately describe individual conditioning performance
and (c) counter balanced replications and controls within a mixed
experimental design format.
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Electronic instrumentation to program and control the accurate
delivery of E stimli made possible the use of a compound schedule of
reinforceiaanto This schedule permitted naturalistic verbal interaction
bettjeen the E and the S without sacrificing experimental rigor. There
would appear to be no serious problem in applying this programing
technique to a wide variety of reinforcement schedules,
Ipsative change scores (conditioning scores) provided quanti-
tative measures of individual conditioning performance appropriate for
parametric analysis. These scores equate individual differences in
loquacity rate and relative proportion of responses. Therefore, they
reflect quantitative changes in individual behavior relevant to each
Ss base rate, VJhile the computational process is more time consuming
than the traditional frequency count, the resultant correspondence
between the maasure and phenomenon under study seems to compensate for
the added effort. Moreover, through the use of simple computer programs
conversion to conditioning scores is a relatively quick and easy process
Counter balanced replications and controls within the context
of a mixed experimental design were a unique feature of the present
study. The two conditioning segments provided replication of the
basic VOC paradigm within each interview. Non-contingent control
conditions both within each interview (Free Operant and Pvandoa Stimuli
Periods) and between interviews (Treatment Three), provided baseline
data against which experimental effects could be evaluated, P.cplication
with txjo random camples of the same population at two discrete temporal
periods (October and November) provided the opportunity to cross
validate and delimit the general findings. Therefore, the incorporation
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of replications and multiple controls increased the heuristic pooer of
the study and extended the generalizability of conclusionso
The verbal conditioning phenomenon has been demonstrated to
have so many theoretical and practical implications for counseling
that increased research is essentialo However, the demonstration
stage of VOC studies in the counseling setting is closedo It is
likely that typical simple designs with highly structured tasks will
have increasingly limited value for the further development of counseling
technologyo The present study suggests several innovative features
which permit moving beyond the limits of the simple VOC paradigm
without sacrificing rigorous experimental precision and controlo
Interpretation and Imnltcations
Implications for the re-evaluation of previous research findings
and new directions for future research are suggested by the present
results. Interpretation of findings suggests that differences in S
responsiveness to reinforcement can be parsimoniously explained
within the context of the set-response class relationship without
resorting to a search for personality correlates of conditionability.
The VOC literature is replete with studies attempting to identify
relatively invariant personality variables which, independent of content,
affect S conditionability. Present findings suggest that the search
for intrapsychic correlates of S conditionability may be both
unnecessary and inappropriate. The fact that 57 of 60 Ss manifested
some degree of conditionability suggests that the occurrence of a total
nonconditioner is a rare occurrence in a population of normal Ss,
Apparently what is needed to achieve conditioning is the appropriate
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combination of verbal response class and S setp and, as present
results dsaanstratsd, this crit?„cal relationship can be established by
sViifting the contingencies cf reinforccraeato
Consider the conditioning performance of Ss for school
responses o It is reasonable to aBsurae that the operant verbal behavior
of Ss in the initial part of the interview reflected the current verbal
habits and reinforcement practices in their verbal coEmunityc As it
turned out, they were currently predisposed toward emitting a high
proportion of school reference responses •=“ a proportion which was
vary likely close to a maxiisura limit,, When Es attempted, through
contingent reinforcement, to Irxrease the proportion of school reference
responses in the first conditioning period, it may have been a
question of too little reinforcement delivered too late« Ss were
already being maintained at such a high operant level that there was
little room for improvement » The results demonstrated that vihan Ss
were manifesting this high oparant level even non-coutingcnt
reinforcement; vjas effective to maintain it.
For Ss in the treatment where family was reinforced first, tha
exporimsntal procedure confronted them with different contingencies
than those under which they had been currently operating. As a
consGcu’cnce, their initially high proportion of schonl responses
decreased ever the first 18 minutes of the interview. It is not
unreasoaahle to assume, howsver, that a latent predisposition to emit
& high proportion of school resj^onses still existed at ths opening of
the second coaditioniiig period. Therefore, when the E began to
deliver school contingent stimuli in the second conditioning period.
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it is not surprising that the proportion of school responses returned
to its initially high level and conditioning was observedo There is
little need, therefore, to postulate inhibiting or facilitating
personality constructs to explain Ss differential conditioning
performance on school responseso
Conditioning performance of family responses nay be explained
in a parallel manner,, Because of the cosaaon cultural history of the
Ss, it can be assumed that at some earlier time in their reinforcement
histories, significant reinforcements were contingent upon the
emission of family reference responses; hence, a latent set toward
emitting such responses can be inferred. Further, it can be assumed
that family reference responses were not being reinforced and main-
tained by the Ss current verbal community. However, vjhen the E made
reinforcement contingent on emission of family responses, the high
latent tendency to emit such responses became manifest in observed
conditioning.
These interpretations are based on the Skinnerian (1953) view
that covert behavior is overt behavior vihich has receded and this
process itself is open to description. When latency is conceptualized
as receded overt behavior, the changes within the interview in set
toward school reference responses may be viewed as a mlcrocosmic
demonstration (in minutes) of the macrocosmic phenomenon (over years)
which occurred toward family responses. This parsimonious interpre-
tation assumes the same general relationship among variables for
covert and overt behavior. It maintains that S's conditionability is
a function of current set toward a specific response class. Further,
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it suggests that a qualifying link between set and conditionability
is Ss prior history of reinforcement for the specific response class
selected. Viewed from this perspective, the essence of the counseling
process can be conceptualized as the identification, selective
reinforcement and shaping of low set - high latency response classes
relevant to the client's current behavior.
Before the results and interpretation of this study can have
serious implications for counseling procedures, replication and
verification of present findings arc necessary. Moreover, since these
interpretations have extrapolated beyond the limits of the empirical
evidence presented, the current experimental procedures and design
must be extended to include the added dimensions. The present results,
however, provide some hope for the day when the counselor can select
his techniques and predict his results with mathematical accuracy.
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APPENDIX A
FORJIS, DOCUI'IEtiTS AND INSTRUMENTS P.ELATING
TO EXPERIMEOTAI, PROCEDURES
COUNSELING INTERVIEW SURVEY
Registration Form
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Name: Class: 19
(Print last name) (First name)
Campus Address:
Campus Phone:
In approximately how many counseling interviews have you participated?
Check one; None
5“10
~
More than 10
_______
If for religious or other conscientious reasons you prefer not to
participate in this survey, please indicate by placing a check mark
in this box
Reason (optional)
_
_____
Please indicate by placing crosses in the appropriate boxes the times
at vihich you v;ould be available and willing to come for a counseling
interview*
TIMS MON. TUH3, WED. THURS. FRI. SAT7
8:00
9:05
10:10
11:15
1:25
2:30
3:35
6:00
7:00
8:00
*A11 interviews v)ill be held in Montague House, the vihite house adjacent
to the School of Educationo
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dear Miss
Mrsc Felckiaa has informed me ehat you have volunteered
to participate in our Counseling Interview Survey* Your
Interest and cooperation in this guidance and counselitig
project are greatly appreciated.
On the basis of information which you have provided on
the Survey Registration Form we have been able to schedule
your counseling Interview at the time Indicated below;
You are requested to report to the guidance secretary at
Montague House (adjacent to the School of Education) at
least five minutes in advance of the appointed time. The
Interview will last approximately forty-five minutes®
If you have any questions or problems relating to your
scheduled interview^ Mr, Pepyne, the project coordinator,
whose office is also located in Montague House, is available
to assist youc Here an emergency to develop which would
prevent you from keeping this appointment, please inform
Mr, Pepyne (Tel: 545«2048) as soon as possible to reschedule
your appointment.
Very truly yours.
Ovid F, Parody
Acting Dean
sU
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COUNSELING INTERVIEW SURVEY
Experimenters Guid e
^ • Pre-Interview Check :
A, Appropriate dress (coat, tie, etc.)
Bo Briefing with technician
1. Obtain "Personal Data Sheet" from technician and fill in
FETS number
;
F represents experimental period »
October is #1
November is #2
E represents experimenter
Xxxxx is #1
Xxxxx is #2
Xxxxx is #3
T represents treatment
IntervieX'js in which school references are reinforced
first and family references second are #1
Interviews in which f£xmily references are reinforced
first and school references second are £2
Interviexcs in which all stimuli are administered
randomly are #3
S represents s^j_ect
Within each treatment, each experimenter will handle
five subjectSo Therefore, the S number x-)ill be from
one to fiv6o
Exampl e; During October, Xxxxx is to administer T2 to a subject,,
He has administered this treatment to three other subjects pre-
viously« The code number for this interview would be;
FETS
13 2 4
2. This number must appear on all pages of all documents
relating to this subject.
C. Wait in counseling room for technician or Receptionist to
introduce the subject.
1. Occupy your seat and be w’orking with some papers or books, etc.
2. Have pad or hard backed book to use when filling in Personal
Data Sheet. (Remember, table cloth covers table and will
make writing difficult.)
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II » Int^roductlon of Subject:
RECEPT: Mr« Miss (last name) is here for her inter-
view. (first name of S), this is Mr.
»
.
(turning to S) (first and last name o f
EXP; "I'm glad that you could make the appointment. You didn't
have any difficulty finding us did you?” (Then proceed
with Pei’sonal Data Sheet -- then task instructions.)
IIIo Task Instructions
Upon completion of the Personal Data Sheet present the following
instructions more or less verbatim in a conversational manner:
"As you've been told, the purpose of the Counseling Intervicv?
Survey is to identify the general topics, problems and issues
of greatest personal importance and concern to students. Our
procedure for doing this is to actually hold a large number
of individual counseling interviews. One reason for using
this procedure is that we’re also interested to discover just
how students might utilize a counseling opportunity. Your
role as a counselee is to talk about anything you'd like
during our thirty minute interview. My role is to listen
carefully to understand the thoughts and feelings you are
expressing. In order irot to unduly influence what you talk
about, we'll use this procedure: I viill not ask you any
direct questions nor will I answer any. In other words, up
to this point I've sort of monopolized the conversation...
during our counseling interview I will try to keep my
coraments to a minimum and let you have the opportunity to
talk, OX? Do you have any questions?"
If you become concerned about the amount of time remaining
in the interview you can check the clock, here to get a
general idea. For example, if we begin within the next
minute or two, our time v;ill be up at about . Do you
think you understand the procedure?" -------Are you ready to
begin?" ------ (If S is ready) "All right then lets begin our
session. Talk about whatever you'd like .
"
Note: The word like is the signal to the technician to start the
devices.
Upon receiving the signal that the interview is completed,
say -—
"Our time is up." (You may follow this statement by some
supportive or reassuring comment to the S).
Then say ----------
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"Before you leave, please accompany me to the outer office and
take a few minutes to complete this Interview Evaluation Form.
You don't need to put your name on the sheet, just read the
directions and respond to the questions in terms of your own
opinions about the interview. I'd like to take this opportunity
to thank you for participating in the Interview Survey. I have
another engagement now so I'll have to leave you, but the
receptionist (or one of my assistants) will pick up the form
when you have completed it.
IV. During Intervievj
A. Speak up, naturally but loud and clear.
B. Remember the "mm-hram" verbalization is difficult to record if
you don't emit it at conversational volume. Also, remember
the verbalization is "mm-hmm" not uh-huh, mm-huh, hmra or other
variations
,
C. During random reinforcement periods emit mm-hnan immediately
upon seeing the green cue light.
D. During conditioning periods emit man-hjiua immed iat gly, after
subject says a noun or pronoun in the critical response class.
And, every time the subject says a critical noun or pronoun
you emit mm-hmin .
E. VJhen emitting mm“hram try to keep head nods and gestures to a
minimum.
F. Paraphrase:
1. A paraphrase is intended as a restatement of the subject's
response. Use as many of the subject's own words as
possible. Under no condition should the paraphrase be in
the form of a question.
2. Hints in paraphrasing:
a) Remember a paraphrase is a restatement -- drop your
voice at the end, don't end the statement in a
questioning tone.
b) Occassionally an introductory tag may be used in the
paraphrase:
You say that
You feel
You think that ....... ...... etc,
3. During random stimuli periods paraphrase the first response
that the S completes when the red cue light is on.
I
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4o During conditioning periods paraphrase the first critical
response that the S completes when the red cue light is
on, (For purposes of uniformity paraphrase no more than
one statement each time the red light is on.)
5o During the first minute of conditioning periods listen
very carefully vihen the red light is on and if a critical
response is not emitted as soon as the red light goes off
re-phrase one response the S made nhile the red light vjas
on to make it a critical response.
G. Questions: handle the folloiaing questions in this way.
Qo Is this some kind of experiment?
A. VJell in a way I suppose you could call it that. It is a
survey to determine the topics, problems, and issues of
personal concern and importance to clients like you. We
want to know what you might like to talk about in a
counseling interview.
Qo Is this being recorded?
A. Yes, it is, do you mind? (subject responds) Of course,
professional ethics requires that I safeguard the confi-
dentiality of our conversation. The only use made of the
tape will be to tabulate data -- names will not be
associated with the data.
ote: Under no conditions should you reveal the location of the micro-
phone or other technical details.
Qo What are those lights for? (referring to period cue panel)
A. Those are schedule lights, that’s how we keep tract of our
time schedule.
Other questions: Handle them in a nondirective manner and when
possible refer back to the initial task instructions. At no
time before, during or after the interview should the S be
given cues that suggest this is an experiment. The words
"experiment", "study", "doctoral research", etc. should never
be mentioned in relation to the Counseling Interview Survey
until such time as the series of interviews have been
completed.
.
Counselor's Objectives :
A. During Random Stimuli Periods -- Let S talk about whatever she
wants. Counselor comments are made regardless of the content
of S responses.
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Bo During Conditioning Periods — Get S to talk about and to con-
tinue to talk about either SCHOOL (T^ P2 ) (T 2 P4 ) or FAMILY
P^) (T 2 Carefully timed "nsa-hnMis" and reflective
paraphr'ases should subtly consnunicate to S that you are
interested in ^hat she is talking about. When paraphrasing
break in quickly, but make your comment at a moderate pace,
in a wall modulated voice and in a thoughtful manner. Para-
phrasing in a low, quick raontone doss not communicate either
deep interest or thoughtful understanding! When you para-
phrase, you are in a sense telling the S, "See I heard what
you said, and I ara interested,"
VI, Priming ;
A, When the red cue light comes on for the first time during a
conditioning period, ths counselor will carefully paraphrase
the first c ritical response S completes, BUT ,,,
B, If S makes no critical response during that first appearance
of the red cue light (during a conditioning period) ths
counselor is allovjed one carefully worded comment (as soon os
the light goes off) to get ths S to talk about the topic slated
for conditioning. Remember, if your priming comment doesn't
work, you may have nothing else to say for the next six minutes
C, Technique of Priming:
1, If you reed time to think out your ccnraent -- "Let's see
if I understand, you said that,,,,,,," (then rephrase to
construct an appropriate critical response),
2, Generally all paraphrases as well as priming comments
should elicit an affirmative response and influence the
S to go on to tell more about it. Avoid coirasents to which
S laay reply "Ko" and than proceed to talk about soma other
topic, and avoid paraphrases which reveal complete under-
standing, If you completely understand what the client
intends to say, there is no need for her to say it!
3, Remember . there are many dimensions to each of the two
critical response classes. Move in from the angle most in
tune with the S's previous statements,
4, DO HOT ---=---=-Ask a direct question or paraphrase in a
questioning tone,
VII, Poise;
A, Try to "keep ycur cool" at all times. Your general bearing
should be that of a friendly but reserved professional. You
must keep in control of the situation.
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VIIIo Tgrraina t lon ;
Ac VJhen the fifth cue light on the panel board goes out theinterview is ovaro When this happens, look nt your watch
and say, "Our time is up, etc , « « « o » « o"
Importan t
;
It is essential that you memorlza all of the nouns in each response
class. Otherwise you will miss many reinforceable responses.
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COONSELIMG I^iTERVIEtj SURVEY
PERSONAL DATA SHEET F E T S
(Col: 4) 1.
2
.
___
Re=Eched. (Col:) 5678
(Col. 10) Day of VJeek
1 . Mon
.
(Col: 11-12) Period
1. 8-9 6. 2-3
2. Tues. 2. 9-10 7. 3-4
3. Wed. 3. 10-11 8. 6-7
4. Thurs, 4. 11-12 9. 7-8
5. Fri, 5. 1-2 10. 8-9
6, Sat.
________
(Col 14-21) St. #
D.O.B. (Col 23-26) Age
_____
Yrs. Mo.
Class (Col 27) 1. Frosh. ; 2, Soph. ; 3. Jr, : 4. Sr.
Home Address:
.
Local Residence: (Col 30) 1. Dorm
2. Sorority
_____
3. Commute from home
4. Off campus rental
5. Other (explain)
______
Fathers Occ. (Col 32) .( )
Mothers Occ. (Col 33) ( )
Brothers: (Col 35)
Sisters: (Col 37)
Family position: (Col 40)
_____________
of (Col 41)
Proposed Major (Col 43)
1. Elementary Ed,
2. Other
Older
______
(Col 36) Younger
Older
_______
(Col 33) Younger
Remarks
fO
<J-
pN.
00
o^
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COUllSELIKG INTERVIEW SUaVEV
Counselee Information Sheet
PURPOSE OF THE SURVEY ;
A, To identify ths general topics, problems and issues of greatest
personal importance and concern to ths student.
B. To discover how students will utilize a counseling opportunity
which is completely free and nondirective.
II. PROCEDl?RES ;
GENERAL : Hold a large number of 30 minute counseling interviews,
B. SPECIFIC :
1. Your role, as counselee, is to take the lead and talk about
anything you like.
2. The counselor's role is to listen carefully to understand
the thoughts and feelings you are expressing,
3. To insure that whatever you say is your own spontaneous
cofument, your counselor has been specifically instructed
to keep his comments to a minimum and not to ask you any
direct questions nor to ans^ser any, once the counseling
interview begins
,
4. The complete freedom provided by this type counseling
interview may be a very now experience for you but
remember
:
a. You are free to talk about anything at all,
be The more you talk the more opportunity you give your
counselor to respond,
c. If pauses develop, don't be concerned, just do the
best you can,
5. Whatever you say to the counselor will be in complete
confidence.
Your cooperation in this project is deeply appreciated. You are helping
us to know our students better. Thank you.
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COUNSELING INTERVIEW SURVEY
Intcsrvlew Evaluation
PART I
The purpose of this part of the questionnaire is to obtain your candid
impression of the interview in which you have just participated. You
are to judge the interview on a series of descriptive scales. Please
make your judgements strictly on the basis of whet this interview meant
to you . Rate the interview on each of the scales in order. Do not omit
any items.
Here is how to use these scales: If you feel that the interview
is vary closely related to one end of the scale, you should place your
check mark as follows:
X : : : : : : : unfair
or
: : : : : : X : unfair
If you feel that the interview is ciulte closely related to one or the
other end of the scale (but not extremely), you should place your check
mark as follows:
strong : X : : : : : : weak
or
strong : : : : : X : : weak
If the interview seems only slightly related to one side as opposed to
the other side (but is not really neutral), then you should check as
follows:
serious : : X : : : : humorous
or
serious : ; ; : X : : : humorous
The direction toward which you check, of course, depends upon which of
the two ends of the scale seem most characteristic of the interview.
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If you consider the interview to be neutral on the scale, both sides
of the scale are equally associated with your impression of the
interview, or if the scale seems cotapletely irrelevant , unrelated to
the Interview as you experienced it, then you should place your check-
mark in the middle space:
expensive : : : X ; : : : cheap
IMPORTANT: (1) Place your check-marks in the middle of the spaces , not
on the boundaries:
.:
_X__: : X : :
THIS NOT THIS
(2) Be sure to check every scale -- do not omit any
(3) Never put more than one check-mark on a single scale.
PLEASE TRY TO CONVEY YOUR It'iPRESSION OF THE INTERVIEW AS ACCUPJ^TELY AS
POSSIBLE.
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The INTERVIEW in «hich I have just p;
pessimistic : :
good
sociable
__
kind
__
approving
__
quarrelsome
dirty
_
unsuccessful „
soothing
__
dishonest
_
candid
__
repelling
_
free
_
Impulsive
active
_
interesting
permissive
_
aimless ^
leading
premeditated
_
nondirective
_
inspiring
_
worthless „
genuine
_
ticlpated was
optimistic
bad
unsociable
cruel
disapproving
congenial
clean
success ful
aggravating
honest
deceitful
attracting
constricted
deliberate
passive
boring
prohibitive
motivated
following
spontaneous
directive
indifferent
valuable
phoney
warm cold
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’ART II
’leas® complete the following sentences.
. .
The purpose of this interview was
__
. My evidence for this is
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COUNSELING INTERVIEIJ SURVEY
D»-il.Y-JiOa
date
__________
F: 1 2
TIMS T SUBJECT EXPERItiENTER TECHNICUN
”
-E2
REmRt;s
8:00
9:05
10:10
11:15
1:25
2:30
3:35
6:00
7:00
8:00
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RULES FOR mjlTIZIHG INTERVIF.V7S
1. The unit consists of an independent clause standing by itself or
occurring along v)ith one or more dependent clauses.
2. A clause is a statement containing a subject (explicitly stated)
and a predicate, with or without modifiers.
3. An independent clause can often be distinguished from a dependent
clause by the facts that (a) when two independent clauses are
connected, the second may be introduced by a coordinating con-=
junction or a conjunctive advsrb and (b) dependent clauses, which
are always used as parts of speech, are introduced by subordinating
conjunctions or by pronouns such as who, which or that.
4. Some combinations of words without an expressed subject end
predicate can make complete sentences and therefore units. These
are called elliptical sentences.
Examples
:
(a) "Speak" (a command)
;
(b) "Good!" (an exclamatory sentence);
(c) "What" (a supplement question);
(d) Therapist: "What room did they give you?"
Patient: "The same one I had before."
(Patients utterance is a completive sentence)
5. False starts do not count as separate units. Example: "And Wednesday
night uh I more or less I didn't high pressure him" (one unit),
"And Wednesday night uh I more or less" is not scored as a separate
unit. Linguists call the construction "an acolonthon,"
6. Utterances lacking soma essential feature of a complete sentence
because of an Interruption by the other speaker or a lapsing into
silence are considered separate units wherever the meaning is
clear. Linguists call this construction ".aposiopesis". Example:
"And he would bring the female to the point where she would become
very erotic - = VJhen the speaker has not said enough to nvake his
meaning clear, we do not consider his utterances a unit, and we
bracket the phrase.
7. Affirmations and negations are not counted as separate units if the
patient goes on to amplify or explain. Example: "Yes, I was
happy at home" (one unit). But if the affirmation stands alone it
is separately unitized. Example: Therapist: 'Did the treatment
help you?' Patient: 'Unh huh./ I was, I was strictly on an ulcer
diet/' (two units for patients utterances).
8. Phrases like you know
.
I gu_es_s and isn't it v)hen added on to a
sentence are not considered separate units. Example: 'Some very
serious thing may be happening, you know.
'
9. If one independent clause is interrupted parenthetically by
another Independent clause, each is scored as a separate unit.
Example: 'And the uh again I didn't uh go to any frenzy or have
any all=out emotional exhbition on ray part, except that I enjoyed
it./ But it vjasn't too obvious, I don't imagine./ I enjoyed it
in a passive way, I guess you'd say,/' This example is typical in
I
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its complexity. The false start at the beginning is not
considered a unit. One unit is: 'But it vjasn't too obvious
I don't imagine.' A second unit is: 'Again I didn't go to any
frenzy or have any all-out emotional exhibition on my part,
except that I enjoyed it... enjoyed it in a passive way, I
guess you'd say.' As explained in Rule 8, the phrases, 'I
don't imagine' and 'guess you'd say' are not considered separate
units. (Auld and White, 1956, pp. 273-275)
A tenth rule suggesting that each five seconds of silence might also be
considered a response unit is not applied in this study
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APPENDIX B
TABULATIONS 0? THE TOTAL NUliBER OF RESPONSE IRJITS
EMITTED BY S’s DURING THE INTERVIEW
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PERIOD OF IHt INTERVIEW
Flli.Bl, MEAN frequencies OF TOTAL REFERENCE RESPONSES EMITTED 0T EACH TREaT^IENT GROUP DURING THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N«15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
Table Bl
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMSEr OF TOTAL REFERENCE RESPONSES
obtained in Each period of the interviem
BY EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental PERIOD
•Parameters. period 1 PERIOD 2 PERIUu 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 *
TREATMENT 1 * MEAN • 69.667 Tl.OOO 65.333 66 1 600 67,933 •
• ST, DEV. •
» •
19.207 29.940 22.525 24,951 35.141 •
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN * 54-133 58i733 56. POO 54,267 45.933 •
• ST. DEV. •
• •
17.828 18.549 24. ’20 22,986 28.193 •
TREATMENT 3
• *
• MEAN * 69.667 73iOO0 66.400 73,733 69.333 *
• ST. DEV, • 22.286 24i122 28.943 27,294 28.116 •
N0TE,»N-15 FOR EAOH TREATMENT QRQUP
TlBLt BI
TOT«L BifERENCe REEPONlES ERIITEO »1 6»CH SulJECT
DURING EtCH RERioo or ThS INTERVIEN it
TRE tTHENTS END GKRER iflENTERS IN THE
FIRST bkpeRiheniel period
SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD Z PERIOD 3 Period 4 PiPJOD 9 total MEAN ST.DEV. VARUNOE •
37,00 4,00 129,00 25.60 13,65 191.700
91112 83,00 109,00 99.00 Sl.OO 99,00 467,00 93.40 11.61sms 69,00 94,00 27.00 • * «• 14,00 43.60 22.43
11114 63,00 62,00 80.00
.0,00 71,00 366,00 77,20 10.43 100.700
81119 69,00 64,00 67.00 •2,00 71,00 • 393,00 76.60 6.06 65.300
1 1 nitoo 348,00 333.00 ,..,00 287,00 1993,00
MEAN 62,20 69,60 66.60 68,60 • 1|40
ST, DEV, 21(00 34(34 22*36 19(14
VARIANCE 441(20 1179,30 96u .3o 900,70 l5J2,30 010.710
81211 77,00 93*00 67.00 70(00 „,00 410,00 62. qU 11,79
S1212 109,00 113,00 96.00 «6|00 119,00 531(00 9.78
81215 63,00 50,00 99.00 SRiOO 69,00 • 276,00 99.20 10.73
81214 73,00 64,00 63.00 iOlOO 66,00 • 412.00 62.40 5.4i
S1219 64,00 63,00 76.00 108,00 102(00 • 495,00 91,00 13.19 173.000
E 2 TOTAL 402,00 423,00 369.00 407,00 467,00 2064,00
MEAN 60,40 64,60 77.00 61(40 93,40 *
ST.OEV, 19,71 22,79 19.02 86i2S 19,96 0
variance 246,60 919,30 229.50 667,60 396,30 * 378.657
sisii 72,00 62,00 46.00 94,06 39,00 0 275,00 99.00 12.69 161.000
91312 60,00 66,00 69.00 44,00 74,00 0 309,00 11.14
91313 99,00 106,00 63.00 95,00 109,00 0 472,00 94,40 16.41 336.600
91314 55,00 38,00 59.00 94(00 91,00 293,00 90.60 7.23 52.300
81315 49,00 22.00 31.00 31,00 22|0e • 155,00 31.00 11.02 121.500
“
E 3
" "
TOTAL 335,00 294,00 262.00 278,00 299,00 1464,00
mean 67,00 96,60 92-40 95,60 99,00 •
ST.DEV, 19,79 31,92 13.74 23,96 33,76 • 24,02
VARIANCE 391,50 1019,20 166.60 574,30 1139,50 • 576.840
total 1046,00 1065.00 980 >00 1029,00 1019,00
summary por mean 69,87 71,00 65-33 66,60 67,93 •
ST, DEV. 19,29 29,94 22-53 24,99 35,14 • 26.29
T1 AT Fi variance 371,98 696,43 9o7-38 622(94 1234,92 • 691
.
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TK6*TMBNT
I 1
S1121 49,00 30.00 13.U0 12,00 7,00 111,00 22.20 17. 3i 299.700$1122 62,00 66,00 66.00 66 ,00 7D.0O • 334.00 66,60 3,03 9.200
S112S 71,00 93,00 103.00 72,00 78,00 • 417,00 63,40 14.05 197.300
81124 74,00 76,00 62-00 58,00 57,00 • 329,00 65.60 9 1 60 92.200
91125 16,00 66,00 64.00 98,00 6O0OO • 266, 00 93.20 19,93 397,200
e i • TOTAL 274,00 335.00 310.00 266,00 272,00 , 1457,00
MEAN 94,60 67,00 62.00 53,20 94,40 « 56,26
ST.DEV, 22,75 23,28 32.10 23,77 27,77 • 24, 9i
VARIANCE 917,70 942,00 1030.50 965,20 771,30 • 600. 677
51221 56,00 65,00 55.00 44.00 39,00 • 261,00 52.20 10,57 111.700
S1222 77,00 62,00 52 .00 41,00 14,00 • 246 ,00 49,20 23.72 562.700
S1223 33.00 27,00 16.00 23,00 11,00 • 112,00 22,40 9,4i 70.600
sija. 46;oo ' 69,00 ' 53.00 6o;60 J4,00 • 262,00 92,40 13.35 176.300
81229 36,00 69,00 66 . 00 103,00 91(00 • 365,00 77,00 25.70 664.500
E 2 * TOTAL 252,00 266,00 266.00 271,00 169,00 • 1266.00
mean 50,40 97,60 53.20 94,20 37,80 • 90,64
ST, dev. 17,62 17,29 24.77 30,26 32,14 * 24.02
VARIANCE 310(30 296.60 613.70 916,70 1032,70 • 977.157
$1321 69,00 67,00 66.00 76,00 80,00 • 360,00 72.00 6.92 42.500
81322 94,00 53,00 51.00 58,00 14,00 « 250,00 50,00 9.3o 06.500
81323 44,00 26,00 6.00 37,00 6,00 • 123,00 24,60 17.05 290 .600
81324 41,00 59,00 73.00 69,00 39,00 • 277,00 55.40 16.62 282.600
51329 76,00 51.00 77.00 35,00 69,00 • 306,00 61.20 16.20 334.200
E 3 * TOTAL 266,00 296,00 273.00 277,00 222,00 • 1316 ,00
MEAN 57,20 5l,60 54.60 95,40 44, 4q • 52,64
ST.DEV, 19.96 14.59 28.92 19,09 26.34 20.81
VARIANCE 254 , 7o 212,00 636 .30 364,30 003,30 432.990
TOTAL 612,00 861.00 849.00 614,00 663,00 4039 ,00
SUMMARY POR • MEAN 54,13 58.73 56.60 94,27 45,93 • 93,89
ST.DEV, 17,63 18,55 26.92 22,99 26.19 23.09
T2 AT Fj • VARIANCE 317,64 344,07 724.69 528,35 794,64 533.100
BXPEHIhENTER
S1131
81132
S113S
S11S«
81139
94.00
96.00
44.00
76.00
71.00
106,00
99.00
93.00
96.00
62.00
41. UO
113.00
53.00
109.00
71.00
67.00
102.00
62.00
106,00
16,00
64.00
96.00
86.00
804.00
292.00
269.00
469.00
264.00
100.60
96.40
93.60
97.00
96.60
10.60
6.26
lt.6i
TOTAL
MEAN
ST.DBV,
VARIANCE
341,00
66,20
19,16
367,20
360, O'J
76,00
29,11
630,90
30.26
9i7.(J0
411,00
62i2Q
21,69
466,70
362,00
72,40
t9,27
696,60
1634,00
’”6AThent
I 3
81231
81232
81233
81234
81239
47.00
61.00
102,00
93.00
68.00
44.00
61.00
101,00
90,00
111(00
59.00
59.00
61.00
92.00
97.00
91.00
99.00
93.00
107,00
61.00
43.00
60.00
79,00
101,00
ti.oo
244.00
292.00
496.00
4B3 ,00
466 .00
96,40
91.20
96.60
93.60
6.90
3.13
10.63
7.16
11. 3o
TOTAL
MEAN
STfOEV,
VARIANCE
81331
S1332
S133S
S1334
81339
TOTAL
MEAN
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
391.00
78.20
23,19
937,70
69.00
36.00
36.00
97.00
77.00
313.00
62,60
26,02
677,30
summary For
T3 AT Pi
TOTAL 1049,00
mean 69,67
ST, DEV, 22^29
VARfANCI 496,67
407,00
81,40
26,06
787,30
306,00
61,60.
16,69
396,60
1099,00
73,00
24,12
961,66
364.00
76.60
19.03
362.20
29.00
10.00
93.00
86.00
56.00
272.00
54.40
36.93
1334.30
996.00
66.40
26.94
637.69
367.00
77,40
24,14
962,60
27.00
20.00
89.00
77.00
95.00
306. 00
61U0
35,47
1297,60
1106,00
73/73
27i29
742,76
374.00
74,8'
83,44
549,20
56.00
14.00
69.00
93.00
92.00
304.00
60,60
34,94
l2|0,70
l040,00
69,33
|6,12
790,92
1943,00
201,00
116,00
367.00
421.00
396.00
1909,00
40.29
23.60
73.40
64,20
79.60
16.97
12.76
22.89
11.62
14, 81
116. 700
66.300
134.700
161 .000
175.700
969.490
42.200
9.800
117.200
51.300
127.600
474.710
274.700
162. 600
922.300
139.700
219.300
90i00
160
t*4i00 •
50i00 * 12 3 4 $
PERIOD OP the interview
MEAN FhEOUENClES OP TOTAL REFERENCE RESPONSES EWITTeO 0Y £Ach TREATMENT CROUP DURING ThE SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N«15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
table B3
MEANS AND STANDARD OBVIATIONS FOR NUMBER OF TOTAL REFERENCE RESPONSES
obtained in each period of The Interview
0T EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
SECOND EXREHImEnTaL PERIOD
•Parameters* period 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
TREATMENT 1 • MEAN 00*600 64i600 66.667 72.267 62.800 •
ST, DEV, 20.106 24)64q 25.387 22.972 26.116 •
TREATMENT 2 * MEAN ao.933 73|667 66.033
29.626
70.133 71.600 •
st;dev. 20*02$ 21)626 20.007 26.205 •
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN 76.600 7J,93J 69.733 73,333 66.133 •
ST. DEV. 27*189 27,l3j 26.474 34.634 34.172 •
NOTE, •N«15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
c.
JABLI: B4
TOTAL RgrERENCE RESPONSES EMITTED SY EACH SUBJECT
DORINQ EACH PERIOD OF ThE INTERVIEW BY
treatments and bkpeRi^ientbrs In the
SECOND BKRERIHENIAL PERIOD
161
SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 • total MEAN ST. DEV, variance •
82112 119,00 101,00 124. UO 102,00 119,00 « 567,00 113,40 9,07 62,300
82113 ^00 33,00 42. UO ,2,00 41,00 244,00 48.80 16.63 276.700
92114 6S', 00 38,00 93. UO ,1|00 • 25o,0Q .•V^O.OO 9.33 :'.«oo
92119 92,00 92,00 69.00 100*00 91,00 464,00 42,80 4.2l 17.700
TOTAL 471,00 366,00 392. UO 3„|00 3*7,00 1989,00
MEAN 94*20 73,20 78.40 77,10 73, 4q 79,40
ST.DSV, 28,94 34,68 32.36 2,|22 31,67 29.14
VARIANCE 672,70 1202.70 1048.30 796,20 l062,8o 849,000
92211 76,00 75.00 76.00 69,00 82,00 • 378,00 75.60 4,62 21.300
82212 62,00 52,00 51,00 64,00 292,00 96,40 6,35 40.300
82213 64,00 65,00 78.00 07,00 65,00 399,00 71.00 8.7o 75.700
92214 64,00 31.00 44. UO 29,05 11,00 178,00 35.60 19,76 390.300
92215 12,00 82,00 34.00 82,00 70,00 260,00 96.00 31. 9o 992 . 000
total 298,00 309,0o 295.00 2»7,00 292,00 1467,00
mean 59,60 61,00 59.00 99,40 96,40 99.48
ST, DEV, 28,09 20.21 19.47 20,72 17,45 21.46
VARIANCE 788,80 408,50 579.00 429,30 793,30 460,593
S2311 71,00 57,00 35.00 71,00 29,00 263,00 92.60 19.77 390,800
82312 117,00 81,00 61.00 104,00 79,00 442,00 68,40 22.11 488.600
S2313 104,00 69,00 65. UO 80,00 43,00 • 361,00 72,20 22,29 496.700
S2314 76,00 29,00 79.00 91,00 71,00 * 336,00 67.60 21.90 479.800
82315 70,00 62,00 73.00 62,00 61,00 • 328,00 69.60 5.5o 30.300
total 440,00 296,00 313.00 398,00 283,00 • 1732,00
MEAN 68,00 59,60 62.60 79,60 96,60 • 69,28
ST, DEV, 21,27 19,33 16.94 15,66 20,46 • 21.30
variance 492,50 373,80 286.80 245,30 416,80 • 453.710
1K64TMENT
! 1
EXPERlHENtER
E 2
SUMMARY FOR
Tl at F2
TOTAL IgOQiOO
mean 80.60
ST, DEV, 28,11
VARIANCE 789,97
969,00
64,60
24,64
607,11
lOOU . DO
66.67
23.79
565.81
1064,00
72,27
22,97
909,90
942,00
62,80
26,12
682,17
92121
S2122
S212S
92124
S2129
72.00
106,00
105.00
84.00
114.00
47.00
91.00
104,00
91.00
82.00
36. UO
94
. UO
99.00
8U.00
105.00
61,00
94.00
99.00
63.00
68.00
67.00
109,00
109.00
90.00
116.00
273.00
494.00
512.00
428.00
505.00
102,40
85.60
101.00
A. 72
15,33
168.300
65.700
9.800
22.300
235.000
TOTAL
MEAN
ST, dev,
VARIANCE
461,00
96,20
17,50
306,20
419,00
63.00
21.60
466.50
414. (JO 425,00
85,00
1A,?1
216,90
A77.00
95,40
23,48
5Sli30
2212,00
422.927
IHfcATMENT
! 2
52221
52222
92223
52224
52225
61,00
56.00
75.00
77.00
74.00
79.00
52.00
46.00
97.00
69.00
72.00
49
. UO
32.00
69.00
77.00
68,00
34.00
49.00
51.00
63.00
73.00
63.00
45.00
63.00
67.00
373.00
254.00
249.00
357.00
350.00
9.9i
10.76
15.64
17.17
5.57
96.300
115.700
244.700
294.800
31 . 000
TOTAL
MEAN
ST, dev,
variance
343,00
69,30
345,00
69,00
20,09
403,50
299
. UO
59.80
18.83
354 .70
285,00
97,00
20,16
406,50
311,00
62,20
•10,45
109,20
1583,00
250.893
52321
52322
52323
52324
52325
77.00
76.00
72.00
111,00
48.00
74.00
69.00
67.00
102,00
33.00
73.00
59.00
44.00
92.00
23.00
69.00
61.00
70.00
94.00
46.00
67.00
37.00
27.00
92.00
63.00
360 .00
302.00
260.00
491.00
215.00
72.00
60.40
56.00
4.00
14. 7g
19.74
16,000
216,800
389.500
68.200
237.500
TOTAL
MEAN
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
384,00
76,80
22,49
505,70
345,00
69,00
24,57
603,50
291.00
56.20
26.47
700.70
342,00
66,40
16,80
282,30
286,00
57,20
25,79
665,20
1646
, 00
summary For
T2 AT F2
total
mEAn
ST, dev,
VARIANCE
1105,00
73,67
21,63
467,67
1004.00
66.93
25.63
656.78
1052,00
T0,i3
20,01
400,27
1074, 00
71,60
26,20
666,69
52131
52132
$2133
52134
52135
28,00
69.00
101,00
100,00
72.00
22,00
65.00
90.00
106,00
65.00
20.00
75 . 00
68 . 00
105.00
51 .00
15.00
91.00
103.00
126.00
44.00
10,00
64.00
76.00
103,00
36.00
95,00
364 .00
438 .00
540.00
266.00
19.00
72.80
87.60
106.00
53.60
11.05
15.34
10.32
14, 8i
47.000
122.200
235.300
106.500
219.300
TOTAL
mean
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
370,00
74,00
29,79
887,50
346,00
69,60
31.62
1012,30
319.00
63.80
31.32
980.70
379,00
75,80
45,2?
2049,70
269,00
57,80
35,96
1293,20
1705,00
1083.250
'"eathent experimenter
E 2
S2231
82232
92233
92234
92235
119,00
43.00
59.00
55.00
72.00
61,00
79,00
123.00
51.00
95
, UO
51. UO
84
. UO
94.00
45.00
68
.00
117,00
58.00
71.00
lOiOO
92.00
561.00
229.00
417.00
262. 00
395,00
116.20 6.72
45.80 10,43
83.40 17,39
92.40 5.98
79,00 9.54
45.200
108.700
3o2 . 300
35.800
91.000
total
mean
ST, dev,
variance
348,00
69,60
29,49
869i80
373,00
74«6U
30*27
916,30
4q4.U0
80 .6q
3U . 7o
942.20
371,00
74,20
31,04
963,70
3.88,00
77,60
27,1?
737,30
1864,
752.740
$2331
82332
82333
82334
S2S39
79.00
53.00
104.00
118.00
80.00
86,00
48.00
92.00
106,00
96.00
94.00
58. UO
9U.U0
37.00
44. UO
70.00
43.00
89.00
118,00
32.00
40.00
35.00
96.00
120,00
24.00
369.00
237.00
471.00
497.00
236 .00
73.60 20.86
47.40 6,9i
94.20 6,lo
99.40 35. 3o
47.20 21.98
435 .200
79.300
37.200
1245.800
483.200
total
mean
1810,00
summary For
T3 AT n
APPENDIX C
TABUUTIONS OF TilE NffilBER OF EMITTED DNI
IN EACH RESPONSE CUSS
N
30*00
163
Table cj
MEANS AND standard DEVIATIONS FOR N0M6ER OF SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSES
obtained in each PERIOD OF ThE InTERvIER
BY EACH TREaThEN] GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental Period
Parameters. PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 period 5 •
treatment 1 MEAN • 16.067 21.400 iS.600 9,200 5.333 •
ST, DEV, • 14.733 14,672 12.563 10,449 5.136 •
TREATMENT 2 MEAN • 13.667 10.733 9.133 11,333 4.267 •
ST. DEV, * 6.999 8.972 8.288 8.261 5.700 *
TREATMENT 3 MEAN * 25.933 24^400 12.133 17,333 17.133 •
ST. DEV. • 17.922 10.642 9,797 17.686 12.501 •
N0TE,-H«19 FOR BACH TREATMENT CROUP
T4tLt Cl
^uwo^fJ cf ccMOOL iJircnfNCK ntsf-onse-s tMUTco eacw suejECT
OUftlNQ £*CH Pc!?lOD Of TnE JnTECVJE** 8Y
TRE^TkenTS A.\D tXPbftlMENTERS In‘ YHfc
fJKST S;j''£HiHi:fnAL PEniCO
SUtjECYE RE'RiClII 1 PERIOD 2 PEM * op 3 FcHIOD 4 ptRlOl) 5 total mean ST, DEV, variance
SllH
" ’
'Koo
*
6, CO 19 . 00 6
,
on 1,00 • *54’oo** 6,80 ‘7!i9*’ **n!7oo’ *:
S1112 23,00 20,00
12,00
25.00 2o,eo 0,00 • 94,00 18,80 10,76 115.700
29,00 )J.OC A . f n 1,00 t I?.l4 ’^’.5008111A u.co 16,00 3,00 • 100,00 20,00 16.42 269.500
S1U5 57,00 32,00 10. UO 33 1 Q 0 t,oc • 146,00 29.60 18. »0 342.300
c 1 TOUL. 122|00 116,00 66 . l>0 04, to 13,00
MEAH 24,40 23,20 17.20 16,30 3,60 16.64
Sr.DGV,
VAAja^jCE
21,02 16,04 m.u8 12,79 3,21 15.00
.
441,60 257,20 101.70 163,70 10,30 225.057
51211 26, CO 37,00 3.00 0,00 1,30 t 67,00 13.40 17.01 269.300
S1212 11,00 43,00 14.00 2<0C 0,00 * 70,00 14.00 17.25 297.500
51213 16,00 21,00 32.00 30, CO 11,00 t 102,00 20.40 7.57 57.300$1214 5. CO 9,00 . 00 13,00 1«,00 * 42,00 6.40 5.46 29.800
EApERlnEhUR
E 2
S1215 14.0 26,00 11,00 10,00 72,00 14,40 7.83 61.300
.11 total 74,00 136,00 59.00 46,00 36,00 353,00
nc-an 14,60 27,60 11.60 4,20 7,20 14.12
ST, dev, 7,65 13,37 12.40 6.23 6,30 11.73
VAfUAN'CE 61,70 176,80 153.70 67, ro 39,70 137.693
sliii 26,00 6,00 6,00 10,30 56,00 11.60 8.17 66.000
51312 2,00 27,00 41.00 1,00 9,00 76,00 15.20 17.92 321.200
51513 1 no 29,00 4.00 1,00 Sjoo 37,00 7,40 12,16 146.300
S1514 6,00 1,00 5.00 0,00 13,00 27,00 5.40 5.32 20.300
S1315 9,00 2,0 0 1.00 0,00 0,0 0. 12.00 2.40 3.?8 14.300
5 5 TOTAL 45,00 67,00 59.00 6.00 31,00 210,00
MEAN
• 00 13,40 11 . 60 1,60 6,20 6.40
ST, dev, 10.25 13,61 16.51 2,51 5,26 10.86
VAfil/f.CE 105,00 105,30 272.70 6,30 27,70 117.833
total 241,00 321 ,00 204.00 136,00 80,00 964 ,00
summary ror< mean 16,0? 21,40 13.6o 9,23 5,33 13,12
ST,0?V, 14,73 14.67 12.56 10,45 5,14 12.9s
Tl AT fi variance 217,0? 215,26 157.63 109,1? 16,36 160.404
S1121 16,00 6,00 . 00 3,00 1,00 29,00 5.60 5.97 35.700
51122 2<iC0 9,00 13.00 0,00 1,00 47,00 9,40 9.6i 96.300
Sll23 6,00 15, OC 21.00 5, CO 2,00 49,00 9,60 7.92 62.700
S112A 23, OC 16.00 10 .00 2,00 10.00 69,00 13.60 6.07 65.200
SU25 .00 37,00 26. OC 10,00 16,00 105,00 21.00 11 . Oq 121 . 000
E 1 total 7V,00 83,00 e: . 00 26,00 32,00 299,00
mean 15.40 16,60 16.20 5,20 6,4C 11.96
ST, dev, 8.27 12.14 6 . 76 6,30 7.50 9.5s
VARIANCE 66,80 147,30 76. /U 39,70 56,30 91.437 •
S1221 13.00 3.00 9.U0 3,00 1,00 29,00 5,80 5.02 25.200
S1222 n ,00 11,00 16 . oO 17,00 3,00 60,00 12.00 6.00 30,000
Sl223 12, PC 2,o: 0.00 9,00 0.00 23.00 4.60 5.55 30.000
S122A 6,00 12,00 3.00 32,00 14,00 69, GC 13.60 11 .0* 121 . 200
. l«fcATMENT
• 2
S1225 15,00 16,00 7.00 l?,00 9,00 64.00 12.80 4.49 20.200
E 2 total 50,00 44,00 37.00 70,00 27,00 245,00
MEAN 11,80 8.6C 7.40 15,60 5,40 9.60
ST.PcV, 2,5? 6.06 6.63 10,90 5,94 7.35
VARIANCE 6,?0 36, 7l 4 7.3. 116,60 35,30 54.003
S1321 , oc 12.00 0 .00 11,00 0,00 23,00 4 60 6.3i 39.800
S1322 16,00 12,00 9 . OO 15, CO 3,00 55,00 11.00 5.24 27.500
S1323 19,00 1.00 0.0 0 10,00 C ,00 30,00 6.00 6 .4q 70.500 • »
Si32h 25.00 8,00 5.00 15. OC 1,00 54,00 10.60 9.44 09.200
S1325 12,00 1,00 5.0C 15,00 1,00 34,00 6.60 6.42 41.200
E 3 total 72.00 34,00 19.0. 66,00 5,00 196,00
mean 14,40 6,60 3.6 0 13,20 1,00 7,84
st.dev, 9
.
34 5 ,5« 3.03 2,49 1,22 7.19 • )
VARIANCE 67,30 30 ,7u 14 . 70 1 20 1,50 51.723
total 20C , 00 161.0'- 137.00 170,00 64,00 740,00
9.h7Summary Eor mEAn 13,07 10,73 9.13 11,33
ST.DEV, 7,00 8,97 0 . 2V 6,26 5,70 3.18
66.347
• )
T2 *T fi variance 46,96 80,50 60 . 7o 60,24 32, 5i)
53,00 39,00 13.0. 65,00 16,00 193,00 30.60 21.80 475.300
51132 44,00 17.0-: 25,00 18,00 127,00 25.40 10 . 92 119.300
Sll33 9,00 23, DC 20.00 r .CO 38,00 100,00 20.00 11.77 138.500
29,00 14.00 20,00 41,00 133,00 26.60 10.2a 105.300
S1155 12.00 43. CO 15.09 45, Ov 12,00 127,00 25.40 17.04
E \ total 126,00 173,00 84.09 165,00 125,00 660 , 00
27,20MEAN 25,60 35,6" 16.00 33,00 25.00
15.0619,32 9,21 2.39 21,97 13,45 227.417335,00 6 4 , 6 ('I . 70 402,90 161,00
S12J1 15,00 4.00 7,00 20,00 51,00
S1232 13,00 l8,0i)
21. GO
10.00
12.00
23 ,cr
0,00
11, on
38,00
79,00
113,00
15,80
22.60
3.96
13.18
l5.7oo
173.000
$1234 50,00 25,90
27,00
3-00
20.00
0,00
24,00
7,00
l7,00
65,00
U7,00
17.00
23,40
20.84
<.5i 20.300
• )
.
-
^ E P total 123,03 106,00 63.00 60 ,00 93,00 445, Oo\
17.80
• )
24.60 21.20 12.49 12,00 18,6'- 11.03
ST.OEv, 17,70 4,92
24,20
10.19
103.00
10,12
102,50
11, '7
143,30 139,833 • >
51331
51332
S1J53
S1334
16, CO
20.00
4,00
5 9 , n 0
9,00
11,00
18,00
23.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
30.00
2.00
0,00
5.00
l2,C0
14,00
4.00
13.00
2,00
11.00
1?,00
1,00
30.00
39.00
47.00
130,00
67.00
7.60
7,80
9.40
27,60
13.40
7.85
6.47
16.98
16.47
61.700
41.800
360 .300
271.300
• >
• )
E*PEm:mENTEP
E 3 total 130.00 62,00 J5.00 35,00 3?i00 13.16
;
)27,60 16.40 7.00 7 ,00 7,80 13.00
ST, DEV
.
VAPIAmCE
21, ?5
466,30
6,15
37,30
12.00
166.00
5,83
31,00 33,70 190,390
*• )
•“••**•*'*•*•« "1. »••• —1
surtHAR? ro-<
T3 AT n
total
mean
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
309,03
25,93
17,92
321,21
3 0 •> , 0 C
24 ,10
10,64
113,25
132.0;
12.13
9.00
95. V8
267, J 3 257,00
>.7,53 17,13
17,69 12,50
312,61 156,27
1454.00
19.39
• 4 « * b«e
14,66
2l5 . 430
• )
•* T
i..*,
rtTTTTttt ••••• •
.......
• •
30i00
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PERIOD Of THE INTERVIEW
^»G.C2, HEaN frequencies Of SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSES BHiTTeD BY EACH TREATMENT OUOuP DURING THE SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N"l9 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
Table C3
MEANS AND standard DEVIATIONS FOR NUM0ER OF SCHOOL RBF^RENCE RESPONSES
obtained in EACH period Of ThE 1nT£Rv|EM
8T EACH treatment QROUP IN THE
SECOND experimental PERIOD
•Parameters* PERIOD i PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
TREATMENT 1 * MEAN 28.133 23|067 13.133 13.267 14.600 *
• ST. DEV. 14.579 16,406 10,446 11,504 16.039 •
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN 26.667 16|467 15.535 29,000 15.600 •
• ST, DEV, 13.783 12]276 15.784 13.923 11.063 •
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN 28.200 22.600 22.533 17,667 15.467 •
• STiDEV. 20.661 19,573 21.283 17,907 13.005 •
NOTE.-NalS FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TAtLfe C*
NUHIE* OF SCHOOL EFfRENCI' MitPONIEI EMITTED BT EACH SUBJECT
DURINQ EACH »|EtOD OF ThI INTERVIEW BY
TREATHENTS and iKBERlAEBtlRl |N THE
SBCONO INRIRIHENTAL RERIOD
iK6*thENT
I 1
B 2 total 120,00 129,00 106. UO 70,00 101,00 524,00
HEAN 24,00 25,00 21.60 14,00 20,20 * 20,96
ST, DEV. 20,14 20,40 11.95 13,93 24,06 • 17.42
VARIANCE 409,50 416.00 142.60 183,00 576,70 • 303.290 •
S2311 30,00 16,00 4.00 17,00 6,00 * 75,00 15.00 10. Oo 100.000
• 92312 24,00 43,00 12. UO 3,00 0,00 • 62,00 16,40 17,56 308.300
S231S 59,00 27,00 10. UO 0,00 2,00 • 94,00 18,60 22.86 922.700 •
92314 24,00 10.00 lU UO 14,00 9,00 9 67,00 13.40 6,23
92319 27,00 36,00 U UO 33,00 22.00 • 120,00 24.00 14.71 216.500 •
E 3 total 160,00 154,00 36 00 67,00 41,00 436 ,00
mean 32.00 26,60 7.20 13. <0 8.20 • 17.52 •
ST, dev. 13,10 14,02 9.O2 13,09 6,61 • 14.56 •
variance l7l,90 196,70 25.20 1?1.30 74,20 • 211.927 •
TOTAL 422,00 346,00 197 UO 199,00 2i9,00 1363,00
SUMMARY Fob mEan 28,13 23,07 13.13 13,27 l..«0 • 18,44 •
ST, dev, 14.56 16,41 10.45 11,30 16,04 • I4.9|j
Tl AT Fz variance 212.59 269,21 10».12 127,78 217,26 * 222.142 •
166
• SUBJECTS R8R10D 1 RERIOD 2 RERlOp
• $2iii 34,00 36,00 1.00
• S2112 42,00 34,00 IR.OO
• 92113 24,00 7,00 20.00
• 12114 12,00 1.00 1.00
* 92119 30,00 9.00 9.00
El • total 142,00 67,00 93.00
• HEAN 28,40 17,40 10.60
• ST,OEV, 11,26 16.35 6.90
• variance 126,60 267,30 72.30
* 82212 9,00 6,00 2.00
* 92213 46,00 23,00 33.00
• $2214 41,00 20.00 29.00
• 92219 2,00 60,00 23.00
RERiOD
10,00
26,00
3,00
10,00
s,oo
62,00
12,40
9,S6
Rl,30
9,00
31.00
12.00
19,00
7T,00
19,40
I2j90
196,30
total HEAN ST. DEV, VARUNCb *
109,00 21.00 lS.3g 179.000
192,00 30.40 8.62 74,300 9
66,00 13.20 8.76 76.700 •
49,00 9.60 9.86 97.700 9
49,00 9.60 11.73 137.700 9
481,00
**•*•*•*••••
199.557
10,00
1,00
19,00
5,00
19.00
4,00
61.00
67.00
17.00
140,00
99.00
17.40
3,40
26.00
19.60
6,33
3.09
11.98
19.63
38,600
9.300
134.000
290.700
82121 25,00 17,00 o.uo 38,00 11*00 91,00 16.20 14.34 205.700
S2122 32,00 26,00 22.00 29,00 6,00 115,00 23,00 10.20 IQA.OOO •
82123 22,00 1,00 32.00 35,00 9,00 99,00 19.60 14.62 213.700 •
S2124 16,00 23.00 61.00 43,00 6,00 151.00 30.20 21.96 464.700 •
92129 43,00 44,00 4.U0 14,00 to. 00 125,00 25.00 17.83 318.000 •
E 1 total 136,00 111.00 119.00 199,00 54,00 561,00 ,
MEAN 27,60 22,20 23.60 31,60 10,80 23.24 •
ST, 06V, 10,36 15,55 24.56 11.17 5,45 15,37 •
VARIANCE 107,30 241,70 603 . 20 124,70 29,70 236.190 •
S2221 26,00 23,00 25.00 49,00 16,00 159,00 27.80 12.48 155.700 .
S2222 19.00 9.00 10.00 2,00 47,00 83,00 16.60 18.17 330.300 •
S2223 26,00 29,00 10. UO 24,00 23,00 110,00 22.00 6.96 48.500 •
S2224 42.00 7;oo 13.00 '24;oB
*
17^00 103,00 20.60 13,46 181.300 4
S2229 44,00 22,00 5.00 9,00 4,00 64,00 16.60 16. 61 262.700 *
tAMfcRlMbNfkH
E 2 TOTAL 159,00 62,00 63.00 108,00 107,00 519,00 *
mean 31,60 16,40 12.60 21,60 21.40 20,76 *
ST, DEV, 10.78 9 ,58 7.50 18,06 15,86 13,56 •
VARIANCE 116,20 91,60 56.30 326,30 252,30 183.940 •
S2321 96.00 17,00 25.00 39,00 28.00 165,00 33.00 19.08 227.500 •
S2322 34,00 6,00 12.U0 37,00 11,00 102,00 20,40 13. 9o 193,300 •
S2323 26,00 26,00 4,00 46,00 9,00 109,00 21,60 l7,6i 310,200 •
S2324 0,00 2,00 3.00 29,00 12.00 46,00 9.20 11.99 143.700 •
S2329 18,00 1,00 7.00 17,00 17,00 60,00 12.00 7.62 58.000 •
E 3 total 136,00 54,00 51.00 166,00 73,00 482,00 •
27,20 10.60 10.20 33,60 14,60 19.26 •
ST, dev. 20,62 10,62 6.96 11 ,08 6,62 15.
U
•
VARIANCE 429,20 112.70 60 . 70 122,80 74,30 228.460 *
TOTAL 433,00 247,00 233.00 435,00 234,00 1582,00
• summary For mean 26,87 16,47 15.93 29,00 15,60 • 21.09 *
ST, DEV. 13,78 12.28 i9./e 13,92 11,06 • 14.60 •
* T2 at Fz variance 169,96 150 ,70 249.12 193,66 122,40 • 213.059 •
3,00 5.00 O.UO 9,00 1,00 18.00 3.60 3.58 12.800 *
S2132 21,00 26,00 31 . UO 40,00 15,00 • 133 ,00 26,60 9.56
63,00 49.00 67,00 41,00 • 225,00 45.00 24, 7q
62,00 9,00 6.U0 0.00 12,00 * 91,00 18.20 24.86
S2135 13,00 14,00 34.00 9,00 12,00 • 62,00 16,40 10. 0i
total 104,00 117,00 122.00 125,00 61,00 • 549,00 •
mean 20,80 23,40 24.40 25.00 16, 2o • 21.96
•
ST, dev, 24,11 23.31} 20.03 27,96 14,86 • 20. 6z
•
variance 552,30 401.30 781,50 220,70 • 433 . 623
•
37,00 69.00 5,00 19,00 200,00 40,00 29.22 654.000
•
11,00 iS.OO 22,00 13,00 • 86,00 17.60 4,98
34,00 54,00 35 . 00 5,00 35,00 • 163,00 32,60 17,96 3o8 , 300
•
4,00 7.00 15.00 0,00 • 46,00 9.20 8,17
44.00 52.U0 37,00 7,00 • 162,00 32.40 17. 9s
- 3 • g 2 total 163.00 150.00 178.00 64,00 64,00 * 699 ,00
•
MEAN 32.60 30.00 39.60 16,60 16,60 26.36
*
21*66
476,60
394.657
S3331
S2332
92333
92334
92339
47.00
46.00
19.00
24.00
10.00
4.00
32,00
2.00
11.00
4.00
iS.uo
l.UO
17.00
13.00
17.00
6,00
3,00
11.00
1,00
19.00
39.00
9,00
96.00
44.00
87.00
136,00
26.00
19.20
6.80
17.40
27.20
9,20
11.64
4,60
17.62
16,69
5.67
140.200
21.200
310.300
278.700
32.200
TOTAL
HEAN
ST, DEV.
variance
196,00
31,20
16, 17
330,20
72.00
14,40
13,07
170, BO
36.00 96,00
7.60 11,20
9.95 6,42
30.60 41,20
••••••••••••••••••A***
67,00
iS,40
13,22
174,60
369,00
suhhart For •
T3 AT F2 •
TOTAL 423,00
mean 26|20
ST, dev, 20,66
VARIANCE 426,60
339,00 336.00
22,60 22.93
19,97 21.26
B6S«11 492.98
265,00
17,67
17,01
320,67
232,00
19,47
13,00
160,12
1997,00
167
N
U
H
B
i
K
0
R
E
5
P
U
N
S
b
S
20i00
leioo
16 iOO
14 >00
12iOO
10*00
6iOO
6iOO
4iOO
2*00
0.00
1 2 3 4 5
PERIOD or TH£ interview
FJ6.C3, MEAN FREftUENClES OF FAMILY REFERENCE RESPONSES EMITTeu 8Y EACH TREaTmEWT CROUP DURING THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N«i5 FOR Each treatment group
Table cs
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBER OF family reference RESPONSES
obtained in each period of The inte^vier
BY each treatment QR0(jp IN THE
FIRST experimental PERIOD
•Parameters PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
treatment • MEAN 3.600 3.66T 3.133 16,667 17,267 •
• ST. DEV. 6.516 6i172 8.975 16,769 27.634 •
2 • MEAN 2.S33 11.333 5.733 4,267 1.600 •
• ST. DEV,
•
5.540 9.416 8.95* 6,193 2.640 •
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN 3.333 4i267 4.933 5,600 3.933 •
• ST, DEV. 3.266 7,759 8.544 10,077 7.796 •
NOTE.-N-lS FOR EACH TREATMENT QRQUP
TtllE Ci
NuHiM or r*Hii¥ RirifliNCi REiPOMiit HiTTee or each iuijict
OUKINO HOH WIOO or T»rt iMTEiVtiN lY
treatments and IKreftiNiNTIRt in tne
riRIT IXMNiNenTAL mrioo 168
tUlJICTS F8NI00 1 PERIOD 2 68R10D 3 RCRItD 4 RBIIOO 9 . total MEAN ST.DEV, variance
SI. 00 0,00 19,00 3.60 4.97 24,700
S1112 10,00 14,00 6.00 1,60 0,00 t 6.20 9,93 35,200
81113 1,00 0,00 0.00 io.,0 0,00 • 21,00 4.20 6.14 76,200
81114 3,00 2,00 3.00 14.00 lO.OO • 92,00 6.41 1.32
81115 0,00 0,00 2.00 i,.,0 14,00 • 32,00 6.40 7.92 62,600
S 1 total 21.00 17,00 11.00 ,2.00 14.00 • 139,00
MEAN 4,20 3,40 a. SO 12,40 4,10 • 9.40
ST, DEV,
variance
4,21
IT, TO
9,96
36,80
2.49
6.20
MO
91,20
0,72
49,80 •
6.29
39,503
81211 0,00 0,00 1.00 ».(U 10,00 20.00 4.00 9.09 25.500
81212 0,00 0,00 0.00 07,00 93,00 • 160,00 32.00 44.77 2004.500
81213 3,00 0,00 0,00 2,00 • 3.00 1.00 l.4l 2.000
81214 2,00 0,00 39.00 44,00 12.00 * 93,00 16,60 19.67 394,800
S1215 1,00 0,00 0.00 40,00 39.00 • 62,00 16.40 22.35 499.300
’
i 2 total 6,00 0,00 36.00 106,00 192,00 360,00
mean 1,20 0,00 7.20 33,20 30.40 • 14.40
ST, dev,
variance
1,30 0,00 19.65 27,60 37,09 24.63
1,70 0,00 241.70 777,70 1379,30 616.667
SlSll 0,00 0,00 0.00 9.00 0.00 9,00 1,60 4.02 16.200
91312 3,00 14,00 o.uo 17,00 10,00 30,00 10,00 T.’l 62,500
31313 29,00 7,00 0.00 13,00 07,00 112,00 22.40 26.57 7q5 . 800
91314 2,00 17,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 25,00 9.00 7.14 51.000
S1S19 0,00 0.00 0.00 10,00 0,00 10,00 2.00 4,47 20.000
E 3 total 30,00 36,00 0.00 95,00 63,00 • 206,00
mean 6,00 7,60 o.uo 11.00 10,60 6.24
ST, DEV, 10.70 7,63 0.00 4.11 29,01 14.26
VARIANCE 114.50 61,30 0.00 17,90 641,00 203.940
TOTAL 97,00 95,00 47.00 263,00 299,00 701,00
summary For mean 3,60 3,67 5.13 16,67 17,27 9.39
ST, dev, 6,52 6,17 6.98 10,77 27,03 17,13
T1 AT Fi VARIANCE 42,46 36,10 80.55 392,27 703,64 293.204
91121 4,00 12,00 u.oo 0.00 0,00 16,00 3.20 9.22 27.200
91122 0,00 27,00 4.00 3,00 0,00 34,00 6,60 11.43 130.700
91123 21,00 34,00 9.00 6,00 7,00 77,00 15.40 12.01 144.300
91124 7,00 13,00 6 . UO 21,00 9,00 54,00 10.60 6.42 41.200
.
S1125 0,00 1,00 4. UO 10,00 3,00 18,00 3.60 3.9i 15.300
e i TOTAL 32,00 67,00 25. UO 40,00 15,00 199,00
mean 6,4Q l7,40 9 . U 0 8,00 3,00 7.94
ST, DEV, 8,66 13,09 3.61 9,l9 3,06 • 9,05
variance 75,30 171.30 13. UO 66,90 9,50 81 957
h22l 0,00 10, ou . UO 0,00 0,00 10,00 2.00 4.47 20.000
S1222 0,00 12,00 1 . UO 1,00 0,00 14,00 2.00 9.17 26.700
S1223 0,00 6,00 U.UO 0,00 0,00 6,00 1.60 3.98 12.600
S1224 0,00 3,00 5.00 2,00 0,00 10,00 2.00 2.12 4.500
S1225 0,00 0,00 U.OO 0,00 7,00 7,00 1.40 3.13 9.000
E 2 TOTAL 0,00 33,00 6. UO 3,00 7,00 49,00
MEAN 0,00 6,60 1.20 0,60 1.40 1.96
0,00 4,98 2.17 0,69 3,13 3.54
variance 0,00 24,80 4.70 0,60 9,80 12.540
S1321 0,00 2,00 U.UO 0,00 8,00 4,00 0 ,60 i.lO 1.200
S1322 4,00 12,00 2 . UO 7,00 0,00 25,00 9.00 4.69 22.000
51323 0,00 6,00 U.UO 0,00 0,00 6,00 1.20 2.68 7.200
S1324 0,00 12,00 26 . UO 1.00 0,00 41,00 6.20 12.17 146.200
S1325 2,00 16,00 25.00 13,00 0,00 58,00 11.60 10.60 112.300
2,00E 3 TOTAL 6,00 90,00 55.00 21,00 134,00
mean 1.20 10.00 11 . UO 4,20 0,40 5,36
ST.DEv, I.T9 6,16 14.21 5,72 0,89 8.14
66.240VARIANCE 3.20 36,00 202>U0 32.70 0,60
THEATMENT
I 1
1HE*TmENT
1 2
SUMMARY fOR
T2 AT Fi
total
mean
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
170,00
11,33
9,42
86,47
5.73
6.96
80.21
64,00
A, 27
6, to
36,35
,00
experimenter
E 1
51131
51132
S113S
51134
51135 2,00
1,00
U . 00
u.uo
u.uo
24. UO
15.00
1,00
33,00
0,00
42.00
30.00
17.00
2.60 4.2?
0,20 0.45
6.40 13.94
6,00 11.31
3.40 6.54
total 5,00 20,00
MEAN 1,00 4,00
ST, DEV, 1,00 4,24
variance 1,00 16,00
41.00
I^EATment
I 3
suhhart For
T3 AT ri
•••*••••••••••
$1232 6 00 9 OO
$1233 0 00 1 00
81234 6 00 6 00
$1239 3 00 1 00
TOTAL 17 00 13 00
mean 3 40 2 60
STtDEV, 3 96 8 70
VARIANCE 18 60 7 30
81331 00 1 00
81332 0 00 0 00
81333 7 00 30 00
81334 7 00 0 00
81339 6 00 0 00
total 81 00 31 00
MEAN 9 60 6 80
IT.OEV. 3 21 13 3i
TOTAL 96 00 64 00
mean 3 33 87
8T,0EV, 1 27 7 76
VARIANCE 10 67 60 81
17.000
0.200
194 . 300
128,000
* 3.20 2.17 4.700
• 27,00 9.40 9 , 42 66.600
• 61,00 16.20 9.15 83,700
• 11.00 2,20 2.95 6.700
«^0 >00
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PERIOD OF IHfc INTERVIEW
FHj,C4, mean frequencies OF FAMILY REFERENCE RESPONSES EMITIEU bY £ACH TREaTMEnT GROUP DURING ThE SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N=15 FOR each iKEATMgNT GROUP
table C7
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NbMtjbH OF FAMILY KtFtRENCE RESPONSES
OSTaInED in each PEHiuo OF ThE InTEHVIE"
BY EACH TREaTmENI GROUP IN THE
SECOND experimental PERIOD
•PaRameTeRB PERIOD 1 MkHiOU 2 PERI^U 3 PERIOD 4 period 5
TREATMENT 1 • MEAN 5.A67 4 1 400 6.^U0 15,267 2.800
* ST. DEV, 9.357 6|916 16.28‘> 11.310 6.678
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN 8.800 14.000 4.000 1.400 2.333
* ST. DEV, 15.557 13|304 5,345 2.074 6.264
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN 4.667 5i667 5.^00 10.467 6.933
• ST. DEV, 6.619 8.295 10 17,016 15.276
N0TE,-N=15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TABLE C6
NUMBER or r*M|LV RiriRENCI RE8M0MES EMJTTed ET EACH SUBJECT
DURING EACH RgRiOD OK ThB INTERVIEW BY
TREiTMENTS AND EMPbR I MeNTIrS {r THE
BICONO eiRlRlRbNTAL PERIOD
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• SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 RERIoU 3 RERIOD 4 tttlOD 5 . total MEAN ST.DfV, variance
• SS112 19,00 14,00 18.00 3,00 3,00 • 91.00 10.20 6 1 6} 43.700
• 0,00 0,00 O.UO It.
.9 0,00 t 18.00 3.60 8.05
82114 0,00 0.00 U.OD >>,60 0,00 • 9,00 0,60 1.34
EXRiRiRENTfiR
S2115 9,00 18,00 69. UO 11,00 2,00 • 109,00 30.60 24.30 994.300
E 1 TOTAL 9A.00 37,00 89. UO *3ill >,00 • 246,00
• MEAN 11,20 7.40 17.U0 12f60 1,00 • 9.84
’ ST, dev.
VARIANCE
13,26
lTI,70
8.23
67, lO
26.93
704.00
10,64
119,90
1.41
1,00 ;
14. 4q
207.3o7
82211 1$,00 1*»0V I. 00 18| OO t>t00 • 83,00 16.60 7.9(3 93.300
82212 1,00 0.00 10,00 0,00 • 11.00 2.20 4.90
82219 9,00 7,00 8,00 t,00 21.00 4.20 9. It 9,700
* 82214 0,00 0.00 u.oo 1,00 0,00 1,00 0.20 0.45 0.200
82219 0,00 OlOO O.UO 25.00 0,00 29.00 9,00 11.10 129.000
T 1 • E 2 total 22.00 26.00 6.00 60,00 |7,00 141,00
MEAN 4,40 9,20 1.20 12,00 1,40 9,84
IT. DEV,
vaAjance
T.TO 8,29 2.17 9,09 10,99 1.29
99.30 68,70 4.70 81,90 120,80 68 . 740
S2S11 0,00 2.00 0.00 10,00 0,00 12.00 2.40 4.34 18. BOO$2312 3,00 1,00 U .00 37,00 10.00 91,00 10.20 19.40 239,700
82313 1,00 0.00 1.00 33,00 0,00 39,00 7.00 14.94 211.500
82314 0,00 0.00 0.00 20,00 0,00 20,00 4. 00 8.94 60.000
82319 0,00 0.00 1.00 6,00 0,00 7,00 1.40 2.61 6.600
i
3“ total 4,00 3,0<> 2.00 106,00 10,00 129,00
MEAN
ST.DEv,
variance
0,00
1.30
0,60
0,89
0.40
0.95 21i2013,66
2,00
4,47
5.00
10,18
l.^o 0,80 U.90 1*6,70 10,00 103 . 583
* total 82,00 66,00 93.00 229.00 40.00 912,00
SUNmAR? fOR • MEAn 9,47 4.40 6.20 15.27 l,80 6,63
ST, DEV, 9,36 6,92 16.28 11,91
ll7,92
6,68 It .3 q
T1 AT F2 • VARIANCE 87,59 47,83 269.17 44,60 127.794
, 92121 0,00 l.Ol' U.OO 0,00 0,00 1.00 0,20 0.45 0.200
• 82122 14,00 16,00 .00 10,00 1,00 42,00 8.40 7.09 90.300
• 82123 21,00 7,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 • 28,00 9.60 9.13 63.300
* 82124 0,00 9,00 0.00 0,00 1.00 6,00 1.20 2.17 4.700
• 82129 13,00 3.00 2.00 1,00 0,00 * 19,00 3.80 9.26 27.700
E 1 , TOTAL 48,00 32,00 3.00 11,00 2,00 • 96,00
• mean 9,60 6,40 0.60 2,20 0,40 • 3.84
* ST.DEV, 9,29 9.81 0.89 4,91 0,99 * 6,07
• VARIANCE 86.30 33.80 0.8C 19, to O.So • 36,890
, S2221 1.00 3.00 . 00 6,00 2,00 • 16.00 3.60 2.30 5.300
• 82222 0,00 19,00 .00 0.00 0,00 • 19,00 3.00 6.7i 45.000
• 82223 0,00 3 0 U 2.00 0,00 0,00 • 9,00 1.00
11.80
1.41 2.000
• $2224 1 0 0 0 28100 14.00 0,05 7 i 0 0 59,00 10.40 106 . 200
• * 82225 4,00 18,00 14.00 2,00 0,00 • 38,00 7.60 7.92 62.800
i 2 • E 2 , TOTAL 19.00 67,00 36.00 8,00 9,00 • 139,00
• MEAN 3,00 13.40 7.20 1,60 1,80 • 9.40
• ST, DEV, 4,24 10.64 6.57 2,61 3,03 • 7.26
52.667• variance 18,00 113.30 43. 2u 6,80 9,20 •
*! 82321 0.00 33, OU O.UO 0,00 0 .00 • 33,00 6.60
82322 5,00 20,00 13.U0 0,00 0,00 t 36 ,00 7.20 8,93 79.700
• $2323 3.00 11.00 3.00 0,00 OiOO 17,00 3.40 4.9i 20.300
• $2324 60,00 46,00 5.00 2,00 04,00 137,00 27.40 29.33 641.600
• $2329 3,00 1.00 .00 0,00 0,00 4,00 0.60 1 . 9q 1.700
E 3 , TOTAL 69,00 111.00 21-00 2,00 24,00 227,00
• MEAN 19.80 22.20 4.20 0,40 4,80 9.08
15. 9j• 29,86 17,77 9.36 0,89 10,73
293.160VARIANCE 668,70 319,70 2«.70 0,80 119,20
SUMMARY fOH
T2 AT F2
total i3?.O0
hear 0,60
ST, DEV, 15,5a
VARIANCE 242.03
''’EATMeNT
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U
b
b
H
0
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PEHIOD or THE INTERVIEW
fUi,C5, MEAN rWEOUENCIES or COMBO. BErERENCE RESPONSES EMITTEO SY EACH TREaTmEnT UROUP DURING THE MRST EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD,
nbi5 for each treatment group
Table C9
MEANS AND standard DEVIATIONS roR NUMBER OF COMBO. NEfErENCE RESPONSES
obtained in each period Of The interview
BY EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental PERIOD
•Parameters PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD A PERIOD 5 •
TREATMENT 1 • MEAN 0-933 0(133 0.133 0,600 0.467 •
• ST. DEV, 1-960 0.352 0.516 1.265 0.640 *
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN 0-333 1|333 0.533 0.400 0.267 •
• ST. DEV, 0-617 1.759 0.915 0,626 0.799 •
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN 0-933 1.200 0.2OO 0,467 0.333 •
• ST, DEV, 1-934 2.426 0.561 1,060 0.816 •
N0TE,«N«15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TASLb CIO
NUMBER or COH80. REfERENCE REShON 8E$ EMITTED EACH SUBJECT
DURIN8 BACH RmtOo Or ThE InTERVIEN HY
TREaThINTS am BXRkRiMENfBRt |n THE
riRIT |IR|ilMENTAL R|R]OD
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• SUBJECTS RffllOO 1 BiRioo a BERIUU 9 RlRIOD 4 R8RI0D 5 • total mban ST.BIV, variance
1,00 0,00 5,00 1,00 i.lt 1.500
91113 0,00 0,00 O.lto 2.00 0,00 • 0.9991114 1,00 0,00 U.UO *,00 0,00 • 2,00 0.40 0.59 U..J00
S1115 0,00 0,00 U.UO 3,00 1.00 • 4,00 0.90 1.3o 1.700
i i total 4,00 1,0U 0 • 00 lllOO 2,00 • 16.00
MEAN 0,00 D,20 0.00 2,20 0,40 • 0.72
ST,DEv, 1,30 0.45 0 . 00 1»30 0,95 • 1.14
VARIANCE 1.70 0,20 0.00 1,70 0,30 * 1.293
S1211 0,00 0,00 2.00 0,00 0.00 • 2,00 0.40 0.99 0.800
91212 0,00 0,00 0.00 1,00 0,00 * 1,00 0.20 0.49 0.200
91213 3,00 0,00 0 .00 0,00 l.DQ • 4,00 0.00 1 . 3o 1.700
S1214 2,00 o,ou 0.00 0,00 2,00 • 4,00 0,60 l.lQ 1.200
61215 0,00 0,00 o.uo 0,00 1,00 • 1,00 0.20 0.45 0.200
"
e 2 TOTAL 9,00 0.00 2 . UO 1,00 4,00 12,00
mean 1,00 0,00 0.40 0.20 0,60 • 0.49
ST, DEV, 1.41 0,00 0.89 0,49 0,64 * 0.87
VARIANCE 2,00 0,00 0.80 0,20 0,70 • 0.760
61311 0,00 OlOV U.UO 0,00 0.00 • 0,00 O.QO 0.00 0,000
$1312 OiOO l.OC U.UO 0,00 liOO • 2.00 0.40 0.55 0.300
S1313 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 * 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
91314 9,00 0,00 U.UO 0,00 0.00 • 5.00 1.00 2.24 5.000
91319 0 1 00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 • 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.000
E 3 total 9,00 1,0. o.uo 0,00 1,00 7,00
MEAN 1,00 o.ao o.uo 0,00 0,20 • 0.29
ST, DEV, 2,24 0,45 U.UO 0,00 0,45 • 1 . 02
VARIANCE 9,00 0.20 .00 0,00 0,20 • 1.043
total 14,00 2|0U 2.00 12,00 7,00 37,00
SUMMARY For mean 0,93 0,13 0.13 0,10 0,47 • 0,49
ST, 06V, 1,58 0,39 U .92 1,26 0,64 • 1,02
T1 AT ri VARIANCE 2,90 0,12 U.27 1,60 0,41
.
037
, S1121 1,00 1,00 U.UO 1,00 0.00 3,00 0.60 0.55 0.300
• 91122 0,00 2,00 . ou 0,00 0,00 2,00 0,40 0,69
.
600
• 91123 2,00 4,0U 1.00 0,00 0,00 7,00 1.40 1 . 6 ? 2,600
• 91124 1,00 l.OU l.OU 0,00 3,00 6,00 1.20 i.io 1.200
• 91125 0,00 OtOU 3 . UO 3,00 1,00 7,00 1.40 1.52 2.300
E 1 total 4,00 9 , 0 . 5 . UU ,60 4,00 25,00
• MEAN o,eo 1.6u 1.00 0,60 o.eo 1.00
• ST, dev, 0,94 1.52 1.22 1,30 i,3o 1.19
• VARIANCE 0,70 2.3o 1.80 1,70 1,70 .417
• S1221 0,00 O , 0 o o.uu 0,00 0,00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 . 000
« S1222 0,00 2 , 0 c U.UO 0,00 0,00 2.00 0,40 0.69 0.600
• 91223 0,00 2,00 O.UO 0,00 0,00 2.00 0.40 0.69 0.600
« 91224 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 . 000
• 91229 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 O.OO 0,000
E 2 * TOTAL 0.00 4,0U . UO 0,00 0,00 4,00
• MEAN 0,00 O . 8 .. . 00 0,00 0,00 0.16
• ST, DEV, 0,00 I.IU U.UO 0,00 0,00 0.55
0.307* variance 0,00 1.20 O.UU 0,00 0,00
91321 0,00 0 , 0 l) U.UO 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.000
• 91322 0,00 2,00 . 00 0,00 0,00 2,00 0.40 0.99 0.600
• 91323 0,00 6,00 .00 1,00 0,00 7,00 1.40 2 . 6 i 6.800
« 91324 0.00 0,00 00 0,00 0,00 1,00 0.20 0.45 0.200
• 91329 IlOO 0 , 0 (j 2.00 1,00 0,00 4,00 0.60 0.64
t * Kt M 1 Mfc N
I
fc B
14,00E 3 • TOTAL 1 ,00 S , 0 D 3.00 2,00 0,00
• MEAN 0,20 1,60 0.60 0,40 0,00 0.96
1.29• ST, dev, 0,45 2,61 0.89 0,55 0,00
1,673VARIANCE 0,20 6,60 U.BO 0,30 0,00
IKfcATMENT
! 7
summart For
T2 AT Fi
’"fc*THeNT E«PEHIhfNTER
1,00E 2 total 4,00
mean 0,90 0,20
ST, DEV, 1,30 0,45
91331 0 , 00 0.00
91332 0,00
S1333 3,00 2,00
51334 0,00 0,00
0,00
experimenter
E 3 TOTAL 4,00 2,00
mean 0,90 0.40
•
ST, dev,
VARIANCE
1.30
1,70
0.99
0.90
O.AO
U .09
U.OO
0,00
0,00
0,00 0.A5
0,30
0.00
o.oo
1.00
U.UO 0,00
0,00
3,00
l.Al
1.3 a
1 .3q
0.000
0.000
2.000
)
)
lOlOO
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PERIOD OF the interview
ll6,C6, MEAN frequencies P)F COMRO, REFERENCE RESPONSES EMITTED 0Y EACH TREATMENT liROUP DURING ThE SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N815 FOR Each treatment group
TAetb cil
means and standard DEVIATIONS FOR NoMRER OF COMgO. HEFERENCE HESPONSES
obtained in Each pehiou of the Interview
BY each treatment group in the
SECOND experimental PERIOD
•Parameters* period 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
TREATMENT 1 • MEAN • 0.600 0.933 O.ROO 1,533 0.133 •
ST, DEV. • 1.121 2i890 0,826 1,846 0.352 •
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN * 0 > 667 0i933 0..47 0,400 0.267 •
ST. DEV. • 0.976 li2?3 0.?43 0,737 0.594 •
TREATMENT 3 * MEAN • 0.333 0j533 0.333 0,533 0.467 •
ST. DEV. * 0.816 0i915 0.900 0,990 0.915 •
note.-n«i5 for each treatment group
TA0Le ci£
number or COMBO. REfERfiNCE BESMOnIEB EhITTBD BV EACH BUBJICT
DURING BACH RER|OD Of ThI InTERvIEM BY
treathbnts and ikreRime^tirb In the
SECOND IMRiRlRGNTAU RIRXOO
BUSjeCTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 BIRIOD 3 RBRIOb 4 PERIOD 9 • total MEAN rr . OBV , variance
1|00 0,00 5,00 1.00 1.2262112 2|00 0,00 1.00 UOO 1,00 9,00 1,00 0 » 7 l0,00 0,00 ti.UO 6.00 0,00 6,00 2.66
62114 0,00 0,00 u.uo OlOO 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
•
t
EXREK 1 RENTER
G 1 total 9,00 11,00 9.00 e,oo 1,00 30,00
« MEAN 1,00 2.20 l.oo 1|60 0,20 1.20
ST
,
dev
,
variance
1>41
2,00
4.92
24,20
1.22
1 . 9 o
2 i 9 l
6,30
0,49
0,20
2.48
6.167
..00 1,00 12,00 2.40 i.ij 1.800
62212 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00
82213 0,00 0,00 0.00 3,00 0,00 3,00 1.34
S 2214 0,00 0,00 o.uo 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00
•
. ... .
62219 0,00 0,00 4,00 0,00 4,00 0.60 1.70 3,200
. I 1 • E 2 TOTAL 3,00 3 . 0 V 1.00 11.00 1,00 19,00
• MEAN 0.60 0.60 0.20 2.20 0,20 0.76
,
t ST
,
DEV
, 1,34 1.34 0.45 2,05 0.49 1.30
^
• VARIANCE 1,80 1.80 0 . 2 o 4,20 0,20 1.940
82311 0.00 OiOU 0.00 0.00 OiOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
62312 0,00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.20 0.48 0.200
S 231 S IlOO 0,00 IlOO 0.00 2.00 0.99
62314 0,00 0,00 o.uo 1,00 0,00 1.00 0.20 0.45$2319 0,00 0,00 0.00 1,00 0,00 1.00 0,20 0.45 0.200
E 3 total 1,00 0,00 o.uo 4,00 0,00
MEAN 0,20 0,00 0.00 0,80 0,00 0.20
ST
,
DEV
,
0,49 0,00 u.uo 0,49 0,00
VARIANCE 0,20 0,00 0.00 0,20 0,00 0
.
167
total 9,00 14,00 6.00 23,00 2.00
suhmary For mEAn 0,60 0.93 0 .
4
(j 1,93 0,13 0,72
ST
,
dev
, 1.12 2.89 0.83 1.89 0.35 l . 6 o
Tl AT F 2 VARIANCE 1,26 8,39 U.69 3,41 0,12 2.853
82121 0,00 0,00 U.UO 0,00 0,00 0.00 o.oo 0 .00 u.ooo
S 2122 3,00 1,00 .00 2.00 0 ,00 6.00 1.20 1 . 3(3 1.700
82123 0,00 0.00 U.UO 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.000
$2124 0,00 0.00 . 00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0
.
000
62129 0,00 0,00 2.00 0,00 2,00 4,00 0,60 1.10 1.200
. w
TOTAL 3,00 1,00 2 . UO 2,00 2.00 10,00
MEAN 0,60 0,20 .40 0,40 0.40 0.40
ST
,
DEV
,
1,34 0,45 0.89 0,89 0,89 0.87
VARIANCE 1.80 0,20 . 80 0,60 0.80 . 750
62221 2.00 3,00 1.00 1,00 1,00 6,00 1.60 0.60 0,600
62222 0.00 3,00 0.00 0,00
0,00
0,00 3,00 0.60 1,34 1.800
62223 0,00 0,00 . 00 0,00 0,00 0.00 O.OO 0 . 000
62224 2,00 3 ;oo 2.00 OioO
' '
1,00 8,00 1,60 1.14 1 . 300
62229 1,00 1,00 0.00 1,00 0,00 3,00 0.60 0.55 U .300
* 1 2 E 2 total 9,00 lO.OC 3.00 2,00 2,00 22.00
mean 1,00 2,00 0.60 0,40 0,40 0,86
ST
,
DEV
,
1,00 1,41 U .89 0,59 0,55 1.05
VARIANCE 1,00 2,00 U.80 0,30 0,30 1.110
62321 0,00 2,00 U.UO 0.00 0,00 2.00 0.40 0.60 0.800
62322 1,00 0,00 1 . uu 0,00 0,00 2,00 0,40 0.59 0,300
$2323 0,00 1.00 U . UO 0,00 0,00 1,00 0.20 0.45 U .200
$2324 1,00 0,00 1.00 0,00 0,00 2,00 0.40 0,59 0.300
62329 0,00 0,00 0.00 2,00 0,00 2,00 0,40 0 .50 o.eoo
E 3 total 2,00 3,00 2.00 2,00 0,00 9,00
MEAN 0,40 0,60 U .40 0,40 0,00 0,36
ST
,
0EV
,
0,55 0.89 0.95 0,69 0,00 0.64
0.407VARIANCE 0.30 0.80 U .30 0,80 0,00
total 10,00 14,00 7 . U 0 6,00 4,00 41,00
0.59SURHART For mean 0,67 0,93 0.47 0,40 0,27
ST
,
DEV
,
0,98 1,22 U . 74 0,74 0,99 0.80
0.792T 2 at F 2 VARIANCE 0,99 1,50 U • 95 0,94 0,35
EXPERIhENTER
e 1
S 2131
62132
S 2133
62134
62135
0,00
2,00
0,00 0,00
2,00 0.40
2.00 0.40
4.00 0.80
2.00 0.40
1 . 3 o
0.55
TOTAL
HEAN
ST, DEV.
VARIANCE
10,00
0 . 667
^*’t*THENT
1 3
62231
62232
62233
62234
62239
3
, 0 u
0,00
0,00
0.00
D.UO
0.00
OiOO
1,00
0,00
0,00 0,00 2.00 0,00
5.00 l.oo
1.00 0.20
0,00 0.00
1,00 0,20
2.00 0.40
1.22
0,49
total
MEAN
ST, dev,
variance
0.40
0.89
0.80
0.00
1,00
9,00
0,00 0.00
1,00 0,20
2,00 0,40
11,00 2.20
0.00 0.00
O.OO
0.A5
SUhHAHY fOR
T3 AT T2
1.500
0.200
0,000
0.200
0.800
0.000
0.200
60.00 .m
iJO.OO •
<14.00 •
20.00 •
1 2 3 4 $
PERIOD Of IHfc JNT6RVI6N
Mb,C7, MEAN rREOUENCieS OF OThEB reference responses emitted 0 Y each TRBATMeWT GROUP DURING THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N»15 FOR Each treatment group
Table cu
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBER QF OTHER REFERENCE RESPONSES
obtained in each period of The intemvier
BY EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental PERIOD
•Parameters* PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
TREATMENT 1 • mean • 49.067 45.600 48. <67 39,733 44.867 •
* st:dev, *
• •
20.73S 21i5<5 l9.*21 19,347 24.654 •
TREATMENT
• •
2 • MEAN • 37.400 35.533 41.200 36,267 39.400 •
* ST. DEV. •
• •
17.971 14.406 21.150 23,399 25.787 •
TREATMENT
t •
3 • MEAN • 39.467 <3.133 49.133 90.333 47.933 •
• STiDEV. •
• •
14.312 2lt725 23.120 25.606 23.972 •
N0TE,»N»15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TABLE Ci4
NUMBIB Of OTHER REfBBENCB EHITTID BT EACH SUBJECT
OURINQ EACH MRIOO Of ThE InTERVIEH BT
treatments and experimenters In the
fIRIT EXRIRIHENTAL PERIOD
SUBJECTS Period i PERIOD 2 PERIUU 3 Period 4 PERIOD 5 . total MEAN ST. DEV, variance •
16,00 4,00 71,00 14,20$1112
51113
51114
47.00
39.00
48.00
74.00
42.00
54.00
66.00
27,00
5$. 00
53,00
99
, nfi
»y,00
99.00
)3;oo
96.00
337
. 00
1^0,00
292.00
67,40
30.00
18. «0
11. *5
357,300
131
.000
*
S1119 12,00 52,00 67.00 30,00 46,00 209,00 41,60 21.24 451.200 •
• E 1 164,00 214,00 236.00 187,00 216,00 1019,00
MEAN 32.80 42,60 47.20 37,40 43,60 40.76
ST, DEV, 16,75 22,63 22.10 17,96 S6,65 22.79VARIANCE 280,70 521,20 486. 2Q 323,30 1343, 3o 519.523 •
S1211 51.00 56,00 61.00 69.00 64,00
S1212 94,00 70,00 64.00 26,00 26,00 300,00 32.19 •
S1213 39,00 29,00 27.00 19.00 91,00 165,00 33.00 12.33 •
S1214 64,00 75,00 47.00 29,00 96,00 273,00
S1215 69,00 55,00 51,00 56,00 300,00 60.00 8.43 71.000 •
* E 2 TOTAL 317,00 265.00 266.00 196|00 275,00 1359,00
MEAN 63.40 57,00 57.60 36,60 99,00 54.36
ST, DEV, 20,72 17.90 21.72 20,69 80,66 20.43
variance 429,30 320,50 471.80 426,20 427,00 417.323 *
39,00 29,00 206,00 41,60 9.24 85.300
S1312 55,00 24,00 24.00 26,00 92,00 19,89
S1313 74,00 70,00 59.00 81,00 39,00 323,00 64,60 16.36 266.300 *
S1314 40,00 20,00 50.00 46,00 38,00 196,00 •
S1318 40,00 20,00 30.00 21,00 22,00. * 133,00 26.60 8.47 71.800 •
• E 3 total 255,00 166,00 203. UO 215,00 180,00 1041,00
MEAN 51*00 37,60 4U.60 43,00 36,00 41,64 •
ST, DEV, 14,25 23,04 14.26 23,76 11,34 17.34
VARIANCE 203,00 530,60 203.60 564,50 126,50 * 300.657 •
TOTAL 736,00 667,00 727.00 596,00 673,00 3419,00
t suMMART For MEAN 49,07 45.80 46.47 39,73 44,67 • 45.99 •
ST, DEV, 20,74 21.54 19.62 19,55 24,65 • 20.99 •
* Tl AT fl VARIANCE 430,07 464.17 364.96 382,07 607,84 * 440
.
469 •
S1121 28.00 11.00 10 . 00 6.00 6,00 , 63,00 12.60 6.82 77.800
S1122 36,00 30,00 51.00 63,00 69,00 • 251,00 50,20 16,39 268.700 •
S1123 42,00 40.00 72.00 61,00 69,00 • 264,00 56,60 14.99 224.700 •
81124 43,00 48, OU 35.00 35,00 39,00 * 200,00 40.00 5.57 31 . 000 •
S1125 10,00 26.00 31 . 00 29,00 36,00 • 136,00 27.20 10.3b 1Q7.700 *
.
"
'
i i'
‘
total 161.00 157.00 199.00 196,00 221.00 934,00
mean 32,20 31 ,4u 39.80 39,20 44,20 • 37,36 •
ST, dev, 13,75 13,96 23.19 23,11 26,24 19,99 •
VARIANCE 169,20 194,60 537 . /O 534,20 688,70 • 362.073 *
S1221 45,00 52, Oo 46.00 41,00 36,00 222,00 44.40 9.32 28.300
S1222 66,00 37,00 33.00 23,00 11,00 • 170,00 34 .00 20.52 421 . 000 •
S1223 21,00 15,00 18.00 14,00 11,00 * 79,00 15.80 3.83 1^.700 •
S1224 38,00 54,00 45.00 26,00 20,00 • 163,00 36.60 13.81 190.600 •
S1225 23,00 49,00 61.00 66,00 75,00 • 314,00 62,60 26.42 696.200 •
• E 2 TOTAL 193.00 207,00 223.00 190,00 155,00 • 966,00
MEAN 38,60 41,40 44.60 39 1 00 31,00 • 38,72 •
ST, 06V, 16,34 16.16 23.29 28,54 26,95 • 21.63 •
VARIANCE 336,30 261,30 542.30 814,50 726,50 * 468.043 *
S1321 69.00 53,00 66.00 67,00 76,00 333,00 66.60 8,96 80.300
S1322 34,00 27,00 4U.U0 36,00 31,00 • 168,00 33,60 4.93 24.300 •
S1323 25,00 15,00 6.00 26,00 8,00 • 60,00 16.00 9.3q 86.500 •
S1324 16,00 39,00 39.00 53,00 34,00 161,00 36.20 13.33 177,700 *
S1325 63,00 32,00 45. 00 6,00 64,00 210,00 42.00 24,14 582.500 *
2l5, 00 972,00• £3 total 207,00 166.0 196.00 188,00 •
MEAN 41,40 33,20 39.20 37,60 43,00 36.66 •
ST.DEV, 23,44 14,11 21.53 23,65 27, 9i 20.91
437.027
•
VARIANCE 949,30 199,20 463. /O 559,30 779,00 •
TOTAL 530,00 618.00 574,00 591,00 2674 , 00
* summary For mEAn 37,40 35,33 41.20 38,2? 39,4(1 36,32
20.44ST, DEV, 17,97 14,41 21.15 23,36 25,79
4l7.9;3
*
* T2 AT Fl VARIANCE 322*97 207,52 447.31 545,64 664,97
52,00 67.00 43,00 91,00 285,00 57.00 22.92 525.500
33,00 15,00 31.00 45,00 40,00 164,00 32,80 11.41
*
33,00 17,00 21.00 21,00 23,00 • 115,00 23.00 6.00
•
64,00 72.00 62,00 95,00 320,00 64,00 13.77 •
S1135 57,00 19,00 23.00 17,00 84,00 140,00 28,00 16,46
*
total 202,00 167,00 214.00 208,00 233,00 1024,00 40,96
•
MEAN 40,40 33.40 42.80 41,60 46,60
21.73ST, DEV, 11,17 22,90 24.72 25,66 26,06 472.290
*
124,60 524,30 611.20 666,60 766,30
42,00 29,00 55.00 42,00
34.300
191.200S1232 39,00 37,00 37.0063.00
32.00
63.00
48.00
41.00
193.00
314.00
36.60
62.60
5 , 66
13.63
’
S1234 34,00 59.00
63.00
66.00
69.00
90.00
97.00
66,00
67,00
315.00
340.00
63.00
66.00
20.02
9,54 91.000 •
267.00 290 .00 264,00 245,00 1353.00
54,1257,40 56.00 56,80 49,00 17. 9i15,49 24,22 12.85 22,22 16,<J 320.943165 . 00 493,70
51331
51332
51333
51334
41.00
16.00
22,00
31,00
38.00
25.00
30.00
45.00
25.00
9.00
66
. 00
55.00
56.00
27.00
18.00
73.00
56.00
90.00
23.00
12.00
95.00
60|00
71.00 1
154.00
79,00
266 .00
269.00
303.00
15.60
53.60
53.80
60.60
6,14
27.92
18,05
2l,8(j
37.700
779.300
325,700
475.300
•
* experimenter
143,00 193,00 233.00 263,00 42,92
26,60 36,60 46.60 92,60 24.04
I
ST, dev, 8,96
VARIANCE 60,30
•«*••••***••***•••••
11,93
142,30
30 >63
936.30
31,26
970{3O 860|70
:::::::
570.077
TME*TH£NT
! 1
1«£*ThEnT
I 2
"<EATheNT
! 3
SUKHART for
T3 AT fl
TOTAL
mean
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
992,00
39*47
14i31
204,84
647,00
43U3
21,73
471,96
737.00
49.13
23.12
534. >5
755,00
50,33
2S.61
655,67
7l9,00
47,93
23,97
574,64
frOiOO
m.
& 6.00 •
0
28.00 *
24.00 •
20.00 • 12 3 4 5
PSRIOD OF THE INTbRVlEH
F1G.C8, MEAN FREQUENCIES oF oThER REFERENCE RESPONSES EMITTED BY EACH TREaTmEnT Group DURING THE SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD,
N«l5 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
Table ci5
MEANS AND standard DEVIATIONS FQR NUH06R OF OTHER hEfErENCE RESPONSES
obtained in Each period of the InTehvjen
BY EACH treatment QROuP IN THE
SECOND EXPERIMCnTaL PeRIOq
•Parameters* period 1 • PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 period 5 •
TREATMENT 1 • MEAN • 46.400 • 36 200 46.933 42.200 45.267 •
* ST. DEV, • 18.279 • 13 919 23.304 19,575 25.038 •
TREATMENT 2 * MEAN * 42.200 • 42 2«7 46.033 39.333 53.400 *
• STtOEV. • 14.948 • 20 004 23.025 16,948 28.488 •
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN * 43.600 • 45 l33 41
.
44,667 41.267
• ST. DEV, •
* •
14.973 • 22 313 21.005 24,400 21.262 •
NOTE.-NtlS FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TAeWE C16
OTHER RBi^eRBNce Responses emitted by each subject
OURINO EACH PERIOD OF ThE INTBRVIBH by
TREATMENTS AND EXPeRIHeNTERS |N THE
SECOND experimental PERIOD
.1.78
SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 . TOTal MEAN ST.DgV. variance
62111
52112
52113
52114
S2119
56.00
56.00
52.00
51.00
93^00
61,00
93.00
26.00
97.00
94.00
22. UO
52.00
15. 00
37.00
78.00
25.00
96.00
84.00
29(00
26.00
69,00
279.00
359.00
154.00
196.00
298.00
95.80 11.76
71.80 16.22
30.00 12,11
99.60 11.59
99.60 26.97
130.700
263,200
146.700
140. JOO
816,300
TOTAL
MEAN
ST, 06V,
VARIANCE
268,00
53(60
2(30
9,30
231,00
46,20
14,31
204,70
249.00
49.60
30.07
904.20
256,00
91(20
27(62
762,70
284,00
56, 8o
29,98
874,70 471.843
iheathent
I 1
EXPERIMENTER
E 2
52211
52212
52213
62214
S2219
29.00
96i00
39.00
23.00
10.00
39.00
44.00
39.00
11.00
22,00
49.00
61.00
44.00
19.00
11.00
39. 00
40i00
37.00
22(00
16.00
40(00
63.00
44.00
7.00
9.00
196.00
264.00
195.00
70,00
70,00
99.20 7.09
92.60 10.26
39.00 4.64
19.60 6.9i
14.00 5,7o
90.200
105.700
21.500
47.000
32.500
TOTAL
mean
ST, dev,
VARIANCE
193(00
30,60
16,95
267,50
191.00
30,20
13,46
161,70
leu.oo
36.00
21.93
461.00
196,00
31,20
10,38
107,70
163,00
32,60
24,09
560,30
803,00
277.610
62311
S2312
62313
S2314
S2319
41.00
90.00
47.00
54.00
43(00
39.00
37.00
42.00
19.00
24.00
31.00
49.00
54.00
69.00
72.00
44.00
63.00
46.00
46,00
22(00
21 ,
62,00
99,00
176.00
308.00
230.00
250.00
200.00
35.20 9.26
61,60 20.17
46.00 5.15
90.00 19.39
40.00 20.09
86.200
406,000
26.500
374.500
403.500
SUMMARY FOR
T1 AT F2
* total 275,00 161, Ou 279.00 221,n0 232,00 • 1164 , 00
* mean 95.00 32,20 99.00 44,20 46,40 * 46,56 *
* STiORVi 20.19 10,08 16.97 14.60 19,26 • 17.37
* variance 407,90 101.70 27. .So 213.20 370, 80 • 301.757
total 696,00 943,00 7o4.00 633, qO 679,00 3295.00
• MEAN 46,40 96,20 46.93 42(20 49,27 * 43.40 •
* ST, DEV, 18(28 13. ,2 23.30 19,97 25,04 • 20.24 •
• V.RMnCS 334,11 193,74 943.07 383,17 626,92
.
409.566 •
, S2121 47,00 29,00 36.00 23(00 46,00 161,00 36.20 10.47 10V.700 .
• $2122 57,00 48,00 71.00 53,00 102,00 * 331,00 66.20 21.76 473.700 •
• S2123 62,00 96,00 67.00 64,00 96,00 * 365 ,00 77.00 17.44 304 ,000 •
• $2124 68,00 63,00 19.00 40,00 61,00 • 271,00 54,20 24.63 606.700 •
* $2129 98,00 39,00 97.00 73,00 94,00 • 357,00 71,40 25,85 660.300 •
* TOTAL 292,00 271,00 290.00 253,00 419,00 • 1525,00 .
• MEAN 98,40 54.20 56.00 50,60 83,00 • 61,00 *
• ST, DEV, 7,70 26,77 30.72 19,76 22,40 • 24.06 •
* variance 90,30 716,70 944.00 3»0,30 ^05, 20 * 979.667 •
S2221 32,00 50,00 40.00 32.50 54,00 • 206,00 41,60 10.14 102,600 .
• $2222 37,00 29,00 39.00 32,00 16,00 * 193,00 30.60 9,07 62.300 *
• $2223 47,00 20,00 20.00 25,00 22,00 • 134,00 26.60 11.40 131.700 •
• $2224 23i00 59,00 40.00 27(00
‘
38,00 f 187,00 37.40 14.05 197.300 *
• $2225 25,00 28,00 56.00 51,00 63.00 * 225,00 45.00 17.45 304.500 •
* total 164,00 166,00 197.00 167,00 193.00 • 907,00
« MEAN 32,80 37,20 39.40 33,40 38,60 • 36.28 *
> ST, dev, 9,71 16,46 13.46 10,31 20,12 * 13.56 *
* VARIANCE 94,20 271,70 180.60 IO6 , 30 404(00 • 183.877 •
• $2321 21.00 22,00 46.00 30,00 39,00 160,00 32.00 11. 5i 132.500 •
* $2322 38,00 41,00 33.00 24,00 26,00 • 162,00 32.40 7,37 54.300 •
• $2323 41,00 29,00 37. 00 24,00 22,00 153,00 30,60 8.2o 67.300 •
• $2324 50,00 54,00 63.00 63,00 96,00 • 306,00 61.20 13,07 170,700 •
* $2329 27,00 31,00 16.00 29,00 46.00 * 149,00 29,60 10.76 115.700 *
• TOTAL l77,00 177,00 217.00 170,00 169.00 • 930,00 •
• mean 39,40 35,40 43.40 34,00 37,60 • 37.20 •
* ST, DEV, 11,90 12,42 24.95 16,45 14,04 • 15.52 •
* variance 132,30 154,30 622.30 270,90 197,20 • 241 . 000 •
* TOTAL 633,00 634,00 704.00 590(00 001,00 • 3362,00 •
• mean 42,20 42,27 46.93 39,33 53,40 * 44,63 *
ST, DEV, 14,95 20,00 23.63 16,99 88,49 • 21. 4l
458.497
•
VARIANCE 223,46 403,35 567.64 287,24 811,54 •
25,00 17,00 20.00 6,00 9.00 , 77,00 15.40 7.63 61.300
$2132 44,00 95,00 44.00 51,00 41,00 • 215,00 43,00 5.79 33.500 •
82,00 27,00 1».U0 31,00 39,00 • 194,00 38,60 24,66 618.200 •
• $2134 32,00 95,00 53.00 103,00 42,00 • 325,00 65,00 32.04 1026.500 •
• $2139 55.00 48,00 17,00 34,00 84,00 • 178,00 35.60 15.92 253.300 •
* TOTAL 238,00 222,00 153.00 225,00 191,00 • 989,00 *
* MEAN 47,60 44,40 30.60 45,00 30,20 * 39,56
24.30
•
« ST,DEV, 22,39 30,48 16.68 36,19 13,65 • 594.423
•
• variance 901.30 926,80 278.30 130«,50 191, 7o • *
46,00 51.00 46,00 96,00 251,00 90,20 3.49 12.200
16,00 33.00 25, OB 88,00 • 130,00 26.00 5,43 *
25,00 44,00 6U.OO 74,00 36,00 * 239,00 47.80 3 / 7 . ^ U u
*
33,00 50,00 44.00 30,00 50,00 • 207,00 41.40
•
« 33,00 29.00 31,00 62(00 220,00 44.00 22.14
total 177,00 193,00 2l7.00 200(00 252,00 4 1047,00
41,68
*
39,40 36,60 43.40 41(60 90,40 • 15,5410,64 13,26 12.74 20,06 80,8? • 241.527
* VARIANCE 113(30 179,80 162.30 403^30
90,00
434,80 •
62,00 87.00 29,00 « 270,00 54,00 22.01 484.500
*
• $2332
$2399
44.00
56.00
34.00
89.00
55.00
35.00
77.00
22.00
30,00
94(00
74 00
26(00
76,00
67j00
•
167.00
348.00
272.00
33.40
69,60
54.40
13,79
19,96
190.300
396.300
•
* 33.00 29i00 18,00 149,00 29,60 9.20
TOTAL 239,00 262,00 252.00 237,00 216,00 1206.00 46.24
• 47,80 92^40 50.40 47 40 43(20 • • 20.66
* 8T,OEV,
VARIANCE
6:65
44,20
2S«44
949,30
29.41
864.80
18170
349(80
86,34
693(70 427.023 *
experimenter
E 1
summary For
T2 AT F2
I 3
experimenter
E 2
APPENDIX D
TABULATIONS OF PROBABILITY SCORES
40*00
179
36i00
PERIOD OF THE INTERVIEW
F(Q<Di. SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE PROBAIILI^Y SCORE MEANS OBTAINED BY EACH TREATMENT GROUP DURING The FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD,
N«15 FOR each treatment GRqUP
table D1
SCHOOL RESPONSE PROBABILITY SCORE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
obtained in Each period of the intemvieh
BT EACH treatment OROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental PERIOD
. PiRAMSTSRS. PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PEPI®D 3 PERIOD 4 period 5 •
TREATMENT 1 MEAN • 23.061 2Bi234 20.507 13,667 9.600 •
• ST, DEV, # 20.696 15.104 20.009 15,933 0.865 •
TREATMENT 2 MEAN • 2S.961 17»lST 19. 10’ 23.454 10.273 •
t
ST, DEV, •
*
15.999 121063 12.043 15,047 12.493 •
TREATMENT 3
*
MEAN • 34.521 18.624 23,531 26.676 •
STTDEV. •
t
17. SIT 16*349 14.936 20,905 17.131 •
N0TB.«N<1B FOR lAOH TRBATMENT GROUP
table D2
SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE PROBAHlLlTT SCORES FOR EACH SUBJECT
DURING EACH PERIOD OF ThE InTERvIEN BT
treatments and expeRiRenters In the
FIRST EXPfiRlMENrAL PERIOD
ISO
* SUBJECTS period 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4 PbRIOD 9 • total MEAN ST, DEV. variance •
* Sllll 7,41 31,56 47.50 16,22 16,67 • 119,38 23.68 15.80 249.779
* S1112 27,71 18,35 25.25 32,10 0,00 • 103,41 20.68 12.59 158.453 •
• SlllS 42,03 22,22 0.00 5,96 7,14 • 76,95 15.39 17.01 289.470 •
• S1114 17,46 56,10 30.00 17,78 4,23 • 125,57 25.11 19.57 383.129 •
* S1119 62,61 38,10 20.69 40,24 11.27 • 192, 9i 38.98 27.42 751.879 “
* TOTAL 177,22 166,35 123.44 111,90 39, 3i , 618,22
• mean 39,44 33,27 24.69 22,36 7,86 • 24.75 •
• ST, dev, 29,31 14,93 i7.13 13,74 6,42 *
* variance 859,29 223,03 293.60 108,87 41.16 * 367
.
197 •
* *1211 33,77 39,78 4.48 0)00 1,05 * 79,08 l5.02 19,32 373.326 .
• Si212 10,46 38,05 14.29 2) 08 0)00 • 64,90 12.98 15. 2o 230.940 *
* S1213 28,97 42.00 54.24 51,28 16,92 • 193,01 36 . 60 15. ?i 246.894 •
• S1214 6,85 10.71 1.20 15)12 16,28 t 50,16 10.03 6.20 38.379 •
• 51219 16,67 33,73 11-54 10,19 9,8o • 81.93 16.39 10 . 08 101.536 •
• total 96.34 164,27 05.75 78,67 44,05 469,08
* MEAN 19,27 32,65 17.15 15,73 8.8i • 18,76 *
ikeathent
! 1
experimenter
E 2
• VARIANCE 133,76 162.44 457.56 432,16 66,10 273.011 •
. S1311 36,11 12.90 16.67 11)11 25,64 102.43 20.49 10.38 107.673 •
* S1312 3,33 40.91 63 . 08 2,27 6,76 116,35 23,2? 27.42 751.797 *
* S1313 0,00 27,36 6.35 1,05 2,75 37,51 7.50 11.36 129.039 o
S1314 14,55 2,63 9. 09 0,00 25,49 51,76 10,35 10.19 103.792 •
S1315 18,37 9,09 3.23 0,00 0,00 30.69 6,l4 7,78 60.536 •
E 3 • TOTAL 72.36 92,89 90.42 14,43 60.64 338,74
• MEAn 14,47 18,58
15,43
19.68 2,89 12,13 13,55 •
• ST, DEV, 14,29 24 .76 4,69 12, 50 15.59 •
* variance ?0*.25 238,11 6i3.26 22,01 156,24 243.042 •
TOTAL 345,92 423,51 307.6i 205,00 144,00 1426,04 ,
summary For mean 23,06 28,23 20.i>l 13,67 9.60 19.01 •
ST, DEV, 20,70 15,10 20 . 01 15,93 8,87 17.54 •
Tl AT Fi VARIANCE 428,33 228.14 400-35 253,87 78,59 * 3Q7.602 •
S1121 32,65 20.00 23-08 25,00 14,29 • 115,0? 23.00 6.75 45.498 .
S1122 38,71 13,24 l9 . 12 0,00 1,43 • 72,50 14.50 15.73 247.533 •
S1123 8,45 16,13 20.39 6,94 2,56 • 54,47 10.89 7.22 52.163 •
S1124 31,06 20,51 29.03 3,45 17,54 • 101,61 20,32 11. OQ 121.001 A
S1125 44 ,44 56,06 40.63 27,59 30,00 • 198,72 39,74 11.53 132.929 *
E 1 TOTAL l55,33 125,94 132.25 62,90 65, »2 • 542,32 •
MEAN 31,07 25,19 26 . 45 12,60 13,16 • 21.69 •
ST, DEV, 13,70 17,51 8.00 12,78 11,77 • 14.27 A
VARIANCE 167,82 306,67 77.38 163. 2» 138,50 • 20-F.561 •
S1221 22,41 4,62 16.36 6,02 2,56 • 52,77 10,55 0.48 71.833 •
S1222 14)29 17,74 34.62 41,46 21.43 • 129,54 25,91 11. 6i 134.078 *
S1223 36,36 7,41 o.oo 39,13 0,00 • 82.90 16.50 19.58 383.408 •
S1224 17,39 17,39 9.66 53,33 41,18 A 134,95 26,99 19,59 383.610 *
S1225 39,47 24,62 7.95 16,50 9,09 • 96,43 19,69 12.04 16A.899 •
E 2 total 129,92 71,76 64.59 157,24 75,06 • 498,59 .
MEAN 25,98 14,36 12-92 31,45 15, 0i • 19,94 •
ST.DEV, 11,32 8,20 13.48 19,16 16,83 • 15.11
VARIANCE 128,23 67,26 lai . ?6 367,01 263,15 • 220.265 •
S1321 0,00 17,91 0-00 14,10 0)00 « 32.01 6.40 0.07 78.663 A
29.63 22.64 17.65 25,86 8.82 • 104,60 20,92 8.07 65.082 •
S1323 43,10 3,57 0.00 27,03 0.00 • 73,78 14.76 19.49 379.795 A
S1324 60,96 13,56 6. 85 21,74 2,06 * 105,99 21.20 23,36 545 047 A
Sl325 15,30 1,96 6 . 49 42,86 1,54 • 68,23 13.65 1? , 25 297.698 •
E 3 total l49,i7 59,64 30.99 131,59 13,22 • 384,61 •
mean 29,83 11.93 6.20 26,32 2,64 • 15,30 •
ST, DEV, 23,70 8,98 7.22 • 10,54 3,65 * 16,09 •
VARIANCE 961,60 80.60 52.12 lll)l5 13,35 • 250.794 •
TOTAL 434,42 257,36 227.83 351,81 154,10 A 1425,5? •
SUMMARY FOR mean 26)96 17,16 15.19 23,49 10)27 A 19 ,01 •
ST, DEV, 15,99 12,66 12.84 15,89 12,49 A 15,20 •
T2 AT Fl VARIANCE 255,64 165,47 164.94 251,12 156,08 • 231 . 152
51131
51132
51133
51134
S1139
20,45
38,16
16,90
36.11
74,98
43,40
29.59
69.35
21 18
35.42
48.78
12.39
28.30
59,83
35,21
14,93
19.61
72i58
14. 8i
31,03
59,38
42.71
33.33
190 .24
217,31
186.94
142.46
220.46
38,05
43.46
37.39
26.49
44
,
q9
20.69
17,76
18.98
12.60
25.27
TOTAL
MEAN
ST, dev,
VARIANCE
175,09
35,02
16,87
284,72
253,03
50.61
20 . 19
407,46
146
.
07
29.21
l3.87
192.44
201,96
40,39
25,07
626,31
181,26
36,25
16,37
268,04
957,41
428
.
192
315.344
360. 2Q7
158.748
638.536
349.606
THEATMENT
1 3
51231
51232
51233
51234
51235
10,64
21i31
33,33
95,76
23,86
34,09
29,51
20,79
27,78
24,32
6.78
29
, 09
l4.8i
3.26
28.87
13,73
38, i6
8 ,6d
46, 5l
18,33
48,10
6,93
18,66
111.75
136,42
125,63
91,73
125,36
22.35 17.14
27,28 7.79
25, l3 15,76
18.35 22.57
25.07 4.42
293.847
60.701
246.360
509.410
19.523
total
mean
ST, DEV,
variance
142,90
28,98
16)23
263,39 25,62
62.81
16.56
1208
146.03
90, i4
18,03
15,60
243,2?
138,95
27.71
18, 5i
342,63
590,69
198.479
SlS3l
51332
51333
51334
S1339
24|62
92,63
11,11
60,82
90,69
18,75
30,96
22.90
33,82
27,63 3.45
25,00
13,48
15, 18
4,21
36,11
14,29
15,94
12)90
1,09
79,48
132,48
65,18
160,60
87,03
15,90 l9,8o
26,50 16,75
13,04 7,42
32,12 18.69
17,41 21.48
249.556
280. 7U
95.103
349.482
461.202
SUMMARY FOR
t3 at n
total
mean
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
TOTAL
MEAN
199,83
39,97
21,06
444,40
917,82
34.92
17.92
306,89
133,26
26,65
6,07
36,82
922,78
34,15
16,35
50.46
lO.lO
14.35
209. a?
279.36
18-62
14.94
223.07
60,87
l^,l7
10
, 1 ?
103,48
352,97
23,93
20,90
437,00
80.33
16,07
12,64
199,81
400.14
26.66
17,13
293,47
924,77
329.252
I181
PEHIOD OF |Hb INTtRVlEw
l-ib.D2. SCHOOL REFEfleNCF RESPONSE PROftAPUlTY SCORE MEANS OSTAlNbU «Y EACH TREAlMtNl GROUP DURING THE SECOND ExPEHIMGMAL PERIOD.
Nei5 FOR EALm iHtATMgNT GROUP
TAHLE DJ
SCHOOL RESPONSE PHOSAblLlTY SCOHt MEANS AND STANUahD UEVUTIONS
obtained in Each pehiod of the InteRvie*’
0Y EACH TREaTmEM GROUP IN THE
SECOND EXPEHlMfcNTAL PERIOD
•Parameters period 1 f'fcRIOU 2 PgRlOu 3 PERIOD 4 Period s •
* trfatment 1 • MEAN 33.990 35 , 0 23.052 18,745 24.865 •
• ST. DEV. 15.188 i^c »59e 22. 450 15,100 22.762 •
• TRFATMENT 2 • MEAN 37 . 625 22. ’91 41,151 24.676 •
• ST. DEV. 17.298 17.406 19.0/5 18,641 18.920 •
• TREATMENT 3 * MEAN 34.499 29 1 2^9 30. ‘^2 28,118 22.745 •
• ST. DEV. 17 . 954 20.064 25.087 21,738 16.181 •
)
)
N0TE,-N»15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TAILE
SCMOQL KirfiRINCg RGSPONSI PPOSAHlLlTY SeOMf rOR iACM SUBJICT
OURINQ lAOH PIftlOD or ThI INTBBV!|N BY
TREaTMBNTS and BXPbRlNeNVlBt In tmb
BflOOND EXP|R1MENTAL PIRIOD
TKEATHENT
! 1
subjicti PERIOD 1 ptRr^r t PGRIOO 3 period 8 PHIQO 9 total MEAN ST. DEV, variance
91111 27,20 39,29 9.92 21»4S 13,69 107,29 21,46 10.30 106.173 •
12112 36,92 33,66 i5.32 28,1? f«,09 139,62 27,12 6.38
93113 31,98 21,21 47.62 5.7? 2*, 27 135,49 27, o9 15,2« 233.87892114 19,09 2,63 1.69 42,22 49,02 • 94,81 18.96 19.19 368,073 •
92119 32,61 9,78 9.62 5,00 0.00 93,01 10,60 12. ?8 163.408 •
• 1 1 TOTAL 186,96 112.97 7P.t7 76,49 116,19 • 926,18'
HiAN 29,39 20, ’1 l9.*9 15(?| 13,64 •
ST,DlV, 6,67 14,38 16.37 0#8? 18,26 14.00 •
VARIANCE 44,43 206,67 337.26 a’l.i 334,09 • 195.927 *
93211 34,21 16.67 27.63 14,49 « 118.91 22.90 T.«l 62.601
92212 19,38 3.17 1,96 1,56 30,13 6.03 9.84 38.067 •
92213 94,76 39,38 42.31 2,. 3* t9,23 • 190,04 38,01 10. «1 119.045 •
92214 64,06 84.92 17|66 36,36 248,71 49,74 21.68 470.085 •
92219 16,87 73.17 67.69 82,66 6?, 14 267,31 97,46 27. «o 778.454 •
* i 2 TOTAL l77|78 207,12 206.67 105,39 173,60 870,70
MEAN 39,99 41,42 41.33 21,0? 34,76 «
ST,OEV, 23.98 26,33 27.12 15,32 32.06 24,9s •
VARIANCE 973,99 893,45 735.44 238,73 1027,90 601.672 •
92311 11.83 23,94 17,59 133,26 26,66 It.Oi 121.313
92312 20,91 93,09 19.67 2,86 0,00 •8,19 19.23 21.13 446.362
92313 92,88 39,13 19.38 0,00 4,69 112,04 22.41 22.78 518.756 •
92314 30,77 34,48 12.66 17,28 12,88 107,87 21.97 10.35 107.033 •
92319 38,97 81,29 0 . uo 53,23 36,07 189,16 37,83 23.97 555.571 *
• is total 184,98 218,06 59.14 97,33 60,99 636,50 *
mean 37,00 43,21 11.63 19,4? 16,20 39.94
ST, DEV. 12,18 13,66 7.33 21,32 19,27 18.35 •
VARIANCE 146,23 186,64 93.72 494,71 233,20 336.859 •
TOTAL 909,70 925,75 345.78 281,1? 372,96 2035,38 ,
• SUMHAR? FOR MEAN 33,98 39,05 23.05 18,74 24,87 27.14 •
ST, DEV, 19,19 20,60 22.45 15|10 22.76 20.03 •
• Tl AT P2 variance 230,86 424.27 503.99 228,02 5l0,lO 401.306 *
182
92121
92122
92123
S2124
92125
34.72
30,19
20,99
19,05
37.72
36,17
28,57
0.96
29,27
93,66
u.uo
23.40
32.32
76.25
3.81
82.30
30,89
35,39
91,81
15,91
19,30
5,5o
8,97
8,89
1?,24
• 192,49
118,51
98,13
181,27
128,34
30.50
23.70
19.63
36.29
29.6?
23,00
10.59
14,84
27.42
19.83
529.222
112.072
220.197
751.771
393.206
1
• E TOTAL 142,63 184,63 135. /e 196,22 99,50 • 678,76 .
mean 28,53 26,93 27.16 39,24 11.90 • 27.19 •
ST.DEV, 8,26 19,10 30.95 16,16 6,01 • 19.20 *
VARIANCE 68,21 364,96 933.37 329,90 36,10 • 368.730 •
92221 42,62 29,11 34.72 95, 6A 11.92 . 184,05 96.81 12. «9 168.801 .
S2222 33,93 9.62 20.41 9,68 74,60 • 144,44 28.89 27.7s 771.077 *
92223 37,33 52.08 31.25 40,98 91.11 • 220,75 84.19 9.32 86.694 •
92224 54,55 7.22 18.84 47,06 26,98 • 154,69 30.93 19.63 385.504 •
• 92229 59,46 31.68 6.49 18,29 9,97 • 118,09 23.62 22. 61 511.105 *
• 2 • E 2 TOTAL 227.89 129,91 111.71 171,09 160.56 • 821,98 .
MEAN 45,58 29.98 22.34 34,38 36,12 * 32.88 •
ST, DEV, 11.02 18.34 11.18 22,60 26,92 • 19,30 *
variance 121.82 336.35 124.96 510,67 7J4.90 • 372.373 •
92321 72,73 22,97 34.25 56,52 41,79 • 228,26 45,65 19.43 377.681 •
92322 44,74 11,99 20 .34 60 ,66 29,73 • 167,06 33,41 19.57 382.653 •
92323 38,69 36.61 9.09 65,71 18,52 • 171.02 34,20 21.87 476.126 •
92324 0.00 1.96 3.26 30,69 13,04 • 49,11 9.82 12.79 163.469 •
S2329 37.50 3.03 30.43 35,42 26,96 • 133.36 26.6? 13.09 191.734 *
• fcAh'fcRlMtNIfcH
• E 3 TOTAL 193.86 76.36 97.37 249,16 130.06 • 746,81 •
MEAN 38,77 19,67 19.47 49,83 26, 0l • 29.99 •
ST,nEv, 29,95 19,44 13.32 15,67 11,05 • 20.25 •
VARIANCE 673,42 238,26 177.46 245,53 122,03 * 809.910 •
TOTAL 564,38 352.90 344.86 617,2? 370,14 2249,55
* summary r OR mean 37,63 23,53 22.99 81,19 24,66 * 29.99 •
ST, DEV, 17.30 17,41 19.U7 18,84 10.92 19.46 •
• T2 AT F2 VARIANCE 299,21 303.05 363.85 394,97 39?i97 378.049
22.73 0 .00 60,00 10.00 103,44 20.69 23. 4i 547.648
30,43 40,00 41.33 43,96 23,44 179,16 35.03 74 . 102 •
8,95 70,00 72.06 65,05 53,93 266,01 93.20 27.07 •
6,49 7.62 0,00 11.69 89,76 17,99 24.99 624.624 •
92139 18,06 21.94 66.67 20,49 33.33 160.05 92.01 20.29
•
• E TOTAL 126, 15 162,76 187.68 189,46 132.37 798,42
•
MEAN 29,23 32,95 37.54 37,19 26.47 31.94
•
ST, DEV, 22.65 23.74 33.01 27,40 10.04 23. as
•
VARIANCE 513,15 963,64 1009. 75 790,79 319,57
’"fcMMENT experimenter
82231
S2232
92233
92234
82239
TOTAL
REAN
ST, dev,
variance
92331
82332
92339
92334
92339
SUMMARY POR
T3 AT P2
••••••*•*•••••
••••••••••• t*«
TOTAL
MEAN
ST.OEV,
VARIANCE
TOTAL
MEAN
ST, dev,
VARIANCI
98,62 39.28 56.10
39,93 36,67 29.41
97,63 99.10 36.64
36,36 6,96 IJ.73
30.96 99,70 61. ’0
222,90 189,27 197.90
44,98 37,85 39.60
12.87 20.02 l9.69
169,68 400,86 387.96
"46|84'*' 27,91 7.45
16,98 20,83 18.97
49, l9 4,35 4.44
40,68 30,19 40.54
33,69 17,37 14.73
14,63 12,72 18.80
214.12 161,84 249.97
33,93
5<t4l
14,24
39,66
49 , 9q
0,00
?,6l
170,6?
192,0*
204,19
34.13 24.01
38.42 8.2?
40.84 21.42
18.00 18.16
42.04 22.89
576.299
39.351
458.623
261.301
5l2.8i2
188,14
28,83
23,20
938,49
*••••«••
28,2*
30,23
I’llO
5.1^
9,38
112, 8l
22,96
11,09
844,96
*f7t90*
2.86
19|83
29.17
to. *3
133,99
89,87
80,71
145,79
94,80
26.80
17,9?
17.74
29. i9
10.96
14.00
9.86
18, ?0
14.48
8.93
388.198
*196*012
97.199
278.997
209.699
72,681
917.|89 438,88 499.33
34,,90 29,26 30.82
17,,99 20.16 29.09
322,34 402,19 628.38
*6tlT
17,63
10,39
107,19
421,7?
28, It
21,74
472,92
99,99
19,20
10,81
112.67
341,17
22,74
16.11
361,81
913.12
>
)
)
>
)
)
>
)
>
)
>
p
H
0
U
c
0
s
30i00
^7.00
<i4.00
^liOO
18.00
15.00
12.00
9iOO
6.00
3.00
0.00 12 3 4 5
PERIOD OF IHt INTfeRVlEW
iib.D3- reference response probability score means obtaineu by EACH treaImen! gkoup during The first FxPEftiMpMAi. period,
N=15 FOR EACH iKfcATMgNT GROUP
Table D5
FAMILY RESPONSE PROBABILITY SCOmE MEANS AND SUNOaHD DEVIATIONS
obtained in Each period of the inteRvier
BY EACH TREaTmENI GROUP IN THE
FIRSI experimental PERIOD
Parameters. PERIOD 1 MEHIOU 2 PgfilUu 3 PERIOD 4 period 5 •
TRF4TMENT 1 • MEAN • 5 785 6|206 3 . 7lb 26,034 17.127 .
ST. DEV. . 8.651 12.294 10.788 19,403 23.953 •
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN • 3.811 21',39i 7.9V1 8.164 2.195 •
ST. DEV. * 7.90A 13.899 11.’<J9 12.644 3.540 *
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN * 5.055 5(400 5.952 7,061 4.271 *
ST. DEV, • 5.726 V , 7 0 0 lO.ifPV 13,493 7.906 •
NDTF.-KslS FOP EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TABLE DA
FAHtLY RIFERINCE RESRONSg RROBAUlLlTY tCORlS FOR EACM lUBJfiCT
DURING EACH RiRlOO UF ThE iNTERVtfB BY
treatments and KXRbRiHENTIRS tN THE
FIRIT BXRBRIHENTAL RIRtOD
184
• e 1
MEAN
ST,0fiV,
variance
44.19
8,84
10.63
112.
20.94
4,11
9,34
28,53
12-11
2-42
2-59
6.69
103.Q7
20.61
13,74
188,89
33,80
6,76
9.97
89,66
•
213,71
8.59
10.68
114.092
*
91211 0«00 O.Ob 1.49 11.94 10.53 33.56 4.71 9.82 33.8i4 ,
91212 OiOO 0,00 0 . iio 69,79 78,15 147,94 29.59 40.62 1650.204 •$1213 4,76 0.00 0.00 3,08 7,84 1.97 2.23 4.963 •
91214 2.74 0.00 42.17 51,16 13,99 110,02 22.00 23.33 •
91219 1.19 0.00 0.00 42,99 34.31 78,09 15.62 21.09 443.223 •
* E 2 TOTAL 8,69 0.00 43.66 179,08 140,02 367,49
MEAN 1.74 0,00 8.73 39, Q2 28,00 •
ST. DEV. 2,03 0,00 18.70 28,74 30,33 23.67
VARIANCE 4.12 0,00 349.82 826,12 ’l«.6l 560.249 •
S1311 0.00 0.0^ 0 . 00 19.67 0.00 16,67 3.33 7.46 55.576$1312 9,00 21.21 38,64 11,62 86.47 17.29 15.33 234.981 •$1313 29,25 6,60 0 . 00 13,61 61,47 107,00 21.40 24.27 569.256 •$1314 3,64 44,74 0 . 00 11,11 0,00 59,49 11.90 l«.9i 357.634 •
91319 0,00 0,00 U . 00 32,26 0,00 32,26 6.49 14.43 208.142 •
• E 3 TOTAL 33.89 72,55 u.uu 112.96 83,09 301.89
mean 6,78 14,51 u.uo 22.47 18,62 •
ST, DEV, 10.56 18,99 0 . uo 12.22 26,76 16.99 •
VARIANCE 111.53 360,60 0.00 149,32 7i6,3o 287.234 •
tot/TL 06,77 93,09 55./? 3’0,5l 256, 9i 883,05
• SUMMARY FOR MEAN 5.78 6.21 3.72 26,03 17,13 11.77 •
ST, DEV, 8,65 12.29 10 . 79 19,40 23,95 17.04 •
* T1 AT Fj VARIANCE 74,84 191,13 116.36 376,49 573.75 318.283 •
«*•••*••*•*•*
SUBJECTS ReRIOD 1 RERIQD 2 PiHlULl 3 PfiRlDO 4 REI{OD 9 total mean ST.ofiVt variance
91111
81112
S1113
SlllA
91119
29,93
12,09
1.99
4,74
OiOO
9,26
12.84
29.73
lr23
37.64
19.91
14,08
1».T2
60.92
32,11
38,49
40,99
41.93
12.18
6.44
14.91
9.94
16. 4i
6.2o
11.37
210.414
35.299
269,442
38.391
IOT.469
51121
51122
51123
51124
91129
40
.
OO
39,71
36.96
16.67
1.92
36,21
17,24
48,16
50,14
92,18
84.01
30.01
9.63
10.03
16.44
16.80
l7 , 34
16. So
13.99
11.30
6.77
TOTAL
mean
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
134,46 66,33
13,27
14,31
204,63
304,50
51221
51222
51223
$1224
S1229
15.36
19,35
29,63
4,35
0.00
0,00
2.44
0,00
3.33
15,38
23,71
29,63
17,11
7,69
6.86
6.24
13.25
total
MEAN
ST, dev,
VARIANCE
13,74
11.87
140. 9-J
93,52
2.99
22.64
l.Sl
8.73
300.677
282.339
184.604
127.583
45.868
179.718
47.309
67.907
175.587
15.096
11.827
$1323 0,00 21.43 U . uo 0,00 0.00 21,43 4.29 9 , 5a 91,849 •
91324 0,00 20,34 38.36 1,49 ,00 80,15 12, 03 17.06 290.926 •
$1329 2,56 35,29 32.47 37,14 ,00 107,46 21,49 18.55 344.022 •
• E 3 total 9,97 102,69 74 . 75 50,66 2.50 240,57 •
mean 1,99 20.54 14.95 10,13 0,5o 9.62 •
ST, dev, 3,22 11,52 l6.«7 15,92 1.12 13.63 •
VARIANCE 10,40 132, 7u 355.91 253,47 1.29 105.872 •
TOTAL 57,17 305,86 119.8/ 122,76 32,93 638,59 .
* SUMMARY FOR MEAN 3,81 20,39 7.99 8.18 2.20 8,51 •
ST, DEV, 7,90 13.90 11.93 12.64 3,54 12.21 •
• T2 AT Fi VARIANCE 62,47 193,19 142.31 199,86 12,53 149.152
$1131 2.13 9.26 U • UO OinO 0.93 12.32 2.46 3.9o 15.190
0,00 o,ou 0 . uo 1.41 0.00 1.41 0.28 0 . 63 •
2.27 11,32 u . uo 49,29 3,13 65,97 13.19 20.60 424.562 •
0,00 4,06 23.01 0,00 0,00 27,09 5.42 9,99 •
S1139 2.82 0,0U 28.30 0,00 0,00 31,12 6.22 12, 4o
•
* El total 7,22 24,66 51-31 50,66 4,06 137,91 •
1.44 4,93 10.26 10, 13 0.81 5.52 •
1.34 9,22 14.18 21,08 1,36 11.65
•
VARIANCE 1,80 27,23 200.95 478,57 1.84 135.666
•
0.00 O.OO U.UO 3,92 0,00 3,92 0,78 1.75
•
8,2. 3.64 3,64 l.«7 26,99 5.40 3.45 11.915 •
0.99 4 . 94 23,66 0,00 29,59 5.92 10,13 •
8,60 6,67 25.00 15,89 26,73 82.89 16.58 9,17
•
S1239 3,41 0 I 9U U.UO 0(00 7,69 12.00 2.40 3,27
*
• experimenter
• E 2 total 21.85 16.76 33.56 47,11 155,39
MEAN 4,37 3,35 6.72 9,42 7,22 6.22
"
4 66 3,79 10.45 9,96 11,36
VARIANCE 21.73 14,33 109.26 99,26 128,96
I
'’EATmenT
! 3
2«.6l2 •
0.000 •
220.301 •
8.078 •
63.505 •
p
H
0
5
C
0
H
b
S
iOiOO
27.00
«^liOO
la.oo
15.00
12*00
9iOO
6.00
3*00
0.00
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PEHIOO UF iHt INTbfiVlEH
M0.D4. FAHiL’f REFER6NCF BfRPONSE PPOflARlLlTY SCORE MEANS O0TA|NtU «Y EACH TflEATMtNl GKOUP DURING THE SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N*15 FOR EACH iNbATM£NT GRqUP
TahlE D7
FAMILY RESPONSE PROBABILITY SCOkE MEAnS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
obtained in each pehiul of The Interview
BY EACH THEa’MEM GROUP IN THE
SECOND experimental PeRIOd
PARAMETtRS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD PERIOD 5 •
treatment 1 MEAN 5.387 5.278 6.7/3 20,165 3.397 •
ST. DEV. 0.740 8.2A9 18.106 12.704 8.183 •
TREATMENT 2 MEAN 8.871 17.839 6.01V 1.593 2.798 •
ST. DEV, 13.934 15.0A9 7 . bye 3,134 7.052 *
treatment 3 MEAN 5.326 7.904 7.029 9,597 10.015 •
ST .DEV , 7.529 12.810 12.027 15,285 14.355 •
N0TE,-Nel5 FOR EACH TREATH6NI GROUP
TA 81.E
FAMILY REFER8NC6 RESPONSE RROSABiLlTY ScORlS FOR EACH SUBJECT
DURINQ EACH RiRiOO UF ThE INTERVIEW faty
treatments and experimenters In tNe
SICOND BXRENINENTAL rbriod
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SUBJECTS
S2111
PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOU 3 period 4 PERIOD ? total MEAN ST.DEV, variance *
• 29.60 4,90 7.14 33, J3 0,00 • 70,97 14, l9 14 . 4 ;
* *
• S2112 13,04 13.86 12.80 2,78 2,52 • 45,10 9,02 9.03
* S 2 1 S 3 0.00 0 uo 34,62 0,00 • 34,62 6.92 19,48 239.709
' 0.00 «,67 0,00 • 6,67 1.33
experimenter
* sail? 19,57 70.79 lliOO 2,20 • 113,34 22,67 27.60 •
E 1 • TOTAL 4S.42 38,33 90.83 88,40 4,72 270,70
* 9,68 7,67 18.17 17,68 0,94 * 10,63
* sT.oev, 10.63 8,74 29.91 16.22
* variance 113,04 76,31 694.65 229,93 1,68 • 262.977 •
• sa 2 ii 23.68 25,33 6.»e 23, i9 30,49 . 109,27 9,0i
• 1.61 0,00 . 00 19,61 0,00 • 21.22 4,24 0.62
• S221S 3,57 10,77 1.26 11,94 3,08 • 30,64 4.86
• S221A 0,00 0 1 00 0.00 3,?7 0,00 « 3,57
" S221? 0.00 OlOO 0.00 30,49 0,00 • 30,49 6.10 13,64 185.928 •
1 E 2 * TOTAL 28,86 36,10 7.86 88,10 33,57 195,19
• mean 5,77 7,22 1.57 17,76 6,7i • 7,81
• ST.OEV,
VARIANCE
10,12 11,15 2.85 10,37 13,36 • 10.80
* 102,37 124,24 . 14 107,55 178,43 • 116.711 •
• S2311 0,00 3,51 UC 14,08 0,00 • 17,59 3.52 6.10 37.171 ,
• 82312 2i?6 1,23 0 • UO 35,58 12,66 • 52,03 10.41 14.94 223.214 •
• 82313 0,00 1.54 41,25 0,00 • 43,75 6.7? 18.18 330.511 •
• 82314 0.00 0,00 0.00 24,69 0,00 24,69 4.94 11.04 121.919 •
* S231? 0.00 o,ou 1.37 9,68 0,00 * 11,0? 2.21 4.22 17.790 •
E 3 • TOTAL 3,52 4,74 2.Vl 125.28 12,66 , 149,11
• MEAN 0,70 0.95 0.56 25, 06 2.53 • 5.96
• ST, dev, 1.12 1.53 0.80 13,51 5.66 • 11.4s
VARIANCE 1,25 2.33 0 .64 102, ?1 32,06 • 131 . 897 •
total 80.80 79,17 101.60 302.48 50,95 615,00
suMHARy For • mean 5.39 5,26 6.77 20,17 3,4q • 6.20
* ST,D6V, 8,74 8,25 10.11 12,70 8,18 • 13,04
T1 AT F2 • VARIANCE 76,38 68,05 327.83 161,38 66,97 • 169.993 •
, 82121 0,00 2.13 u.uo 0,00 0,00 2,13 0,43 0.95 0.907
• S2122 13.21 17,58 1.06 10,64 0,92 • 43,41 8.68 7,45 55.464 •
* 82123 20,00 6.73 U.UO 0,00 0,00 • 26,73 5.3? 8,69 75.599 •
• $2124 0,00 5.49 0.00 0,00 1.11 • 6,60 1.32 2.38 5.665 •
• S212? 11.40 3,66 1.90 lil4 0,00 • 18,10 3.62 4.55 20.686 •
....
total 44,61 35,59 2.96 11.78 2,03 . 96,97 ,
* mean 6,92 7,12 U.59 2,36 0,41 • 3.86 •
• ST,D6V, 8.75 6,11 0.86 4,66 0,56 • 5.96 •
• VARIANCE 76,61 37,27 0.75 21,69 0,31 • 35.503 •
. S2221 1,64 3.8u 8.33 6,62 2,74 . 23,33 4.67 2.8i 7,920 .
• 82222 0,00 26,65 u.oo 0,00 0.00 • 26.85 5.77 12.90 166.464 •
• 82223 0.00 6,25 6.25 0,00 0.00 • 12,50 2.50 3,42 11.719 •
• 82224 12,99 26.87 20.29 0,00 11.11 • 73,26 14.65 10.77 115.982 •
.
* 8222? 5,41 26,09 18.16 3,17 0,00 • 52,65 10.57 11 . 09 122.973 •
r-[.‘Tii[;[ T
2 E 2 total 20,04 93,86 53.05 9 , 99 13,85 . 190,79 .
• mean 4.01 18,77 10.61 2,00 2,77 • 7,63 •
• ST,d£v, 5.49 12,63 8.48 3,02 4,8l • 9,54 •
VARIANCE 30.09 159,51 71 . 95 9,1? 23,14 • 90.950 •
S2321 0,00 44,59 . 00 OiOO 0,00 • 44 , 59 6,92 19.94 397.654 .
82322 3,95 26,99 22.03 0,0G 0,00 • 54,97 10 99 13.57 184.251 •
S232S 4,17 16,42 6.82 0,00 0,00 « 27,41 5.48 6.77 45.814 •
S2324 54,05 45. li. 5.43 2,13 26,09 • 132,60 26.56 23.15 535.739 •
8232? 6,25 3.U3 U.UO 0,00 0,00 • 9,28 1.66 2.7e 7.755 •
E 3 TOTAL 68,42 138,13 34.28 2,13 26,09 • 269,05 •
MEAN 13.68 27,63 6.86 0,43 5,22 • 10.76 •
ST, dev, 22,66 18.2. 9 . U3 0,9? 11.67 • 16.44 •
variance 514,30 331,38 81.57 0,91 136,14 • 270,249 •
total 133,07 267,56 90.29 23,90 41,97 , 556,81 .
SUMWARy For mean 8,07 17,84 6 . 02 1,59 2 , 8 o • 7.42 *
ST.DEv, 13,93 15,05 7.90 3,13 7,05 • 11.69
136 . 685T2 AT F2 VARIANCE 194,i5 226,47 62.37 9,82 49,73 *
82131 0,00 0 , 0 i. U.uo 0,00 0,00 , 0 ,00 0,00 0.00 0 .000
5,60 6,15 0 . 00 0,00 9,38 • 21,33 4.27 4 .14 l7.1l3 •
82133 13,86 O.OU U.UO 2,91 0,00 • 16,77 3.35 6.01 36.080 *
6,00 1.89 39. U5 18 , 2 ? 46,60 * 111,79 22.36 19 . 81 392.424 •
8213? 4.17 3.08 U.UO 2,27 0.00 • 9,52 1.90 1.86 •
E 1 total 29,63 11.12 39. U5 23,43 55,98 • 159,41
5,97 2.22 7.81 4,69 11,20 * 6.38
11.9s
•
5,03 2.56 17.46 7,70 20,20 •
143.528
•
VARIANCE 25,29 6,54 304.98 59,22 408,20 • *
2.44 53,85 35,90 • 108,38 21.68 22. «5 526.864 •
3,33 5.86 0,00 10,34 • 19,55 3.91 4.36 l9 . 035 •
0,00 U.OO 15,96 0,00 • 15,96 3,l9
3,64 9,64 U.UO 0,00 0,00 * 13,48 2.70 4 . 29 18,433
•
1 .
6,94 2.53 1.19 0,00 3,26 • 13,92 2.78 2.64 6,964
*
! 3 E 2 total 10.58 31,89 9.51 89,81 49,50 > 171,29
6.85
*
6,36 l.PO 13,96 9,9o
12,693,12 6,58 2.94 23,34 15,L4
161 120VARIANCE 9,76 43,26 5.96 544,96 2{9,08 •
;
82331 0,00 0,00
6,25
0.00
24.14
4,29
0.00
0,00
22,86
4.29
53,25
0.86
10,6? 12.01 144.317
3,26 10.00 17,98 5,2l • 37,41 7.48 6.75
•
82334 11,02 16,04 u.uo 28,4? l2,50 • 68,01 13.60 10.24
*
20.80 20.07
E 3
7,90 15,11 11.37 10,14 8.95 • , 10.69 12.7?
* ST, DEV, 11,90 20.40 11.75 12,62 8,99 162.507
79,89 118,56 105.43 143,96 150,22
7.97SUMHART for mean
ST, DEV,
5,33
7,53
7,9u
12,61
7.03
12.03
9,60
15,28
10.01
14,35 12.46
10 <00
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PEKIOD OF THt INTERVIEW
JOlDS. COMBO, reference RESPONSE PROBARlUHr SCORE MEANS OETAINEU BY EACH TreaImEn] GHUUP DURING THE FIRST ExPERIMeMaj. PERIOD,
NB19 FOR EACH IHtATMENT GROUP
Table D9
COMBO, RESPONSE PROBABILITY SCUHt MEANS AND STANOaHO DEVIATIONS
Obtained in each pehiud of the intehvieh
BY EACH TREaIMEM GRUljP IN THE
FIRST experimental P£RIOo
•Parameters* period 1 PERIOD 2 P£RlUu 3 PERIOD 4 period 5 •
TREATMENT 1 • mean • 1.453 0il63 0.19Y’ 1.437 1,619 •
• ST, DEV. * 2.626 0t444 0.77i' 2,689 4.236 •
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN • 0.499 3.179 0.749 1,271 0.462 •
• ST. DEV, •
• •
0.919 5.523 1 1 J56 2.496 1.395 •
TREATMENT 3
• •
* MEAN • 1.546 1i697 0.620 0.387 •
• ST, dev, * 2.591 3i636 0 662 1,473 0.918 •
N0TF.-Kel9 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
COH09, RESPONSE Rfl08*bll.rTT SCORES fOR E*CM SUBJECT
QURiNG EACH RERSOO UF Th& INTERVIEW Vr
treatments ANC EJ'Pfcfi IMENTBRS In THt
FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
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SUBJECTS
Sllll
81112
sms
SlllA
S1T15
Period i period 2
0|00 0|0U U.IPO
total mean ST. dev, variance
10,61
1,23
1A,87
OiOO
0,00
0,00
ll<l
3.70
2.70
- 5
.
50 7.81
l.l5 l.*6
0.74 1
,
A 6
0.34 0.76
1.01 1.60
60.929
2.169
0.576
2.561
total
mean
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
29,31 11.00 • 44,71
^•10 3. *2 • 1,79
3,95 7,32 • 3.89
15,64 53,62 • 15.125
TKfe*TM£NT • experimenter
I 1 . E 2
51211
51212
51213
51214
51215
2.V9
u
'•
uo
0.00 1.34
0.47
2.07
1 . 4 o
0.44
1.788
0.216
4.273
1.949
0.192
total
mean
ST, DEV.
VARIANCE
1.50
2,17
4,85
0,97
1.01
l.Ol 1.592
51311
51312
51313
51314
51315
0,00
OlOO
0,00
0,00
1.35
0,00
0,00
0,00
9,09
0,00
0.000
0.621
0
.
000
16.526
0.000
total
mean
ST, dev,
VARIANCE
0.3C
0.68
0.46
1.35
• • total 21,79 2.44 2 V9 21.55 24,28 73,05
• summary For mEAn 1.45 0.16 U.20 1>44 1,62 0,97 ,
• • ST, DEV, 2,63
6,91
0 ,44 0.77 2,09 4.24 2.62
• Tl AT Fi • variance 0.20 U.60 0,34 17,94 6.858 •
• • Sll2l 2.04 3,33 0 . JO 0,33 0,00 13.70 2.74 3.43 11.775
• • S1122 0 I 00 2.94 U . UO 0.00 0,00 2.94 0.59 l.3i 1.729 •
• 51123 2.82 4,3 U.97 0.00 0.00 0.09 1.62 1.09 3.573 •
• S1124 1.35 1.28 1 61 0.00 5.26 9.50 1.90 1.98 3.918 •
• S1125 0.00 0 OU 4 69 5.17 1.67 11,53 2.31 2. So 6.231 •
• El’" total 6.21 11,05 7.2 7 13,50 6,93 45,76
* MEAN 1.24 2.37 1.48 2,70 1,39 1.83 •
• 0 ST, DEV, 1.25 1.72 I.V3 3,66 2,28 2.26 •
• VARIANCE 1,56 2,94 3. /4 14,92 5,21 5.089 •
. 51221 0,00 0,0. 0 . UO C.QO 9.00 0,00 0
.
QU O.Oo IJ . 0 0 0 .
• S1222 0,00 3,23 u.uo 0,00 0.00 3,23 0.65 l.*4 2.087 •
• S1223 0.00 7.41 u uo 0.00 0,00 7.41 1.48 3.3i 10 .982 •
• 51224 d.oO O.OD U.OO o,dO 0,00 0,00 C ,00 0.00 0.000
• S1225 0.00 0,0c U UO 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 O.Oo 0.000 •
* 2 . E 2 total 0,00 10.64 u . uu u.oo 0.00 10.64 .
* MEAN 0,00 2,13 U . uo 0,00 0.00 0.43 •
ST.OEV, 0,00 3,27 U . UO 0 ,00 0,00 • 1.59 •
• VARIANCE 0.00 10,67 u uo 0,00 0,00 • 2.534 •
Si32l 0.00 0.0 < u uu -'.nO 0,00 . 0.00 O.OU 0.00 0.000 .
Sl322 0.00 3,77 u.uu 0,00 0.00 • 3,77 C 75 1 . 69 ,;.843
51323 0.00 21.43 o.uii 2,70 0.00 • 24.13 4 .83 9.36 87.521
Sl324 0.00 0 01 1. J7 0,00 0.00 • 1.37 0.27 0.61 0.375
• $1325 1,28 0 . oc 2-6u 2.86 0.00 • 6,74 1.35 1.37 1.873 •
• E 3 total 1.28 25 ,2i^ J .9/ 5,56 0.00 • 36,01 •
• MEAN 0.26 5,04 U.79 1.11 0.00 • 1.44 •
ST, dev, 0,57 9.31 1-17 1,52 0,00 • 4.32 •
variance 0.33 86,61 1.37 2.32 D.OO • 10.639 •
. total 7,49 47,69 11-24 19,06 6,93 92.41 ,
Summart For mean 0.50 3.18 U.75 1.27 0.46 • 1.23 •
ST, DEV, 0,92 5,52 1.36 2.50 1,40 • 2.9e •
T2 aT ri variance 0,65 30 ,5c 1.04 6,24 1,95 • 0.873
Sll3l 5,32 6 1 48 U UU 0.92 0.00 • 12,72 2.54 3.11 9.695
51132 0,00 O.OU U . UQ C,00 0,00 • 0,00 0 , no O.Oo •
51133 2,27 13.21 U.UO 4,48 1,56 • 21,52 4.30 5.23 27.385 *
51134 0,00 1,02 U.68 0,00 0,00 • 1,90 0.30 0.52 0.273 •
S1135 0 ,00 0,0c U . UD 0,00 0,00 • 0,00 0.00 0 .00
•
TOTAL 7,59 20,71 U .08 5,40 1.56 • 36,14
1.45
•
1,52 4 ,14 U . 18 1,08 O.Jl •
3.03
•
ST, dev. 2,34 5,74 0 . 39 1,94 0,70 • 9.286
•
variance 5,46 32,94 U.15 3.77 0,49 •
0 . 00 0,0 U UU 0,00 0.00 • 0.00 O.OV 0.00 0.000
*
4 , 92 u ua 0,00 0,00 • 6,56 1.31
•
0 .00 O.OV 2.47 0,00 0.00 • 2,47 0 .49 1 .10
•
O.OU Q . UO 0,00 0 ,99 • 2.07 0.41 0.57
*
*
o,co O.Ou U . UO 0,00 0.00 • 0.00 n . 00 O.Oo
*
experimenter
0,99 11.10
\
^ c 2 total 6,00 1.64 2.4/ 0,00 • 0,441.20 0,33 0.49 0,00 0.20 •
1.12ST, dev, 2,13 0,73 1.10 0,00 0,44 •
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variance 4.54 0.54 1-22 0,00 0.20 •
1
51331
51332
51333
51334
0,00
0.00
6,33
0,00
1.30
0,0c
o.ou
2.5u
0,00
0.00
U.UO
u.oa
o.uo
U . UO
U . uo
u.co
0,00
0.00
3.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0,00
3,26 1
0.00
0,00
10,83
3,90
4,36
0
.
QO
0,00
2,l7
0.76
0.91
0.00
0.00
3.61
1.74
1.43
U
.
000
13.045
3.042
2.040
•
ExcgRImENTER
SUMMARY FOR
T 3 at n
2,5U
0.50
U .22
U .66
U.44
0.65 •
1,46 •
2,15 •
*»,»l •
0,39 •
0,92 •
9,64 •
lOlOO
OlOO
2 J
PERIOD OF THb INTfcfiVjEk
COMBO, reference RESPONSE PROBABILITY ScORE MEANS OBTaINEU BY £acH TrfaImEnT GROUP DURJNO THE SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N=15 FOR each IREATMENT GHQUP
Table Dii
COMBO, RESPONSE probability SCOmE MEAnS AND STAnUaHD DEVIATIONS
OBTAINED IN EACH PERIOD OF ThE InTEHVIER
BY EACH treatment GROljP IN THE
SECOND experimental PERIOD
•Parameters* PERIOD 1 PENIOU 2 PERIUu 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
TREATMENT 1 * MEAN • 0.603 1i064 0.*»A6 2.258 0.137 •
• st;dev. * 1.191 3tl85 0.933 3,197 0.369 *
TREATMENT 2 * MEAN • U .619 1.293 0.596 0.602 0.312 •
• ST. DEV, • 1.191 1|793 0.9t»0 1.205 0.649 •
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN • U.318 0t6R7 0.349 0.509 0.555 •
• st;dev, • 0.735 1.016 0,9^6 0,940 1.046 •
NnTE,-N»l5 FOP EACH TREATMENT GROUP
I
TABLE D12
COHBO, REFERENCE RESPONSE PROBABILITY SCORES FOR EACH SUBJECT
DURING EACH PERIOD OF ThE INTERVIEW PY
treatments and experimenters In the
SECOND experimental PERIOD
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PERIOD I
2,40
PERIOD 2 PERIOD J Period ^ Htwioo 5 • total mean st.dev, variance
iKbATHENT
experimenter
£ 1
S2111
S2U2
92113
S2114
92119
0,00
0,00
11,96
11,54
0,00
4,70
A. 32
11,54 2,31
0.00
3.07
l.Oo
0.62
1
.
006
0,380
26.634
V .,.0
26.849
TOTAL
MEAN
ST, dev.
variance
11.96
2.39
5,35
26,61
5.37
1.U7
1.36
1.92 10,403
92211
92212
92213
92214
92215
4,00
0,00
4,48
0,00
.00
1.96
0.00
2.00
O.Oo
2.16
3.650
0.000
A. 014
0.000
A. 763
TOTAL
MEAN
ST.DEV,
VARIANCE
15,16 1,22 • 26,65
3,03 0.24 « 1.03
2.61 0,55 t 1,69
7.69 0.3o * 3.565
experimenter
E 3
S2311
S2S12
S2313
92314
92315
O.UO
U . UQ
U.UO 1.25
1.23
1.61
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,43
0 . 6i
0.55
0.72
0.000
0,184
0.377
0.303
0.516
• SUMMARY FOR
• T1 AT F2
total
MEAN
ST.DEV,
VARIANCE
9,05
0,60
1.19
1.42
15.96
1,06
3,19
10,15
6.69
0.45
0.93
0.67
33,67
2,26
3,20
10,22
2.06
0,14
0,37
0,14 1
67,63
0,90
2
.
2 l
4.869
S2121 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.000
92122 2,63 1,10 0.00 2,13 0,00 • 6,06 1.21 1.27 1.603
92123 0,00 0,00 O.UO 0,00 0,00 • 0,00 0,00 0 , oo 0,000
92124 0,00 0,00 O.UO 0,00 0,00 • 0.00 0.00 O.Oq 0 . 000
S2125 0.00 0.00 l .«0 0,00 1,72 * 3,62 0.72 0.99 0.987
• i 1 TOTAL 2.63 1.10 1.90 2.13 1.72 • 9,66
MEAN 0,57 0,22 0.36 0,43 0,34 • 0.39
st.dev. 1,27 0,49 0.65 0,95 0,77 • 0.63
VARIANCE 1.60 0.24 0.72 0.91 0,59 • 0.691
S2221 3,26 3,60 1.39 1,14 1.37 . 10,96 2,20 1.24 1.549
92222 0,00 5,77 0.00 0,00 0,00 • 5,77 I.l9 2.58 6.659
92223 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 • 0,00 0.00 O.OO 0 . 000
92224 2,60 3,09 2.90 0,00 1,59 • 10,16 2.04 1.20 1.630
S2225 1,35 1.45 O.UO 1,59 0,00 • 4,39 0.66 0 ,6i 0,650
* 2 • E total 7,23 14,11 4.29 2,73 2,96 • 31,32
MEAN 1,45 2,62 U.66 0,55 0,59 • 1.25
ST.DEV. 1,49 2.21 1.29 0,76 0,61 • 1.56
VARIANCE 2,22 4,69 1.67 0,56 0,66 • 2.419
$2321 0,00 2.7u 0.00 0,00 0,00 • 2.70 0.54 1.2l 1.458
92322 1,32 0,00 1.69 0,00 0,00 • 3.01 0.60 0.63 0.697
52325 0,00 1.49 O.UO 0,00 0,00 • 1,49 0,30 0,67 0 . 444
92324 0,90 0,00 1.09 0.00 0.00 • 1,99 0,40 0,55 0.302
92325 0,00 0,00 U . 00 4,17 0,00 • 4.17 0 ,63 1,96 3.476
• E TOTAL 2,22 4,19 2. 78 4.17 0,00 * 13,36
MEAN 0,44 0.64 0 .56 0,63 0,00 • 0.53
ST.DEV, 0,63 1,22 U . 79 1,66 0(00 • 1.05
VARIANCE 0,39 1.50 0.62 3,46 0,00 • 1 . 098
SUMMARY FOR
T2 at F2
total 12,26
MEAN 0,62
ST.DEV, 1,19
variance 1|A2
9,03
0,60
1.20
4,66
0,31
0(65
0,42
0,00
0,00
experimenter
E 1
S2131
92132
92133
92134
92135 1.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.39
suhhart for
T3 AT F2
VARIANCE 0'j39 0.47
S2231 0,64 2,66
S2232 0,00 0,00
32233 0,00 OiOu
S2234 0,00 1.64
0,00
TOTAL 0|64 4,50
mean 0,9o
ST.DEV, 0(36 1.31
S2331 OtOO O.OG
32332 0(00 2,06
S2333 0(00 0,00
1,89
TOTAL 2|54 3,97
MEAN O16I 0,79
ST, dev, 1,09
VARIANCE l,J9 1.19
•****•*•*#*•••*•••*••*•
TOTAL 4,77 10.01
MEAN 0,32 0.67
ST.DEV, 0,74 1.02
O.UO 0.00 3,13 « 3,13 0.63 1.4o
0.00 1,94 0,00 • 1,94 0,39 0,87
2.66 0,00 0.97 • 3,63 0,77 1.24
O.UO o.oo o.oo * 2,93 0.59 0.6q
2.66 1.94 4.10 « 11,83
U.57 0,39 0,62 • 0.47
1.28 0,87 1,36 * 0.94
1 . 64 0,75 1,64 •
u . uo 0,65
0.00 0,00 1,72 • 1,72 0,34 0,77
O.UO 0,00 0,00 * 0,00 0,00 0.00
O.UO 0.00 0.00 • 1,64 0.33 0.73
2.36 0,00 0(00 • 2.36 0,46 1.06
2.36 0,65 1.72 10,29
0.46 0,17 0,34 • 0.41
1.U6 0,36 0.77 * 0.6s
1>13 0,14 0(99 •
0.000
1.959
0,753
1.547
0,647
0.691
1.367
0.592
0.000
0.
536
1
.
133
0.695
U'UO
u.uo
O.UO
u.uo
O.UO
0.00
2,25
2,59
7,63
0(51
0,94
0,66
2,5o
0,00
2.50
0,50
0.00 o.oo
2.08 0.42
2,25 0,45
9,52 1.90
0,00 0.00
13.65
0,00
0.93
1.01
l.lO
0.00
0.000
0.665
1.012
1.214
0.000
0.652
«piOO
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PERIOD or THE INTEflVIEH
fiOiD7, other referencf response probability score means obtained By each Treatment group during the first experimental period.
N«i9 FOR Each Treatment group
TaHcE D13
OTHER RESPONSE PROBABILITY SCORE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
obtained in each period of the Interview
BY EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental PERIOD
Parameters period 1 • PERIOD 2 Period 3 period 4 period 5 •
• TREATMENT 1 MEAN 69.702 • 65.3«7 75.575 58,861 71.655 •
ST,-DEV, 18.457 • 15{909 19.976 19,761 21.728 •
• TREATMENT 2 MEAN 66.727 * S9l2?} 76.071 67,090 87.068 •
ST. DEV, 15.447 • 14*42l 20.883 13.985 •
• TREATMENT 3 MEAN 58.875 • 58i093 75.200 68,787 66,667 •
ST. DEV, 17.475 * 18i3«4 17,030 21,675 14.471 •
N0TE,-N"1S for each treatment group
TiiUE SI4
OTHER REFERENCE RESPONSE RROERBlLlTT SOORIS FOR EACH SUBJECT
DURINS EtOH RIRIOO OF THE InTERVIEH BY
TREITHENTS end ERRERIRENTERS Ib the
FIRST BRPERINENTtL PERIOD
.i?.2
SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 Period 4 PERIOD 9 total •
A6,67 63,16 92>$0 43,24 66,67 298,24 96,49 10.30 106.01781112 96,63 67,69 66.69 ^43 100,00 71.73 16.91 272.72081113 96,92 77,76 100.00 53;to 92,66 360,66 76.17 20.66 *
81114 76, 19 41,46 66.39 •
- |96 •ll‘9 331,15 66,23 19.*3 •
81119 l7,S9 »l,9o 77. Qi 36,99 67,6, 260, 9q 92.10 2.,5i 600 . 6l3 •
* E 1 TOTAL 273,40 312,19 364.49 264,98 406,83’
’
1623,39'
••
HEAN 94,66 62,44 73.89 92,90 61,77
ST, dev. 22,36 13.29 17.93 i3i01 14,66
VARIAMCE 901,04 176.90 3o7.35 2|0|66 394.759 •
81211 66,23 60,22 91.04 66,46 18,42 394,37 76.87 14,48 20’.7l6 *81212 89,92 61*99 89. ?i 27,06 21t89 266,11 97.22 31.7?
81213 61,90 96,00 *S|7! 76,46 292,84 96.97 12.92 •
81214 96,63 33,78 67,44 334,79 66.99 23,13 534.842
S1219
.
62,14 66,27 66.46 47,22 94,90 336,99 67.80 17.90 306.190 •
• E 2 TOTAL 367,46 339,73 367.60 2<S,iO 311,07 1647,06
HEAN 77,49 67,15 73.92 49,04 62,21
ST, DEV. 12,69 12.79 20.62 23,84 29,79
variance 199,99 162.44 433.66 966,97 669,19 434.101 •
81311 63,69 67,10 63.33 72,22 74,36 380,90 76.16 9,23
81312 «l,67 36,36 36. «2 99,09 70,27 294,31 98.86 23.42 946,588
81313 74,79 66,04 93.69 69,26 39,78 399,48 22.34 498,899
81314 72.73 92,63 90. 6l 66,89 74,91 379,67 79.93 19.39 236.877 •
81319 61,63 90, 9l 96.77 67,74 lOOiOQ 437,09 67,41 13.03 169.671 •
* E 3 TOTAL 364,67 333,04 4U1.58 3^3,20 394,92 1647,41
mean 76,93 66.61 60.32 74,64 70, P8 •
ST.OEV, 10.39 23,03 24.76 12,36 22,94 16. 98 •
VARIANCE 107,99 930.29 6i3.26 192,78 526,40 345.237 •
TOTAL 1049,53 960.96 1133.63 662,92 1074,82 5117,86
* SUMMARY FOR mean 69,70 69,40 79.98 96,86 71,69 •
ST, DEV, 18,46 15,91 i9.98 19.76 21,73 •
* Tl AT Fj variance 340,64 253,09 399. U9 390,92 472,09 384.191 •
T«6ATHENT
I 1
TMfcATMgNT
! 2
S1121 97,14 36,67 76.92 66,67 69, 7i 323,11 64.62 16.94 359.350 •
S1122 61,29 44.12 75. UO 99,49 98,97 374,43 74.09 23.00 926.009 •
S1123 59,15 43,01 69.90 64,72 66,46 345,24 69.09 10, 7q 349.778 •
S1124 96,11 61,94 56.49 60
,
34 66,42 304,86 60.97 4,61 21.209 •
S1129 99,96 42,42 48 . 44 90,00 63,33 299,79 91.95 7.9q 62.370 •
•
“
i i’
"
TOTAL 291,29 227,76 326.71 357,18 4q4,49 1607,39
MEAN 98,29 49,59 69.64 71,44 60.90 64.30 •
ST,DEV. 2.15 9,39 12.38 16,43 14,64 16. 6o *
variance 4,63 66,21 153.21 339,62 214,24 262.401 •
S1221 77,99 60,00 63.64 93,18 97,44 431,89 06.37 6.97 73.510 .
S1222 09,71 99,68 63-46 56,10 76,97 343,92 68,70 12.79 163.984 *
S1223 63,64 99.56 loo-iio 60,87 100,00 380,07 76.01 22.09 487.870 •
S1224 82;6i 76126 84.91 96;62 347,93 69:99 I7i92 321.243 *
S1229 60,93 79,38 92-09 63,90 62.42 393,88 78.76 11.79 139.061 •
• E 2 total 370,00 348,88 424.06 336,98 417,29 1697,25 *
MEAN 74,02 69,78 64.61 67,40 63,49 79.89 *
ST, dev, 11,32 11,31 13.60 20,49 16,99 19.53
VARIANCE 120,23 127,90 189 . 09 416,36 279,26 241.202 *
S1321 lOO.OO 79,10 lOU . 00 69,90 97,90 462,90 92,90 9.49 90 . 199 •
S1322 62,96 50 ,*4 76.43 62,07 71,18 349,98 69,12 15.74 247,670 *
S1323 96.62 53,57 100.00 70,27 100,00 36o , 66 76. l3 22,67 913.931 •
S1324 39,02 66,10 93-42 76,81 97,14 332,49 66.90 22.20 492,076 *
S1325 80,77 62,79 56-44 IF.IP 98,46 317,56 «3.5l 30.40 923.967 •
464,28 1038,79• E 3 total 339,97 312,46 390-29 312, l9 *
MEAN 67,91 62.49 78.06 62,44 96,66 73.59 •
ST, DEV, 23,33 11,20 22-11 26,79 3,36 22.13 •
VARIANCE 944,32 125,49 406.73 FlF.BO 11,29 489.783 *
total 1600,90 889, lu 1141.06 1006,39 13o6,02 5343,43 •
• SUMMARY FOR HEAN 66,73 99,27 76-07 67,09 67,07 71,29 •
ST, DEV. 19,45 14,42 17-90 20,66 13,98 16,62
354.063
*
• T2 AT Fi VARIANCE 236,62 207,96 306 • 10 436,11 199,98
34,04 48, 19 78.82 39,49 64,26 264,72 96,94 23.09 533.173
96,93 29.42 64 . 96 63,36 66,97 261.26 96.24 17,60 309.924 •
79,00 32,06 91.22 31,34 39,94 229,98 45.12 16.54 343.597 •
61.64 69,31 63.72 80,39 97,29 320,95 69,71 6,74 •
S1139 80 ',26 30.69 43.40 27i42 66,67 246,42 49.66 23.03
•
TOTAL 310,09 201,61 301 74 241,98 313,13 1366,95
94.74
•
MEAN 62,02 40,32 60.39 48,40 62,63
18. ?i
•
ST.OEV, 17,99 16.35 13.61 22,69 17,79
350.109
"
267,31 189.26 914,77 3l6,3l
93-22 62,39
72.091
115 . 0l9Si232 63,93 60,6676,22
67.27
77
.
78
96, 16
67,74
80,00
91,90
330.04
342,31
66.01
68.46
0.94
10,72
71 . 74 69,39 323,32 64,66 17.44
• experimenter
* E 2 TOTAL 329,29 349.12 361-14 362,79 324,37 1742,63 69.7169,09 69.02 76-23 72,99 64,87 12.29
ST, DEV, 19,12 7,23 10.22 10,77 12,2- 190 . 13692,31 lOP - 38 116,01 190,90
f*^fe*TMENT
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PERIOD or THfc interview
other reference response PR08AR1UTY SCORE MEANS OBTAINED BY EACH TREAThEnT GROUP DURINQ THE SECOND EXPERIHeNTAL PERIOD.
N»15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
Table
OTHER RESPONSE PROBABILITY SCORE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
obtained in each period of The Interview
BY EACH treatment QROuP IN THE
SECOND experimental PeRIOQ
Parameters* period 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 period 5 •
TREATMENT 1 MEAN • 60.020 901608 69.728 96,831 71.601 •
ST7DEV, * 17.982 10l8Ol a.i’ii 16,933 22.699 •
TREATHENT 2 MEAN • 52.686 57.341 70.369 96.654 72.213 •
ST i DEV. •
•
14.396 17i966 16.366 19,017 •
TREATMENT 3
*
MEAN * 99.897 62.001 61,777 66.668 •
ST. DEV, • 16.762 i8i«*a aa.M* 17,369 16.213 •
N0TE,*M«15 FOR EACH TREATMENT QROUP
TABLE D16
OTHIR RirERINCE RE8R0N8E RROBABlLlTT 8C0RI8 E*CM SUBJ8CT
DURINB EACH R8R:00 OF ThI INTERVIE" BY
treatrenis and 8kR6«ihb»iir 8 tR the
SECORD ERRE^IRERTAL reriod
194
* sueJecTS P|Riod i period a period a pcrioo 4 period s
saiii
saiia
98113
saii4
iaii9
*TOTAL
MEAN
st,oev»
variance
44.60
48,70
68:48
60,09
57.61
S00«46
60)10
14,76
216.95
9«,80
92,48
76,79
97i37
56, ?0
347,14
69,43
16,46
340 ,66
02r14
70.97
52.36
96.il
20.22
323.62
64.76
29.96
197.48
44,09
72,22
^llll
84,00
319,46
63,19
17)10
a92i36
66,19
70,59
70,73
50,96
376,25
79,25
17 74
514,62
total MEAN iT.oev. Variance •
316,94 63»3P 20.01 400.523 •
314,96 62,99
63,68
11.92 130.324 •
3i8,4q 12.96 I.-’ “83
396,52 79.70 19,69 367.836 •
3i8,3S 63.67 29. 7o 661.673 •
1667,19 **
$2211 36,16 58,00 64.47 56,52 48.70 259,93 9,?2
*•
* 92212 90,32 84,62 96.63 ^43 98,44 448,64 89,73 8.37$2213 41,67 53,65 56.41 ’5 67 69 274,64 54.97 $.25$2214 35,94 35,46 34.09 TsJs? 63.64 247,72
82215 63,33 26,63 32'35 21,95 12,86 177,32 35.46 27. 7o 767 . 241 *
'
’! i' E 2 TOTAL 269,42 252.78 284.15 890(69 291,41 1406,45
HEAN 57,86 50,56 56.63
’»H4 98,26 56.34
• ST, DEV, 26,61 22.16 26.34 23,18 31,16 t 24.00
variance 708,27 490.88 693.73 537,48 »70,63 • 575.840 *
349.12 69.82 11. $1 141.884
$2312 76,92 45,68 60.33 60 , 98 87,34 t 350,85 70.17$2313 45|l9 60.67 63.08 57,50 95,35 * 341,99 20.35$2314 69,23 65,52 87.34 56,79 87,32 366,20 73.24 13.63 185.634
experimenter
E 3 TOTAL S10i52 279,20 437.95 2.2.32 406,35 1706.34
MEAN 62,10 55,64 87.59 54,46 81,27 • 68.25 •
ST, dev, 12,00 12.96 7 . 00 10,83 12|76 • 17. 3iVARIANCE 143,95 166,48 48.99 Il7il9 162,72 * 299.677 •
total 900,42 879,12 1045.92 882,47 l074,0l * 4781,94
SUHHART fOR mean 60,03 58,61 69.73 58,83 71,60 • 63.76
ST, dev, 17,58 18,60 25 .61 16,93 22.70 • 20.81 *
T1 AT F2 * VARIANCE 309,11 353,46 650.79 286,72 5i5,26 • 433.012 *
S2121 65,26 61.70 100.00 37,70 80,70 345,38 69.08 23.16 536.170
$2122 53,77 52,75 75.53 36,38 93,58 • 332,01 66.40 17. 81 317.087 «$2123 59,05 92,31 67.68 64,63 91,43 • 375,12 75,02 15,69 246.171 •
$2124 60,95 69,23 23.75 48,19 90,00 • 312,12 62,42 26.68 712.064 •
$2125 50,86 42.68 92.38 82,95 81,03 • 349,92 69,98 21,81 475.546 •
total 309,93 316,67 359.34 289,07 496,74 • 1714,55 *
mean 61,99 63,73 71.87 57,97 87,55 • 68.58 •
ST, DEV, 11,94 18,61 29.83 17,16 6,05 * 19,90 *
VARIANCE 142,49 333.71 889.61 294,42 36,66 • 399.169 •
S2221 52,46 63,29 56.56 36,36 73,97 • 281,64 .56,33 13. $1 193.495 •
$2222 66,07 55.77 79.99 94,12 25,40 * 320,95 64.19 26.04 676.015 •
$2223 62,67 41,67 62.50 51,02 48,89 • 266,75 53,35 $.11 63.082 •
$2224 29,87 60.62 57.97 52,94 60,32 • 261,92 52.38 12. $7 168.135 •
.
$2225 33,78 40.58 75.32 80,95 94,03 • 324,66 64.93 26.34 693.662 •
! 2 E 2 total 244,85 262.13 330.94 315,39 302,61 • 1455,92
mean 48,97 52,43 66.19 63,08 60.52 • 58.24 •
ST, DEV, 16,49 10,67 10,69 23,69 25,85 • 18.23 •
VARIANCE 271,96 113,92 114.27 561,26 668.13 332.324 •
S2321 27,27 29,73 65.75 43,48 98,21 « 224,44 44 . 8P 16.99 288.710 •
$2322 50,00 59,42 55.93 39,34 70,27 274,96 54,99 11.44 130,952 •
S232S 56,94 43,26 84.09 34,29 61,48 300,08 60,02 22, 3i 497.911 •
S2324 45,05 52,94 90.22 67,02 60,87 316 , 10 63.22 17.21 296.197 •
$2325 56,25 93.94 69.57 60,42 73,02 353,20 70.64 14.67 215.305 •
E 3 TOTAL 235,51 279,31 365.56 244,55 343,85 1468,78 •
mean 47,10 55,66 73.11 48,91 68,77 58,75 •
ST, dev, 12,11 24,04 13.92 14,10 9,43 17.75 •
VARIANCE 146,60 576,08 193 . 79 198,82 68,95 315.103 *
SUhhARy ^OR
T2 4T F2
total
HEAN
ST, REV,
VARIANCE
790,29
52,69
660,11
57,34
17,97
322f 76
1055.64
70 . 39
16.76
351.93
849,61
56,68
18,39
336,06
1063,20
72,21
19,02
361,64
52131
52132
52133
52134
52135
69,29
63,77
81, 19
32,00
76,39
77,27
53,65
30,00
69,62
73,85
100.00
58.67
27.94
50 . 48
33.33
40,00
56,04
30,10
81,75
77,27
396,56 79,31 23. 4j
TOTAL
HEAN
ST, DEV,
VARIANCE
342,64
66,53
22,42
502,53
324,59
64,92
23,37
546,06
270.42 285,16
37,03
22,87
509,24
’^EATmeNT • experimenter
I 3 • E 2
52231
52232
52233
52234
52235
40,34
60,47
42137
60i00
63,90
45, 7l
60,00
44,90
61,97
41,77
41.46
64. 7i
63.16
66.27
34.52
41,03
53, l9
78,72
66,67
45,99
TOTAL
mean
ST,OEv.
VARIANCE
265,68
53)14
10,82
117;06
274,35
54,87
16,70
278,91
290.12
58.02
20.99
423.93
298|20
57,04
15,93
291,25
S2331
$2332
$2333
$2334
$2335
53,16
63.02
53,65
49,76
58i75
72,09
70,63
92,39
51,89
46,43
92.55
56.90
65.96
59.46
75.00
71,43
69,77
60,67
63,79
90,63
64,06 • 296,39 59.28 4,57 20.841 •
46,05 • 215,20 43,06 22.53 507.494 •
40,78 * 294,63 56.93 25.44 647.170 •
66,67 • 327,51 65.50 16.46 340 . 701 •
307,56 • 1530,37 •
61,51 * 61,21 •
1$,<5 • 22,06 •
378,39 • 406,652 •
47,66 216,40 43.28 3,3i IO.975
48,20 • 266,65 57.33 6.53 42.624 *
50,70 • 279,85 55.97 15.04 228.134 •
100,00 • 394,91 70.98 18.94 253.925 *
69,13 • 273,51 54.70 21. 475. 9i9 •
335,97 • 1451,32 •
67,19 58.05
25,30 17.56
640,25 • 308.337 *
72, 5o 361,73 72.39 13. $4 IRF.IO®
74,29 * 354,81 70,96 $.43 88.912 •
79, 17 • 371,64 74.33 18. A4 270.432 *
55,83 • 276,73 55.35 8. $3 48,074 •
75,00 • 340,81 68.16 17.80 31$. 578 •
316,79 1705,72
71,36 t 68,23 *
9,02 « 14.10 •
81,33 200,968 •
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PERIOD or THE INTERVIEH
FJbi£l
.
SCHOOL reference RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OeT*lNfcO 0T EaCH TREATMENT QHOUP DURING The FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N«19 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
Table ei
SCHOOL RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS AND STAnDaHD DEVIATIONS
obtained IN EACH PEHJOd OF ThE InTENvIeH
BY EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental PeRIOd
•Parameters PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOu 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
• TREATMENT 1 • MEAN Q.OOO f .173 -2.994 •9,399 •13.461 •
• ST, DEV, p.ooo E4l4l0 30. ,01 18,731 21.604 •
• TREATMENT 2 • MEAN 0.000 *Ul«04 .13.773 •9,907 •18.608 •
• ST.OBV, O'OOO 18i475 20. 1«* 33.496 20.684 •
• TREATMENT 3 • MEAN 0.000 OiJJl -19. •PT •10,990 -7.649 •
• 8T.DEV, 0.000 24|39e 2J.J44 27,679 30.470 •
N0TE,*N«19 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TABLE EZ
SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONOlTlONlNQ icORIf POK EACH SUBJECT
DURING EACH PBPlOO 0* THE INTERVIEH By
treatments and SXPEBifiENTBNl iN THE
riRET BKPEHIMENTAL PIRtOO
.l?7
SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PeRIOD A
experimenter
Sllll
S1S12
SlilS
S1114
S1119
24»17
•9,36
-19,61
36,64
44, 9l
•10,67
40.09
-2.46
•42,03
12.94
•61. ?2
•53.78
•10.76
41.21
1696.17
6,61
4,39
•36,4?
«»62
•42^87
-65,1*
•13,06
24,84
992,23
PERIOD 5 • total MEAN ST. DEV
9,26 *r 02,33 16.47 19.00
•17,71 t •35,14 •7.03 12.59
•S4;e9 • •133,20 -26,64 l7,0l
•13,23 • 30,27 7.65 19.57
•71,34 * ”220.14 •44,08 27.42
-137, 9i *r •267,68
variance
240.779
156.453
289.470
40.».l29
751.879
•|7;98
|R.7i
662,67
S1211 OiOO 4*01 •29.29 •33,7? •32,72 * •89,77 •17,95 19.39$1212 0,00 27,57 3.01 •8»40 •10,48 • 12,90 19,20 230.940 •
91213 0,00 13,43 22,71 •11,69 90,16 19.71$1214 0,00 3,06 •9.45 SiR? 9,43 15,91 3,10 6.20 38.379
81219 0,00 17,06 •9.13 •6,40 •6,87 •1,42 •0.20 10.06 101.536 •
. ! 1 E 2 TOTAL 0,00 67,93 •10.59 •17,87 •92,29
mean 0,00 13,99 •2.12 • 3,53 •10,46
ST, dev, 0,00 9,46 19.79 21,06 15,09
variance 0,00 69,91 391.79 443,66 2|6,36 256.464 *
$1311 0,00 •23.21 •19.44 •25,00 •10,47 •70,12 •19.62 10.38
• $1312 0.00 57,58 5..?5 •1,06 3,43 99,70 19,94 27.42 751.797 •$1313 0,00 27,36 4.35 1,05 2,75 37,51 7,50 11.36$1314 0.00 •11,92 -6.46 •14,59 10.94 •20,99 •4,20 10.19 103.792
$1319 0,00 •9,28 -15.14 •lS,,7 •18,3:^
-61,16 -12.23 7.78 60.536 •
E 3 TOTAL 0,00 20,53 26.06 -57,93 •11|72
MEAN 0,00 4,11 5.Z1 •11,59 •2,34 •
ST.DEv, 0,00 26,66 32.06 11,24 11,82 •
variance 0,00 710,66 1027,88 124,30 139,65 371.511
total 0,00 77,59 •38.31 •140,92
-201i«2 303,56
summary For mean 0,00 5,17 -2.55 •9,39 •13,46 •4,0S •
ST.DEv, 0,00 24,42 30.60 18,73 21,80 22,16
ti at Fi variance 0,00 596,24 936.44 350,85 475,40 491.048 •
$1121 0,00 -12,65 -9.57 •7,65 •10,36 •48,23 •9.65 6.75 45.496 •
$1122 0,00 •25,47 •l9.59 36,71 •87,28 •121,05 *24.21 15.73 247.533 *
$1123 0,00 7,68 11.94 •1,51 • 9,69 12,22 2.44 7.22 52.163 •
$1124 0,00 •10.57 -2.05 •27,63 *13,54 •53,79 -10,76 11.00 121.001 •
$1125 OlOO 11.62 -3.81 •16,85 •14,44 •23,40 •4.70 11.53 132.929 •
“
E 1
” "
total 0,00 •29.39 •23.08 •92,39 •89,51 •234,33 .
MEAN 0.00 •5,66 -4.62 •18,47 *17,90 •9.37 •
ST, dev. DlOO 15,34 li.5l 15,01 11,74 13.41 •
VARIANCE 0,00 235,43 132.52 225.23 137,75 179.780 •
$1221 0,00 •17,79 •6.05 •15,99 •19,85 -59,28 - 11.06 8,48 71.833 •
$1222 0,00 3,45 20.33 27,17 7,14 58,09 11.62 11, 6l 134.878 •
$1223 0,00 •26,95 -36.36 2,77 •36,36 -98,90 •19,78 19,58 363,400 *
$1224 OiOO OiOO •11.73 35i94 23}79 48,00 9160 19159 383.610 *
* $1225 0,00 •14,85 •31.52 •22,97 •29,98 •98,92 -19.78 12.64 164.899 •
• I 2 E 2 total 0,00 -58,14 •65.33 27,32 -54,86 •151,01 •
MEAN 0,00 •11.63 •13.07 5,46 •10,97 •6.04 •
ST.DEV. 0,00 13.33 22 .64 25,78 25,52 19.70 •
variance 0,00 177,74 512.37 664,74 691,52 391 . 423 •
$1321 0,00 17,91 0.00 1^,10 0,00 32,01 6,40 0,07 78.663 •
$1322 0,00 • 6,99 •11.98 -3,77 •20,01 •43,55 .6.71 0,07 65.082
$1323 0.00 •39,61 •43.18 - 16 , l9 •43,16 •142,12 -28.42 19.49 379 . 795 •
$1324 0,00 •47,42 •54.13 •39,24 •98,12 •190,91 •39,70 23.36 545.647 *
$1325 0,00 •13,42 -8.89 27,48 •13,84 •8,67 •1.73 17,25 297.690 •
E 3 TOTAL 0,00 •89.53 -118.18 •17,98 -135,95 •361,24 •
MEAN 0,00 *17,91 •23.64 •3,32 •27,19 -14,45 •
ST.DEV, 0 1 00 26,29 23.58 26.01 23,29 23.09 •
VARIANCE 0,00 691,05 555.95 676,74 542,64 533.354 *
total 0,00 -177,06 •206.59 •62,61 -280,32 •746,50
summary For mean 0,00 •11,80 •13.77 •5,51 •10,69 •9,95 *
ST.DEV, 0,00 18,48 20.20 23,50 20,68 19,24 •
T2 at Fi VARIANCE 0,00 341.34 407.97 552,09 427,85 370.351
•
experimenter
51131
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$1134
$1139
-22.40
33,51
22,95
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26.33
•25.77
11.40
•5,52
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•10,04
38,93
4,55
14,43
•102,31
11,96
64,69
•48,34
135,96
-20,44
2.39
14,94
•9.67
27, l9
20.69
17,76
10,98
12.40
25.27
428.192
315,344
360.207
158,748
638.534
TOTAL
mean
ST,OEV,
VARIANCE
77,94
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30,66
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PSHIOD
SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE H£ANS
NB15 FOR
OF THE INTERVIEW
obtained BT each treatment GROUP
EACH treatment GROUP
DURING The Second experimental Period.
Table E3
SCHOOL RESPONSE CONDITIONING ScOkE MEANS AND STA.nDaHD DEVIATIONS
obtained IN EACH PERIOD OF ThE INTERVIEW
BY EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
SECOND experimental PERIOD
•Parameters* PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 . PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
TREATMENT 1 • MEAN * O'OOO 1.070 •10.920 • 15.239 -9.115 •
• st.dev. • 0.000 22i038 22,753
1
20,961 27.963 •
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN • 0.000 -14|0P9 -14.839 3.926 •12.949 •
• ST.DEV, • 0.000 2lt905 26.697 23,470 22.006 •
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN • 0.000 -9i24l •3.877 •6,381 •11.755 •
• STT06V, • 0.000 ?8t94o 33.11® 36,371 24.584 •
NOTE • Nil5 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TABLE E4
SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONOITIOnINO SCORES FOR EACH SUBJBCT
DURING EACH PERIOD Of ThE (NTERVIEH BY
treatments and EXPERlHgNTBflS |N THb
SECOND experimental PERIOD
• SUBJECTS Period i PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 Period 4 PERIOD 9 . total MEAN ST, DEV, Variance
•5v7T •13(35 • •B6,n '>9.74 10.30 106.173
S2112 0,00 •2,96 •21.20 •12.45 •10,47 •46,90 • 9,40 8,36 70.209
salts o:oo •10,37 16.04 •2i3l • •22,49 -4,49 15,29 233 876
• $2ltA 0,00 •16.42 •17.16 ‘»(17 |9i97 •0,44 •0,09 19,19 366.073
• S211S 0,00 •22, 93 •26.99 -27(61 •32, 61 •110,04 •22,01 12.70 163,406
B 1 « TOTAL 0(00 -44.39 •66.99 •66,47 •18,77 • •206,62
• MEAN 0(00 • 9,96 •13.40 •13,69 •9,75 • 0,34
ST, DEV, 0(00 12(02 16.92 13,13 22,85 •
VARIANCE 0(00 144,47 266.17 122.30 522;3i • 214.709
32211 0(00 •15,54 •6,58 •19,72 •l*,7o -96,54 -11,31 7.’l 62.601
S2212 0(00 7,32 •4.69 •6,10 •6,5o •10,17 •2.03 9.8a 34.067
S2213 0(00 •19,38 •12.45 -28|40 •85,53 •83,76 -16.79 10, 9i 119.045
S2214 OlOO 0,46 1.85 •46,20 •87,70 • -71,59 •14,32 21.68 470
.
065
•
S221S 0,00 56,50 50.98 26,01 70,47 203,96 40,79 27.9(3 778. A54
. 1 g TOTAL 0(00 29,36 28,91 •72,41 •3,96
MEAN 0(00 9,97 5.78 •14,48 •0,79 •0,72
ST. DEV, 0,00 30,36 25. >8 26,66 40,74 26.61
* variance 0,00 922,66 664.36 721,34 1660,07 • 716.635
S2311 0,00 -14,18 *30.82 •18,31 •14,66 •77,97 -19.99 11. 0i 121.313
S2312 0,00 32,56 •O .64 -17,63 •20 ,5i • •6,40 •1.20 21.13 446,362
S2313 0,00 -13,75 -37.50 •52,68 •48,23 • •192,36 30,47 22,70 510.756
S2314 0,00 3,71 •18.11 •13,49 •10,09 • -45,98 •9,20 10.35 107.033
S2319 0,00 22,72 -38.57 14,66 •2,50 • •3,60 -0,74 23.57 555.571
E 3 • TOTAL 0,00 31,06 •125.84 •87,65 -103,99 -286,40
MEAN 0,00 6,22 •25.17 -17,53 •20,80 •
ST. DEV, 0,00 21(14 15.85 23,99 16,83 • 20.42
VARIANCE 0,00 447,09 251.33 975,69 263,11 • 416.978
total 0,00 16,05 •163.92 •228,93 -136,72 •513,12
SUMMARY FOR mean 0,00 1,07 •10.93 •15,24 •9,11 •
ST, DEV, 0,00 22,04 22.75 20,56 27,96 • 21,42
T1 AT F2 • variance 0,00 469,68 517./1 422,74 781,95 • 458.634
S2121 0,00 1.45 •34.72 27,58 •15,42 •21,11 •4,22 23.00 529.222
• S2122 0,00 •1.62 -6.79 0,66 •24,69 * •32,44 • 6.49 10.59 112,072
S2123 0,00 •19,99 11.37 14,40 •12,36 • -6,60 •1.32 14.8.A 220.197
$2124 0,00 6,22 57.20 32,76 •10,16 • 66,02 17.20 27.42 751.771
S2129 0,00 15,94 •33.91 •21,01 •80,48 • 60,26 •12.09 19.83 393.206
- .... w
TOTAL 0.00 2,00 •6.65 53,59 •83,13 • •34,39
MEAN 0,00 0.40 -1.37 10,72 •16,63 • • 1,38
• ST.OEV, 0,00 13,19 30.06 22,04 5,94 • 20.91
VARIANCE 0,00 174,07 1448.30 465,74 35,29 • 437,209
S2221 0,00 •13.51 -7.90 13,06 •20,70 • •29,05 -5.01 12,99 166.801
S2222 0,00 •24,31 13.52 -28,09 40,67 • •25,21 •5.04 27.78 771,877
S2223 0,00 14,75 -6.U8 11,65 13,78 • 34,10 6.02 9.32 66.694
S2224 0,00 •47,33 •35. /I -7,49 -27,57 • 116,10 •23,62 19.63 385.504
S2225 0,00 •27,58 •52.97 •45,17 •93,49 • •179,21 -35.84 22. 61 511.185
• 2 E 2 TOTAL 0,00 -97,96 •116.18 •56,00 •47,31 « •317,47
MEAN 0,00 -19,60 •23.24 -11,20 •9,46 • -12.70
ST, dev, 0,00 22,76 20.39 25,31 36,90 * 23.6a
variance 0,00 517,96 415.91 640,56 l86l|52 • 558.616
S2321 0(00 -49,76 •38,48 •16,21 •30,94 * "135,39 -27.08 19,43 377.681
S2322 0,00 -33,15 •2«.40 15,92 •15.01 * •56,64 -11.33 19.57 362.853
S2323 0,00 •0,06 •29.80 26,62 -10,37 t •23,43 4.69 21,87 478 . 126
92324 0(00 1.96 3.26 30,89 13,04 • 49,11 9,02 12.79 163.469
S2329 0,00 -34,47 -7.07 •2,08 •10,52 • •54, lA -10.83 13.85 191.734
E 3 TOTAL 0,00 •115,50 •96.49 55,30 •63,80 • •220,49
mean 0(00 -23,10 •19.30 11(06 •12,76 • -6,82
ST, DEV, 0,00 22,91 17.05 19,07 16,31 • 20.33
variance 0,00 524,74 290 . 66 394,99 266,04 • 4l3 . 2Q4
total 0,00 •211,48 •219.52 52,69 -194,24 « •572,35
summary For mean 0,00 -14,10 •14.63 3,53 •12,95 • • 7,63
ST,0£V, 0,00 21, So 26.70 23,47 22,01 • 21.89
T2 AT F2 variance 0(00 462,45 712. /I 550,65 464,28 • 479.356
S2131 0(00 12,02 -10.71 49,29 •0(7l • 49,69 9,90 23.41 547.648
S2132 0,00 9,57 10.90 13,53 • 6,99 • 27,01 5,40 6. 61 74.102
92133 0(00 65,05 67.11 60,10 49,00 • 241,26 48.29 27.87 776.747
92134 0(00 •53,51 -54.38 •62,00 •90,35 * •220,24 -44. 09 24.99 634 .624
92139 0(00 3.46 40 .61 2(39 15,27 • 69,75 13.99 20.25 410.229
8 1 total 0(00 36,61 61.53 63(31 6,22 « 167,67
MEAN 0,00 7,32 l2.3l 12(66 1,24 • 6,71
ST, dev. 0,00 42,06 46.22 46,15 36,09 • 36,27
variance 0,00 1768,73 2325.05 2318(16 1302,73 • 1315.367
S2231 0,00 •23,58 -2.72 •54,95 •42,96 • •123,43 -24.69 24,01 576.295
92232 0,00 •2,66 •10.12 7,28 0,13 • -5,57 •1.11 6.27 39.351
92233 0(00 •2,53 •20.79 -52,31 •6,33 • •03,96 -16,79 21.42 450.623
92234 0(00 •29,60 •22.63 •3,03 •36,36 • •91,62 -16.36 16.16 261.301
*
'‘'IIVT
92239 0(00 25,14 31-34 23,69 •22, ®5 • 97,38 11.8® 22. ®5 5i2.8i2
b^MER 1 MEN r £9
•
! 3 8 2 TOTAL 0(00 •33,63 •2«.»2 •78,76 •110(09 •247,40
• mean 0(00 •6,73 •4.98 •15,79 •22,02 •9.90
ST,OEV. 0(00 21,59 21.66 35,72 16,06 22.13
VARIANCE 0,00 466,12 476.04 1275,60 326,61
* S2331 0(00 •18,93 •39.39 •22r99 •19,34 • •100(21 *20. O'* l4,00 196.012
0(00 3.65 1.99 13,29 •14,12 • 4,97 0.99 9,86 97.195
92333 0(00 -40.64 •40.75 -26, o« •29,96 •137,24 -27.49 16. 7(3
92334 OlOO •10,49 -0.14 -35,51 •11. 5l -97,69 -11.33 14,40 209.699
92339 0,00 •15,18 •16.46 -9,37 2,06 •38,99 • 7,79 8.93 72.681
E 3 TOTAL 0(00 -61,59 •94.77 -60,2? •72,49 •329,00
MEAN 0,00 •16.32 , •18.95 •16,09 •14(49 -13.16
STiOfiV, 0(00 16,20 20 . 56 18,07 11,96 * 19.59
VARIANCE 0(00 262,54 422.66 396,21 133i59 * 243.126
TOTAL 0(00 •78,61 •58.16 •95,72 •176,32 •406,01
SUMMARY FOR • mean 0(00 •5.24 •3.66 -6,38 •11,79 • •9.49
• ST.OEV, 0.00 29,54 33.12 36,37 84,90 27,22
614,52 1096.85 1322(06 604,30
.. .... .
-
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PERIOD OF THE INTERVIEW
FlGlE?. family reference RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OBTAINED BY EACH TREATMENT GROUP DURING Thp FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PeRIOD.
N«15 FOR EACH treatment GROUP
Table E5
Family response conditioning score means and standard deviations
obtained in each period of The InteRvieh
BY EACH TREaTmENI GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental PERIOD
Parameters PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
• TREATMENT 1 MEAN 0.000 0i42i •2,067 20,249 11,343 •
ST, DEV. 0.000 14.R16 23.099 24,510 •
• TREATMENT 2 MEAN 0*000 16i3»9 4.160 4,373 -1.616 •
ST. DEV, 0.000 12i715 14.130 13,367 6.971 •
* TREATMENT 3 MEAN 0.000 0i3«5 0.897 2,009 -0.785 •
ST. DEV. 0.000 7i136 12 , Da6 19.310 8.220 •
N0TE,*Hb15 for each TREATMENT GROUP
TABLE £6
family OEFERENCE response CONDinONlNO SCORBS FON each SuBJBCr
OURINQ EACH PERIOD OF ThE InTERvIEN HY
treatments ANO SxPEi^lMENTIRS IN THfe
FIRST BXREBlHbNTAL PERIOD
SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PfiHIUD 3 Period * PERIOD 9 . TOTAL MEAN ST, DEV, variance
Sllll 0,00 •20,67 •25.93 3,80 *29,93 •68,73 -13.79 14.91 210.414
S1112 0,00 0,79 -5.99
-10,82 •12,09 • •28,07 •5.61 9.94 35.299
81113 0,00 •1,45 •1.45 •1,45 • 31,24 6,29 16, 4j 269 .442
StllA 0,00 •2.32 -l.oi 10,80 9,32 • 16,79 3,36 6.2o 38.381
S1115 OlOO 0,00 2.3o 19,51 19,72 • 41,53 8.31 10,37 10^.465
El' TOTAL OlOO •23,65 -32>ue 98,86 •10,39 . •7,24
MEAN OlOO •4,73 -6.42 11,78 •2,08 • •0,29
ST, DEV, OlOO 6,09 11*30 17,34 17,85 • 13,45
VARIANCE OlOO 60,67 127.71 300,92 318,46 • 180 . 065
S1211 OlOO OlOO 1*49 11,94 10,53 23,56 4.71 5.82 33.014
S1212 OlOO OlOO 0-00 69,79 78,19 147,94 29,99 40.62 1650 . 204
81213 OlOO •4,76 -4.76 •4,76 •1,68
-15,96 •3.19 2.23 4.963
81214 OlOO • 2,74 39.43 48,42 U,2l 96,32 19.26 23.33 544 , 221
S1219 OlOO •1.19 -1*19 41,40 33,12 72,14 14.43 21,09 443.223
r 1 6 2 TOTAL OlOO • 8,69 34.97 166,39 131,33 324,00
MEAN 0,00 •1.74 6.99 33,28 26,27 12.96
$T,DEV, OlOO 2.03 18.28 29,76 31,60 24.10
VARIANCE 0.00 4.12 334.11 886,99 998,59 560 . 926
S1311 0,00 0,00 u.uo 16,67 0,00 16,67 3.33 7.46
15.33
55.578
S1312 0,00 16,21 -5. 00 33,64 16,62 61,47 12,29 234.981
S1313 0,00 •18,65 •29.25 -11,97 36,22 -19,25 • 3,69 24.27 589 . 296
S1314 0,00 41,10 -3.64 7,47 • 3,64 41,29 6.26 18 . 9j 397.634
S1519 OlOO 0,00 0 . 00 32,26 0,00 32,26 6,49 14,43 200.142
E 3
"
TOTAL 0,00 38,66 -33.89 78,47 49,20 132,44
mean 0,00 7,73 -6.78 15,69 9,84 5.30
ST, DEV, 0,00 22,37 10.56 16,76 1*1^1 16.48
VARIANCE 0,00 900.22 111.93 352,10 279,31 271.470
total 0,00 6.32 •31.U0 303,74 170,14 449,20
summary For m6An 0,00 0,42 •2.07 20,29 11,34 5,99
ST, 06V, 0,00 14,05 14.42 23, iO 24, 5l 19. ll
T1 AT Fi variance OlOO 197,43 2o7.82 533,59 600,76 365
.
008
S1121 0,00 31,84 -8.16 -8,1'6 •9,16 7 , 36 1.47 17,34 300
.
677
S1122 0,00 39,71 5.66 4,55 0,00
• 20,61
SO ,14 10. 03 16 , 8q 282.339
S1123 0 ,00 6,96 •20.84 -21,29 • •55,72
36,71
-11.14 13,99 184.604
S1124 0,00 7,21 3.44 26,79 •0,69 7.34 11. 3o 127.58::
S1125 0,00 1,52 6.25 17,24 5,00 • 30,01 6 .00 6.77 45.868
6 1 TOTAL 0,00 67,26 -13. 4i 19,13 •24,46 • 66,50
MEAN 0,00 17,45 •2.69 3,83 • 4 , 69 • 2.74
ST, 06V, 0,00 17,11 11 . 73 19,23 9,96 • 14.66
VARIANCE 0,00 292,71 137.57 369,61 99,29 • 215.034
S1221 0,00 15,36 0.00 0,00 ,00 . 15,36 3.00 6.86 47.309
S1222 0,00 19,35 1.92 2.44 0,00 • 23,71 4.74 8.24 67.907
S1223 0,00 29,63 0.00 0,00 0,00 • 29,63 5.93 13.25 175.507
S1224 0,00 4.35 9 . 43 3,33 o;oo 17,11 3.42 3.69 l5 . 096
S1225 0,00 0,0O 0.00 0,00 7,69 7,69 1.54 3.44 11.827
[ 2 E 2 total 0.00 66.71 11.35 5,77 7,69 93,52
MEAN 0,00 13,74 2.27 1,15 1,54 3.74
ST, dev, OlOO 11.87 4 . 09 1,61 3,44 7.44
VAR I ANCE OlOO 140,90 16.71 2,60 11,83 55 . 282
S1321 OlOO 2 , 99 0.00 0,00 2,50 . 5,49 1.10 1.5l 2.291
S1322 0,00 15,23 -3.49 4,66 • 7,41 6,99 1.00 8,73 76.148
S1325 0,00 21,43 0.00 0,00 0,00 21,43 4,29 9 .58 91 .049
S1324 0,00 20,34 38.36 1,45 0,00 60,15 12 , 03 17,06 290.926
S1325 0 00 32,73 29.91 34,58 •2,56 94,66 10.93 10.55 344 .022
6 3 total 0,00 92.72 64 . 76 40,69 •7,47 190,72
0,00 18,54 12.96 8,14 •1,49 7.63
ST, dev, 0,00 10,79 19.61 14,90 3,76 13.53
variance 0,00 116,43 304 . 75 222,11 14 ,14 183.155
TOTAL 0 00 248,69 62.70 65,59 '24,24 352,74
SUMMARY FOR MEAN 0,00 16,58 4.16 4,37 •1,62 4.70
ST, DEV. 0,00 12|72 14.13 13,37 6,97 12. 3i
T2 AT Fj VARIANCE OlOO 161,66 199.65 176,66 43,16 151.579
Sll3l OlOO 7,13 -2.13 -2,13 •1,20 1,67 0.33 3.9() 15.198
S1132 OlOO 0,00 0.00 1,41 ,00 1,41 0.20 0 . 63 0.398
9,05 -2.27 46,98 0,86 54,62 10.92 20. 6q 424.562
S1134 OlOO 4,06 23.01 0,00 0,00 27,09 5.42 9.99 99.633
S1139 OlOO •2.82 25.40 -2,62 •2,62 17,02 3.40 12. 4q 153.708
•3,166 1 total 0,00 17,44 44 . 09 43,44 101,61
0,00 3,49 6 .82 8,69 •0,63 4.07
ST.DEV, 0,00 4,91 14.14 21,47 1,43 11 . *%
131.785VARIANCE 0,00 24,13 199.90 461,09 2,03
0,00 0.00 0.00 3,92 0,00 3,92 0.78 1.75 3.073
• 1,64 -6.20 •6,20 .0,17 -22,21 • 4,44 3.45 11.915
0,99 4.94 23,66 0,00 29,59 5.92 10.13 102.516
81234 OlOO -1,93 16 . 4o 7,29 18,13 39,69 7,90 9.17 04.071
w. S1239 OlOO •2,5l -3.41 •3,41 4,28 •5,05 •1,01 3,27
I 3 E 2 total 0,00 •5,09 11.73 25,26 14.24 46,14
mean 0,00 •1,02 2.35 5,05 2,89 1.85
7.541,46 8.89 11,73 , 66
VARIANCE 0 00 2,13 78.90 137,69 93,30 56.836
S1331 0 I 00 •10.23 •l2.3l •12,31 •IS. 31 -47,16 •9.43 5,35 28.612
0 00 0.00 0,00 0,00 OlOO 0.00 0.00
18,06 • 16.21 •14,99 •15,09 •28,19 •5.64 14,64 220 . 301
-7,22 -6.06 •4,62 •6,14 •24,04 •4,81 2.04 8,076
S1339 OlOO • 7,79 -7.79 •6,74 10,69 •lli63 •2.33 7,97 63,505
6 3 total OlOO •7,18 •42.37 •36,62 •22,89 •111 1 02
0,00 • 1,44 -8.47 •7,72 •4,97 •4.44
8,00ST,D6V. 11,55 6.16 5,99 10,33 63,973VARIANCE 0,00 133,33 38.17 39,88 106.70
TOTAL 0,00 9,17 13.45 30,06 •11,77 36,93
0,490,00 0,34 0,90 2.01 •0,78
T3 AT Fl
ST, 06V,
VARIANCE
0,00
0,00
7,14
90,92
12.05
141. lU
15,31
234,39
6,22
67,96 • 95.093
^OtOO •
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riGiE4* family reference Response conditioning scone means ortained er each treatment ghoup during the second e*p£R1ment*l period.
N«15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
Table E7
Family response conditioning score means and STANUaND deviations
obtained in each period of The interview
BY each treatment URQijp IN THE
SECOND experimental P£R10d
•Parameters* period 1 PfcRlOU 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
treatment 1 * MEAN 0*000 “0il09 1.387 14,779 -1.990 •
ST. DEV. 0*000 4i53o 17.«13 14,645 6.090 •
TREATMENT 2 • MEAN 0*000 6.967 «2.052 '7,278 -6.073 *
ST. DEV. 0.000 15.601 15.930 13,650 8.522 •
TREATMENT 3 • MEAN 0.000 2(578 1.703 4,271 4.689 •
ST, DEV, 0.000 8,525 12.500 18,161 17.010 •
NOTE.-NalS FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TAtLE Efl
rAHIlY RErERENCE RESPONSE COHOITIOnInS tCORII FOR EACH SUBJECT
DURING EACH PERIOD OF ThB INTERVIEW WY
treatments and expeRinentiri In the
SECOND experimental PERIOD
**••••**««*•
SUBJECTS period 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD S period 4 PERIOD 9 . TOTAL PEAK
'
it*dsv. variance
S2U2 0,00 0,E2 •« .14 •to
,
26 no, 92 •20.10 M4.6I t,68 33,997
sms 0,00 0,00 0.90 >4,6f 0,00 • 34,62 19. 4| 239.709iau« 0,00 l,0U 0 . UO OfOO • 6,67 AM 2.«6 S . C
-•
EtllS DtOO 9,79 61.01 l|2t •7,91 • 64,44 27, 6q 761.627
'
'
1 i
'
TOTAL 0«00 -10,09 42.41 -i9<9E •43, 7e • 28,60
RIAN 0|00 •2,02 B.4E •i,e • 6,74 • l.lA
IT, DEV,
VARIANCE
OlOO
0,00
11.23
126,16
3b.l3 ^
925.12
16{fl
;2Tt|47 ,}§!U
* 16,82
262.647
82211 0,00 1,95 •XT. 10 •0,49 6,6i •9. IE n.E3 *.0l 61.269
82212 0,00 • 1,61 • 1.61 ll.DO - 1,61 13,17 2.63 8.62 74.272
S2213 0,00 7.20 •2.29 6.J7 •0,49 • 12,79 2.96 4.86 23,666
82214 0,00 . 0,00 o.Oo 3,?» 0,00 * 3,97 o.U 1 .60 2.949
82218 OrOO 0,00 U .017 30,49 0,00 30,49 O'W 13.64 185.926
E 2 total 0,00 7,24 •21.00 99,94 4,71 90,89
MEAN 0,00 1,45 -4.20 11,99 0.94 • 2.04
ST, DEV, 0,00 3,42 7.28 ' 12,43 3,39 6.27
VARIANCE 0,00 11,67 53.01 194,53 11,19 68.321
S2311 0,00 3,5i 0 . 00 14, o8 0,00 17,99 3.92 6.10 37.171
S2312 0,00 •1,33 -2.96 33,02 10.10 39,23 7.09 14.94 223.214
S2313 0,00 •0,96 0.98 40,29 •0,96 38,99 7.79 16.18 330.511
82314 0,00 0,00 0 . 00 24,49 0,00 24,69 4.94 11.04 121.919
S2315 0,00 0,00 1.37 9.66 O.OO 11.09 2.21 4.22 1?.790
E 3 total 0,00 1.22 •0.6l 121,76 9,14 131,51
MEAN 0,00 0,24 •0.12 24,39 1,83 9.26
ST, dev, 0,00 1,92 1 .47 12,79 4,64 • 11.27
variance 0,00 3,68 2.17 162,51 21,56 127.066
total OlOO •1.63 20 .80 221,66 •29,85 211,00
SUMMARY fOR MEAN 0 ,00 •0,11 1.39 14,76 •1,99 2.81
ST, DEV, 0,00 6.53 17.61 14,69 6,09 12.58
T1 AT F2 VARIANCE 0,00 42,64 310.23 220,37 69,44 ISB.276
203
S2121 0,00 2,13 0.00 0,00 0.00 . 2.13 0,43 0.99 0 . 907 0
S2122 0 , 00 4,37 •12.15 •2,97 •12,29 • •22,64 • 4,53 7.45 55,464
S2123 0,00 •13,27 •20.00 •20,00 •20,00 • •73,27 -14.69 6,69 75.599
S2124 0,00 5,49 0 .00 1 00 1,11 * 6.60 1.32 2.3a 5.665
S2129 0.00 • 7,74 -9.50 •10,26 ’•11,40 * •36,90 • 7,78 4.55 20 . 686
• • i 1
"
TOTAL 0,00 •9,02 •41.65 •32,63 •42,56 • ”126,08
mean 0,00 •1,00 -6 . 33 •6,57 •8,52 • •5,04
ST, DEV, 0,00 8,27 8.53 8|61 8,94 * 7.87
VARIANCE 0,00 68,38 72.73 74,08 79,91 * 61.913
S2221 0 1 00 2,16 6 . 69 5,16 1,10 • 15,13 3.03 2.8i 7.920
S2222 0,00 26,65 0.00 0,00 0,00 • 28,65 5.77 12.90 166.464
S222S 0,00 6,25 6.25 0,00 0,00 * 12,50 2.50 3.42 11.719
S2224 0,00 15.68 7.30 •12,99 •1,88 • 0,31 1.66 10.7? 115.982
S2225 0 , 00 20,68 12. /7 •2,24 • 6,41 • 25,80 5.16 11.09 122.973
•
! 2 * E 2 total 0,00 73,82 33.01 •10 , 09 •6,19 • 90,59
MEAN 0,00 14,76 6.60 •2i0l •1.24 • 3.62
ST, DEV, 0,00 10,79 4.53 6,72 2.57 • B.57
VARIANCE 0,00 116,50 20.56 45,10 6,59 • 73.434
S2321 0,00 44,59 0.00 o,bo 0,00 • 44,59 6.92 19.94 397 , 654
S2322 0,00 25,04 l8 . 08 •3,99 •3,95 • 35,22 7,04 13.57 184.251
S232S 0,00 12,25 2.65 •4,i7 •4,17 • 6,56 1.31 6.77 45.614
S2324 0,00 .0,95 •40 . 62 •51,92 •27,96 • •137,45 -27.49 23.15 535.739
82329 0 ,00 •3,22 -6 . 25 •6,29 •6,25 • •21,97 -4.39 2.70 7.755
•
• E 3 TOTAL 0,00 69,71 -34.14 •66,29 •42,33 . •73,05
mean 0,00 13,94 -6.83 •13,26 •0,47 • •2.92
ST, dev, 0,00 21.70 25.02 21, 7J 11,13 * 19.37
VARIANCE 0,00 470.90 625.94 472,22 123,66 * 375.033
TOTAL 0,00 134, 5l •42.78 •109,17 •91, 10 « •106,54
•
• SUMMARY For MEAN 0,00 8,97 -2.85 •7,28 •6,07 • •1.49
ST, DEV, 0,00 15, 80 i5.93 13,89 8,52 • 13.39
•
• T2 AT F2 VARIANCE 0,00 249,66 253.78 19i,83 72,63 * 179 . 3i9
S2131 0 , 00 O.OU O.OO 0,00 0,00 * 0,00 0.0 0 0.00 0.000
52132 0 , 00 0,35 •5.80 •5,80 3,56 • •7,67 •1.53 4 . 14 17.113
S2133 0,00 -13,86 •13.86 •10,99 •13,86 * •52,53 -10.51 6.01 36.080
$2134 0,00 •4,11 33.06 12,29 40,60 • 01,79 16.36 19, 8i 392.424
$2139 0,00 •1,09 -4.17 •1,90 •4,17 * -11,33 •2.27 1.06 3.476
!
• E 1 total 0,00 •18,71 9.22 •6,40 26,15 • 10,24
mean 0,00 • 3,74 1.84 •1,26 5,23 • 0,41
ST, dev, 0,00 5,92 16.16 8,69 20,62 • 12.45
VARIANCE 0,00 35,07 329.61 74,76 433.48 • 154.975
$2231 0 ,00 16,19 2.44 53,89 35,90 108,38 21.68 22.95 526 . 064
$2232 0,00 3,33 5 . 88 0,00 10,34 19,55 3.91 4.36 19.035
$2233 0,00 0,00 0 .00 15,96 0,00 15,96 3.1« 7.14 50.944
$2234 0,00 6,20 -3.64 •3,64 -3,64 • •4,72 •0,94 4,29 10.433
S2239 0,00 •4,41 -5.75 •6,94 •3,68 -20,76 • 4,i6 2.64 6.964
I
! 3 • E 2 TOTAL 0,00 21.31 -l.U? 59,23 36,92 110,39
mean 0,00 4,26 -0.21 11,69 7,76 4.74
ST, dev, OlOO 7,75 4.65 25,07 16,73 13.69
variance OlOO 60 I 07 21-65 626,56 279,89 187.323
$2331 0 1 00 0,00 0.00 4,29 0,00 4,29 0.86 l.«2 3.681
S2332 0,00 6,25 24.14 0,00 22,36 53,29 10.69 I2,0i 1<4.3i7
$2333 0,00 2,30 9 . 04 17,02 4,25 32,61 6.92 6.75 45.5l8
$2334 0,00 5,02 -11 . 02 17,43 1,46 12, 9i 2.98 10.24 10^ . 828
$2339 0,00 22.50 -4.77 -27,50 •23,33 -33,10 • 6,62 20.07 402.605
,
• E 3 TOTAL 0,00 36,07 17.39 11,24 5,26 69,96
0.00 7,21 3.46 2,29 1,05 2.80
ST, dev. 0.00 6,86 13.66 18,32 16,44 12.32
VARIANCE 0,00 78,90 187.04 335,72 870,40 151.631
total 0,00 38,67 29.94 64, 87 * 70,33 198,61
,
• SUMMARY FOR MEAN 0,00 2,98 1.70 4,27 4,69 2.69
ST, dev. 0,00 6,53 12.50 16,16 17,01 12.76
• T3 at F2 VARIANCE 0,00 72,68 156.25 329,83 219,32 163.430
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r»GiE5. SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONINO SCORE MEANS OBTAINED 0T EaCH TREAlMENT GROUP DURING The FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
Nb15 for each treatment group
Table E9
SCHOOL RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE means and -STANDaMD DEVIATIONS
obtained in EACH P£K|OD OF ThE INTEMVIE^
BY EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental PERIOD
*PA^AHETERS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 period 4 PERIOD 5 •
• TREATMENT 1 • MEAN 2.554 7i727 0.000 •6,841 -10.907 •
• ST, DEV. 30.601 17,829 0.000 19,104 20.687 *
• TREATMENT 2 • MEAN 13.773 1.969 0.000 6,265 -4.915 •
• ST. DEV.
•
20.196 10.79ft o.ooo 22,209 12.926 •
• TREATMENT 3 • MEAN 15.897 16,226 0.000 4,907 8.052 •
• STrDEV, 23.344 14,624 0,000 19,066 19.021 •
N0TE.-N-15 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
SCHOOI. MErERENCE RESPONSE CONDI MOnINQ SCORES fON EACH SUBJECT
OURINQ EACH PERIOD Of ThI ttfTERvtEH BY
treatments and expeRiheNtirs in the
FIRST BXPsRiNeNTAL PfRIOO 205
• SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 period a PERIOD 5 . total MEAN ST, DEV, variance .
Sllll •40,09 •15,92 u.uo •31,28 *90.83 •118,12 •23,6* 15.60 249.779
sni2 2,46 •6,90 0.00 6,85 •25,25 •22,64 • 4,57 12.59 158.453
* S1119 42,03 22,22 0.00 5.96 7,14 • 76,99 15.39 17.01 289,470
S1114 •12|94 26,10 0.00 -*6,22 •25,77 •24,43 • 4,69 19.57 3BO
,
1^9 •
S1115 61,92 17.41 0 . 00 19,55 •9 , 42 89,46 17.89 27.42 751.879 •
6 i total 53,78 42, 9l 0.00 •11,54 •84,13 1.02
MEAN 10.76 8,56 0.00 •2,91 •16,83 •
ST, DEV, 41,21 18,78 u.oo l«i76 15.62 • 23.39 •
VARIANCE 1698,17 352,71 u . oo 990,29 244,07 • 547.077 *
Sl21i 29,29 35.su u>00 •4,48 •9.49 • 56,68 11.3* 19.32 373.326 ,
S1212 •9,81 23,76 0.00 •12,21 •14,29 • 6,55 •1,31 15. 2o 230.940 •
S1213 •25,67 •12,24 O.'UO •2,96 •37,32 •76,19 •15.64 15. 7i 246.894 •
* S121A 5,65 9,51 0.00 13,92 15,06 44,16 8,63 6.2o 3B.379 •
«1219 5.13 22.19 u.oo •1,J5 •1,74 24,23 4.85 10.08 101.536 •
E 2 TOTAL 10.59 78,52 0 . 00 •7,08 •41,70 40,33
MEAN 2.12 15,70 0.00 -1,42 -8,34 1.61 •
ST, DEV, 19,79 18,10 0.00 9,53 19,31 16.18 •
VARIANCE 391,79 327,55 U .00 90,87 372,85 • 261.688 •
SlSll 19,44 3,77 0.00 •5,56 8,97 19,08 3.02 107,673
S1312 •99,75 •22,17 0 . 00 •60,01 •56,32 •199,05 •99.01 27.42 751.797 •
S131S • 6,35 21.01 0.00 •5,30 • 3,60 5,76 l.l9 11.36 129.039 •
S1314 3,46 •6,46 u.oo •9,09 16, 4o 6,31 1.26 10.19 iOS.792 •
SlSlS 15,14 5,86 0 . 00 •3,23 •3,23 14,54 2.91 7.70 60 . 536 •
is total -26,06 •5.53 0.00 •83,99 •37,78 •153,36
mean •5,21 •1.11 u.oo •16,80 •7,56 • •
ST,OEV, 32,06 15,95 u.oo 24,69 18,53 22.10 •
variance 1027,08 254,27 U . 00 609,76 Sl«,82 * 468.519 •
TOTAL 38,31 115.90 0.00 •102,61 -163,61 • •112,01
SUMMAHY FOR MEAN 2,55 7,73 0 . 00 •6,64 l0,9i • •
ST,D£V, 30,60 17,03 0 . 00 19,10 20,69 • 20.79 •
T1 AT ri variance 936,44 317,86 0 . 00 364,95 427,95 • 432.073 •
. S1121 9,57 •3,06 U.OO A. 92 •8,79 -0,38 •0,0* 6.75 45.498 ,
• $1122 19,59 •5.66 U.OO -19,12 *17,69 •23,10 •4,62 15.73 247.533 •
• S1123 •11,94 •4.26 u.oo •13,45 •17,83 •47,48 •9.50 7.22 52.163 •
* 51124 2.05 •8.52 0 00 -25,58 •11,49 -43,54 •8.71 11. Oo 121.001 •
• S1125 3,81 15,43 u.uo -13
,
04 •10,63 •4,43 •0.09 11.53 132.929 *
•
'
i 1
^ "
TOTAL 23,08 •6,31 O.uo •69,27 •66,43 •118,93 *
• MEAN 4,62 -1,26 u.oo •13,85 •13,29 • 4,76 •
• ST, dev, 11,51 9,55 U . uo 10,18 4,20 10
.
75 •
• variance 132.52 91,23 u.uo 103,72 17,63 ll5 . 476 •
. S1221 6,05 -11,74 u.uo •9,54 •13,80 -29,03 -5,01 8.40 71.633 .
• S1222 -20,33 •16,88 u.uo 6,04 •13,19 -43,56 •8.71 11. 6i 134.878 •
« Si223 36,36 7,41 o.uo 39,13 0.00 82,90 16.58 19,50 383.406 •
• Sl224 li.73 11.73 u.uo 47167 3S;52 106,65 21.33 19.59 383.610 *
S1225 31,52 16,67 u.uo 8,55 1,94 58,68 11.74 12.84 164.099 *
1 2
'
• E 2 total 65,33 7,19 u.uo 92.65 10,47 175,64
• MEAN 13,07 1,44 U.uo 18,53 2,09 7,03 •
* ST, DEV, 22.64 14,66 u uo 23,97 20,05 10.49 •
• VARIANCE 512,37 220.70 u.uo 574,42 401,98 341 . 941 •
• • S1321 0,00 17,91 U.UO 14,10 0 ,00 • 32.01 6 .40 8.87 78.663 •
• • S1322 11.98 4,99 u .00 8,21 -8,63 • 16,35 3.27 B.07 65 . 082 •
• • Sl323 43, l8 3.57
6.7i
U.UU 27,03 0,00 • 73,70 14,76 19.49 379.795 •
• • $1324 54,13 0 • 00 14,89 •3,99 • 71.74 14
.
35 23.36 545.847 •
* • S1325 8,89 •4,53 u.uo 36,37 4,95 • 35.78 7,16 17.25 297.698 •
* E 3 * total Il8,l8 28,65 u.uo 100,60 •17.77 • 229,66 •
* • MEAN 23.64 5,73 u.uo 20,12 •3,55 • 9.l9 •
• • ST,n£V, 23.58 6.06 u.uo 11,37 3,72 • 15.80 •
• • variance 555,95 64,95 u . uo 129.31 13,81 249.627 •
• , total 206,59 29,53 u . uo 123,90 •73,73 286,37 .
• SUMMARY FOR • MEAN 13,77 1.97 u.uo 0,27 •4,92 • 3.62 •
• • ST, DEV. 20,20 10 .8 > u . uo 22,21 12,93 16.35 *
• T2 AT Fj VARIANCE 407,97 116,56 u.uo 493,26 167 , 07 267 . 366 •
S1131 37,33 14,93 u.uo 38,45 •6,37 84,34 16.87 20.69 428.192 .
• S1132 5,65 39,16 u.uo •0,21 •4,39 40,21 8 , 04 17,76 315.344 •
• S1133 •28,33 • 5,36 u.oo .33,85 10,60 •56,96 -11. 3« 10.98 360.207 •
• S1134 25,77 17,20 U .00 7,22 30,32 80,51 16.10 12.60 158.748 •
• S1135 -11.40 41,05 u.uo 44,28 5,03 * 78,96 15.79 25.27 638.536 •
• 6 1 total 29.02 106.96 o.uu 55,09 35,19 227,06 •
• MEAN 5,80 21.39 0 .00 U,l8 7,04 9.08 •
• ST, dev. 26,71 19,22 u.oo 31,67 14,74 20.90 •
VARIANCE 713,42 369,55 U .00 1003,09 2l7,29 436.670 •
S1231 3,86 27.31 0 .00 6,95 39,73 77,85 15.57 17.14 293.847 •
S1232 • 7,78 0,42 u.uo 9,09 •10.76 •9,03 •1.81 7.79 60.701 *
S1233 ;8,52 5.98 u.uo •8,21 33.29 51.58 10,32 15.76 248.360 •
S1234 50,50 24,52 U . 00 3,26 3,67 75,43 15.09 22.57 509.410 •
•
‘“LftT
81235 •5,01 •4,55 U.UU 0,76 •10,19 •18,99 •3.80 4 ,42 19.523 •
* 3 E 2 total 60,09 53.68 U . uo 7,33 55,74 176,84 •
MEAN 12,02 10,74 u.oo 1,47 11,13 7.07 •
ST, dev. 23,83 14,38 u.uo 6,52 13,97 16.13 •
VARIANCE 567,90 206.65 o.uo 42,49 574,60 260 . 294 •
81331 24,62 18,75 U 00 0,60 16,11 79,40 15.90 IS, 80 249.556 *
S1332 42,63 20,56 u.oo 15,00 4,29 82,48 16,50 16.75 260 . 7ll •
$1333 8,96 20,35 u.uo 11,33 13,79 54,43 10,09 7.42 55.103 •
S1334 25,94 •1.06 u 00 •16,70 •11,90 •13,00 • 2.76 16.69 349.482 *
81335 47,20 24.18 U 00 0,76 •2,36 69,78 13.96 21.40 461.202 •
29,85 272,37E 3 TOTAL 149.35 82,78 U .00 10,39 •
mean 29.87 16,56 u.oo 2,08 5,97 10,89 *
ST, DEV. 15,36 10,05 o.uo 12»S6 21,35 * 16.89
265.220
•
VARIANCE 235.85 100.92 o.uo 192,81 455,75 •
TOTAL 238,46 243,42 u.uo 73,61 120,78 • 676,27
SUMMARY FOR • MEAN 15,90 16.23 u.uo 4,91 8,05 • 9.02
17.92
•
ST, dev. 23,34 14,62 u.uo 19, p7 I9f02
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SCHOOL REFERENCE RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE HEANS OBTAINED BT eaCH TREATMENT GROUP DURING The SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
N*19 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
(
TaSLE Ell
SCHOOL RESPONSE CONDITIONING ScOHE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
obtained in each period of The interview
BY EACH treatment GROuP |N THE
SECOND experimental PERIOD
Parameters* PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 Period 3 PERIOD 4 PERIOD 5 •
treatment 1 MEAN • 19.928 lll99a 0.000 •4,307 1.813 *
ST, DEV. • 22.793 2oieoo 0.000 25.264 21.097 *
treatment 2 MEAN * 14.639 0i536 0.000 18,161 1.685 •
ST, DEV, • 26.697 27i515 0.000 23,419 26.505 •
treatment 3 MEAN • 3.877 •1.363 o.ooo •2i50. •7.877 •
ST. DEV, • 33.119 16|849 0.000 29,406 22.663 *
N0TE.-N«19 FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
-
TASue iiz
SCHOOL PEfERENCe RESPONSE CONDMIONINU SCORES EACH SUBJECT
Ol'RlNO EACH PERIOD OF ThE INTERVIEW HY
treatments and experimenters In the
SECOND experimental PERIOD
• SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD a PgRIOO 4 PERIOD 5 total MEAN ST. DEV. Variance ,
S2111 17, «• 29,77 0.00 lliQl 4,33 99,66 11.94 10. 3q 106.173 ,
S2U2 21,20 18,34 0.00 8,?9 10,73 99,02 11.60 8,36 70.205
S2113 -16,04 •26,41 0.00 * • •« •l8,35 •102,69 •20.53 15,29 91Y 878S2U4 17,16 0,74 0.00 20»SS 47,13 89,36 17, OT 19,19 368.073 •
* S211S 26,99 4.16 0.00 •0.62 • 9,62 24, 9i 4,98 13. 163.408 *
E 1 TOTAL 66,99 22.60 u.oo •1,48 38,22 126,39
MEAN 13.40 4.52 0 . 00 •0,10 7,64 9.05 •
ST.D6V, 16.92 20.09 u.oo ,.|41 24,69 18. 5i •VARIANCE 286,17 403,41 0.00 995,77 607,82 342.775 *
S2211 6,98 •8.96 U .00
•13, i4 •8,12 •23,64 • 4,73 7.9i 62.601 ,
S2212 4,89 12,21 O..UO •1,21 -l,8l 14,26 2.86 5.84 34 . 067 •
S2213 12,45 • 6,93 o.uo
-13,99 •13,08
-21, 9l • 4,30 10, 9i 119,045 •
S2214 •1,85 •1.39 0.00 •48,09 •29,55 •80,84
•16. l7 21,68 470 . 065 •
92219 •50,98 5,52 0 . 00 •24,97 19,49 •90,94
-10.19 27. 9|) 776.494 •
“l 'l" E 2 TOTAL •28,91 0,45 0.00 •101,32 •32,87 •162,65
MEAN •9,78 0,09 o.uo •20,26 • 6,57
ST, dev. 25,78 8,80 o.uo 17,66 17,86 *
VARIANCE 664,36 77,44 0 . 00 311,97 319,15 266.245 •
S2311 30,82 16,64 0 . 00 12, 5l 18,16 76,13 15.23 11. 01 121 . 313 ,
92312 0,64 33,42 o.uo •16,79 •19,67 •2,20 •0.44 21.13 446.362$2313 37,90 23,75 0.00 •19,38 •10,73 35,14 7,03 22.76 518.756 •
S2314 18,11 21,82 0 , 00 4,62 0,02 44,57 8,91 10.35 107.033 •
S2315 38,57 61.29 0 • 00 53,23 36,07 189,16 37,63 23,57 555.571 •
E 3 TOTAL 125,84 156,92 o.uo 38,^9 21,89 342,80
MEAN 25,17 31,36 0.00 7,64 4,37 •
ST,DEV, 15,85 17,79 0 . 00 28,45 22,19 21.66 •
VARIANCE 251,33 316,41 0 . 00 809,91 492,19 469.015 *
TOTAL 163,92 179,97 0.00 •64,61 27,20 306 , 48
SUHMAR? FOR MEAN 10,93 12,00 o.uo •4,31 l,8l 4.09 •
ST, dev, 22,75 20,80 0.00 25,26 11,10 20.63 •
Tl AT T2 VARIANCE 917,71 432.62 o.uo 638.26 445,07 425.642 *
S2121 34 , 72 36,17 0.00 62,30 19,30 152,49 30,50 23.00 529.222
S2122 6,79 5,17 0 .00 7,49 •17, 90 1.51 0,30 10.59 112.072
S2123 •11,37 -31,36 0.00 3 ,03 -23,75 • -63,45 -12,69 14.84 220
.
l97 •
S2124 •57,20 -50,98 u.oo •24,44 •67,36 * •199,98 -40,00 27.42 751.771 •
S2129 33,91 49,83 0 .00 12,10 13,43 • 109,29 21.86 19.83 393.206 *
E 1 TOTAL 6,85 8,65 0 . 00 60,44 •76,28 • •0,14 .
MEAN 1,37 1,77 o.uo 12,09 •15,26 •0,01 •
ST, dev, 38,06 42,97 u.oo 31,46 34,68 * 31.54 •
VARIANCE 1448,30 1846.69 0 .00 989,77 l202,74 • 994.559 •
S2221 7,90 •5,61 0 . 00 20,96 •12,80 • 10,45 2,09 12.99 168.801 .
S2222 13,52 •10,79 0.00 •14,93 54,19 • 42,39 8.48 27.78 771.877 •
S2223 6,08 20.83 0.00 17,73 19,86 64,50 12.90 9.32 66.894 •
S2224 35,71 -11.62 o.uo 26,22 8,14 60.45 12.09 19.63 385.504 •
S2229 52,97 25,39 0.00 7,60 •0.52 85.64 17.13 22.61 511.185 •
! 2 E 2 total 116,18 18,20 u.oo 60,18 68,67 263.43 ,
MEAN 23,24 3,64 0.00 12.04 13,77 10,54 *
ST, DEV, 20,39 17,99 o.uo 16,37 25,56 18.63 •
VARIANCE 415,91 323. 8u 0.00 274,42 653.18 347.175 •
S2321 38,48 -11,28 u.oo 22,27 7,54 57,01 11.40 19.43 377.681 •
S2322 24,40 • 8,75 0.00 40,32 9,39 65,36 13.07 19.57 382,653 •
S2323 29,80 29,72 u.oo 56,62 9,43 125 ,57 25.11 21.8? 478.126 •
S2324 -3,26 •1,30 0 • uo 27,59 , 76 32,81 6.56 12.79 163.469 •
S2329 7,07 •27,40 0 . 00 4,99 •3,45 •18,79 •3.76 13.85 191.734 •
E 3 total 96,49 -19,01 0.00 151,79 32,69 261,96 •
MEAN 19,30 •3.8 3 0 • 00 30,36 6,54 10.48 •
ST, DEV, 17,05 21.02 0.00 19,40 5,65 18.90 •
VARIANCE 290.66 441,81 0 .00 376,39 31,94 357.267 *
. , TOTAL 219.52 6,04 0 . 00 J72,41 29,28 • 525,25 *
• summary For • mBAN 14,63 0 ,54 0 . 00 18,16 1,89 • 7,00 •
« • ST, DEV, 26,70 27,52 0 .00 23,42 28,50 • 24,00 •
• T2 AT f2 • variance 712,71 757,08 o.uo 546,44 7o2,5o • 575.922 •
S2131 10,71 22,73 o.uo 80,00 10,00 103.44 20.69 23.41 547.648 ,
S2132 •10,90 •1.33 0.00 2,63 •17,89 • •27,49 -5,50 6.6i 74 , 102 •
• 92133 -67,11 •2,06 o.uo •7,01 •18,11 • -94,29 -18.86 27.67 776 . 747 •
92134 54,38 0,87 o.uo •7,62 4,03 • 51,66 10.33 24,99 624,624 •
• S2139 •48,61 •45,13 o.uo •46,22 •33,34 • •173,30 -34,66 20.25 410.229 •
• E 1 total •61,53 -24,92 0.00 1,78 •55, 3i • •139,98 .
• MEAN •12.31 • 4,98 0.00 0,36 •11,06 * •5.60 *
ST, DEV, 48,22 24,68 0 . 00 38,24 17,78 • 28.55 •
VARIANCE 2325,05 608,98 0.00 1462,44 316,00 • 6l4 . 999 •
S2231 2.72 •20.86 0 . 00 -51,03 •39,86 • •109,03 -21.97 24,01 576.295 •
92232 10.12 7,26 0.00 12.40 10.25 * 45,03 9.01 6.27 39.351 •
S2233 20.79 18.26 0 • 00 •31,52 12.46 * 19,99 4.00 21. 4j 458.623 •
32234 22.63 •7,l7 0 .00 19,60 •13,73 • 21.33 4.27 16.16 261.301 •
! S2235 •31.34 -6,20 o.uo •7,49 •14,29 • •99,32 -l9,86 22.85 512.012
•
• 3 E 2 total 24,92 •8,7l 0 00 •53,64 •85,17 • “122,80 *
MEAN 4,98 •1,74 0.00 •10,77 •17,03 • •4.91 *
ST, DEV, 21.86 14,97 0 00 31,00 29,72 • 22.13 •
variance 478,04 223.99 0.00 960,76 883,97 • 489.675 *
S2531 39,39 20.46 u.oo l‘i.4 20iO5 • 96,74 19.35 14,00 196.012 •
S2332 •1,99 1,86 0.00 11,26 •18,11 • •4,98 •1.00 9.86 97,195 *
$2333 40,75 • 0 , 09 0.00 14,66 11.19 * 86, 5l 13.30 18 . 7q 278.997 •
92334 O.lP •10,35 o.uo -35,37 •U.37 •56,95 -11.3. 14,40 20’. 899 •
$2335 16,46 1,30 u.oo 2.11 18. 96 43,45 0,69 8.53 72.681 •
E 3 total 94,77 13.18 0 00 14,90 22.32 144,77 •
MEAN 18,95 2.64 0.00 2,90 4,46 5.79 •
st,dev. 20,96 11.14 u.oo 21,71 17,04 18.29 •
VARIANCE 422,86 124.04 0 00 471,21 290,22 265.318 •
TOTAL 98,16 •20,45 0.00 -37,96 -111,16 •118,01
SUMMARY FOR * MEAN 3,08 •1*36 0.00 •2,90 • 7,88 •1.57 •
• ST, dev. 33,12 16.85 o.uo 29,41 22,66 • 23,17 •
T3 AT F2 variance 1096.85 263,88 o.uo 664,72 813,61 536.749
.JOiOO •
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t-»e.£7. family reference response conoitionino score means obtained 0Y Each treatment group during the first experimental period.
Noi9 for Each treatment group
Table £15
Family response conditioning scohe means and standard deviations
obtained in each period of the Intehvieh
BY EACH treatment GROUP IN THE
FIRST experimental P£R10d
•Parameters PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 6E«|0D 3 PERIOD 4 period 5 •
treatment 1 MEAN 2.0«T 2l48e 0.000 22,316 13.409 •
ST. DEV. 14.414 17,451 0.000 19,334 26.950 •
TREATMENT 2 MEAN 4.180 12|390 0 ooo 0,193 -5.796 •
ST. DEV, 14.130 16(571 0.000 12,603 12.473 •
treatment 3 MEAN •0.897 •0,55j 0.000 1.109 '1.661 •
ST, DEV. 12.048 14i447 0.000 17,306 11.122 *
note,*n«is for each treatment group
TABLE E14
FAHtLY BEfEBENCE BESBONSE CONDIT1 OMN& SCORES TOR EACH SUBJECT
DURING EACH PERIOD OF ThE InTEBVIEB BY
treatments and expeAimenteri In the
FIRST EXBlBlHENTAL PERIOD
• SUBJECTS PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 P6RID0 3 period 4 PERIOD 9 . total MEAN ST, DEV. variance
5,16 29,73 0,00 60, 9t 12,16 14. 5i 210,414
* sms 5,99 6,70 0.00 •4,83 -6,06 1,66 5.94 35.299
• sms l.*9 0,00 6.00 37. 0,00 38,49 7,70 16, 4i 269.442
• 81114 liOl •1.31 O.UO 11«81 10,33 • 21,84 4,37 6.2q 36 . 961
* sms •2i30 •2,30 o.uo 17,21 17,42 * 30,03 6.01 10. >7 1q7 , 465
•
' i i • TOTAL 32i06 0,43 0.00 90,96 >1,69 153,16
• MEAN 4i42 1,09 O.UO 1«»19 4,34 6.l3
• * ST, DEV, 11«30 4,06 0.00 16,26 9,39
* VARIANCE 12T|TI 10,61 0.00 265,02 68,20 125.862
* S1211 • 1,49 •1,49 O.UO 10, o5 9,04 16,11 3.22 5.82 33.8(4
• B1212 OtOO 0,00 o.uo 69,79 71,15 147,94 29.39 40.62 1650.204
• Sisis 4,76 0.00 0.00 0,00 3,06 7,64 1.57 2.23 4.963
• S1214 •39,43 •42,17 o.uo 6,99 *28,22 •100.63 •20. l7 23.3s 544.221
• * 81215 lilR 0.00 0.00 42,19 34,31 78,09 15.62 21.03 443.223
i
'
'l~
'
• E 2 • TOTAL -34,97 •43.06 0 . 00 131,42 96,36 149,15
• • MEAN -6,99 •6.73 0.00 26,26 19,27 5.97
• ST.OEV, 10.26 10,70 0 .00 29,21 39,73 27, 0i
* • VARIANCE 334,11 349,62 o.uo 653,03 1578,78 729.595
. SlSll 0,00 0.00 o.uo 16,67 0,00 16,67 3.33 7.46 55.578
S1312 5,00 21.21 u.uo 36,64 21,62 « 86,47 17.29 15.33 234.981
• SlSlS 25.25 6,60 u . uo 13,68 61,47 • 107,00 21.40 24.27 589.256
* * S1S14 3,64 44,74 0.00 11,11 0,00 59,49 11.90 16. 9i 357.634
• S1315 OiOO 0.00 0.00 32,26 0,00 32,26 6.45 14.43 2q8 .142
• E 3 • total 33,69 72,55 o.uo 112,36 63,09 • 301.69
• • MEAN 6,76 14,51 0 . 00 22,47 1«,62 •
* * ST, DEV. 10i56 18,99 0 . 00 12,22 26,76 • 16.95
• • VARIANCE lllt53 360.60 0.00 149,32 7(6,30 * 287.234
, , total 31,00 37,32 0.00 334,74 201,14 604,20
• summary For • mean 2,07 2,49 U . 00 22,32 13, 4l • 6 ,06
• • ST, DEV, 14,42 17,45 u.oo 19,33 26,93 • 19.46
• ti at ri • VARIANCE ?07.«2 304,53 0.00 373,61 726,28 • 378.794
• • Sll2l 0,16 40,00 u.oo 0,00 0,00 • 48,16 9.63 17.34 300.677
* • S1122 • 5,66 33.03 u.uo •1,33 •9,66 • 20,74 4.l5 16,60 282 . 339
* * $1123 20,64 27.62 o.uo •0,41 0,23 t 46,41 9.70 13.59 184.604
* * S1124 • 3,44 3.77 u.oo 23,31 • 4,13 • 19,51 3.96 11.3c 127.583
• S1125 •6.25 • 4,73 o.uo 10,99 •1,25 • •1,24 -0,25 6.77 45.866
• i i * TOTAL 13,43 100.69 o.uo 32,56 •11,03 . 135,63
• MEAN 2,69 20.14 u.uo 6,51 •2,21 • 5,43
• • ST, DEV, 11,73 19,54 u.uo 10.65 2,69 • 13.
H
* • VARIANCE 137,57 361,63 o.uo 113.51 7,23 • 171.860
. • S1221 0,00 15,38 U . 00 0,00 0,00 15,38 3.06 6.66 47.309
• * S1222 •1,92 17,43 o.uo 0,52 •1,92 • 14,11 2,82 6.24 67.907
• • S1223 0
,
00 29,63 o.uo 0,00 0,00 • 29,63 5,93 13,25 175.587
Sl22d i9',43 •5,06 o.uo •6,10 •9,43 A •30,04
-i.Ol 3.69 13.096
S1225 0,00 0 ,00 0 . 00 0,00 7,69 • 7,69 1.54 3,44 11.027
* 2 E 2 total •11,35 57,36 u.oo •5,56 •3.66 . 36,77
HFAN •2,27 11.47 0.00 •1.12 •0,73 • 1,47
ST.OEV, 4,09 14,02 U. 00 2,60 6,10 • 6.33
• VARIANCE 16,71 196,51 u.uo 7,81 37,27 • 69 . 660
$1321 0,00 2,99 u.uo 0,00 2,50 5 ,49 l.lO 1.5l 2.291
S1322 3,49 16,72 0 . uo 6,i5 -3,92 • 26,44 5.2® 8.73 76 . 148
S1323 0,00 21.43 U .00 0,00 0,00 * 21,43 4,29 9.58 91.849
$1324 •30,36 •18,02 u.uo -36,91 •38,36 •131,65 '26.33 l7, 06 290.926
S1S25 -29,91 2,02 U .00 4,67 •32,47 • •54,89 •10.98 18.35 344 . 022
6 3 total -64,76 27 ,94 0.00 -24,09 •72,25 *133, 16
mean •12,96 5,59 u.oo •4,62 •14,45 -5.33
ST, DEV, 19,61 15.77 0 .00 18,27 19,39 16,85
VARIANCE 384,75 246,79 o.uo 333.63 375,85 284.087
TOTAL •62,70 165,99 u.uo 2,69 •86,94 39,24
SUMMARY FOR MEAN •4,l8 12,40 u.uo 0,l9 •5,80 0.52
ST,0iV, 14,13 16,57 u . uo 12)40 12,67 is.eo
T2 AT rj VARIANCE i99,65 274,59 u -uo l53j63 160.61 190 . 455
$1131 2.13 9,26 u.uo 0,00 0,93 12,32 2.46 3.9o 15.198
$1132 0,00 0 , 00 0.00 1.41 0,00 1.41 0.26 0.63 0.398
$1133 2,27 11,32 0.00 49,25 3,13 65,97 13. l9 20.60 424.562
$1134 -23,01 -15,93 0.00 -23,01 •23,01 •87,96 •17.59 9,99 99.833
$1135 •25,46 •28,30 0.00 •28,30 •28,30 •110,38 -22,08 12.40 153,786
tAHfcMlMtNlfcH
e 1 total •44,09 -26,65 o.uo •0,65 •47,25 116,64
MEAN •0.02 •5,33 o.uo •0,13 • 9,49 -4.75
ST, DEV, 14.14 17,54 U . 00 30,65 14,95 17.20
VARIANCE l99,90 307,77 u.uo 939,45 223,62 295.725
$1231 0,00 0.00 0.00 3.92 OiOO 3,92 0.78 1.75 3.073
4,56 0.00 0,00 •1,97 8,79 1.76 3.45 11.915
S123S • 4,94 • 3,95 o.uo 18,72 -4,94 4,89 0.98 10.13 102.516
S1234 •16.40 -18,33 0.00 •9,11 1,73 •42,11 -8,4f 9.17 04.071
* l-ru $1235 3,41 0,90 0.00 0,00
7,69 12,00 2.40 3.27
• ! 3 E 2 total •11.73 •16,82 o.uo 13,53 2,51 •12.51
MEAN •t,3> •3,36 0 . 00 2,71 0,50 •0.50
ST, dev, 8,89 6,90 u.uo 10,15 4,72 7.22
VARIANCE 70.96 79,15 U . 00 103.05 22,29 52,066
S1331 12,31 2.06 0 .00 0,00 0,00 14,39 2.86 5.35 28.612
0,00 0.00 o.uo 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 O.Oq
• S1333 10,21 34,27 o.uo 1,26 1,12 52,66 10.57 14.94 220.301
• $1334 0,00 •1.16 u.uo 1,44 • 0,06 6,26 1.25 2.84 8,078
experimenter
E 3
* S133S 7,79 0,00 u.oo 1.05 16,46 27,32 5.46 7,97 63 . 5Q5
, TOTAL 42,37 35.19 U . 00 3,75 I9i52 • 100,83
• 0,47 7,04 0.00 0,75 3,90 • 4,03
• • ST, DEV, 0,lB 15.27 u.uo 0,70 6,16 • 8.25
• variance 30,17 233.11 u . uo 0,49 66(64 •
total •13,45 •0,26 • u.uo 16,63 *>•,22 -SO, 33
• SUMMARY FOR • MEAN •0,90 •0,55 u.uo 1,11 •1,68 • /
• • 14,45 o.uo 17,31 11,12 • 12 . 16
208,70 u.oo 299)50 113,70
I
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RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORE MEANS OBTAINED BY EACH
TR£*TMeNT
N»i5 FOR Bach treatment group
GROUP DURING The SECOND EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD.
(
Table e 15
family RESPONSE CONDITIONING SCORB MEANS AND STANDARD
DEVIATIONS
obtained in each period of the InTERvIERilNED IN fcAC" r n ww vr i » r. i w -
BY EACH TRBaTmInT GROUP IN THE
SECOND experimental PERIOD
Parameters* period 1
•1.3BF
17.445
PgRlOD 3 • PERIOD *
*• ••••*••** **• *.
0.000 13.392 •3.377
14 j 774 0 000
I
24.42$ 19.697
II16I9 0.000 t •4,426 -3.221
1A|54A 0.000
•
8,534 9.610
0,000 2.569 2.986
liisa. 0.000 « 19,405 10.955
2.esa
15.930
NOTi.-MnS FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP
TAULt
Rc^CRE^.XE response ccnoiuonIno oconss ro» e*ch suoject
DU«INO EACH PERIOD 0^ TmE rMTERVJEW OY
treatments and SXPlRIMsNTERS :n TME
JECOMD 6APE'*tnc.NTAL PERIOD
SUCJECTS pgRIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 5 Period < PEBIOO 5 . total mean ST.DEV, variance
Sclll 18,46 • 2,24 0 .00 26,19 •7,14 33,27 7,05 14. 4i 208.473
32112 0,16 0,96 0.00 •10,12 •10,36 • •19,40 • 3.68 5.83 33.957
82113 0,00 0,00 0 . 00 - • ... 0,00 « 34,62 6,99 1?.46 jiO 7 q9
52116 OlOO 0.00 0.00 6)67 0,00 6,67 1,33 2.9s 8.896
S2115 •61, Cl •51,22 u.oo •99,79 •68,59 • •240,11 •40. i2 27.60 761.627
i 1 TOTAL •62,41 •52,60 0 . uc •2,43 •65,11 • •103,45
MeAN • 5,48 •10,50 0.00 •0,69' •17,22 t •7.34
ST.OEV, 30,43 22,79 0.00 37,63 20,07 25.67
VARIANCE 929,62 519,54 0.00 1401, 2A 845,00 • 6SS.992
92211 17.10 16,79 0.00 16.61 76,37 15. J’ 9.01 81.269
92212 1.61 0,00 0 .00 i«.«i 9,00 21,22 4,24 8,62 74.272
52213 2|29 9,49 0.00 19,66 ii60 24,24 4.85 4.66 23.666
92216 Of 00 0 1 00 0 .00 3,57 0,00 3,57 0.71 1.60 2.549
52215 OiQO 0 1 00 0.00 30,49 0,00 30,49 6.10 13.64 185.928
.
^ E 2 TOTAL 21f 00 28,24 0.00 60,94 15, 7i 155,84
MEAN 4,20 5.65 a . 00 16,19 5,14 6.24
ST, dev, 7,28 6.40 0 .00 10,08 10,52 9.27
VARIANCE 53,01 70,53 0.00 101,59 110,6B 85.883
92311 0,00 3.5l 0.00 14,08 0,00 17,59 3.52 6.10 37.171
S2312 2.56 1,23 0.00 35,58 12.66 52i05 10.41 14.94 223.214
S231S •0i56 •1,54 39,71 •1,54 36,05 7.21 18,18 330.511
S2314 OfOQ 0.00 0 . oc 24,69 O|00 24.69 4.94 11.04 121.919
92315 •1,37 •1.37 0.00 6,31 •li37 4,20 0.84 4.22 J7.790
’
E 3
'
TOTAL Of61 1.63 0.00 122,37 9,75 134,56
mean 0,12 0,37 0 . 00 24,47 1,95 5,38
ST, dev, 1.47 2,09 0.00 13,46 6,03 11.52
VARIANCE 2,l7 4.35 0 . 00 161,21 36,38 132.785
TOTAL •20,80 •22,43 0 . 00 200,80 •50,63 • 107,00
SL’hHARV POR hEan • 1,39 •1,50 u.oo 13,39 • 3,33 • 1.43
ST, DEV, 17,61 14,77 0.00 24,43 19,70 • 17.99
Ti AT T2 VARIANCE 310,23 218,26 0.00 596,59 387,98 • 323,698
S2121 0,00 2,13 U.OO 0,00 0,00 2,13 0.43 0.95 0.907
$2122 12,15 16,52 u . uo 9,58 •0,14 38,11 7,62 7.45 55.464
S2123 20,00 6,73 u . uo G,00 0,00 26,73 5,35 8
,
69 75.599
S2124 0,00 5,49 u.uo 0,00 1,11 6 ,60 1.32 2.38 5.665
S2125 9,50 1.76 u uo 0,76 •1,90 8,60 1,72 4.55 20.686
E 1 • total 41 65 32.63 u.uo 6,82 • 0.93 82.17
MEAN 8,33 6,53 u.uo 1,76 •0,19 3.29
ST, dev, 6,53 5.98 u.uc 4,38 l,C6 5.85
VARIANCE 72,73 35,76 U . uc 19,20 1.17 34.208
52221 • 6,69 *4,53 u . uo •1,51 • 5,59 -18,32 -3.66 2.81 7 . 920
S2222 o.oc 28,85 u.oo 0,00 0,00 26,85 5.77 12.90 166 . <64
<2223 '6,25 0,00 u.uo •6,25 •6,25 '18,75 •3.75 3.4J U.7l9
S2224 7,30 6.58 u.uo •20*29 •9.18 •28,19 •5.64 10.77 115.982
S2’25 •12.77 7.91 u.uo •l5,0l *13,18 -38,05 •7.61 11.09 122.973
£ 2 • TOTAL •33,01 40.81 u.uo •43,06 • 39,20 •74,46
MEAN •6,60 6,16 u.uo •3,61 • 7,64 •2.98
ST.DEV, 4,53 12.61 u uo 8,77 6,67 9,64
VARIANCE 20,56 163,98 u .uo 76,87 44,44 92.952
S2321 0,09 44,59 u . uc 9,00 0.00 44,59 8.92 19. 9< 397.654
S2322 •19,08 6,96 u uc •22, C3 •22|C3 •55,16 '11.04 13.57 18^.251
S2323 • 2,65 9,60 u.uo •6,82 •6,82 •6,69 • 1.34 6.77 45.814
S2324 46,62 39,67 u .uo •3,30 20,66 105,65 21.13 23,15 535.739
S2323 6.25 3,03 u.uo 0,00 0,00 9.28 1.66 2.78 7.755
E 3 • total 34 14 103.85 1 . uo •32,15 •8,19 97,65
MEAN 6.f3 20,77 u.uo •6,43 •1.64 3.91
ST.OEV, 25.02 19.72 u.uo 9.l7 15,37 17.76
variance 625,94 388,70 u.uo 64,00 236,31 315.359
total 42,78 177,29 u.uo • 66,39 •46,32 105,36
SUMMARY i OR • MEAN 2,85 u.ej u.uo •4,43 •3.22 1.40
ST.DEV. 15,93 14.54 0 . uo 8,53 9,61 12.38
T2 IT P2 » variance 253,78 211.52 u.uo 72,83 92 . 36 153.520
I « E « ThENT
1 ?
EV' PE 8 | m 6 NTEM
52131
52132
S2J.33
52134
52135
0.00
21 . 33
16,77
-83,46
0.00
4.27
3.35
- 16,69
1.90
6.01
15
.
8 i
0.000
17
. U 3
36.080
392. 424
3.476
T0T41
T '
I
' EATm
^ nT
I 3
ST, DEV,
variance
16 ,16
329,61
17,83
310,04
U.UO
U.UO
9,97
99,37
4,68
21, «2
11.73
137.645
P
' r »•
S2231 •2,44 13,75 U.UO 51,41 33,46 96,16 19.24 22 93 526.864 )
»$,8S •2,55 U . UO •5,88 4,46 •9.85 -1.97 4.36 I’.OJS
0,00 u . uo 15,96 C,00 15,96 3.l9 7.14 50.944
3,64 9,84 0.00 0,00 0,00 13,48 2.70 4 29 18.433 )
$2235 9,75 1,34 u.uo •1,19 2,07 7,97 1.59 2.64
£ S TOTAL 1,07 22,38 u.uo 6u,30 • 123,74 )
0,21 4,48 u.uo 12,06 4.95
ST, DEV. 4,65 6,96 u.uo 23,4? 14,35 • 12.66
variance 21,65 4C,50 0 .00 551,62 205,98 • 160.250 )
U • 00 4.29 0,00 • 4,29 0.86 1.92 3.661
•24, l4 •17,09 u.oo •24,14 •1,28 • -67,45 -13.49 12. 3i 144. 3i7 >
• 9,04 •6,74 0 . uo 7,98 • 4,79 • •12,59 •2.52 45 . 5l8
S2334 11,02 16, 04 u.uo 28.45 »2|50 • 63,01 13,60 13.24
S2335 4,77 27,27 U . DO -22,73 •18,56 • •9.25 •1.09 20.07 )
t ^ f't: ^ J P' T tN
E 5 TOTAL •17,39 18,68 0.00 •6,?5 •12,13 •16,99
•3,46 3,74 u.oo •1,23 •2,43 • -0.68 )
sT,oev, 13,68 16,00 0.00 22,27 11,13 t 13, 9«
variance 137,0< 324,16 0.00 495, C3 133,97 •
TOTAL •2?. 54 15,13 C .00 3m, 53 4/, 79 * 70,91
SUptMART rOR MEAN •1,70 U,C6 0.00 2,5/ 2,99 • ' 0.95 &
ST,OEV, IS, 53 14,33 o.eo 19,41 10,96 • 12.96
T3 AT f2 variance i5£,:o 219, Gl o.vo 376,36 128,02 • 160.079
•'»*•• * * 4 • •**'*••••*»*** liiiif.'it j.
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APPENDIX F
CODED INTERVIEW TYPESCRIFI
Key to Codin g
Symbol Meaning
! Division between units
^ School referep.ee response
2 Family reference response
3 Combination reference
response
4 Other reference response
(I) Minute marker
$ Beginning of 15 second
paraphrase segment
$$ End of paraphrase segment
( ) ••c.ot (Referents of pronouns or
synonyms)
(( )) , 0 , 0 ,,. ((Marks an incomplete
^
response))
[ J , 0 . , , , 0
L^nbstitutions in viording
made at the request of the
S when permission to
publish was granted]
/
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INTERVIEW 2321
Pe_r_tpd 1
S. V/ell, I suppose courses. /I One reason $ I vjas willing to come up
here (School of Education) at this tiine was because I figured I
have to corns up here for my grades anyway. /I ((Because I 'm a
freshman I get my))
E. It's sort of convenient for you.
S. 1M./4 I have to see $$ someone by the name of [^ame of faculty
membeF^ /I That's my advisor. /I
E, Ifei-hma.
S. I don't know whether it's (faculty member) a man or a woman yet. /I
I haven't met this person, (advisor)/! But I intend to go over
after the interview and pick up my grades. /I I have a class at
12:20 in Education, my one education class, which is Education
009. /I So I've been wondering what my grades are. /I I don't
think I did that badly actually,
E. Km-hmin.
S. except in French. /T That (French) was bad, /I See I took the tests
last summer during orientation (I)/4 and in French, I managed to
get advanced placement. /I And instead of taking French 107, §
I'm taking French 108. /I And I'm beginning to wish that I had
taken French 107
E. I*lM”hmm,
S. instead. /I
E, French is more difficult; that course you took.
S, Well, it's all reading"“French 107, literature, $$ which I enjoy. /I
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S. I can't stand g^catsmar
.
/I
E. Mm-hmm,
S, But I'm finding that I need the grammar, to understand my teacher. /I
My teacher, he thinks in French and expects us to think in French, /I
II© (teacher) expects us to be able to answer questions just like
this, /I Like he'll (teacher) put a question to you /I and if you
don't look like you can answer it immediately, he (teacher) goes
right on to another person. /I He (teacher) doesn't try to help
us. /I And 1 object to this./4 Like I'll be stumbling for a word,/4
and he'll (teacher) think. I'll know the answer to the question,/!
but I just can't think of the French word,/4 And he'll (teacher)
just go right on to someone else. /I And he (teacher) doesn't try
to help up through a sentence, (II)/1 And I don't know, I think
he's (teacher) kind of msd at me right now
E. Mm“hram.
S. because I don't seem to be able to answer any questions $ he
(teacher) gives me. /I Must look like I'm daydreaming. /4 Some of
the time I am«/4
E. He's really not giving you a good approach.
S. No, not at all./4 At times it gets so that $$ he's (teacher)
talking so fast in French
E, Mm-hmm.
S. I can't possibly understand him (teacher) and sort of shut it out, /I
And I sit there thinking about the story or re-reading part of it./4
Suddenly ha'll (teacher) ask me a question,/! and I'm lost./4 I
don't know where hs (teacher) is. /I I just can't keep my mind on
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S. what he's (teacher) doing because he's (teacher) going too fast for
me. /I
E, Muj-hiDm,
S. And because of this, I think perhaps I should've taken French 107
and gotten more of the grammar, in spite of the fact that I've had
French since I was in sixth grade. /I Had it all through Jr. High
and High School. /4 And I'm flunking French. /I I know that
E. Mm-hmni. (Ill)
S. seeing as how we only had one quiz, one exam rather,/! and I got a
46 on it, $/l But the thing is that if I don't get a C in French
108, I don't get credit for 107. /I
E. So you really have to score on this one to get credit.
S. I have to do this, because if I don't get credit, $$ well, if I pass
108, I'll get credit for that (103). /I That'll give me 30 credits
for the year. /I But I'm flunking it (108) now. /I If I don't pass
that (103), not only do I not get credit for 108, I don't get credit
for 107. /I And that'll leave me with 27 credits
E, Min-hmm,
S, for the year, /I And you're supposed to have 30 per year./4 So
I'm hoping that I can at least get a C./l ((If I really work hard
in this, just fight it out.)) We've done 2 plays. /I
E. Mm-hmm,
S. We did Turcoret./l And we just finished Huis Clos. (IV)/1 So if
I really struggle with those and pull a few all nighters in studying,
I might be able to $ get a good mark on the exam. /I
E. There's still hope.
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S. There's still hope./4 I have two more exams to go. /I I have this
one (exam) that's coming up a week from Tuesday $$, the 21st, no
that's history,/! the 14th; the 14th for French. /I If I really
get a good laark on that, perhaps I can bring my grade up. /I
E. Mm-hmia.
S. If I get credit for both the French courses. I'll wind up with 33
credits. /I So that if, in the next few years I have a real problem
with a course but need the credit, I can just drop that course and
not have to worry about credit. /I I'll have three extras already. /I
But I don't know whether I can do tt./4
E. Mm-huKa.
S. This course is just, (V) I think I could understand the course. /I
I think the teacher is expecting too much of us $ because I know
there are about three people in our class who can answer his
(teacher) questions. /I And they're such people as the girl I sit
next to, who has had French since she vzs in 7th grade. /4 ((But))
E. The very able people.
S. No, she's had $$ different people than I./4 She's had accelerated
courses ./4 She has had nothing but literature for the past three
years in high school,
£. IJm-hmm.
S. because in the 7th, 8th and 9th grade she had all grananar and got
an intensified, accelerated program. /4 She had already read Huis
C10S./4 She spent a quarter of last year in high school just
studying extentialism./4 She knows the whole thing down pat./4
Essentially, she's already had what we're doing in French now. /I
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So I have the saraa thing in my math clasSo/1 (VI)
Period 2
So An<3 I just go and take the tcst8o/l I usually do quite veil cn. the
test
3
0 /I $ I've gotten a B or an A because I don't have to
worry about what he's (teacher) teachingo/l There are cuts, as
many as you wanto/1
Eo You're in a unique position with the size of your familyo I^ust $$
really gat a lot of pressure from themo
So Noo/4 It's 3ttazingo/4 I used to think so,/4 and I fought it be-
cause both my older brothers
Eo lfcD“hrnmo
S. are quite intelligent o/2 One of them (brother)
Eo Mn"hninso
So graduated from eastern university, let's see, 1966o/2 And he
(brother)
E, Ifm-hramo
So is a person who has an above average intelligence with the drive
to get all A's,/2
Eo Km”hrarao
So He (brother)
Eo Mra^bjmiDo
So really fights, /2 He's (brother)
E, Mm-hmmo
So and the ner^t brother
Eo I4a“hn!j'no
S. just doesn't try and gets A’s,/2 (I) because ha's (brother)
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E. l&n-hsnm,
S. at ^ eastern university ./2 So that I used to think, when I was
in high school $ that I was always fighting the image that they
(brothers)
E. lfcn“hnH5ie
S. had presented because I'm not as intelligent as they (brothers)
E. linj"hmm.
S, are./2
E. You've got to struggle to keep up with them.
S, I thought SO./4 But I had a teacher once who was very understanding,
and saw this in ms and finally, one day took me aside and had my
mother
E, Msi“hc®a.
S, come in/2 and we talked about it./2 And I finally realized that the
pressure was not from ciy brothers
E, I-fai-hmra.
S. and not from my parents
E. Mn-hmra.
S, to do as well as they've (brothers) done
E, Km-hmm.
S. but from myself. /2 Just trying to prove that I was as good as they
(brothers)
E. Mra"hffira.
S. are./2 V^hereas, the places that I was trying to prove it were
vjrong./4 It was a case of, they (brothers)
E. ILm-hma.
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S. excelled in one thing, /2 end I had something which I do pretty
well too, different things. /4 But I was just trying to (II)
succeed where they (brothers)
E, t&i-hrma,
S. had succeeded, /2 Whereas, it just wasn't in me./4 $ But I don't
think the pressure has been there, /4 I have been quite lucky. /4
My parents
E. Mm-hnuu,
S, have been vary very understanding. /2
E. They really go along vsith you 1007,.
S, Oh, yes./4 They (parents)
E. Mm-hoai,
S. are very good about it./2 $$ They, (parents)
E, Mm-hmm.
S. I don't know, they're (parents)
E. l?m“hmm,
S, very very Interesting. /2 They (parents)
E, Kns“h!iiia,
S. don't pressure me. I think, like when they (parents)
E, Mm“hmmc
S. see that French grade/3 and I didn't do all that well in./4 I did
all right in History,/! but I was worried in English also. /I I
think when they (parents)
E. {^-hram,
S, see my grades, they'll (parents)
E, Mm=hii!m<,
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S. understand that up here (UoMass,), there is a big adjustment, in
college, «hich for me has been kind of, for me it vjas harder than
1, well it is hardsrc/3 I'm still adjusting, because all of a
sudden there isn’t someone there saying you've got to do your
homsw’ork before you can watch I'i'./l Or, you can't go out on
weekends, week nights, rather, (III) and this sort of thing, /4
I'm just having to do it myself, and toake decisions mysel£«/4
I've had a very sheltered life,/4 We're a fairly well to do
family, a very loving familyo/2 We've (faauly) not had any
tragedies ,/2
E, So it's always been a very fine family relationship.
Sc Oh yeso/4 $ I have a great family
o
Eo llm-hiiHac
Sc And its, I'm just discovering that not everybody doss, that there
arc people who don't want to go horns because it isn't horns to
thenic/4 Whereas, any chance I get, you know, that's where I want
to go, see my parents,
Ec
S. and tny brothers
»
E, Mn“li!r!Ec $$
Sc And like I'm looking fon.ard to Thanksgiving co much because it will
ba the first tins since last, about two days last summer vshen vie
(family) were all together c/2
E, Mm-htszn,
S, My oldest brother,
Eo K-3“hisiac
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S. who is 23, works for [a publishing cotapany in an eastern cit^ ,/2
And he (brother)
E.
S. just doesn't get. home (IV) all that often, /2 [brothers name]
E. Mja“hiEin,
S. who's at eastern university
,
gets home college $ vacations as
much as I v5ill./2 But its great when we're (family) all together. /2
And w® (family)
E,
S, ell sit around the dinner table and have a ball,/2
E. Everybody has a chance to bs all together again.
So Yes./4 See, we'r© (family) very, there's a very wide age spread. /4 $$
There's my 23 year old brother, /2
E. Ifea^hmia.
S. and [^ther broth®?! 21, /2 and I'm 18. /4 My sister's
E. Hm-hmm.
S, 14, /2 and then there's tvjins
E.
S, who are 6./2 You see there's a wide age spread. /4 But vshen all of
us (family)
E, Msa-hmm,
S. get together, it's really hysterical, because we (family)
E, I5ai"hm!a.
S. just have such a great time together. /2 I don't think there s been
all that much pressure. /4 They're (parents) very understanding
about it. Even if I flunked out of here, which I would have said
I
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S. a ys&t ago, don't be ridiculous, /2 Now, you know, the possibility
is there, (V) when I see the trouble I'm having vsith this French. /I
$ And I have very easy courses right now, except for that French. /I
My math courses, the same thing I've had for the past three years,
in high school. /I There's nothing to do with that (math). /I I
go in and take the tests/1 and that's it,/4 English, I'm finding
difficulty $$ with, /I Maybe cause I can't express myself in
compositions. /I It's (English) always been a problem with me. /I
And suddenly I'm taking a course that has nothing but compositions. /I
That's what English 111 is, /I And where in high school English,
I could pull my grade with vocabulary quizzes and research papers,
which [Sme of high schooT) is quite (VI)
Period 3
So noted for It's research papers, /A I could sit down and write you,
in a week, a 4000 word research paper on a topic you gave me with
footnotes, bibliography
E, Mm-hnim.
S. typed out, $ the whole bit, like a thesis. /4 But you assign me
any sort of essay to write on my own on a college leval/1 and I'm
lost./4
E, Different story there.
S. Very different. /4 I really struggled through this (English). /4 $$
That's vjhere I'm having my trouble in English. /I Ah, history s
fascinating, /I I love it (history),/! It's the History 100
course. /I fnamg of teach^ is teaching it (history),/! and she s
an excellent teacher, /I And I've always liked history, /I but
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S. this is just the part of history I*m more interested in, I think. /I
History's all right. /I I wish I had more to do with education. /I
(I) When you start out as a freshman, the only education course
you take in your whole freshman year is Education 009. /I I just
got up there once a week for an hour $ and observe the classes in
the hall, /I The observation tower, we call it. /I
E. That's the only contact you have with education.
S. l-&Q-ht!im,/4 For this year, that's (Education 009) all I do. /I $$
And next year I'll start taking psych, courses and more education
courses. /I Such as, for instance, next year I might take Child,
some sort of general psychology. /I 1 guess it's Introduction to
Psych. /I
E, ISn-hmm.
S. And I'll take another observation course, which meets more and has
discussions. /I And then my gym class for one semester.
E,
S. In my sophomore year (II) vjill be elementary phys. ed., being able
to teach children the basics in physical education. /I You get
more involved in different areas. /4 And eventually, $ we 11 get
into Child Psych, and Abnormal Psych. /I Then, when I'm a Jr.,
I'll start, hopefully, teaching & class. /I
E. Gets more complex.
S, Km"hmm./4 You have more contact $$ with the children themselves. /4
Of course, the good thing about Marks Meadow is that you're able to
watch children through the four years. /I I could pick out 2 or 3
children, who arc perhaps in the 1st or 2nd grade
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Et I'b’u-hnwa.
S. and watch them go all the way through, in the four years that I'll
be here (U.Mass.)./! Of course, the senior year, you start
teaching elsewhere, sort of a student assistant
E. Msa-hmm.
S» in other schools than Harks Meadow, (III) which I'm looking forward
to
,
cciuse I like children. /I I'll get taarried
E. Kaj-hu'u'n.
S. and have a few of my own,/4 but that's a ways $ off right now./4
S, It's a long way off.
S, Ygs./4 I’ve got to graduate first. /4 It's Important, /4 Course,
it's caster, /4 it's eomsthing that I could do,/4 I could teach
until I had children/4 end then once my children
E, Mm-lvaia,
S. were back in school, $$ once ray children were in school, I could
go back to teaching, if I took say a few refresher courses. /4 I'm
beginning to realise now that it's not quit® as simple as, stop
teaching for say 10 years, and then go bsck./4 With all of the new
developments, its something like nursing or being a doctor. /4
You have to take a few refresher courses first and sort of get up
to date on the new techniques ,/4 I observed (IV) last week/4 and
I noticed that there was a third grade class where the teacher was
at one side of the clascroora with about 10 children. /4 They were
in a reading group, /4 and she was hearing thcra,/4 The other side
of the classroom -= I think there were about 5 children, around
the table ”-/4 one boy, who must have been about 8 years old.
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S. had complete control over the tape recorder. /4
E, Ks knew just what he was doing.
S. He was essentially instructing $$ the class -- or I think it was a
spelling lesson Chat he vms doing “~/4
E. Kia=hniiae
S. just by turning it on and off and rewinding it and starting it at
the right tims./4 But I think back 10 years ago when I was 8 years
old,/4 this never would have happened. /4 We would have been
lucky to have a tape recorder in there in the first place. /4 But
none of the children would have touched it,/4 They wouldn't have
been allowed too./4 They might have,/4 but they wouldn't have
been allowed to touch it./4
E. Km“hrcai.
S. This is something«/4 The responsibility, (V) the idea of giving
this boy the responsibility/4 end he did quite well./4 And other
things about responsibility like a young girl giving a spelling
lesson or giving a spalling test $ to another classmate, right
there, vsithout her teacher. /4
E. Shows a lot of responsibility.
S. Yes./4 And something they really accept. /4 Whereas 10 or 15 years
ego, they had no, they just sat thcre/4 $$ and they recited, /4
and they answered in class, /4 and they never moved around. /4
Whereas now you can see all these wiggling of the bodies. /4
They're moving around, sitting in their chairs, and up and down
and walking around the room,/4 And when you first look, we were
appalled to see this sort of thing cause it looked like there was
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S. absolutely no discipline at all./4 But when you get a closer look,
you see that there, they seem to know (VI)
Period 4
S. what they're doing, and to accept the fact that they were respon-
sible for an assignment. /4 And they do it at their own speed,
which is also important. /4 They aren't forced and pressured into
$ doing this at the rate that all of the rest of the class is./4
E. Like you're forced and pressured to do in your courses. Like
French, for example.
S. Well, French yes. /I
E. Mm-hmaj.
S, The others (courses) aren't $$ so much, aren't pressured as much. /I
But French
Eo Mm-hmm.
S. anyway, you kno^3, there's quite a bit of pressure there. /I
E. Km-hEiQ.
S, I enjoy the reading. /I
E. ^!a^-hI!lnl.
S. I enjoyed Sartre very much
E, Mm-hmm.
S. and the existential idea. /I It sort of came home to me because of
something that existence precedes essence and by his acts, what
judges him./4 (I) I mean he is judged by other people/4 and they
only know him through what he does./4 He may have great intentions
of becoming a hero or a great inventor or a great statesman or
philanthropist. /4 lie may have the Intentions, /4 but if his life $
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S. is suddenly cut short, he's judged totally by others by vjhat he has
done, what he has succeeded in doing<,/4 So one character in there
had great intentions of becomitig a hero, a great man,/4 $$ and he
died a coward,/4 And this is how he was judged. /4 For all
eternity, he had to be a coward, because that's the way he had
ended up./4 So if I died tomorrow, I've been trying to think what
other people would think I was, because I have all these great
intentions of becoming a teacher and more important to me, a mother
and a good wife./4 And if I (II) was to die tomorrow, who would
see that?/4 VJho would judge that?/4 The acts, my acts' up to now,
it's kind of a frightening idea,/4 and it's interesting. /4 $ It's
interesting to me,/4 It just comes time to answer questions in
class, /I and I can't do it./4
E. It's difficult when you're in a class situation to answer questions
S. M-n-limm./l $$ I just feel like he (teacher) isn't asking them. /I
E, Mm-hffim,
S. He (teacher)
E, Mm-hnun.
S. isn't asking them to draw us out or to make it clear to us. /I Hs's
(teacher)
E. Km-hnaa.
S. just plain asking them, point blank like this, to see if we read
it (assignment)./! I read it (assignment)/!
E. Km-hrom.
S. but I just can't answer his (teacher)
E, Ikn-hnim.
s
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S. questions. /I
E. l&s-hstm.
S. So I think perhaps
>
he (teacher)
E. Mm-hHiffl.
S. might feel that I’m not reading,
E. iSn-humi.
S, not doing the essignmsnt./l
E. i£fn-ham.
S. But I ara./4 And ho?j can I (III) get this across to him (teacher)?/!
I guess by trying to ans’der the questions
E. Km-himn.
S, more./4 I find it's easier for ms to answer soss of his (teacher)
E.
S. questions if I raise my hand“-tf I know $ the answer and someone
else that he (teacher)
E. IfeQ-hmm,
S, calls on can’t answer it./l I can raise ray hand,/4 Now that kind
of question 1 can answ@ro/4
E. When the instructor structures it that vjay, then that's good.
S. V?eII its, the problem comes when he (teacher)
Eo I-Sa-hram.
So says, $$ "I'lhat was Garcon trying to say here, [s'e narai] ?'7l
Then I’m gone./4 I can’t ensvjer it (question)./! It’s very
difficult, /4 But it’s funny. /4 I say my courses
E. Mra-hmin.
S, are pretty easy. /I [name of cours^ , I have [^rae of teach^3/l
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E, t&i-hiasjs.
S. end I go to that (course), not too often. /I I took the test. /I
E, tfefl“hia!0. (IV)
S, I have been told that he's (teacher)
E, l'£is"hmra.
S. going to judge this, grade this test,
E. I&i-hEm.
S. just according to his (teacher)
E, Ma-hmm.
S, opinions, which is going to be kind of interesting. /I ((because
they were)) Have you heard about this test? /I §
E. Mra-hiara.
S, You must have heard about [^raa of tcached «/l
E. You're wondering if I've heard about [^ms of teach®^ course,
S, VJell, tests specifically, I think. /I Have you heard about j^ame
of teache^ ?/l Do you know anything about him (teacher)?/! Or
should I just go on and tell you everything $$ that he's (teacher),
E, l£a“hm»,
S. so far that's happened?/! I have been sort of assuming all along
that you don't know much about it (course)./! I've been telling
you about the education courses
E, l-fea-hicja,
S. and things like that/1 but [£am® of teacher]
E, Mm-hism,
S, has a whole new idea in teaching. /I And 1 think e lot of it is
good./4 Ha's (teacher)
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Ee Mm“hmra.
S, instead of throwing facts down our throats, like some teachers
E,
S, could -- a flower consists of (V) and going through the many parts,
which we must msraorize/1 -- he's (teacher)
E. l&B-hmm.
S. getting us to think for ourselves, /I As a teacher, I think he's
(teacher)
E, Mffl”hasi,
S, got the right idea, /I He's (teacher)
E. Eiji-hmm.
S. 8 little theatrical, dramatic,/! As a person, I don't think that
much of him (teacher),/! I happen to be sitting in the 2nd row,
the day h® (teacher) cut off the rats head, /I
E, So other professors may be as effsefeivs as he $$ but not as
theatrical,
S, lka-ho:m,/4 I think he's (teacher)
E« l-^“htain,
S, got a good idea, /I But as I said, I think he's (teacher)
£, tL'a-htcm.
S. overdoing it a little. /I Perhaps he (teacher)
E, l&i“hmm.
S. wants to be talked about, wants to have this happening. /I Whereas,
a teacher, say in a discussion group
E, ^fen-hIIlm.
S. with fewer students can drav^ (VI)
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P.<"^i_od_5
S. out a student, get them to open up their minds and really think./l
Ky history discussion teacher, [mms of teach^
,
is a person
like this. /I I found myself
E« Mm-hrsn,
S. in his (teacher) discussion class, really really arguing,? furious
at some of the stupid things that kids come up tilth. /I
E, Just infuriated.
S, And I think that this is the same thing that [Sme of teach^
trying to do, get us to use our minds. /I But I never really, $$
I just am too much of a conservative to accept some things I
regard as hippy, /4 or I don't like that v!ord./4 It doesn't apply
to him (teacher)./! I don't know, the thing about ths incense,
frankly I can't stand incense. /4 I inakes me 111./4 Gives me a
headache./4
E, lfai"hii!m.
S. But (I) his (teacher) idea of lovs is great, /I I have sort of a
personal type religion which is, consists of love, understand
and comaiunicate./4 I don't think necessarily in that order, /4
Eo Mm-hmm.
Se but I think these are ths 3 more important $ ideas in the human
raccc/4
E. These things make up life.
S. IJm-hmm, or should. /4 I think that if you communicate $$ with
people, try to understand what they are saying, and love them .
enough. /4 I don't know, love is sort of all around. All
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So different types of love,
Eo t&i-hiiimo
S, families, bstvjeen nations, between races and bstfe’ean two people,
whether both men or both vjomsn, (II)
E, ISa^hmm,
So or man and voni3no/4 I think it would be a much better world. /4
I'm not going to say it's going to happeno/4 But if I can do it,
it's a little bit batter, maybao/4 And I agree with him (teacher)
in that, /I His (teacher) last questions in his test was something
$ to that fact, that ie love the greatest goal of life, to which
I ansx^ered yeso/l
E. Really makes you think on it then,
S. Well, I don't know./4 It's v:eirdo/4 It's almost like a combination
of. [^mes of two courses] $$ and just plain personal beliefs. /I
Is life uiitque?/4 Is a motorcycle dependent on plants?/4 Some
of them weren't even questions ”” a word or a statemento/4 Ho
(teacher) certainly does nako you think,
Ec Mn-hmnio
Se not about [specific cours^
,
vory much, /I (III) But ha (teacher)
does make you think, vjhich I think is very important ,/l The
facto, say 15-20 years from now, ths facts that I'm learning
won't be all that important,/4 But if I lesrn to use my mind, $
to question, probe and reason, reason things out, corns up with
decisions, it's more important to ms,/4
E, It's very important to you,
S, Yes, as a human being, /4 $$ It's more important dealing with other
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So people end raising a family, that sort of thingo/4 But I think
ho (teacher ) could do it in less flamboyant, histrionic ciannero/1
I find myself becoming a bit disgusted (IV)
E, l&n“hiEm.
So at some of his (teacher) tactics, or just plain boredo/1 I've
slept through a number of his (teacher) classes which I don't
usually dOo/1 Generally I Eanaga to keep myself awake just
because I think I ought to,/4 In his (teacher) class, I just
don't carso/l V/h-at the heck, and go to sleepo/4 Or I just $
don't gOo/4 I was so disgusted and nauseated after the episode
with the rat that I stopped going for about 2 weekso/4
Eo Really didn't like thato
So I was sick to wy stoicaeho/4 $$ It was fisnnyo/4 Thinking about
it after%<ards, I felt absolutely nothing for the rato/4 1
couldn't care lesSo/4 The rat, to ras, wasn't importanto/4 Rats
are killed, /4 animals are killed every dayo/4 People are killed
everydayo/4 The rat just doesn't make any difference. /4 It was
the horror and revulsion I felt for [name of teache^ ,/l I
couldn't bfillevo th^tt a person could actually destroy life (V)
as he (teacher) did./l I think if he (teacher) just swung the rat
against the vjall, and knocked its brains out just like that; for
some reason I could havs accepted it more, /I
E, Hm-hmas,
So But it was a horrible, painful death, /4 $ and he (teacher) seemed
to be enjoying ito/1 And I could just see him (teacher) v)ith his
hands strangling somebody, with his (teacher) hands on their
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S. throaS strangling somebody, /I
E» You felt that he really vsanted to,
S. There is something in him (teacher) that I can't understand, /I
And I'm frightened by it«/4 $$ So 1 completely rejected him
(teacher) and didn't go to classes,
E, bim-hram,
S, But yhen 1 realized that my feelings about him (teacher) as a
person were based only on this, I don't know him (teacher),/!
1 have never met him (teacher),/! I've seen him (teacher) in
class/1 and that's about it,/4 I've heard about him (teacher),/!
I don't believe in some of his (teacher) moral ideas. /I He
(teacher) has been quite explicit on that, /I But I think it's up
to everyone to decide, cause vjhen you coma up here (U« Mass.) its
a case of being on your own, /I (VI)
APPENDIX G
THE FIVE PRINCIPLE CO.^ffONHKT FACTORS OF Ss
'
PERCEPTION OF lilS INTERVIEWS
THE FIVE PRINCIPLE COMPONENTS OP INTERVIEW EVALUATIONS
VJITH LISTINGS OF ITEMS EXHIBITING VERIKAX LOADINGS
IN EXCESS OF 0o5
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Factor I Factor II
(Evaluation - general) (Evaluation ~ interpersonal)
Factor III
(Genuineness)
good kind successful
sociable approving honest
successful congenial candid
soothing clean valuable
attracting
active
interesting
motivated
inspiring
valuable
warm
genuine
Factor IV
(PerEsissiveness)
Factor V
(Deliberateness)
free
permissive
spontaneous
deliberate
directive


